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PEEFACE

The origin and genesis of tliis book will be found in

the event to which it refers on its first page. This event

revealed, like a flash of lightning in the darkness, a con-

fusion of thought and a misapprehension in regard to

that fundamental truth of the Christian Faith—the In-

carnation of Christ—which would have been startling to

Christians of any other age than our own. On this occa-

sion most Christians simply contented themselves with

echoing what Gamaliel said :
" If this counsel or this

work be of man, it w^ill come to naught, but if it be of

God ye cannot overthrow it." ^

These, however, were the words of an outsider. No
member of the Apostolic Chui'ch itself would or could

have ever spoken thus, for since the descent of the Holy

Ghost at Pentecost, God has charged Christians with a

personal responsibility as witnesses for Him in the

world ; witnesses that He is such a Being as Christ alone

has revealed Him ; witnesses left in this lower world by
the Ascended Christ, Who is now on the throne of glory,

to preach the glad tidings of His Incarnation and Death,

His mighty Resurrection and glorious Ascension, and of

the Coming of the Holy Ghost.

The power of the Holy Ghost is given to those who
abide in Christ : He will abide only with those who do

His will, and to them alone the promise is given that

they shall know of His doctrine. As it is His will that

all Christians, clergymen and laymen, shall bear witness

1 Acts V. 38, 39.
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for Him, it follows tliat those who fail in bearing witness

deprive themselves both of the true knowledge of God,

as revealed in Christ, and of the power of that Godliness

of which they are content merely to profess the form.

To discharge the responsibility resting upon him as

one of these witnesses, the author set out with the inten-

tion of writing a short article on the Apostles' Creed,

but the work grew insensibly on his hands as days and

months passed by, until it attained the proportions of

this volume. It should be added that the book has not

been written for Unbelievers. Its sole object is to help

in confirming the faith of the faithful : to point out and

bring back to the memory of Nineteeth-Century Chris-

tians the standard of belief and of life which was set be-

fore New Testament Christians by Christ Himself and

the Apostles whom He trained.

The author, of course, lays no claim to originality in

his treatment of this solemn theme. The older men
grow, it has been said, the more they are taught by long

experience to doubt the adequacy of their own premises,

but in regard to the hfe and teaching of our Lord there

is a certainty of historical fact, a definiteness of doctrine,

and a corroboration of faith in the assurance of all Chris-

tian experience, which not only leave little room for so-

called originality of thought, but compel one to distrust

the spirit of any age as a critic and interpreter of the

Christian religion.

There is, of course, progress in the apprehension of

the truth as the Church is more and more enlightened

by the Spirit of truth. But this is a Spirit, Whom, we
are expressly told by Christ Himself, " the world cannot

receive, because it seeth Him not, neither knoweth Him."

The progress is made in the Faith of the Gospels, not

in the abrogation of it ; and is progress toward Christ,

not away from Him.
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As this book lias been written with the purpose of

awakening in believers and communicants of the Church

a sense of their responsibility as witnesses for God ; so

it has been the privilege of the writer to receive no little

assistance and inspiration from some of the members of

the Communicants' Union of his own parish. He also

takes this opportunity to acknowledge his indebtedness

for kindly criticism to the Kev. Professor William Clark,

LL.D., of Trinity College, Toronto, and to the Eev.

Thomas E. Harris, D.D., of New York ; and for correct-

ing the proofs, in the final revision, to Dr. William C.

Eives.

While the last pages of this book are being written

there is a sound of rejoicing on the air of the winter

night, and, all the world over, human hearts are respond-

ing, as at no other time of the year, to the angels' song of

peace, good will to men. As all look back to that lowly

stable at Bethlehem, in which the Christian revelation

began, even those who are far from Christ feel the spell

of its sweet, humanizing influences. No marvel that they

would claim, even while denying His miraculous birth,

so human a Saviour as their own.

But in the vision of the Christian ages that scene has

a deeper meaning. The radiance which the old masters

reverently loved to paint as emanating from the manger,

though invisible to the physical sight, is recognized by

the pure in heart who see God ; nor, to the eye of faith,

could the vision of the first Christmas night be truth-

fully portrayed without it, for enshrined in that manger

was the Shekinah of God's Own Presence, and the Light

which lighteth every man that cometh into the world.

"And the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness

comprehendeth it not. He was in the world, and the

world was made by Him, and the world knew Him not.
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He came unto His own, and His own received Him not

;

but as many as received Him, to them gave He power to

become the sons of God." Only in the Light of the In-

carnation of Jesus Christ, Who came to take our nature

upon Him, and Who was, as at this time, born of a pure

virgin, can we discover the destiny of man and the prog-

ress of the human race. That Light is given us by God
Himself to see by, and we are to learn from it, not ex-

plain it away.

' * Earth breaks up, time drops away,

In flows Heaven, with its new day

Of endless Hfe, when He Who trod,

Very Man of very God,

This earth in weakness, shame, and pain,

Dying the death—whose signs remain

Up yonder on the accursed tree

—

Shall come again, no more to be

Of captivity the thrall,

But the one God, All in all,

King of kings and Lord of lords,

As His servant John received the words,

'I died, and live forevermore.'"

HENKY Y. SATTERLEE.
Christmas Eve, 1894 a.d.
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A CREEDLESS GOSPEL

MAN SEEKING GOD



"WHAT IS TRUTH?"

" Life, witli all it yields of joy and woe,

And hope and fear—believe the aged friend

—

Is just our chance o' the prize of learning love,

How love might be, hath been indeed, and is
;

And that we hold thenceforth to the uttermost

Such prize despite the envy of the world,

And, having gained truth, keep truth : that is all.

I say, the acknowledgment of God in Christ

Accepted by thy reason, solves for thee

All questions in the earth and out of it,

And has so far advanced thee to be wise.

Would'st thou unprove this to re-prove the proved ?

In life's mere minute, with power to use that proof,

Leave knowledge and revert to how it sprung ?

Thou hast it ; use it and forthwith, or die !

For I say, this is death and the sole death,

When a man's loss comes to him from his gain,

Darkness from light, from knowledge ignorance,

And lack of love from love made manifest."

—" A Death in the Desert," by Robert Browning.
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SYNOPSIS

I. Objections to the Apostles* Creed, on the grounds of (a) Uncath-

olicity ; because it is a barrier to the Union of Religions

;

{b) Uncertainty ; because it cannot be proved by the Scien-

tific Method
;

(c) Unchaugeableness ; because it is a hin-

drance to iprogress.

II. Proj)Osed Solution is to strip Christianity of the Supernat-

ural, and reduce it to the plane of Natural Religions. But,

III. Christianity, as the Self-Revelation of an Unchanging God,

must insist on its Supernatural Origin and Character.

IV. The Issue is thus between the Doctrine of the Apostles' Creed

and the demands of the Scientific and Philosophical Methods.

IT.EVAILING PERPLEXITY OF THOUGHT ABOUT CHEISTIAN

DOCTEINE

Very significant of the present conditions of religious

thought and life was the way in Avhich the announcement

of " The World's First Parliament of Eeligions at Chi-

cago," was received.^

By thousands this Congress was hailed as an epoch in

the Christian world. No other religious project, prob-

ably, has ever called forth so many enthusiastic testimo-

nials from statesmen and historians, poets and essayists,

ecclesiastics and foreign missionaries, college presidents

^ Though this Parliament of Religions is now a thing of the past, and

the discussions to which it gave rise are already forgotten, the state of

religious opinion which it so clearly and vividly illustrated, remains.

This passing reference to that Congress, therefore, as such an illustra-

tion, will not, it is hoped, seem out of place.
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and prominent men in every walk of life ; and the re-

ligious press was no less outspoken in its approval. For
months w^e waited for some qualification of this extreme-

ly one-sided expression of opinion, and some fair and

temperate statement of the other side, but it never came.

With the exception of the refusal of the Archbishop

of Canterbury of the invitation to participate, scarcely

another voice was raised to show that there luas another

side. Such silence is abnormal, for this question, like

every other, has, and must have, two sides, and, generally,

a healthy opposition is not only indicative of interest but

necessary in bringing out the whole truth. Apart from

all questions of expediency as to whether the congress

was to be a success or a failure, there was a distinct ques-

tion of principle involved, as to whether a Christian who
believes that the religion of Christ is a revelation from

God, and that other religions are not in any such real

sense divine revelations, could consistently take part in

its proceedings without disloyalty to Christ. And one

would have thought that this issue would have been raised

and keenly debated. The absence of such opposition in

the case of this Congress was most significant. It would

have been startling if it meant the laissez faire of re-

ligious apathy to the principles involved, but the real

reason for the silence is even more appalling. It is

caused, not by religious indifference, but by religious per-

plexity, for the religious problem, at the present day, has

become so exceedingly complex, that Christians are in

doubt as to which side they shall take, or what they

ought to believe.

TWO GOSPELS PKEACHED.

On the one side, it is argued that if Christianity is the

universal religion, it must comprehend what is beautiful,

good, and true in other religions, and that all goodness
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is essentially Christian. " If it were really possible,"

writes Canon Fremantle, " that there should be any vir-

tue which is excluded from the Christian ideal, the

Christian ideal would cease to be supreme, and would,

consequently, cease to be divine. . . . What some-

times ap23ears to be non-Christian virtue is really a

stunted, perhaps a perverted, form of Christian virtue.

The ideal of life presented by Sakya Muni, or by Ma-

homet, or again by Plato, or by Marcus Aurelius, or in

the later centuries by Lorenzo de' Medici, or by Goethe,

must partly be made to combine with our present Chris-

tian morality, partly be puiified by it, partly be allowed

to amplify our idea of what is morally good and Chris-

tian. If the Word of God is the light of men every-

where, then it follows that all moral truth is essentially

Christian truth and all tnie goodness Christian good-

ness." ^ It is argued, furthermore, in the same direction,

that if Christianity is the one catholic religion, it must

be as catholic as the needs of human nature itself. The
Church of Christ, breaking down all false barriers that

ecclesiasticism has reared, must obliterate the distinc-

tion between the spiritual and the secular life, make art

and literature, science and government, trades and man-

ufactures, spiritual interpreters of Christian truth; and

then combine all these elements, material, religious, and

political, in the comprehensive unity of Christendom.

National unity in Christ is a higher ideal than church

unity. The nation will eventually take the place of the

church, and it is prophesied that Christianity will be im-

pelled by forces beyond control, to discard all imped-

iments that hold her back from thus keeping pace with

civilization, because "the human race is being drawn

powerfully together ; ideas circulate with constantly in-

creasing rapidity, and the sense of fellowship which is

1 Fremantle, Bampton Lectures of 1883, pp. 25, 26, 27.
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thus engendered, and a certain body of common moral

sentiments, are, we may believe, preparing the advent of a

fuller unity and more brotherly relations throughout the

world." '

The unity of civilization will thus precede, inspire, and

pave the way for the higher unity of Christendom.

This is the popular thought of the day. Its meaning

is very clear, and is as follows : The law of evolution

holds good in both natural and spiritual worlds. The
physical evolution of nature up to man is being followed

by a spiritual evolution of man up to God. And as it

proceeds, the revelation of God is continuous. It is at

once a revelation through Christ and through the hu-

man race, in its search for God, through the good, the

beautiful, and the true. The partial revelation through

Christ must be interpreted and expanded by this other,

and, in some respects, fuller revelation through human-

ity. The idea of life presented by Mahomet, by Buddha
(or Sakya Muni), by Plato and Marcus Aurelius, Lorenzo

de' Medici, and Goethe must be made to coalesce with

the idea of life presented by Christ.

The test of Christianity, as a universal religion, lies in

its power, not of dominating and absorbing these other

religions, but of being assimilated by them. This pro-

cess of assimilation is not to be brought about by preach-

ing the distinctive doctrines of Christianity—the Incar-

nation, Kesurrection, and Ascension of Christ—as facts

upon which the whole of God's revelation to man depends

;

but by preaching the spirit of Christ ; by gradual educa-

tion ; by accommodating the Gospel teachings of Christ

to the conditions of human life ; by showing the intellect-

ual influences of Christianity in philosophy, its ethical in-

fluence in codes of civilized law, its gesthetical influence

in art, its practical influence in business and commerce,

' Fremantle's Bampton Lectures, p. 19.
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its scientific influence in medicine, mechanics, and manu-
facture, its social influence in tlie unity of civilized life

;

and, thus, bringing all men in touch with the Gospel.

On the other side it is equally plain that Christianity

claims to be an exclusive and absolute religion. As such

it can admit of no compromise with other religious

faiths, for it stands upon an entirely different basis from

them all. While they dis23lay the gropings of the human
mind for God, Christianity is the revelation of God to

man. The radical distinction between all these man-
made religions, on the one side, and Christianity on the

other, is that the first are human philosophy, or a medita-

tion upon God, while the second is a divine life, wherein

Jesus Christ gives to those who believe on His name
power to become sons of God.

Christianity, therefore, cannot enter into that kind of

alliance which has been described, without sacrificing

principles that are essential to its existence as a direct,

final, and complete revelation from God. Here, then,

are two separate and distinct kinds of Christianity stand-

ing over against one another. The former emphasizes

the revelation of God through the progress of the human
race and accepts Christ as part of this revelation ; the

latter preaches that the personal revelation of God is

through Christ alone.

The first sounds with its dulcet diapason the prevail-

ing tone of thought vibrating in the intellectual atmos-

phere about us. It chimes in so harmoniously with all

that we read in books and magazines and newspapers ; all

that we hear in social converse and current discussion,

and with so much that we keep thinking ourselves, that,

overborne by the tremendous pressure of public opinion

about them, an increasing number of earnest Christian

men and women among us are accepting these views as

true, and enthusiastically joining in their promulgation.
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The second is unpo]3ular, and therefore does not chal-

lenge the same enthusiasm. It is a kind of Christianity

which in many ways jars discordantly Avith modern

thought. It is theologically and socially above the level

of present-day life, as it holds aloof from the spirit of the

age, and opposes an insuperable resistance to every at-

tempt to harmonize it with the kind of unity that the

world is seeking. While in some respects, therefore, it

is in touch with civilization, in others it cannot be as-

similated and is at variance with many of the ruling ideas

of civilization.

The contrast does not impress us strongly, while we
are carried along with the wave of popular thought, but

the moment the Christian believer begins to think seri-

ously for himself, striving to discount, not only his oa\ti

personal bias, but that of the age in which we live, he

feels the tremendous a23peal to his conscience of the

words of the Gospel, and his real conviction comes up to

the surface and asserts its response.

In the beginning that conviction may be faint and

uncertain, but the longer we ponder, honestly and pray-

erfully comparing New Testament Christianity with the

popular Christianity of the present day, the stronger our

consciousness keeps growing that these two kinds of

Christianity are wholly irreconcilable with one another
;

that no man can serve these two masters ; that if he holds

to the one he will despise the other ; and that if the popu-

lar Christianity is true, then New Testament Christianity

must be false.

ONE EEASON FOR THE INCREASE OF UNBELIEF.

Here is an issue of gravest import, and it is an issue

which will become more and more painful as time pro-

ceeds. If one of these interpretations of Christianity is
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right, the other is, and must be, ^vrong. The attempt to

reconcile that which is irreconcilable only makes Christ's

rehgion self-contradictory and inconsistent with its own
teachings ; and those, therefore, who strive to stop the

spread of infidelity by rendering Christianity as compre-

hensive as possible, are pouring oil on the very flames

they msh to smother. Instead of lessening they increase

perplexity, and by their mistaken efforts double the diffi-

culties of belief. Indeed this is perhaps the chief cause

for the present increase of unbelief. Where there is so

much to be said on both sides, it seems to many that

there is only one wise course for them to pursue, and that

is to assume the attitude of broad-minded thinkers, who
wiU commit themselves to no dogmas but simply watch

the progress of events. Christianity, they plead, has

been given its chance in civilized lands and has not suc-

ceeded in overcoming sin. Now let the outside world

have its say. Let aU religions be treated generously and
liberally, and with perfect impartiality. The popular

cry is imperative. Let the morality of the outside world

contribute its quota in rectifying and expanding the ethi-

cal teachings of the New Testament and the ordinary

Christian interpretation of its meaning. We want more
sunshine and air ; we need to open the windows and let

in the fresh breezes of heaven ; w^e want to see what God
is doing in the great world beyond the narrow boundaries

of the Christian faith. Those believers who have the

deepest faith in their religion need have no fear regard-

ing the result. Let all courageously trust the larger

hope. No one dreams that the inhabitants of Europe
and America will ever go back to the sterile religions of

Asia, or become Mahomedans or w^orshippers of the

Grand Lama. Believers in Christianity may have to re-

sign some of their most cherished dogmas, and the Chris-

tian religion may have to be radically modified before it
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is adapted to the needs of the future ; but Christianity,

in some form, will be the religion of the future. This is

the way in which the increasing number dismiss the diffi-

culties of belief. They get rid of the perplexity by ban-

ishing it from their minds, holding aloof from all dogmas

and emptying the Christian religion of all its divine

reality. And Agnosticism has become the favorite cita-

del of these men, simply because it affords a safe and

convenient refuge from the distractions and discords, the

conflicting forces and contending elements that charac-

terize the present religious life of the world.

But there, all the while, the perplexity is, and there it

remains in the background, rising like a spectre before

all those who honestly and fearlessly face the deeper

realities of existence. And, let it be here observed, that

this very kind of perplexity was anticipated and foretold

by Christ in His description of the latter days. Without

attempting to unveil the mysteries of the futui-e or trans-

late the metaphors with which He portrays the consum-

mation of earthly history, there are certain definite warn-

ings in His Avords, which are too plain to be mistaken.

Our Lord Himself enjoined on us to watch the signs of

the times as thus indicated by Him, saying, " Behold, I

have told you before, and it shall turn to you for a

testimony." ^ Among these signs was His prophecy that

false prophets and false Christs should arise.

We commonly translate these words as referring to

false prophets like Mahomet or Bar Cochba, but the day

has probably passed away forever when such a religious

leader will arise and dare to proclaim himself as the

Christ. It is scarcely possible, at this late age of history

and time of general education, that impostors of this sort

should succeed in deceiving the world.

Nothing of the kind has occurred in the last thousand

1 St. Matt. xxiv. 25 ; St. Luke xxi. 13.
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years of Christian history ; even in the darkest of the

dark ages such an imposture would have been at once

detected and exposed, and it would be more than a re-

turn to the dark ages were it to succeed in these or com-

ing days.

But, on the other hand, it is in every way possible

that a false idea of Christ, and the revelation through

Christ, should supplant and draw away men from the

true Christ of the Gospels. Christian history every-

where shows that false prophets are constantly arising

to proclaim this kind of a false Christ, and the danger of

such errors is as great to-day as it ever was.

DECEIVING EVEN THE ELECT.

Observe that our Lord Himself speaks of the substi-

tution as though it were very insidious and very deceiv-

ing. The imposture will not easily be detected. The

false Christs shall be in every way such close imitations

of the true as "to seduce, if it were possible, even the

elect." 1

'^ Tlie very electa If these words mean anything, they

foretell that earnest Christian believers of every name

—

devout communicants and church-workers, leaders of re-

ligious thought, zealous and faithful pastors, and bish-

ops themselves—will stand in danger of being carried

away by the spirit of the age, and of accepting with en-

thusiasm the new Christ for the old, without a thought

that they are being " deceived."

Such perplexity is bound to increase with the increase

of civilization itself ; for as the world more and more

appropriates Christ's teachings it Avill be increasingly

difficult to distinguish between the world's form of

Christianity and the Christianity of the Gospels.

1 St. Mark xiii. 22 ; St. Matt. xxiv. 24.
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In each succeeding age the world will bestow more

cunning workmanship upon its image, taking what it

calls " the best of Christ," and incorporating it into its

own idea, until, at last, the counterfeit of Christ will be

so close that none but His own followers will be able to

tell the false from the true.

Our Lord told us to watch the signs of the times ; and

as in obedience to His command we observe the course

of current events, does it not become plainer and plainer

that this will be the especial temptation of the last age ?

As the kingdom of this world gradually becomes the

kingdom of the Lord, and the ruling ideas of Christ's relig-

ion become, one by one, the ruling ideas of civilization

itseK, the secular spirit will more and more quote Script-

ure, proclaim half truths for whole truths, and preach

Christ for its own ends. A century ago the atheists of

the French Revolution uprose and promulgated as their

own those three primal-truths, of Liberty, Fraternity,

and Equality, which, with a different signification, Chris-

tianity had been ceaselessly inculcating for eighteen

hundred years. The wild violence, grotesque inconsist-

encies, and rampant atheism of the French Revolution

have passed away, it is to be hoped forever ; but the

same spirit, under different forms, survives. The world

will continue to appropriate and make use of Christ's

religion in the same way, attributing each advance in

ethical culture, each new discovery regarding the pre-

eminence of the law of love, and the development of each

humanizing influence, to the progress of a Christianized

civilization rather than to the overcoming influences of

Christ's religion.

In this, as in many other ways, there is a striking

similarity between the religious conditions of these times

and the state of the Church at the end of the first Chris-

tian century. The last surviving apostle of Christ, St.
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John, was then livmg at Ephesus, where the two tides

of Asiatic and European thought met ; and, as we read

his Epistles, it almost seems as though he were describ-

ing and warning Christians against the dangers of the

nineteenth century instead of those of a bygone age.

Let readers who are wont to peruse his warnings care-

lessly, listen, for example, to the comment of Bishop

Westcott upon that verse :
" Little children, it is the last

time : and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come,

even now are there many antichrists; ivhereby ive knoio

that it is the last time. They ivent out from us,'' etc.^

" The term Antichrist is pecuhar to St. John. . . .

The word means far more than simply ' an adversary of

Christ.' As far as the form is concerned it may de-

scribe ' one who takes the place of Christ,' or ' one who
imder the same character opposes Christ.' ... It

seems to be most consonant to the context to hold that

' AvTixpi'CrTOfi here describes one who, assuming the guise

of Christ, opposes Christ.

" In this sense it embodies an important truth. That

hostility is really formidable in which the adversary pre-

serves the semblance of the characteristic excellence

which he opposes (2 Cor. xi. 13 ; Apoc. ii. 2). The
Antichrist assails Christ by proposing to do or to pre-

serve what He did while denying Him."
" Under one aspect it may be said that the work of

the Incarnation was to reveal the true divine destiny of

man in his union with God through Christ ; while the lie

of Antichrist was to teach that man is divine apart from

God in Christ."

" The essential character of ' Antichrist ' lies in the de-

nial of the true humanity of Messiah. This denial in-

volves the complete misunderstanding of Christ's past and

future work, and takes away the knowledge of the Father,

1 1 John ii. 18, 19.
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wliichis brought to us by tlie Incarnate Son. The teach-

ing of Antichrist leaves God and the world still ununited.

The proclamation of the union is the message of the

Gospel. ..."
"

' They tvent out from us,' etc. (v. 19), they proceeded

from our midst. They belonged at first to our outward

communion and shared all our privileges. Till the mo-
ment of separation they were undistinguishable from the

rest of the Christian society. . . . This trait in the

Antichrists indicates one ground of their influence.

They professed to speak with the voice of the Christian

Body." 1

Again, commenting upon subsequent verses in the

same epistle (" Try the spirits, ivhether they are of God :

because many false prophets are gone out into the luorld "),^

Bishop Westcott says :
" The words evidently refer to

external circumstances vividly present to St. John's

mind. They point, as it appears, to the great outbreak

of the Gentile pseudo-Christianity which is vaguely

spoken of as Gnosticism, the endeavour to separate the

' ideas ' of the Faith from the facts of the historic Ee-

demption.
" ' Hereby knoiv ye the Spirit of God : Every spirit that

confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God*
"

etc.3

" The test of spirits lies in the witness to the Incarna-

tion.

'* The test of the presence of the Divine Spirit is the

confession of the Incarnation, or, more exactly, of the

Incarnate Saviour. The Gospel centres in a Person and

not in any Truth, even the greatest, about the Person.

^ Commentary on Epistles of St. John, by Bishop Westcott, pp. 70,

71. Edition of 1886.

n John iv 1.

njohniv. 2, 3.
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The Incarnate Saviour is the pledge of the complete re-

demption and perfection of man, of the restoration of

' the body ' to its proper plage, as the perfect organ of

the spirit. Hence the Divine Spirit must bear witness

to Him. The test of spirits is found in the confession

of a fact which vindicates the fulness of Hfe. The test

of Antichrist was found in the confession of a spiritual

truth (ii. 22f.)."i

" The denial of the Incarnation is in fact the denial of

that which is characteristic of the Christian Faith, the

true union of God and man. . . .

" Such a spirit, whatever appearances may be, is not

of God.
" The antagonists regarded here are not mere unbe-

lievers but those who knoAving Christianity fashion it

into a shape of their own." ^

THE DISTINCTION.

In view of all these facts and of the growing perplexity

created by the difference between these two kinds of

Christianity, the time has come for every lojsl follower

of Jesus Christ to recognize the issue and not to evade,

but meet it fearlessly. Let us state that issue as plainly

and clearly as possible.

While it is true that God has revealed Himself indi-

rectly through nature and human nature, or, as St. Paul

expresses it, that, " the invisible things of Him from the

creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood

by the things that are made, even His eternal power

and Godhead," ^ it is not true that this indirect revelation

through nature stands on the same plane with, or can

ever become a substitute for, God's direct revelation of

' Commentary on Epistles of St, Jolm, by Bishop Westcott, p. 140.

2 Ibid.
, p. 142.

^Romans i. 20.
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Himself in Jesus Christ. While it is true that Chris-

tianity as a religion takes its place, side bj side, with

other human religions in which man seeks God, it is not

true that these other religions take their place, side by
side, with Christianity as a revelation in which God
seeks man, or that they can add one iota to the truth as

it is in Jesus Christ. While it is true that Christianity

appeals to the love of the Good, the Beautiful, and the

True in human nature, and thus bears witness that the

whole being of man is created in God's image, it is not

true that the love of the Good, the Beautiful, and the

True is the same as the love for a personal God as He is

revealed in Christianity. While it is, correspondingly,

true that Christianity is as catholic as the needs of

human nature, and that it can thus spiritualize secular

life, with all that is good in its ethics, all that is beauti-

ful in its art, all that is true in its science and philoso-

phy ; it is not true that secular ethics, secular art and

secular truth will ever be so spiritualized as to become
in themselves, apart from personal religion, fountains of

spiritual life. Yet the whole trend of pojDular modern

thought is in these untrue directions.

The more the accumulated experience of mankind

verifies Christianity, the stronger will be the tendency to

substitute the experience of mankind for the revelation

of God. The more civilization reveals the comprehen-

siveness of the Gospel, as the one universal religion in

which all other religions must eventually unite, the

greater will become the temptation to make the unity of

all other religions take the place of the Gospel itself.

The more catholic Christianity shows itself to be, in

consecrating all the pursuits and occupations of civilized

life, the more dominating will be the disposition to re-

gard them as Christian in themselves irrespectively of

any confession of Christ.
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Or to state the case in still plainer terms : the more

convincingly it is proved that Christianity does not con-

flict with the facts of nature, as revealed in science ; with

the facts of reason, as revealed in philosophy, and with

the facts of social life as revealed in civilization, the

greater will be the number of those who will deliberately

substitute the facts of science, of philosophy, and of civil-

ization for the facts of Christianity itself.

Here is the battle-field of the present day, and the

scene of the conflict. The revelation of God is in those

facts of the Christian religion, which are summed up in

the Apostles' Creed. The religion of humanity has no

quarrel with the spirit of the Gospel. It is perfectly

willing to accept Christianity as a revelation from God
so long as it is proved by, and revealed in, the facts of

science, the facts of philosophy, and the facts of civiliza-

tion, instead of the facts of the Apostles' Creed. It ar-

rays one kind of fact against another kind of fact, and

here it resolutely and defiantly stands at bay. The one

common characteristic of those biologists and philoso-

phers and sociologists who form the army that opposes

the Church of Christ, is antagonism to the facts of the

Apostles' Creed. And this, therefore, becomes the plane

of cleavage between a false and the true Gospel.

In the following chapters we shall take up in order

(1) The Scientific Basis of Chiistianity
; (2) The Philo-

sophical Basis of Christianity
; (3) The Ethical Basis of

Christianity
; (4) Comparative Religion, and (5) The So-

cial Basis of Christianity, and show how each, by its own
limitations, falls far short of proving a revelation of God
in the Christian sense {i.e., a revelation of Divine Per-

sonality). Then, after passing briefly in re^dew some re-

sults of the kind of Christianity which rests upon these

false and insufiicient foundations we shall show (1) that

the religion of Christ is a seK-revelation of a Personal
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God
; (2) that this revehition must, by the very conditions

of the case, be received by faith if it be received at all
; (3)

that instead of being based upon the facts of science, or

philosophy, or social life, its basis lies in the unique

facts of Christ's Incarnation and Crucifixion, Resurrec-

tion and Ascension ; and that, unless we accept these

supernatural facts, with a heartwhole conviction of their

truth, we shall be shut out from the full realization and

knowledge, the power and possession of the divine life of

Christ, which is communicated to us through them, and

only through them.

The concluding chapters will relate to the practical

duties of those who do thus accept Christianity, and the

way in which they should take their stand in these times

as witnesses for God.



CHAPTER II

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF CHRISTIANITY AND ITS

LIMITATIONS

SYNOPSIS

I. The Success of the Baconian Method Confessedly Great.

Some instances of Advance in the Natural World, (a) It has

destroyed the Mechanical Theory of the Universe
;

{b) It has

established the Eeign of Law
; {<:) It has proved a Controlling

Will
;

{d) It has enlarged the Conception of Theology
;

(e) It

has made a Scientific Atheist an impossibility.

II. But its Success does not justify the Use of this Method in the

Domain beyond Nature. The inability to account for Spirit-

ual Truths is seen in the failure of the Inductive" Method to

explain
;

{a) Human Personality
;

{b) Consciousness (as an

integral part of Personality).

III. Danger to Christianity in Submitting Spiritual Truth to

Physical Methods of Investigation.

IV. True Solution is in the Co-operation of Religion and Science.

The pliilosophical method of inquiry, set forth by
Lord Bacon, of tracing back from effects to causes has

now practically become the method of all scientific in-

vestigation adopted by the civilized world. The glowing

prophecies of Bacon in the Instatiratio and the Novum
Organwn, which must have seemed like fairy-tales to his

contemporaries, have been eclipsed by the reality itself,

and the Baconian or Aristotelian method has, within the

last three hundred years, been rewarded by such unex-

pected and astonishing results in the unfolding of nat-

ure's laws and forces, and the development of modern
science that the tendency has become wellnigh irresisti-
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ble to regard it as the key to all knowledge, human and

divine.

Trained by a j)osteriori habits of investigation, it has

become second nature to many to think that there is no

other possible way of reaching truth than by tracing back

from known effects to unknown causes.

This is science, i.e., knowledge, and the only pathway

to certainty, it is said.

The success which has attended this method in the

natural world has led men to believe that a similar suc-

cess will ensue if the same method is pursued in con-

tinuing our investigations beyond the domain of nature

into that of revelation. Professor Drummond's book on
" Natural Law in the Spiritual World " expanded this

idea, and at once made its author celebrated, because he

was thus expressing the popular thought of the day.

Science, it is believed, affords the surest foundation for

proving religious truth. We are sure of the discoveries

of science in the natural world : we are not as sure of

the truths of the spiritual world ; therefore, let us verify

the latter, as far as possible, by inductive scientific

methods, and thus bring spiritual truth down into the

region of certainty.

Here is the ruling idea of many Christian thinkers

nowadays. It is a form of religious thought which

starts out from those things that are beneath, not from

what is above ; it makes the material the measure and

criterion of the spiritual; it begins not at God, but at

Nature.

Accepting, as a starting-point, the scientific explanation

of the way in which man was created out of the dust of

the ground, not by a single act of God, but by a gradual

evolution from a lower to a higher type of animal life, it

holds that, by a similar process of evolution, the human
race will gradually be raised from a natural up to a spir-
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itual level of existence, absorbing more and more into it-

self, as time goes on and its spiritual capacity increases,

the power of a divine life. It assumes that the revela-

tions of God to man, as age follows age, are dependent

upon the gradual unfolding of man's powers to receive

and assimilate them, and that these revelations should

be considered not as direct communications from God,

made at specified times to the people of any age, but

rather as the progressive discoveries of spiritual truth,

made by the spiritually minded leaders of each age.

The prevalence and rapid growth of such opinions is

patent to all, and there is an aspect of the Christian

religion which meets, and was intended to meet, this

kind of thought. The Eesurrection of Christ, as we
shall see farther on, is a fact not only of the spiritual

but of the natural world, Avhich challenges scientific

analysis and investigation, and which was intended by

Christ to create that very kind of certainty, which we

feel in resting upon any ascertained fact of nature.

THE DEBT THAT CHRISTIANITY OWES TO SCIENCE.

Every thoughtful believer in the revelation of God
made in Jesus Christ should cheerfully and thankfully

acknowledge all that science, working from its own side,

has done in recent years to help the cause of Christ.

For science has made a very real and perceptible ad-

vance toward Christian truth in this century. And it

has gone farther than its own advocates dream in bring-

ing Nature and Revelation near to one another.

Hence the Christian world to-day wants to be scien-

tific, and rightly so, for contrasting the present with the

past, it discovers that science itself has not only defeated

and scattered many old enemies that have for centuries

obstinately opposed the truth of Christ, and overthrown
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them, like Pharaoh's pursuing host at the Eed Sea, for-

ever, but that it has hewn out new pathways for Christian

Apologetics. Evolution has broken up the old mechani-

cal conception of the universe so completely that, unless

all modern science is an ignis fatuus, its return is now an

impossibility.'

Christianity owes a great debt of gratitude to evolution,

and the more Christians think and read, the more lasting

that debt of gratitude appears.

(1.) It is hard to think ourselves back into the mental

atmosphere of past times, yes, even that of science itself,

when all nature was looked upon as " a fortuitous con-

course of atoms," when the vision of universal law and

order which now greets our eyes was yet below the

horizon of human knowledge, and there was nothing to

oppose, as a scientific reality, to this idea of universal

chaos.

The difference betAveen those days and our own is like

the contrast between a landscape shrouded in midnight

darkness, and the same scene as it appears in the light of

the rising sun ; like the difference between a Chinese

mandarin's, and an Oxford graduate's thought of the

world in which he lives :

" Not in vain the distance beacons. Forward, forward, let us

range,

Let the great world spin forever down the ringing grooves of

change,

Thro' the shadow of the globe we sweep into the younger day

;

Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay."

In the dawning light of science the universe about us

stands revealed as one vast organism, in which, as tract

after tract is disclosed, we behold the silent omnipresent

reign of law, and the old materialism is dead and gone.

' The author is indebted for this and other points in this chapter to

the writings of the lamented Canon Aubrey Moore.
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(2.) The existence of organic law, with a correlation of

forces that play in perfect harmony with one another,

like the music of the spheres, is to-day recognized as a

fixed and positive fact. We now know not only that the

sun shines, but how and why the sun shines ; and the

spectrum analysis shows us besides, that, as is the sun,

so is the farthest fixed star that shines in the realms of

space.

All this forms a new basis of thought, a new rock of

certainty. Standing on that rock we now gaze out be-

yond that farthest fixed star into the unseen universe

where physical force passes into a higher force. The
oneness of nature and organic law points irresistibly,

conclusively, to one controlhng Will and one Lawgiver.

There are no atheists remaining to-day among intel-

ligent men, and, least of all, among scientific men. We
look in vain for a modern follower of the schools of Lu-

cretius and Democritus, of Protagoras and Epictetus

and the Sophists. The pressure of scientific discovery

has driven their philosophy completely out of the world.

And the old atheism of the ages is dead and gone.

(3.) A further advance of evolution brings us to biology

and the origin of species. At the first blush this new
doctrine seemed to give a set-back to Christian apolo-

getics in robbing it of its great argument from de-

sign. And Mr. Huxley exultingly proclaimed that

" teleology, as commonly understood, had received its

death-blow at Mr. Darwin's hands." But there are

Christian as well as agnostic evolutionists. And Dr.

Asa Gray, looking farther ahead, wrote on the other

side :
" Let us recognize Darwin's great service to nat-

ural science in bringing back to it teleology; so that,

instead of morphology versus teleology, we shall have

morphology wedded to teleology." ^

^Quoted by Rev. Aubrey Moore, in Science and the Faitli, p. 191.
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It is, indeed, true that evolution lias done away with

Paley's form of the argument from design, but the Chris-

tian believer can gladly acquiesce in having his volume of

Paley's "Evidences" repose upon the dusty book-shelf,

for modern science itself has now brought forward a bet-

ter, higher, and more satisfactory form of the self-same

argument, in which the growth of organic life is substi-

tuted for outward contrivance and mere mechanical ad-

justment. The " much talked-of purpose in nature," as

Haeckel calls it, may not appear so plainly at the sur-

face, but it looms up farther back and points even more
conclusively to an author. For whereas in the older

teleology Nature appears as a carefully constructed ma-
chine, finished once for all by a maker from the out-

side, and then left to perform its task by itself with

clock-work regularity, the new teleology of modern sci-

ence indicates the presence of a living Being, immanent

in nature, and inspiring it continuously with life and

energy.

This, again, is a great advance for which the Christian

w^orld may be unceasingly thankful. Evolution, in thus

familiarizing the mind with the actual presence in nat-

ure of a God " Who is before all things, and by Whom all

things consist," has lifted the world above that form of

unbelief and ignorance, once so prevalent and fashion-

able, wherein God was looked upon as outside of, and

infinitely removed from nature ; and the hard, dry, life-

less deism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is

dead and gone.

(4.) But the greatest debt of all which Christianity

owes to evolution is in the moral tone it has infused into

scientific research. While it would be going too far to

say that nature unveils the moral law of God, it is not

going too far to say that physical is a reflection of moral

law. Hence, up to a certain point, the study of nature
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does produce an undoubted moral effect upon the scien-

tific student.

He discovers everywhere that nature is true. And
therefore it inspires within him the desire to be true and

exact, as well in accuracy of thought as in clearness of

statement.

He discovers that nature, throughout the whole uni-

verse, is perfectly obedient to law. And therefore it

not only fosters in him a reverence for all law, but also

inculcates in him habits of implicit obedience to its dic-

tates. To follow nature with unswerving fidelity is one

of the first maxims of inductive science.

He discovers that nature is trustworthy. It never

deceives or leads astray the man who spends his life in

patient investigation of some branch of science. And
therefore, as he studies, the capacity of faith is devel-

oped within him. He discovers that nature is more

careful of the type than of the individual, and therefore

learns the supremacy of social life to the purely selfish

and individualistic life. He discovers that nature is pro-

gressive, constantly evolving the higher from the lower

type of organism. The whole atmosphere of scientific

thought is, therefore, charged with a hope which, at times,

seems optimistic and the old immoral doctrines of hedon-

ism and pessimism are dying, if not dead and gone.

Looking backward over the history of evolution in

this century the Church of to-day recognizes all this and
sees how truly science has been a handmaid to religion

in thus lifting the world above Materialism, Atheism,

Eighteenth-Century Deism, and Hedonistic Thought.

THE DANGERS OF A SCIENTIFIC RELIGION.

Hence, as we have said, the Christian world wants to

be scientific. And it is just here that the Church needs

to walk with greatest care to avoid error.
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It is one thing to welcome and assimilate the truths

that science has discovered in the natural world ; it is

another thing to adopt and push the scientific method of

research into the spiritual world. The danger of error

comes not from science itself, but from a Christianity

which would form a partnership with science. Let us

now see where the danger lies.

(1.) If science has the facts of nature before her,

Christianity has no less the facts of revelation, and the

latter are just as real, just as positive, just as necessary,

as the former. Neither can lay claim to the office of

Pontifex Maximus and assert that it is the sole high-

priest of fact, to the exclusion of the other. If science

sets before us one kind of certainty, Christianity brings

us face to face with a higher and more satisfying kind of

knowledge, based not upon material things but upon the

self-revelation of a personal God.

For Christianity to yield this ground, surrendering

everything to the dogma of modern science that there

are no real facts except those which are proved to be re-

alities by scientific investigation, and that there is no

real certainty save that which is created by practical

physical demonstration, would be not to secure greater

freedom, but to shut herself out from, and lock the door

upon the spiritual world.

(2.) Instead of finding liberty she would become the

slave of one particular line of thought and philosophical

method of inquiry. For the result of applying the In-

ductive or Baconian system of scientific investigation to

religious truth (i.e., tracing back from natural effects to

religious causes) is to make the effect the judge of the

cause, and the less the measure of the greater.

And when we thus apply to the spiritual world the

laws and principles of the natural world, or determine the

religious life of man by the conditions of his natural ex-
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istence, we are making the physical the test of the spir-

itual, and this means in the end the inevitable subordi-

nation of the spiritual to the physical ; for no stream can

rise higher than its fountain-head.^ Thus everything

that cannot be expressed in the terms of the natural, or

which infringes upon natural law and order, is thrown

out as unreal speculation.

(3.) Hence arises that strongly marked characteristic

of inductive scientific thought—the dislike for, and sus-

picion of the supernatural element of the Gospels.'^

Everywhere in nature men trace the silent reign of law

and the sequence of cause and effect, and it is argued

that spiritual forces must act in the same way, and with

the same regularity, as physical forces. When it is re-

plied that there is a radical distinction between spiritual

and physical forces, in that the first emanate from, and

only from, personality, whereas the second are purely

material, and that the laws of the spiritual life, therefore,

are, and must be different in kind, from the laws of in-

animate matter, the limitations of inductive scientific

thought stand forth in all their rigidity.

The investigation of the physical world may reveal

more and more distinctly the presence and correlation of

physical forces, but it never gets higher than physical

' "For neither by nature nor by human conception is it possible for

men to know things so great and divine, but by the gift which then

descended from above upon the holy men who had no need of rhetori-

cal art, nor of uttering anything in a contentious or quarrelsome man-

ner, but to present themselves pure to the energy of the Divine Spirit,

in order that the divine plectrum itself, descending from heaven, and

using righteous men as an instrument like a harp or lyre might reveal

to us the knowledge of things divine and heavenly."—Justin Martyr

:

Cohort, ad Grsecos, cap. viii.

^ We use the term " supernatural " here and elsewhere in its popular

signification. We are in full accord with those writers who hold that

the division between the natural and supernatural is, from a spiritual

stand-point, purely an imaginary line.
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force; when it comes to the end of this it comes to a

blank wall.

The laws and forces of human personality, as we shall

see in the next chapter, utterl}^ defy and escape all meth-

ods of scientific research. No dissection of a human
body, however careful, can detect the presence of a hu-

man soul. Our own human consciousness is the Nemesis

of science, and a mystery which it cannot explain.

" On the outside only physical phenomena, on the in-

side only psychical phenomena. Science, even in the

case of the brain, cannot pass from the one kind of phe-

nomena to the other. If she would study the inside she

must abandon the outside. If she would study the phe-

nomena of the higher platform she must leave the lower

and climb up and stand on the higher. We can never

hope, either by observation or experience, to pass beyond

the veil. Not the clear-sighted, but the pure-hearted,

shall see God in nature." ^

And if this fact holds good of human personality, must

it not hold equally good of Divine Personality ?

The very reason itself is here made plain why no man
by searching in the natural world can ever find out God.

It is only by a confusion of thought—nay, might we not

even add, by being illogical—that any man should thus

expect to find traces of personality in the analysis of in-

animate matter. Science may discover in the physical

world the presence of law ; it may even go so far as to

say that this law in itself implies a Law-giver, but it can

never find the Presence of that Law-giver unless it for-

sakes its present method of research. So long, there-

fore, as men hold to the Baconian method, to the exclu-

sion of all others, and proclaim that it is the only path-

way to truth and certainty, will they stay imprisoned in

1 Evolution and Religious Thought, by Professor Joseph Leconte, pp.

315, 317 (condensed).
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a material world. They are obliged, in consistency, to

deny the positive truths which not only the Christian

religion but metaphysical philosophy teaches. They are

also obliged, in consistency, to hold that no facts can be

regarded as absolutely certain except those which are

proved in their own cast-iron way, and that all others

must be viewed as mere speculations.

It seems almost grotesque, in the face of all this, to

hear the Chui'ch charged by such men with dogmatism

and narrow-mindedness, simply because from her higher

point of view and with her wider horizon she insists

that the so-called sjoeculations are facts.

It may fairly be asked. Who are the real dogmatists,

those who hold that miracles are possible, if the evidence

that supports them is satisfactory, or those who deny

the possibility of all miracles, on the pui-ely speculative

ground that the Baconian method is the only pathway to

knowledge ?

And who comprise the narrow-minded class, those who
open their minds to receive moral and spiritual, as well

as material facts, as truths, or those who reject all facts

save those which can be tested and proved by one par-

ticular system of a joosferiori philosophy ?

Let no Christian believer be led astray by the present

enthusiasm for law with which the narrowness and in-

sufficiency of the method of scientific induction is cov-

ered up. Men say that it is to them a higher ideal of

God and God's revelation to believe that He can accom-

plish His end without violating His own settled laws,

than by calling in the unnecessary and extraneous aid of

the supernatural and miraculous ; and they assert that

the Christian religion would be broader, more natural,

more in harmony with the w^orkings of the Deity every-

where else in the universe, if the supernatural were to

be abolished, and the same results were accomplished
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tlii'ougL ordinary, non - miraculous channels. Just as

some ages have had an appetite for the miraculous and a

passion to find the supernatural everywhere, so this age,

going to the opposite extreme, has had a passion to get

rid of the miraculous in the Christian religion, and find

the supernatural nowhere. Hence arises the increasing

and ever-recurring desire to eliminate everything from

jDroj^hecy but the historical perspective ; and to explain

away all miracles as natural occurrences.

(4.) Up to a certain point this attitude is helpful to

Christianity in correcting the exaggerations of the past

on the side of supernaturalism ; up to a certain point

the inductive method is destined to bear its own part,

and that no minor part, in the better understanding of

Christianity.

As the doctrine of evolution has proved of incalculable

value in the study of the natural world, and in explain-

ing many phenomena which, without it, would have

been wholly inexplicable, so in analyzing the effects of

Christianity in the world, it will undoubtedly help to

correct many false impressions and bring out valuable

truths. There is a human side to God's revelation, and

in dealing with this the inductive method is on its native

heath. It will undoubtedly teach the Christian world to

think more accurately, observe more carefully, and gain

a truer knowledge of the historic basis of Christianity.

But when it attempts to deal with the divine side of

God's revelation in the same way, and explain its mys-

terious facts by the application of the same theorems

and corollaries, it reveals its inability to grasp the essen-

tial facts. The true sphere of scientific induction is the

natural world ; when it passes beyond that sphere into

the spiritual world, then its limitations become manifest

and its principles fail. It cannot cope with the revela-

tion of God ; the moment it attempts to do so Chris-
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tianity ceases to be Cliristianity—ceases to be a revela-

tion from God, and becomes a mere human religion,

with its diviner side left as an insoluble enigma.

It behooves Christian men who are fascinated by this

popular mode of thinking, to open their eyes, take a long

look ahead, and realize whither the pathway they are so

carelessly treading, leads. The direct and logical out-

come of these principles is the elimination of every trace

of the supernatural from the Gospel of Jesus Christ. No
other logical conclusion is possible. Inductive criticism

hurries us onward, step by step, through a long lane that

knows no turning, and at every succeeding step it be-

comes more and more difficult to retrace our way. It

begins by throwing doubt upon this or that miracle or

prophecy ; it ends by proving conclusively (according to

its own premises) that all miracles and prophecies are

impossible, because they are violations of natural laws.

If this is true, therefore, regarding the lesser miracles

of the Bible, it is, a fortiori, true regarding the greater

miracles also. The same law which applies to prophets

and apostles applies to Jesus Christ Himself. It holds

good not only regarding the miracles which He HimseK
Avorked, but also to the supernatural facts of His own
life—His conception by the Holy Ghost, His birth of

the Virgin Mary, His resurrection from the dead. His

ascension into Heaven, His coming again to judge the

world on the Day of Judgement.

And what is left of the Christian religion when all

this is swept away ? Its whole character as a revelation

from God is gone. It is reduced to the level of a man-
made religion, in which Christ stands forth only as a

human reformer like Buddha, or a human philosopher

like Socrates.

The attempt to gauge divine knowledge by human ex-

perience, to test the nature of God's revelation to man
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by an empirical scientific standard, and thus erect a fabric

tliat will satisfy the religious needs of the human soul, is

like trying to build up a nineteenth-century Tower of

Babel on solid earthly foundations, that will be high

enough to reach heaven, only to find, in the end, that

as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are God's

ways higher than our ways, and His thoughts than our

thoughts.

(5.) So far we have been dealing with one side of this

great question exclusively, and dwelling upon the de-

structive attitude of scientific induction toward a miracu-

lous Christianity. When we turn, now, to the construc-

tive side, and ask what science proposes to substitute in

the place of the lost religion, we discover that there is

no constructive side. Let us, by all means, open our

minds generously to welcome the new light thrown by

scientific discovery upon the correspondence between

nature and revelation—to welcome it for all that it is

worth, but not for more than it is worth.

"When we ask what new truth, not on the side of nat-

ure, but on that of rehgion itself, has been brought to

light, the answer is, not a single one. Here the limita-

tions of physical science again appear, only they are now
emphasized, if possible, with a more vivid distinctness.

Marvellous as the advances of science have been in the

natural world, and in the direction of physical laws and

forces, they do not add one iota to our religious knowl-

edge. Neither do they create any ground for religious

belief. They leave the world just as they found it—just

as it was, far back in the days of Socrates and Plato.

They are new lights in the natural world, but not in the

spiritual world. Their function, from the Christian

point of view, is negative, not positive. They simply

clear away some of the false physical theories which

once stood in the way of religion, and show that nature
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harmonizes with revelation more closely than men for-

merly believed. There their province ends. And as it

has been, so, of necessity, it ever will be.

THE TRUE RELATION OF SCIENCE TO RELIGION.

Evolution does not conflict with theism ; on the con-

trary, as far as it goes it corroborates the belief in God,

but evolution cannot create theism. Evolution knows
nothing about the personality of God, or the personality

of men, who are made in God's image. Consequently it

is silent regarding all the vital facts which flow from

those truths—God's self-revelation to man, the existence

of a future life, the immortality of the soul and of human
society, the nature of sin and salvation from sin, human
free-will, conscience, and the whole religious side of man's

being. Here is a sphere not only of truth, but of life,

distinct and by itself, into which scientific induction

cannot penetrate. Kant's acute criticism about the old

teleological argument, that it points to an Architect,

not a Creator of the universe, may be applied also to the

new one of modern science, which fails to prove the exist-

ence of a Personal God. Evolution, alone and by itself,

leads straight on to Pantheism—a God in nature, not

above nature. It proclaims Elohim, the Almighty, but

not Jehovah, I AM. Hence those that commit them-

selves exclusively to its teachings, push revelation aside,

and logically end, like Darwin himself, in Agnosticism.

Evolution leads them so far as to believe that there

is a First Cause, but it forsakes them there ; for when
it thus comes to the confines of the spiritual world it

has reached the end of its Journey. An impersonal God
is, of course, unknowable, and even Mr. Cotter Morison,

who believes that Christianity has had its day, and who
would now substitute the " Service of Man " for the ser-

3
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vice of God, tells us that " No one wants, no one cares

for, an abstract God, an Unknowable, an Absolute,

with whom we stand in no human or intelligible rela-

tion." ^ Much as we Christians may regret the present

prevalence of Agnosticism, it needs no prophet's eye to

see that, in the near future, a day is at hand when Agnos-

ticism will be found to have rendered a valuable service

to Christianity itself in showing the world that the only

religious altar that scientific evolution can raise is one

inscribed " To the Unknown God."

The true attitude of the Church in all these matters is

to bear fearless and persistent witness to the truth as it

is in Jesus, while science proclaims the truth that is in

nature. Both have a work for truth to do, and this work

cannot be done effectually and lastingly unless each

clings to the duties of its own particular sphere. As
there were days when science was paralyzed by too much
theology, so the days have come in which theology is

becoming paralyzed by too much science, and in either

case the truth of God is retarded. Science needs theol-

ogy, and theology needs science for the propagation of

the whole truth. There should therefore be a co-opera-

tion, but not a commingling, between the two. The

Church will gain nothing if she yields to science to-day,

only to retrace her steps and confess her mistake to-mor-

row.

The only wise position for her to assume, and the only

one she can assume without danger of error, is to let

science work out its own problems in its own way, cheer-

fully resigning to it all those questions which, while they

have a bearing upon religion, really belong to the other

domain. Whether the natural world came into exist-

ence through special creation or by evolution ; whether

life comes through spontaneous generation or only from

1 The Service of Man, p. 36.
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previous life ; whether the chronology of the human race

is according to Usher or according to Haeckel, whether

other religions bear a near or a distant resemblance to

Christianity ; whether the history of the outer world ac-

cords or disagrees with the accounts of Jewish historians,

and whether the Higher Criticism, on the one hand, or

Archaeology on the other, is right in its diagnosis and

arrangement of Biblical documents, are purely and sim-

ply questions for experts in the sciences of biology, eth-

nology, philology, comparative religions, archaeology, and

literary criticism to settle.

Whichever way such questions are decided is a matter

of indifference to the Church. Either way the truth of

Christianity remains untouched. If any of these scienti-

fic theories is proved to be a fact, though the Church

may, in some way, have to accommodate a traditional

belief to the new fact, she will, in the end, be the gainer
;

and have a new strand woven into the cord which binds

man to God. If, on the other hand, the Christian be-

liever yields himself wp exclusively to the guidance of

scientific thought, accepting as truth only those facts

which it ratifies and sanctions, then he must take the

consequence ; he must cast down imaginations and pow-

ers, biinging every thought into captivity to the scienti-

fic method, only to end, where the religion of Evolution

brings all its followers—in Agnosticism.

For Evolution receives its theology from impersonal

nature, not from a Personal God. Standing on the

physical basis of life, it declines to receive as authorita-

tive any teachings which are not first verified by scientific

induction, and therefore denies that Christ's religion is a

revelation which makes an imperative demand upon our

faith. Denying this, the religion of Evolution preaches

a false Gospel.



CHAPTEE III.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF CHEISTIANITY AND
ITS LIMITATIONS

SYNOPSIS

I. Limitations of Inductive Method, a Warning to the Christian

World. This Limitation seen especially in the fact of Con-

sciousness. The Dilemma which this fact imposes upon Ma-
terialistic Philosophy. Kant's Refutation of Materialism in

the Proof that Ideas of Space and Time are innate.

II. Limitations of the A Posteriori only obviated when combined

with the A Priori. Kant and Pressense on Conscience, as an

Integral Part of Human Nature. The Corollary of the fact of

Conscience is the Existence of a Moral Law-Giver.

III. Kant's Philosophy as developed in Opposites by Eichte and

Schelling. Hegel's development of these Opj)Osites into the

Unity of all Opposites in God. Thus Philosophy itself re-

veals a Domain unknown to Science.

IV. Limitations of Philosophy. PhilosoiDliy makes Ideas of the

Trinity, Incarnation, Crucifixion, and Eesurrection Necessary

Ideas. Logical Result : the attempt to substitute Philosoph-

ical Ideas for Revelation itself. Seen in (a) Strauss, with his

Mythical Interpretation of the Facts of Christ's Life, (b)

Baur, with his denial of these facts, (c) Those who deny

the Facts yet cling to the Sjm'it of Christianity.

Thus the attempt to base Religion upon Philosophy succeeds only

in reducing Christianity to a plane where it loses its essential

Supernatural Character.

We have seen, in the last chapter, how the popular

mind has been colored to the scientific hue simply be-

cause it has been taught to believe that there is no cer-

tainty except that which is verified by scientific indue-
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tion. Of course all things appear blue to one wlio per-

sists in looking exclusively through blue spectacles. If

he would see them in a different light he must take

off his glasses. The only way to correct the exaggera-

tions of this popular fallacy about scientific certainty is

for thinking men, and especially Christian men, first, to

realize that all the while, and behind all their thinking,

they are unconsciously committing themselves to one

particular and partial system of philosophy ; and second,

to face the limitations of the Baconian method as they

were understood not only by Lord Bacon himself ^ but

as far back as Aristotle, nearly four hundred years be-

fore Christ. Modern scientific induction cannot overjDass

those limits without the suppression or evasion or ignor-

ing of facts that are interwoven both with our human
existence and the conditions of human thought. None
state this more clearly than M. Littre, who tells us that

" positive philosophy does not leave us free to think

what we please about final causes. It allows us abso-

lutely no liberty in this respect. A man cannot serve

two masters at once—the Eelative and the Absolute.

To conceive of knowledge in the region which philo-

soj)hical principles assign to the unkno^Ti is not to

harmonize differences but to bring together incompati-

bilities."
'' This is perfectly true. To reconcile the in-

compatibility we must consider facts which Positivism

^ "Not only fantastical philosophy but heretical religion spring from

the absurd mixture of matters divine and human. It is. therefore,

most wise to render unto faith the things that are faith's."—Bacon's

Novum Organum, Bk. I., Ixv.

^ Fragments de Philosophie Positive, p. 283 ; but cf. quotations from

J. Stuart Mill.

^ "The doctrine condemns all theological explanations, and replaces

them, or thinks them destined to be replaced, by theories which take

no account of anything but an ascertained order of phenomena. It is
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SCIENCE CANNOT EXPLAIN HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS.

The foremost of these facts is human consciousness.

Fichte says somewhere that men of science cannot pass

inferred that if tliis change were completely accomplished, mankind

would cease to refer the constitution of Nature to an intelligent will, or

io believe at all in a Creator and supreme Governor of the world. This

supposition is the more natural, as M. Comte was avowedly of that

opinion. . . . He deemed all real knowledge of a commencement

inaccessible to us, and the inquiry into it an overpassing of the essential

limits of our mental faculties. To this point, however, those who ac-

cept his theory of the progressive stages of opinion are not obliged to

follow him. The Positive mode of thought is not necessarily a denial

of the supernatural ; the laws of nature cannot account for their own
origin. The Positive Philosopher is free to form his opinion on the

subject according to the weight he attaches to the analogies which are

called marks of design, and to the general traditions of the human race.

The value of these evidences is, indeed, a question for Positive philoso-

phy, but it is not one upon which Positive philosophers must necessar-

ily be agreed. It is one of M. Comte's mistakes that he never allows

of open questions. Positive Philosophy maintains that within the ex-

isting order of the universe, or rather, of the part of it known to us,

the direct determining cause of every phenomenon is not supernatural

but natural. It is compatible with this to believe, that the universe

was created, and even that it is continuously governed, by an Intelli-

gence, provided we admit that the intelligent Governor adheres to fixed

laws, which are only modified or counteracted by other laws of the same

dispensation, and are never either capriciously or providentially de-

parted from. Whoever regards all events as part of a constant order,

each one being the invariable consequent of some antecedent condi-

tion, or combination of conditions, accepts fully the Positivist mode of

thought ; whether he acknowledges or not an universal antecedent on

which the whole system of nature was originally consequent, and

whether that universal antecedent is conceived as an Intelligence or

not."—Mill's Auguste Comte and Positivism, pp. 13. 14, 15.

" It is often said of him (Comte) that he rejects the study of causes.

This is not, in the correct acceptation, true, for it is only questions of

ultimate origin, and of Efficient as distinguished from what are called

Physical causes, that he rejects. The causes that he regards as inac-

cessible are causes which are not themselves phenomena."— Mill's

Auguste Comte and Positivism, p. 57.
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from one fact of nature to another and group them to-

gether without passing through a world whose very ex-

istence some of them ignorantly deny. You may ob-

serve the facts of nature and draw certain conchisions

from them, but how about the observer himself ? What
will you do with the ego ?

Locke compared the human consciousness to a tabula

rasa, or, as we should say, a photographic negative, upon
which different objects are impressed ; and taught that

all knowledge comes to man in this way from the out-

side ; but to make the illustration correct, the tabula

rasa, or photographic negative, ought to have power, like

the human mind, to rearrange and classify the impres-

sions thus made upon it.

David Hume, the leader in whose track Stuart Mill

and his school follow so closely, said likewise that all

knowledge comes through sensations, and that human
experience means simj)ly the succession of these sensa-

tions impressing their lessons upon the human con-

sciousness and creating it.

Hume's own illustration is that men are nothing but

a bundle or collection of different impressions, and that

successive perceptions constitute the mind. Another

modern writer of the same school says that the mind
has no substance or function. It is but a name or label

which we give to the functions of the brain or nerves.

But this does not explain consciousness ; one is bound
to go further.

In the language of Mr. Footman, we may, nay, we must,

ask :
" This thread or series, is it a thread or series

which is conscious of itself as a series ? And are you,

who are speaking thus of it, the thread or series ? Does
this label put itself upon itself ? Does this bundle tie

itself up ? Does a thread or series or bundle of percep-

tions say, ' We or / ? ' If, when you talk of your mind as
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^My Mind,'' you only mean a bundle or series of percep-

tions, passing and repassing and gliding, then it is quite

clear to me that you are using the term Mind to signify

something distinct from that connoted by the term ' /' or

' Self.'^ But if, when you speak of your mind as ' My
Mind,' you really mean yourself, your whole self, your

simple and identical self, then it seems to me impossible

to define your mind as a bundle of perceptions, or as a

label put upon anything—function or other thing—with-

out talking nonsense ; or, if that be too much to say,

without at any rate using a mere figure of speech as if

it were a real adequate definition," ^

Herbert Spencer, in adopting the same.sensationalis-

tic philosophy, adds to it tlie persistence offorce as the

element which accounts for consciousness, but this is only

to bring a Deus ex macJdnd upon the stage ; for how can

phj^sical force ever become self-conscious force? This

is only a variation of the idea of a " label " putting itself

upon itself. Clearly there is a hidden rock in the human
consciousness, guarding the entrance to the haven Avhere

we would be, upon which « posteriori thought makes

shipwreck, from w^hatever side it is approached.

Knowledge, even in its low^est form, is unable to dis-

pense with the aid of ct priori thought. Without the

latter it either turns back upon itself or becomes lost in

vagueness and nothingness. The inductive scientific

method of tracing up from effect to cause cannot rise

above mere physical sensation or reach any of those

subjective ideas without wdiich even the solution of a

simple sum in arithmetic is an impossibility. " The as-

tronomical knowledge of the brain," says Lange, in his

" History of Materialism," a book which even Mr. Huxley

regards as an authority, " the highest knowledge we

can attain, reveals to us nothing but matter in motion.

' Footman's Reassuring Hints, pp. 63, 64.
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But if we suppose that from this knowledge certain in-

tellectual processes or dispositions, as memory, the as-

sociation of ideas, and so on, might become intelligible,

that too is delusion ; we only learn certain conditions of

intellectual life, but do not learn how the intellectual life

is itself developed from those conditions. What con-

ceivable connection exists between certain movements of

certain atoms in my brain, on the one hand, and on the

other the to me original and not further definable but

undeniable facts :
' / feel pain, feel pleasure ; / taste

something sweet, smell roses, hear organ sounds, see

something red
;

' and the just as immediately resulting

certainty, ' Therefore I am ? '
. . . It is impossible to see

how, from the co-operation of the atoms, consciousness

can result. Even if I were to attribute consciousness to

the atoms, that would neither explain consciousness in

general, nor would that in any way help us to understand

the unitary consciousness of the individual."
^

METAPHYSICS STANDS BEHIND PHYSICS.

Nothing would help so much, in these days, to uncloak

the insufficient and shallow basis of this sensationalistic

philosophy, which modern scientific induction has re-

vamped, as a good popular histor}^, in language that the

ordinary mind can comprehend, of that German thought-

movement in the last century which began with Kant
and culminated in Hegel.

Though the same ground had, practically, been gone

over ages before by Aristotle and Plato, the German
philosophers worked out the old problems afresh, from

their own peculiar stand-point, and in an exliaustive and

systematic manner, which, if it does not give them a

^History of Materialism, Lange, vol. ii., p. 151. (The author uses

the word " astronomical " with a special meaning.)
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position side by side with their ancient Greek progeni-

tors will command the respect of the thinking world for

years to come. Kant's early history is interesting. He
began life with a strong predilection for the scientific

study of nature, and in 1755 published a mechanical

treatise on the " History of the Universe," in which he

broached a theory of its origin, that bears a remarkable

resemblance to the Nebular Hypothesis of La Place.

This training in the school of science itself, predisposed

him for a time to sympathize wdth Hume and the Eng-

lish school of philosophers. He went even so far as to

imitate their style and language, and to the end of his

life can be traced this influence, notwithstanding all his

efforts to kick against the pricks which had dominated

his early career. This explains the qualified subordina-

tion of the a priori to the a posteriori which appears in

his later works. But the conclusion to which the Eng-

lish psychologists came, that cause and effect are only

phenomena, and that anything might be the cause of

anything—was disturbing.

The practical effect of their materialistic philosophy,

as it is now seen in our modern Agnostic thought, was

anticipated and understood by him a hundred years ago.

The human body itself is only an organ. To attribute

to its reflex motions, without the operation of thought-

fulness, those mental operations which even ordinary

common-sense has been accustomed to attribute to con-

sciousness, is to annihilate being. Materialistic philoso-

phy is no philosophy, and cannot hold its own, for it

is self - contradictory, and therefore leads, as M. Pres-

sense well says, to that pure Agnosticism which is noth-

ing else than absolute skepticism.'

' " The human mind has never been able to adhere to it ; it is of

the very essence of skepticism not to be able to state its position with-

out impugning it, for it has not the right to recognize even doubt. To
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Again, there is all the difference in the world, as we
have already seen, between the communication of a per-

sistent outward force through the senses to an organism

and the state of consciousness. How the one can pass

into the other, or be in any way transformed into the

other, no materialist can ever explain. A mechanical

sensation is one thing, a self-conscious state is a totally

distinct thing ; and, on any materialistic hypothesis, the

transformation is a miracle as great as any of the mi-

racles worked by the Apostles.

And here are the two horns of the dilemma, upon one

or other of which the materialist must be impaled.

Either he is obliged to adopt a theory of nescience,

which as it ignores the whole science of being, is suici-

dal, or else to imagine and consent to a miracle, wdiich

not only defies all scientific explanation, but breaks the

connection between cause and effect, and introduces the

supernatural into the natural.

rant's DIAGNOSIS OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

Kant goes over this ground so carefully that it is im-

possible to controvert his conclusions, as far as they

reach.

affirm a doubt is to affirm. On the other hand, total negation is impos-
sible

;
for in order to deny we must suppose a foregoing affirmation.

Absolute negation once reached, mind expires and science is extinct.

To attempt to prove skepticism is, moreover, to take reason for granted
or to consent to prove nothing. Again, all argument has a purpose in

view, it aims to convince ; it carries with it, practically at least, the

idea of an end. To take away this, is to abandon the attempt to

establish anything whatever. In order to prove that there is no such
thing as finality, we imply its existence. Lastly, if materialism is

right, what is the use of demonstrating and arguing ? Our system is

the result of a fatality ; it depends on the state of our brain : Stat mole
sua. Thus materialism, which has so often crowned itself king of

science, renders science impossible."—Pressense's Study of Origins,

pp. 60, 67.
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Experience, lie tells iis, is something of wliicli we are

conscious. Sncli consciousness, Hume (^itli his modern

successors, Mill, Spencer, and others) defines as a succes-

sion of perceptions that come to us through the senses.

But Kant, with his closer analysis, shows that there is

something besides mere sensuous impressions in our con-

scious knowledge.

A physical sensation which comes to us through the

eyesight or hearing does not bring the power of compar-

ing one object with another and of judging each by that

comparison. And it is the most arbitrary dogmatizing

to import suiTeptitiously these mental (or transcendental)

powers into mere physical sensations. They are already

in the mind itself before the perception arrives and lie

back of all experience that comes to us through the

senses.

Analyzing the action of these mental powers in turn,

Kant teac'hes that time and space are a lyriori forms for

sense — forms of perception. No succession of events

in the outside world can create the general idea of time,

for time cannot be perceived externally. Similarly, no

distance between two objects can convey the idea of uni-

versal space.

The fact that we are ceaselessly discovering that a

straight line is the shortest distance between two points,

or that twice one makes two, does not justify us in affirm-

ing positively that a straight line must al^ws, through

the whole universe, be the shortest distance between two

points. Or that twice one must always, everywhere,

make two ; and yet we have in ourselves the conscious-

ness that these things must be so.

Human knowledge comes by differentiation or com-

parison, and by bringing the subjective and objective to-

gether. And there must be a subjective notion of time

and space in general within us, with which to compare
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a succession of outward events, or the size, shape, and
distance of various objects, before we can reason or gen-

eralize about them. The external world is known by all

men only through and by means of the internal ; the ob-

jective only through the subjective as a part of con-

sciousness of which time is the universal form. Simi-

larly the idea of objects in space is an eftbrt of the per-

ceptive imagination w^herein one constructs his objects,

Ijlacing them in the ideal space he has created for them.

And thus an a priori element is bound up in all our
knowledge. For the difference between a pi'iori (from

cause to effect) and a posteriori (from effect to cause) is

that the latter method leads to knowledge derived from

sensible impressions leading to sensible experience, sen-

sible associations and habits ; whereas a priori leads to

knowledge which is not thus derived, but which comes
from the consciousness of that which is universal and
necessary. Of course both kinds of knowledge are req-

uisite.

On the one hand, through the a p)osteriori, sensible im-

pressions of the external world are brought to us and we
form perceptions. On the other hand, through the a

priori we judge of these sensible impressions—arrange

and classify, compare and modify them and bring them
into relation with one another, and thus form concej)-

tions. Classification, generalization, and modification

are, therefore, necessarily a p)riori operations of the

mind, and Kant groups them into the following well-

known table of " Categories :

"

I. Of Quantity: (a) Unity; (&) Plurality; (c) Totality.

II. Of Quality : (a) Eeality ; ip) Negation
;

(c) Limita-

tion.

III. Of Relation : {a) Substance and Accident ; (h)

Cause and Effect
;

(c) Action and Reaction.

lY. Of Modes : (a) Possibility and Impossibility
;

{h)
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Existence and Non-existence
;

(c) Necessity and Contin-

gency.

These categories, in Kantian language, are
^^
forms of

thought

:

" they are pure a 'priori conceptions of the

understanding, inasmuch as they are not originally de-

rived from the senses and the outer world ; but as they

are conditioned by, and dependent upon, the senses and

the outer world for the power of formulating themselves,

somewhat in the manner that the symphony conceived in

the brain of the composer is dependent upon the musical

instrument to give it both birth and expression, Kant

classifies them as a sensibly subjective part of conscious-

ness which reveals to us, and is revealed by, the sensibly

objective; and therefore calls time and space, "forms

for sense," and the categories, or pure concepts, " forms

for knowledge."

This is Kant's first step. He points out the limita-

tions of the a posteriori ; shows us clearly that it must

be combined with the a priori to attain any kind of

knowledge, and thus proves conclusively that the ego—
our own personality—is not to be imprisoned within the

a posteriori cage of inductive science. Kant's next step

is to point out the similar limitations of the a priori.

This is done in his " Critique of Pure Reason." It

would be going too much into detail to rehearse his

arguments here. Suffice to say, that he lays before us,

by an exact and logical method, the limitations of reason

itself ; shows that reason, alone and by itself, is power-

less either to prove or (disprove the existence of God
;

and thus demonstrates conclusively that the ego—our

own personality—is not to be imprisoned in the a priori

(or rather the combined a p)riori and a posteriori) cage

of logical science.
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CONSCIENCE AN INTEGRAL PART OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

Having accomplislied this work and freed our person-

ality from these fetters, Kant's next step is to show that

there is a third faculty within us—the practical reason,

or human will, or ethical part of our nature—which

knows no such limitations, but which is able to soar

straight from earth up to heaven.^

But the point to be especially emphasized and kept

in mind by the ordinary thinker, is that, in the works

which follow " The Critique of Pure Reason," Kant has

proved conclusively that conscience is just as much an

integral part of human nature, and of the philosophy of

Being, as speculative reason itself ; and that no defini-

tion of Being is correct which does not take in " the will,

which is nothing other than the Practical Eeason."

" Conscience," as Dr. Pressense well says, " never

abdicates its rights, else we should be deprived of the

only organ by which we can know moral truth." ' And
in thus making room for the " Categorical Imperative,"

as Kant calls it, and for the full play of the Practical

Reason or conscience, in its own sphere, he adds another

link, and the strongest link, to the chain of evidence that

' " The positive value of the ' Discipline of Pure Eeason ' consists for

him (Kant) in the circumstance, that, by it, it is made forever impossible

to close the gate of entrance into this field. Would any adversary seek

to close it through demonstration of its non-existence

—

i.e., by theo-

retically demonstrating the non-existence of freedom, immortality, and

God—the aforesaid discipline at once lays him low. The same diffi-

culties which prevent us from demonstrating theoretically the reality of

freedom, immortality, and God, just as effectively debar the denier

from any prospect of proving the contrary. Thus there is no obstacle

whatever in the way of our building up, through the practical use of

reason, ' a rational belief according to our moral necessities."—Kant's

Critique of Pure Reason, by G. S. Morris, Ph.D., pp. 268, 279.

2 Study of Origins, p. 125.
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man is not bound by the shackles of materialism but

is Spirit. For the consciousness of duty is as instan-

taneous and as sweeping as any conception derived

through the senses. Indeed, it is even more immediate

in human life, and this fact is exemplified everywhere by
the psychical conditions of childhood. A child is born

into this world with an undeveloped intellect, but evinces

a strikingly susceptible conscience as soon as we can

communicate with it and discover its thoughts. In its

earlier years it feels the appeal to the conscience in a

way that it cannot, as yet, feel the appeal to the intellect.

It comprehends intuitively and at once the idea of duty.

Furthermore, this distinction of moral from intellectual

activity is not only evinced by the psychical condition of

childhood but by human character in all stages of devel-

opment. This is a matter of common, daily experience.

Conscience stands apart by itself in determining the

actions of men. It cannot be the result of inclination or

of temperament, for it often lies directly athwart a man's

wishes. Neither can it be the same as the analytic rea-

son for some of the most mentally acute have been the

most morally obtuse. The moral sense, which generally

is so strong in childhood, becomes deadened in later

years if it is disused. Only the virtuous man really

believes in the power of virtue. The clever thief cannot

see the power of honesty, the intelligent selfish man can-

not see what Christ meant when he said, " He that find-

eth his life shall lose it ; and he that loseth his life for

my sake shall find it
;

" ^ the intellectual proud man,

-blinded by his false vision of human greatness, cannot

distinguish the real but opposite greatness of humility.

Only those who surrender themselves to follow the Moral

Law, and are thereby rendered honest-hearted, unself-

ish and humble-minded, realize its power as higher

1 St. Matthew x. 39.
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truth ; and as these become more and more true in mo-
tive and action, the moral reason asserts itself with ever-

increasing force, and the still small voice, which at first

was a whisper, grows louder and louder until, at last, it

thunders in their ears, " This is the way, walk ye in it,

when ye turn to the right hand or when ye turn to the

left." At first one walks and works in the twilight, but

as he perseveres the daylight grows clearer and clearer,

until the discovery is made that the highest and only

lasting satisfaction in life comes from doing one's duty.

Of this power and freedom of the human will, which

is the same as the practical reason, Kant himself says

:

" Nothing can possibly be conceived in the world, or

even out of it, which can be called good without qual-

ification, except a good will. ... A good will is

good not because of what it performs or effects, not by

its aptness for the attainment of some proposed end, but

simply by virtue of the volition, that is, it is good in

itself, and considered by itself is to be esteemed much
higher than all that can be brought about by it in favor

of any inclination, nay, even of the sum total of all in-

clinations. Even if it should happen that, owing to a

special disfavor of fortune, or the niggardly provision of

a step-motherly nature, this will should wholly lack

power to accomplish its purpose, if with its greatest

efforts it should yet achieve nothing, and there should

remain only the good will (not, to be sure, a mere wish,

but the summoning of all means in our power), then, like

a jewel, it would still shine by its own light as a thing

which has its whole value in itself."
^

FEEE-WILL A PART OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

And this consciousness of duty carries with it, of neces-

sity, the consciousness of free-will, for duty implies free-

^ Abbott's translation of Kant's Critique of Practical Reason, pp. 9, 10.

4
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dorn to do or not to do ; and free-will bears the indelible

stamp of a spirit which owes allegiance to Moral Law
;

or, in other words, to a law that is above and beyond the

physical world. The imperative of the Practical Reason
which commands the surrender of the whole life of the

individual to this Moral Law, therefore lifts him above

nature ; for if it does not do so it destroys his individ-

uality, and being and manhood become an inexj)licable

contradiction. This, in itself, is decisive evidence that

though man, in some ways, is conditioned by the order

of nature, he is also spirit, and thus belongs, at the same
time, to an order which is above nature.^

1 The manner in wliicli man is thus, by the higher power of the

Practical Reason united to a higher part of the universe than this lower

visible world of sense in which he lives and moves and has his being

is set forth by Kant in this remarkable passage :
'' Two things fill the

mind with ever new and increasing admiration and awe, the oftener

and the more steadily we reflect on them : tlic starry heavens above and

the moral laic within. I have not to search for them and conjecture

them as though they were veiled in darkness or were in the transcen-

dent region beyond my horizon. I see them before me and connect

them directly with the consciousness of my existence. The former be-

gins from the place I occupy in the external world of sense, and en-

larges my connection therein to an unbounded extent with worlds upon
worlds, and systems of systems, and, moreover, into limitless times of

their periodic motion, beginning and continuance. The second be-

gins from my invisible self, my personality, and exhibits me in a world

which has true infinity, but which is traceable only by the understand-

ing, and with which I discern that I am not in a merely contingent but

in a universal and necessary connection, as I am also thereby with all

those visible worlds. The former view of a countless multitude of

worlds annihilates, as it were, my importance as an animal creaturey

which, after it has been for a short time provided with vital power,

one knows not how, must again give back the matter of w^hich it was

formed to the planet it inhabits (a mere speck in the universe). The
second, on the contrary, infinitely elevates my worth as an intelligence

by my personality, in which the moral law reveals to me a life inde-

pendent of animality and even of the sensible world—at least, so far

as may be inferred from the destination assigned to my existence by

this law, a destination not restricted to conditions and limits of this
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This vindication of conscience, the moral reason, as

an integral part of consciousness itself, and inseparable

from it, is an immeasurable advance upon what was

taught before.

Des Cartes's famous maxim, " I think, therefore I am,"

was only a half truth ; for thinking is in reality acting,

and the motive for thought lies behind thought itself,

determining its character. The level of one man's

thoughts is low, the level of another man's thoughts is

high, and each is responsible for the direction which his

mental activity takes. To say with the Cartesians, " I

think, therefore I am," is less accurate than to say, " I

act, therefore I am." And this, in turn, is shown by

Kantian philosophy to be a partial diagnosis of human
consciousness, because actions themselves are deter-

mined by that sense of right and wrong—that categori-

cal imperative—which lies back of everything, " I ought,

therefore I can," is Kant's great advance upon and sub-

stitution for the Cartesian motto.

THIS SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY NECESSITATES A PERSONAL

GOD.

And upon this corner-stone of consciousness he bases

his theological teachings. If there is the conviction of

a moral law present in consciousness, then there must

be, of necessity, a moral law-giver, and as a law-giver

postulates personality, the Deity must be not merely a

first cause but a moral person.

This brings, and was intended to bring, the philosophy

of Kant very near to Revelation. " I ought " means lit-

erally " I owed." ' Responsibility signifies the ability

life, but reaching into the infinite." —Kant's Critique of Practical Rea-

son ; translated by T. K. Abbott, p. 260.

1 Tyndale's Bible, St. Luke vii. 41.
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to respond. If we owe our very thoughts and actions

as a debt to another, and responsibility, the element of

all others, which constitutes the highest, strongest char-

acter, is developed by responding to another, then man's

own consciousness is the witness of his dependence upon

God, the witness that he can only fulfil the law of his

own being and attain the ideal of human character by

entire self-surrender to God ; the witness, in a word, that

human personality is but a fragment of the Divine Per-

sonality from which it emanated, and with which it is in-

separably connected.

Many will utter the old time-honored war-cry here,

which sounds so alarming to superficial thinkers, that

this is only disguised anthropomorphism. In reality it

is the reverse of anthropomorphism. It is Theomor-

phism.

Kant is simply translating and expressing here, in

philosophical terms, a truth which is as universal in con-

sciousness as the human race itself. That truth is soon

and simply stated. The first natural impulse of every

mortal man is to think that God is like himself, and this

natural thought arises from a profound intellectual and

moral intuition.

Men learn truth, as w^e have said, by differentiation.

In comparing ourselves with all that is in the world we
find nothing that is higher or greater than ourselves.

When we look above and beyond the things and beings

of this world to God, we find nothing with which we can

compare Him but that which is highest here—ourselves.

The rudest savage believes, of course, that God is more

than himself, but when savage or civilized man loses the

belief that God is, at least, like himself, he leaves the

solid ground for mere airy speculations that give no sat-

isfaction. This is the foundation of all the religions of

this earth. We, in these days, have got beyond the ma-
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terialism of the early ages. Our self-consciousness and

self-knowledge liave groAvn. We think more of our minds

than of our bodies, and, correspondingly, our ideas of

God are elevated. We do not picture Him as possess-

ing a human physical form, but we do picture Him as

possessing thoughts and affections like our own. We say

to ourselves :
" God has created me. I know nothing

higher or greater in this world than my own manhood.

The God of heaven cannot possibly be less than myself

the creature He has made. He must be all that I am,

and more than I am."

Where the early believers said, in the depths of that

profound insight, "He that made the eye, shall He not

see ? or He that made the ear, shall He not hear ? " we,

using the self-same argument in a higher form, say, " He
that made my personality, shall He not be a Person Him-
self?"

And now when we turn from ourselves to revelation

we discover there not only that the teachings of the Bible

corroborate these natural intuitions but reveal a higher

truth which explains them. The Bible tells us that in-

stead of thinking that God is like us—putting self first

and God second, we should think that we are like God

—

placing God first and ourselves second. This is, in fact,

the truth with which God's revelation to man starts out,

when it tells us that man was made in God's own image.

The cry of anthroj)omorphism is, in fact, the expression

of human ignorance. The heathen religions, which are

held up as its illustrations, were only wrong, as Justin

Martyr pointed out seventeen hundred years ago,^ in be-

^ " And if any person investigates the subject of images, and inquires

on what ground those who first fashioned your gods conceived that they

had the forms of men, he will find that this also was derived from the

divine history. For seeing that Moses's history, speaking in the person

of God, says, ' Let us make man in our image and likeness,' these per-
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ginning at the wrong end, and their anthrojDomorphisms

Avere simply a perversion of the truth that man was made
in the image of God. This beginning at the wrong end,

moreover, was not their ow^n fault, for they could not be-

gin right, without the aid of revelation and the absolute

statement of God Himself that men were created in His
likeness.

Many of onr modern Christians who are so fascinated

by scientific inductive thought wonld do well to study

Kant's philosophy of human consciousness, for while they

are thinking on the lower, he has set forth truths of the

higher plane of being, which nullify the thoughts and

arguments which to them seem so conclusive.

He presents a higher form of teleology, drawn not from

the study of nature but of human nature, which becomes

convincing in proportion as it is studied and understood.

Instead of conceiving of God as a first cause or a force

that is behind all other forces, or even as Matthew Ar-

nold does as a Power which makes for righteousness,

Kant shows us, that, from our own consciousness we
are obliged to personify him as Ideal Eight—Eighteous-

ness itself.

FPiOM KANT TO HEGEL.

Here Kant leaves us. Great as is the work he accom-

plished it is only partial and incomplete, for these two

reasons : First it leads us up to a God Who is the severe

sons, under the impression that this meant that men were like God in

form, began thus to fashion their gods, supposing they would make a

likeness from a likeness. But why, ye men of Greece, am I now induced

to recount these things ? That ye may know that it is not possible to

learn the true religion from those who were unable, even on those sub-

jects by which they won the admiration of the heathen, to write any-

thing original, but merely propounded by some allegorical device in

their own writings what they had learned from Moses and the other

prophets,"—Justin Martyr: Cohort, ad. Graec, cap. xxxiv.
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moral Governor and Law-Giver of the universe, AVlio is

only, or at least, cliiefiy, knowable through that categorical

imperative of the conscience that listens to no excuses, but

with its severe " Thou oughtest, therefore thou canst,"

absolutely throws upon ourselves the responsibility of

our own deeds; and second, it emphasizes and brings

out, with greater distinctness than ever before, the old

universally recognized dualism and antagonism between

mind and matter, which philosophers from the days of

ancient Greece have attempted to reconcile. Hence, as

it were by the Nemesis of fate, Fichte and Schelling, fol-

lowing in the footsteps of Kant, and building on his

foundation, became respectively the apostles of different

sides of this dualism, the one teaching that the ego is

everything {Ich ist cilles), and the other that everything is

the ego {Alles ist ich). This one-sidedness of each, in his

attempt to express the other in his own terms, gave the

opportunity for a new philosopher to step in to complete

the work which Kant began, and Hegel, appeared upon
the field to proclaim the real unity which lies behind

all differences.

Hegel made no attempt to minimize the dualism. On
the contrary, he taught that the more strongly it was em-
phasized, the more adequately each would bring out and

enforce its opposite.

HEGEL.

Dealing mth the old division of subject and object, he

taught that the subject needed the object to make it sub-

jective ; and correspondingly, the object needed the sub-

ject to make it objective ; and that behind " the nest

of contradictions," as Kant called it, therefore, there was
a higher unity making each necessary to the other.

Tracing the same principle through the antinomies of

dualistic thought, he showed that sense and understand-
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ing, the sensible and tlie moral self, necessity and free-

dom, nature and spirit, knowledge and faitli each natui'ally

depend upon the existence of the other in the same way.

And that, therefore, beneath their seeming antagonism

there is a mi ifying principle which binds them together

and thns reconciles them. And also that without this

relation, each by itself becomes a mere negation. For

every relation, however unconscious of it the thinker

may be, implies an underlying unity. A family quarrel,

for example, is the bitterest of all quarrels, just because

the opponents are bound together by ties of blood, and

it is this unity of family life which gives to the battle its

bitterness. All difference, whatever it may be, thus

grows out of some unity, of which it is the outward ex-

pression, and if we only let it express itself fully in its

own way, giving it free rein, then the greater its exag-

geration and disproportion to the balance of truth, the

sooner it will reveal and return to the unity out of which

it came.

" Isolate a thing from all its relations and try to assert

it by itself : at once you find that you have negated it,

as well as its relations. The thing in itself is nothing.

The absolute or pure affirmation—just because it is abso-

lute or pure—is its own negation. Referred to itself and

itself only, it ceases to be itself ; for its definition, that

which made it itself, was its relation to that which was

not itself. Thus we come upon the apparent paradox,

that opposites are distinguished only when they are re-

lated, and that if we carry the opposition to the point at

which this relation ceases, the distinction ceases at the

same time."
'

Following the same principle, and to this point we de-

sire to call especial attention, Hegel taught that the

' Pliilosopliical Classics, " Hegel," by Prof. Edward Caird, LL.D., p.

162.
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a posteriori and a priori methods of tliouglit thus threw

light upon one another. Instead of holding the usual dis-

tinction that all knowledge is gained either a posteriori or

a priori, he taught that all knowledge is both a posteriori

and a priori, and held that it is a posteriori so far as it is

a p)riori and vice versa. It must be a posteriori, for no

knowledge can come to us except through experience :

even the knowledge of self comes to us through the not-

self. But, on the other hand, all knowledge is equally

and necessarily a priori, for experience itself is only the

fuel which sets the mental machinery of the mind in

motion. Experience being preceded not only by that

consciousness of universals set forth by Kant, but by
the additional category of Ideal Unity, through which

we are intuitively conscious of the relation between sub-

ject and object, the internal and external, nature and

spirit, facts and ideas.

SCIENCE DEPENDS UPON PHILOSOPHY.

" The philosophy of nature," says Hegel, " takes up
the matter, which j)hysical science has prepared for it out

of experience, at the point where science leaves it, and

works it up without looking back to the ground-work

of experience for its ultimate verification. Science, there-

fore, must work into the hands of philosophy, that phi-

losophy in turn may translate the universality of reflection

which science has produced for her into the higher uni-

versality of the reason : showing meanwhile how the in-

telligible object evolves itself out of the intelligence as

an organic whole, wdiose necessity is in itself. The phil-

osophical w^ay of presenting things is not a capricious

effoii, for once in a w ay, to walk on one's head as a change

from the ordinary method of walking on one's feet, or to

escape the monotony of one's ordinary face by painting it,
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but it is because the mauuer of science does not finally sat-

isfy the intelligence that we are obliged to go beyond it." ^

By which Hegel means that the way in which the

things of the world appear to the ordinary consciousness,

in size and shape, in their relation to other things, or as

measured by time, does not satisfy the reason. They
must be taken up into the higher consciousness and

judged philosophically before their ultimate character

and relations can be discerned.

HEGEL AND CHRISTIANITY.

For a long time Hegel himself was dissatisfied and

perplexed in working out the problems which his own
philosophy created. Firmly as he grasped the idea of

the unity of opposites, not by any artificial construction,

but as a real opposition which the mind itself first

creates and then unifies, he faltered and halted in his effort

to account for this principle of ideal unity ; but, by and

by, the daylight broke. When he passed from the phi-

losophy of nature to the philosophy of spiiit the light

came from Christianity itself, toward which he had been

heretofore more or less in a critical attitude, and it came

from that word of Christ, " He that losetli his life shall

find it." " "With the rise of this new idea of s]jirit as

the unity of all differences," says Caird, " Hegel's atti-

tude toward Christianity was completely changed, for in

the central moral principle of Christianity, the principle

of self-realization through self-sacrifice, he found just

that movement through negation to afiirmation, through

opposition to reconciliation, which he was seeking. Or
rather, perhaps, we should say that it was Hegel's study

of Christianity, assisted by the contemporary development

of philosophy, which first suggested to him the idea of

1 Hegel : Naturphilosophie, vii., 18.
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that movement. Hence, if we slionld seek to gather up

the Hegelian philosophy in a sentence, as a Frenchman

once asked Hegel to do, it would be this, that the words
' die to live ' express not only the dialectic of morals, but

the universal principle of philosophy. For if these

words truly express the nature of spiritual life, then in

spirit may be found a unity which will account for and

overcome all the antagonisms of life and thought."
'

Dr. Caird illustrates this truth in a practical way by in-

stancing the case of the pleasure-seeker, who, as he says,

" is an abstraction ; for just in proportion as we approx-

imate to the state of the pure hunter for pleasures, for

whom all objective interest is lost in mere seK-seeking, it

is demonstrable by the nature of the case, and shown by

experience, that for us all pleasure must cease."
"^

' Caird's Hegel, pp. 43, 44.

2 " What was fatal to the Greek state, and with it to all the political

and religious life of the ancient world, was the assertion that man, as a

rational and self-conscious being, is a law and end to liimself. In this it

is involved that, ultimately, he can know and obey nothing but himself.

Taken in a one-sided and exclusive sense this doctrine is the denial

of all relation of the individual either in thought or action, to anything

but himself ; but taken in this sense it contains, as we have seen, its

own refutation, and passes into its opposite. The truth, however, is to

be found by considering what this self-contradiction really means. It

means, in the first place, that the opposition is a relative one, and that

the self which is opposed to the world, even in such opposition, is essen-

tially related to it. And it means, in the second place, that while the

direct and immediate attempt to assert and realize the self as af/ai/ist the

not-self is suicidal, there is a higher assertion and realization of the self

in and through the not-self, which, however, is possible only in so far

as the first suicidal attempt is abandoned. The way to self-realization

is through self-renunciation

—

i.e.^ through renunciation of that natural

and immediate life of the self in which it is opposed to the not-self.

Spiritual life is not like natural life—a direct development and out-

going of energy, which only at its utmost point of expansion meets

with death as an external enemy, and in it finds its limit and end. On
the contrary, the life of a spiritual being, as such, is, in a true sense, a

continual dying. Every step in it is won by a break with the immedi-
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Sucli was tlie superstructure that Hegel built upon tlie

foundation of Kant. If Kant proved that man is spirit

in being morally free, Hegel carried up the truth into a

higher region Avhere man's spiritual nature is unfolded, as

that of a being who must continuously die to live in order

to attain a higher selfhood. And, correspondingly, as

Kant was compelled by his philosophy to pass from the

moral law in the human consciousness to the Moral Law-
giver and Governor of the Universe, so Hegel, by his

ate or natural self—tlie self wliicli is opposed to the not-self; for only

as this self dies can the higher self, which is in unity with the not-self,

be developed. And, on the other hand, just for this reason, there is for

this spiritual self no absolute death. Because it is capable of dying to

itself,—because, indeed, as will be more fully shown in the sequel, it can-

not live but by some kind of dying to self,—it cannot in any final sense

die. As it can make that which most seems to limit it a part of its own
life, it has no absolute limit ; it takes up death into itself as an element,

and does not therefore need to fear it as an enemy.
" Words like these will, no doubt, seem at first to be mystical and

metaphorical to those who look at them in an external way. And, in-

deed, they fairly represent the usual language of Christian mysticism,

or rather, we might say more truly, the universal language of the

religious life of Christianity wherever that life has reached any real

depth of self- consciousness—the language of St. Paul and St. Augustine,

of Thomas a Kempis and Martin Luther, as of men like Maurice and

Campbell in our own day. Such language, however, though not denied

to have a certain truth in its own sphere, is usually kept to that sphere,

and not brought down into the region of the ordinary understanding,

or weighed against the words and categories which hold good there.

What is peculiar to Hegel is, that he brings the two regions together and

compares them ; that he weighs the vivid poetic utterance of spiritual

intuition, and the prose of common-life and of science, together in the

same scales ; and that he seeks to prove that, as exact and scientific

definitions of the reality of things, the former has a higher truth than

the latter. To him, therefore, the great aphorism, in which the Chris-

tian ethics and theology may be said to be summed up, that " He that

saveth his life shall lose it, and he that loseth his life shall save

it," is no mere epigrammatic saying, whose self-contradiction is not to

be regarded too closely ; it is rather the first distinct, though as yet un-

developed, expression of the exact truth as to the nature of spirit.''

—Caird's Hegel, pp. 210, 211, 212.
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philosophy, was, of necessity, obhged to rise from the

ideal unity in human consciousness to the living centre of

all spiritual unity in God. And if in Kant we have a

near approach to revelation, the approximation in Hegel

is nearer still, for to the Ideal Eight it adds Ideal Self-

sacrifice and Love, and carries us into a region of thought

so much higher than that in which scientific induction

lives and moves and has its being, that, when we have

once climbed up from the lower to the higher level of

thought, and learned to grasp the verities set forth by

these German philosophers, we wonder how any man can

be satisfied with the narrow horizons of the valley which

bound the vision ; and how we could ever have regarded

as powerful, the difiiculties and obstacles which now seem

to us so superficial.

For while we cannot, by idealizing nature, or beauty,

or force, get higher than the old Pantheism, we can rise

higher and come close to Bible teaching itself by ideal-

izing high ethical and personal qualities. We can per-

sonify goodness, for God is The Good; we can with

Kant personify right, for God is the Lord {i.e., Jehovah)
our Eighteousness ; we can, with Hegel, personify seK-

sacrifice, for God is Love.

And here Hegel found the eirenicon between his phi-

losophy and Christian theology.

He meets the doctrine of the Holy Trinity by his doc-

trine of spirit finding its ideal unity perfected in God
Himself. A spirit postulates personality, human per-

sons discover seH by the not-seK—they become conscious

by contact with that which is beyond consciousness. If

we were never to come to the limitations of our own being

from the outside, we should never become conscious at aU.

But God, Who is infinite, cannot at the same time be

finite or limited, unless the limits of His own being are

in His infinite nature. He must be presented to His
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own contemplation. He must be continually confronted

by that which is at once Himself and not Himself. The
dualism that is in the world must be reflected and united

in God's own nature ; subject and object must be both

separated and united in Him, or else He cannot be the

Highest, or God. The only philosophical resolution of

this difficulty is the doctrine of the Trinity, which sets

forth that the eternal Son is the exjn-ess image of the

eternal Father— one with God the eternal Father, in

the Godhead, yet. Himself, a different Person from the

Father ; and which teaclies that the Holy Ghost is the

Spirit of Oneness, reconciling the finite with the infinite,

the particular with the imiversal.

Similarly, if the principle " die to live " finds its high-

est manifestation in God HimseK, then the doctrine of

the Incarnation becomes as much of a philosophical as

of a Christian necessity. This point is so self-evident

that we do not pause to dwell upon it, but refer those

readers who desire a fuller amplification of it to Hegel's

own works.

The first effect of all these teachings was almost magi-

cal. Theologians believed that, at last, the "faith once

delivered to the saints " was translated into philosophi-

cal language, which forever would bear the shock of all

attacks of unbelief ; systems of dogmatic theology were

constructed on this basis, and down to the present day

—

so powerful has been the influence of Hegel—much of

our modern Christian thought is unconsciously Hegelian.

And it is true that Christian theology will ever hereafter

owe a debt of gratitude to Kant and Hegel, for bringing

out and making clear the reasonable basis for the Chris-

tian faith.

Both received invaluable aid from Christianity itself

—

an aid without which their systems could not have been

completed.
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THE DANGERS OF A rHILOSOPHICAL CHEISTIANITY.

But the result lias been different from that which was
anticipated, and which everyone, of their contemporaries

would have naturally expected. Instead of becoming an

aid to Christianity, Hegelianism soon became, and is to-

day, one of its strongest antagonists. For so w^ell and so

thoroughly did Kant and Hegel ]3erform their work, and
so strong was the philosophical basis of theism laid

down by them, that their disciples soon began to substi-

tute this philosophical basis for Christianity itself ; and
their supreme effort, henceforth, was not to reconcile

philosophy to revelation but revelation to philosophy.

Such was the origin of that subsequent movement in

which Strauss and Baur were such prominent figures,

and vvhich is continuing with abated force down to the

present day.

We give its dominating thought {i.e., the substitution

of humanity for Christ) in the words of Strauss himself

;

there could not be a more accurate or vivid portrayal of

its character :
" Humanity is the child of the visible

Mother and the invisible Father—of Spirit and Nature,

it is the Miracle-worker, in so far as, in the course of

human history, the spirit becomes ever more perfectly

the master of nature in man as well as external to him,

which is forced under it as inert material for its activity.

It is the sinless, in so far as the process of its develop-

ment is blameless : defilement cleaves ever only to the

individual, but is in the species and its history abolished.

It is the One that dies, rises again, and ascends to hea-

ven, in so far as from the negation of its natural there

proceeds always a higher spiritual life ; from the aboli-

tion of its finitude as personal, national, and earthly

spirit there issues its union with the infinite Spirit of
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Heaven. By faitli in this Clirist, especially in His death

and resurrection, man is justified before God : t.e., the in-

dividual becomes participant in the Divine-human life of

the species, by having the idea of humanity created and

vivified within him. And this happens mainly because

the negation of the natural and sensuous, which is itself

the negation of spirit, therefore the negation of the ne-

gation, is the only way to the true spiritual life for man. " ^

Hegel by proving so conclusively the correlation of nat-

ure and spirit, their mutual interdependence and their

underlying unity, had given so strong a rational basis for

Christianity ; or, to put it the other way, he had shown

so clearly from the analysis of human consciousness, the

necessity for an incarnation of God, and a crucifixion

and resurrection of humanity to unite nature and spirit,

that his followers at once began to substitute the idea

for the historical fact itself.

The conception of the Word made flesh w^as broadened

so as to cover all humanity, the doctrines of the Apos-

tles' Creed were held as general truths which found their

full realization only in the history of the human race it-

self, which is the only real Clirist who suffered and rose

again for us. " If we know," says Strauss, " the Incarna-

tion, Death, and Kesurrection (the diqdex negatio offir-

mat) as the eternal circulation, the endless pulsation,

always repeating itself, of the divine life, what single

fact, which is but a sensuous s^^mbol of this process, can

claim eminent importance ? To the idea in the fact, to

the species in the individual, our age wishes to be led

in Christology. A theological system ivhich in its doctrine

of Christ stands by Him as an individual is no system

but a sermon? " Thus has arisen the hypothesis that

the supernatural facts of Christ's life were myths in-

' Strauss : Leben Jesu, vol. ii., p. 735.

2 Ibid., p. 738.
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vented bj the devout imaginations of his followers, to

express the pre-existent ideas of an incarnation, death,

and resurrection of the race.

Though the tangible shape in which Strauss has

clothed this idea is too startling to meet with acceptance,

the subtle influence of that Hegelianism which lies be-

hind it is to be detected far and wide, coloring the re-

ligious thought of thousands who are supremely uncon-

scious of its genesis. On all sides of us to-day there

are Christian men who seem to find no difiiculty at all

in accepting as doctrines, the Trinity, Incarnation, and

Resurrection, but who have great difliculty in accepting

the supernatural birth and the physical resurrection of

Jesus Christ of Nazareth.

They can hold to the incarnation of God in man, but

not in the man Christ Jesus. In contrast to their easy

certainty about the spirit of Christianity, stands their

painful uncertainty about the facts of Christianity. They
can assimilate the one, they cannot assimilate or see the

necessity of the other.

The seductiveness of this line of philosophical thought

is very great : its resemblance to Christianity is very

close. Hence, the question naturally arises in many minds

:

"Why should we insist upon this commingling of the

certain with the uncertain ? Why not sift the wheat from

the chaff? We are sure of the spirii of Christianity ; w^e rest

here on solid ground. Whatever modern criticism may do

with the supernatural events of the Gospel is a matter of

comparative unconcern to us, so long as we can fall back

upon the spirit of Christ's life. No advancement of sci-

ence or philosophy, no future discoveries regarding the

spurious character of Scripture documents can ever take

this away from us. Here, at least, we stand firm."

And this is the end to which that philosophical thought-

movement, which we have traced from Kant to Hegel,
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brings men when they commit themselves unreservedly

to its guidance. Philosophical certainty means more,

indeed, than scientific certainty, but it does not afford

sufficient standing-room for Christian truth. The revela-

tion of God cannot be crowded down upon any such nar-

row human basis as either science or philosophy would

build up for it. In the attempt to erect, from the human
side, a secure foundation for the Christian religion both

have signally failed and revealed their sharp limitations.

THE TRUE RELATION OF PHILOSOPHY TO RELIGION.

The Church of to-day and the Church of the future

may ever be grateful for the work which the great

leaders of German thought have done, for they have not

only shown, beyond all peradventure, that there is no

antagonism between Christianity and philosophy, but

they have proved that there is, and have actually worked

out, a philosophical basis for the Christian religion.

Henceforth if any man proclaims that the fields of

scientific thought or philosophic thought are broader

than the wide domain of Christian truth, or that the lat-

ter is insufficient to cover them, he is simply proclaiming

his own ignorance. If, on the other hand, the believer

is tempted to affirm that science and philosophy, working

in their own spheres, are, in any way, obstacles to the

Christian religion, he had better read understandingly

the history of scientific and philosophic thought before he

ventures to express an opinion.

We have shown in the last two chapters, we trust con-

clusively, that there is a real scientific and a real philo-

sophic basis of Christianity, and that both are valuable

in so far as they corroborate and verify, in their own

spheres, the great truths of the Gospel. Surely the

Church is all the stronger, and Christian truth itself all
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the richer, for the aid thus afforded. A terra ignota has

been explored, and antagonisms, contradictions, obstacles,

which were once supposed to exist, are now discovered

to have been purely imaginative. It is only when these

corroborative evidences of Christianity are taken by
men as a substitute for the faith of the Gospels, and for

a kind of proof which does awa}^ Tvith the necessity of

faith, that peril arises. Truth then becomes untruth, and

the stepping-stones are changed into stumbling-blocks.

Especially is this the danger Avith those who surrender

themselves unreservedly to the captivating influences of

philosophic thought ; influences whose normal power is

abnormally enhanced, by the fact that they unconsciously

minister, first, to that spirit of intellectual pride which

secretly rebels against dependence upon G od, and against

a revelation which requires faith as well as reason, in-

stead of reason alone ; and, second, to that human spirit

of religious indolence, which secretly rebels against the

kind of spiritual exertion which faith in God necessitates.

Such men may hanker after a certainty in religion which

will save them from the effort of walking by faith and not

by sight ; but the only substitute that the philosophical

basis for Christianity has to offer for Christianity itself is

a religion from which supernaturalism has been carefully

eliminated ; a religion in which a pliilosojahical is substi-

tuted for an historical foundation ; a religion in which

ideas are to take the place of facts ; a religion in which

God in Humanity takes the place of God in Christ ; a

religion in which man's meditation about God usurps the

position of God's revelation to man ; a religion in which

a cloudy and intangible spirit of Christianity is regarded

as " firm and solid ground," while the plain and simple

historic facts of the Gospel are dismissed as misty specu-

lations. Let every Christian believer face the true con-

ditions. AVhile Christ's religion welcomes and affords
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room for all phases of philosophic thought, no system

of Christiau philosophy affords room for tlie whole of

Christ's religion. By making the laws of Imman person-

ality the measure of Christian truth, the latter receives

its religion from men, not from God, and is, therefore,

obliged to deny that Christianity is a revelation from

God, which makes an imperative demand upon our faith.

Denying this, philosophical Christianity preaches a false

Gospel.



CHAPTEE IV

THE ETHICAL BASIS OF CHRISTIANITY AND ITS

LIMITATIONS

SYNOPSIS

I. The cry " Back to Kant " has ended in the attempt to construct

Christian Theology on a purely ethical foundation. The new
method of research instituted by Eitschl, of making con-

science the exclusive organ of Highest Knowledge, is both

Destructive and Constructive. On the Destructive side it

parts company {a) With Philosophy
;

[b] With Church dogma
because it is philosophical. On the Constructive side it sets

forth [a) That the Eevelation of God centres in the Moral

Character of the historic Christ
;

{h) That Faith in God springs

from moral convictions and becomes supreme; (c) That the

Kingdom of God {i.e., the society of those who seek the "Chief

Good ") is to be substituted in place of the Logos idea
; {d)

That Moral Life is the core of History.

II. Reasons for the Popularity of this Method and Rapid Success

of Ritschlianism : («) It appeals forcibly to the moral in-

stinct
;

(b) It is an eas^ theology, which takes a short cut

across the whole field of knowledge to the " Highest Truth ;

"

(c) In this age of perplexity and revolutions it professes to put

us at once in possession of certainty ; {d) It courts a close

alliance with Inductive Science as a Christian Positivism;

(e) It appeals to the Evangelical sympathies of Protestants.

III. The True Relation of Ethics to Christianity. Notwithstand-

ing her attitude toward Philosophy the Church has always [a]

Held the supremacy of Faith over Reason
; (6) Held to the

functions of the Conscience as the organ for apprehending

Moral Truth.

IV. The Limitations of the Ethical Basis, (a) While ignoring

Metaphysics it uses Metaphysics in formulating its system
;

{b) It bases all Theology upon a particular theory of Cogni-
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tion and teaches that we cannot know Christ in Himself but

only as He appears to us in History
; (c) In ignoring Reason

and Mysticism, and making Ethics supreme in every Depart-

ment of Inquiry, it arrays the human consciousness against

itself; (d) In ignoring Reason and Mysticism, in the larger

field of Revelation, it cuts us off from the whole subject of the

Personality of Christ : His Pre-existence, His Nature, and His

Work in Heaven, as well as from inquiring the meaning of the

Incarnation, Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascension
;

(e) By
treating Philosophy and Literary Criticism carelessly it makes

concessions that imperil its own existence.

FoK a quarter of a century or more tlie cry " Bach io

Kant " has been echoing more and more loudly tbrougli

Germany, and the results of that profound thought-move-

ment which it expressed are now manifesting themselves

in what is popularly called Ritsclilianism, from the Ger-

man theologian, Albrecht Eitschl, who died only five or

six years ago. Though the movement is so recent it has

already begun to attract attention far and mde. In the

words of Professor Flint, of Edinburgh, " This theology

has been dominant in Germany during the last fifteen

years and is still gaining adherents and growing in influ-

ence. In fact, no otber German theological school or

movement can compare with it in strength and vitality.

Hence young men from this country who study theology

in Germany almost inevitably come more or less under

its influence. It is certainly a force in the theological

world which must be reckoned with, and which eminent-

ly deserves to be studied. It has got some ver}^ note-

Avorthy features. It strives to represent Christian faith

as its own sufficient foundation. It seeks to secure for

religion a domain within the sphere of feeling and prac-

tical judgment into which theoretical reason cannot in-

trude. It would keep theology independent of j^hiloso-

phy, free from all contamination of metaphysics. It

would rest its claim entirely on the Revelation of God in
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Christ." ^ Professor Leonhard Stahlin, of Bayreuth,

gives us a still more graphic description of the move-

ment—a description which is all the more valuable as it

is sketched by one who is himself a German.

"Were the question to be asked, "What German
Protestant divine of the present day has been most suc-

cessful in securing adherents and forming a school?

there could be no hesitation about an answer among
those who are acquainted with the position of matters in

Germany. No German theologian has a larger following

than Alhrecht Riischl. In mentioning his name we men-
tion the head of a theological school second to none

either in numbers or in influence. Not a few of his for-

mer pupils occupy theological chairs at the universities
;

and a large number of the clergy engaged in practical

work may be reckoned among his followers. In the

TheoIogiscJie Literat urzeitung (Journal of Theological

Literature) this school has created an organ which exer-

cises censorship over the theological literature of the

present day, and carries on a propaganda for the new
theological principles which it represents. It is the

Gottingen school at the head of which Ritschl's name
stands. In the sphere of Systematic Theology this school

has effected a revolution that has been received with

scarcely less acclamation than that which, more than a

generation ago, hailed the theories that emanated from

Tiibingen. Then, it was certain theorems of the Hege-

lian Philosophy which, with the aid of historical criti-

cism, were applied for the explanation of the rise of

Christianity and the origin of the New Testament litera-

ture ; now, it is modern empiricism and Neo-Kantism,

the avowed antagonist of all speculative philosophy,

which is striving to gain the upper hand of theology, and

' Preface to Kaftan's Truth of tlie Christian Keligion, by Professor

Robert Flint, pp. v, vi.
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to remodel Cliristian Dogmatics according to its prin-

ciples. The new ideas thus started in connection mth
Dogmatics are being applied to other branches of theol-

ogy. Kitschl, moreover, as Wellhausen himself tells us,

gave a direct personal impulse to the formation and de-

velopment of the new school of Old Testament criti-

cism." ^

This new school of religious thought claims to be more

Protestant and Evangelical than the Reformers them-

selves, and more Chiistian than the Holy Cathohc

Churcli ; it aims to increase personal piety, on the one

hand, and the practical activities of the Church, on the

other ; it has its Church Historian in Professor Harnack
;

its theologians, in Dr. Kaftan, of Berlin, and in Professor

Hermann, of Marburg; its Bible critics in Schulz and

Wendt ; and it asserts with enthusiasm that it stands

in possession of an entirely new method, whereby it can

reach certainty of Christian truth, revolutionize the the-

ology of the ages, and construct a new basis for Christian

belief.

This basis is the foundation provided by Kant when
he made a place for the Practical Reason (i.e., conscience

the categorical imperative, the moral sense, the human
will, and sense of responsibility), side by side with the

speculative reason ; and taught that while through theo-

retic reason we can neither prove nor disprove the ex-

istence of God, yet through the practical reason we can

prove both the being of God and the immortality of

man.

Building upon this foundation Schleiermacher had

long before these days endeavored to construct a system

of theology, but according to the present Neo-Kantian

school, Schleiermacher Avas unfaithful to his own prin-

ciples in forsaking the path that Kant opened up ; and

1 L. Stahlin : Kant, Lotze, Ritsclil, pp. 1 , 2.
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in teaching that there was a Highest Knowledge of Phi-

losophy, or the Theoretic Keason as well as a " Highest

Knowledge " of the practical reason.

The Neo-Kantian School of to-day goes much further

than this, it aims at " the Completion of the Beformation in

Protestant Theology,'' ' by setting forth the principle that

the only organ in man for attaining this " Highest Knowl-

edge " is the Practical Reason itself, and that therefore

all other kinds of knowledge are of the earth, earthy.

Hence these followers of Kant go far beyond Kant

himself. Where he was satisfied with making a place

for the practical reason in philosophy, and proving that

moral truth can only be apprehended in its fulness and

its far consequences by the moral sense of mankind,

these Neo-Kantians teach that the practical reason reigns

supreme over the ivhole domain of knowledge ; that it is

to be the ultimate judge of the worth and reality of all

kinds of knowledge, and that if philosophy or theoretic

reason sets up any counter-claim, that claim is to be set

aside.

Neo-Kantism thus introduces a new method of research

into all those great problems of existence which philoso-

phy for ages has been pondering. It proclaims that in-

asmuch as all ancient Greek philosophy ignored the ex-

istence in man of the practical reason, therefore its

judgments are unsound and it must be ignored itself by

those who have discovered the better way.

Having thrown discredit on philosophy, the next step

of the Neo-Kantian or Ritschlian theologians is to dis-

credit and throw overboard the whole dogmatic theology

of the Church. It is hard here to single out those things

which are held by common consent among those who

call themselves, and are called by others, Ptitschlians,

^ The Truth of the Christian Religion, by Professor Julius Kaftan,

vol. i., p. 286.
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first, because tlie whole movement is of sucli recent ori-

gin that we know it only as it were from the outside,

and through such prominent spokesmen as Professors

Ritschl and Harnack, Kaftan and Hermann ; and second,

because these leaders by no means agree among them-

selves as to what they hold or do not hold : they are all

on the pathway of discovery and verification in working

out and applying their new method to the principal

spheres of theology. And some are farther on than others

in treading this pathway. But Dr. Kaftan, who sits in

Dorner's seat as Professor of Theology in the University

of Berlin, may probably be taken as the most prominent

expounder of the movement at the present time. In his

" Truth of the Christian Eeligion " ' he tells us the rea-

son why he regards with such profound distrust all the

dogmas of the Catholic Church.

That reason is as follows : From the second century

onward the Christian Church, influenced by the whole

thought-movement of the times, undertook to prove the

principles of the Christian faith by the philosophical

method then in vogue, and thus by looking at Christian

truth through the eyes of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle,

and striving to verify it by the ancient Greek method of

analysis, she became unconsciously involved in a false

system of thought, and viewed the revelation of God as

it was discolored by the hues that philosophy and the

theoretic reason gave to it. In the words of Dr. Kaftan :

" The influence of philosophy on dogma consists in the

fact that theology implicated the Christian faith in that

combination of religion, science, and morality which was

found ready to hand. " ^

1 The Truth of the Christian Religion, by Professor Julius Kaftan,

translated by George Ferries, B.D., published by T. & T. Clark, Edin-

burgh.

'^The Truth of the Christian Religion, vol. i., p. 04.
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Particularly was this the case with regard to the doc-

trine of the Logos.

Long before the days of the Christian Church itself,

this doctrine had begun to formulate itself among the

schools of philosophy.

"Even among the Pre-Socratic systems, viz., in He-
raclitus, it appears in the forefront. In the Logos, He-

raclitus recognizes the connecting medium that binds to-

gether the natural world with its manifold elements.

. . . The primary materialistic conception (of Hera-

clitus) is spiritualized by the Stoics. According to their

doctrine the human soul is not merely pervaded, like

everything else, by the Universal Reason, but is itself part

of the reason of the world. The distinctive nature and

the dignity of man consist above all in the fact that he

can know things ; that he, on his spiritual side a part of

the Logos, can know the things in which the Logos holds

sway. But since the Logos is identical with the God-

head, this again has a directly religious significance.

The world is full of divine forces, and man in his essence

is kindred with God. Thus it is already found among

the Stoics that the Logos idea has the sense above noted,

viz., that it expresses the correlation of the Godhead, the

world, and man. Above all is this the case according to

Philo. And then in the form in which we find the idea

in Philo, it was appropriated by the Christian theolo-

gians. . . . Thus it may be asserted that we find

the clearest expression given by him to what afterward

became a leaven in ecclesiastical theology. Still the

basis of his Logos doctrine is the Stoic idea, but in such

wise that it was fused with the Platonic and Aristotelian

tradition." ^ Very much to the same effect are the teach-

ings of Professor Harnack regarding Gnosticism.^

' The Truth of the Christian Religion, vol. i., pp. 54. 55.

'"The Gnostics were the theologians of the first century, they were
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So close, therefore, is the alliance between Church

dogma and Greek philosophy, according to the Kitsch-

tlie first to transform Christianity into a system of doctrines (dogmas)

;

tliey were the first to treat tradition and the primitive Christian script-

ures systematically ; they undertook to set forth Christianity as the

absolute religion, and they therefore placed it in opposition to the

other religions, to that of the Old Testament as well (not alone to Juda-

ism) ; but the absolute religion, which they coupled with Christ, was to

them essentially identical with the results of the philosophy of religion,

for which they had now found the basis in a revelation. They were ac-

cordingly a class of Christians who essayed through a sharp onset to

conquer Christianity for Hellenic culture, and Hellenic culture for

Christianity, and they thereby abandoned the Old Testament in order

to fitly close up the breach between the two opposing forces. Chris-

tianity became an occult theosophy (revealed metaphysics and appari-

tion philosophy, permeated with the Platonic spirit and with Pauline

ideas, constructed out of the material of an old cultus-wisdom which

was acquired through mysteries and the illumined understanding, de-

fined by a keen, and, in part, true criticism of the Old Testament relig-

ion and the scant faith of the Church. . . . The Gospel history is

not the history of Christ, but a collection of allegorical representations

of the great Divine world-history. Christ has in truth no history ; his

appearance in this world of confusion and delusion is his own act, and

the enlightenment of the Spirit, as regards itself, is the effect of this act.

This illumination itself is life ; but it is dependent upon asceticism

and upon a surrender to the mysteries ordained by Christ, in which one

comes into communion with a, p^'cesens numeji, and which in a mysteri-

ous way gradually free the spirit from the world of sense. . . .

Christianity is accordingly a speculative philosophy which redeems the

spirit, inasmuch as it enlightens and consecrates it and directs it unto

the true way of life, . . . The Church in its contest with Gnosti-

cism learned a great deal from it. The principal points which were

under discussion may be briefly summarized as follows (the word ' posi-

tive ' appended to a Gnostic proposition indicates that the doctrine had

a positue influence in the development of the Church view and doc-

trine): (1) Christianity, which is the only true and absolute religion,

contains a revealed system of doctrine (pos.) ; (2) the Revealer is Christ

(pos.), bi^^hrist alone, and Christ only so far as he was made mani-

fest (noiM^ Testament Christ). This manifestation is itself the re-

demption—the teaching is the proclamation of this and of the neces-

sary presuppositions (pos).''—Harnack's History of Dogma, translated

by Edwin Knox Mitchell, pp. 60 ff.
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lian view, that they stand or fall together, for the entire

body of Catholic doctrine centres in the Logos idea;

and inasmuch as this was an emanation of limited and

one-sided philosophic thought, the whole system of dog-

matic teaching which flows from the idea that Christ was

the Logos, or Word of God, needs to be recast, and we

must view the Incarnation, Crucifixion, Resurrection, and

Ascension of Christ from an entirely different stand-point

than that of Dogmatic Theology. Even the Protestant

Reformers were "implicated" in holding false views, re-

garding the revelation of God in Christ, by the power of

the traditional presentation of Christianity.

To-day, on all sides, according to this new theology,

we behold the breaking up of the ancient ecclesiastical

dogmatic system. The verdict of history is so plain

that no one can misread or misunderstand it ; and the

modern drift of thought away from Revelation and

toward Rationalism is the logical consequence and end

of a form of Christianity which, in days of yore, made

Rationalism its master.^ Even Hegelianism cannot re-

animate the expiring system and bring it back to life.

"As a matter of fact what must be understood by the

articles regarding the Trinity, the Incarnation, and the

Atonement, in the sense of the Hegelian philosophy, and

what the ecclesiastical doctrine means by them, are two

different things. On the basis of that philosophy we

cannot reach or justify the latter doctrine in any true,

unadulterated sense." ^

THE CONSTKUCTION OF A KITSCHLIAN THEOLOGY.

Having demolished the old, the Ritschlians now set

about jhe work of constructing a new Theology, upon the

basis of Conscience or the Practical Reason. Though,

1 The Truth of the Christian Religion, vol. 1., chapter iv.

nbid., p. 312.
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as we said before, there are wide differences among
them in this constructive work, there seems to be a gen-

eral agreement upon these four points :

I. The Revelation of God is in the moral character of

Jesus Christ.

" Our certainty of God is rooted in the simple fact

that in Jesus we meet with a man who must hold His

own against the world. For he who experiences such a

compulsion through the image of Jesus that he must con-

cede to Him this dignity, receives therewith, at the same

time, the thought of a Power over all things which is

not otherwise moved than through the disposition from

which the life-work of Jesus has proceeded. God gives

Himself to us to be recognized as this Power which is

in Jesus. But then we are compelled to say that the

existence of Jesus in our world is that fact through which

God so touches us that He opens up intercourse with

us." '

Thus, according to Professor Hermann, a moral con-

viction is wrought in us that exceeds all other convic-

tions in depth and intensity. Jesus teaches with the

authority of the highest truth, and the eye of the soul

recognizes that truth, just as the eye of the body knows

the sunlight. The image of Jesus stamps itself upon the

soul, obliterating all feebler impressions. This is not

only a fact in our own personal experience but in that of

myriads of others. Whoever would challenge the reality

of the Christian religion must first explain away the his-

torical fact that Jesus Christ has thus laid hold upon the

deepest life of men in all ages of the Christian era.

II. Faith in God through Christ. This deep moral

conviction produced by Jesus Christ paves the way and

prepares the human heart for faith. This same Man,

' Der Verkehr des Christen mit Gott, pp. 26, 27, by Professor Her-

mann.
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Christ Jesus, Who reveals a righteousness of God that

iUumines the conscience, like the light of the sun, and

Who, by this power of His personal life, makes the sinner

realize his own insecurity, is also the impersonation of

a divine love and tenderness that is unequalled. He is

not only the Judge and Conscience of men : He is, also,

the Friend of sinners. Thus at the same time that by

His righteousness He condemns sin, by His love He
forgives sin ; thus it becomes certain to the Christian,

through the Person of Jesus, that the power of God's

goodness at once judges and saves him ; thus, according

to Professor Hermann, Christian faith is evoked and con-

structed ;
^ and thus, according to Professor Kaftan,

Christianity becomes the rehgion of the Atonement.

The revelation of God is not only a revelation of the

Highest Good, the Highest Kighteousness, but it con-

tains as a further and essential message the proclamation

of the love of God which justifies sinners and reconciles

them to Himself.
""

III. The kingdom of God. It is on this point, above

all others, that Ritschlianism stands arrayed against

Catholic theology. We give here Professor Kaftan's own
words :

" Through what idea is the Person of Christ,

His appearance in the world, understood and interpreted ?

If we consider this point, we light upon the distinction

which obtains between the Christian faith and the eccle-

siastical system of dogma. For it turns out that this idea

which determines one's interpretation of the Person of

Christ is different in the two cases : In the Christian faith

it is the idea of the kingdom of God ; in dogma, it is the

Logos idea. The alteration which the Christian religion

sustained as the effect of this philosophical or theological

revision may consequently be described in this way; the

' Der Verkehr des Christen mit Gott, pp. 20, 22.

'' "The Truth of the Christiaii Religion," vol. ii., p. 388.
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idea of the Kingdom of God loas driven from the governing

position^ and in its place came the non- Christian, and in so

far heathen, idea of the Logos.""
^

So far, therefore, as we understand Eitschlianism, the

great problems of existence, self, the world and God,

and their relations to one another, are to reach a higher,

more satisfactory, and more convincing solution than that

presented through Catholic dogma, by substituting the

kingdom of God for the Logos. This is held up by the

Eitschlian theologians as the Purpose of God hidden

through the ages, but now revealed in Jesus Christ, and

they are now Avorking on the relation of the kingdom of

Heaven, to self, the world and God Himself.

lY. History. While Ritschlianism sets its face reso-

lutely against philosojDhy, it welcomes the historical argu-

ment. Indeed it is forced to do so, for if the kingdom

of God means the development of a kingdom of the

Highest Good among the kingdoms of the world, then

the actual historical evolution of that kingdom is a fact

that it cannot ignore. Ritschlian theology, however, sin-

gles out that which Kitschl himself called " value judg-

ments," or " worth-judgments," as determining the ad-

vance line of historical progress. " The Christian idea

of the kingdom of God is the rational idea of the Chief

Good, and the Christian faith is the Highest Knowledge,

answering to reason—that knowledge of the First Cause

and the Final Purpose of the world that we are in search

of."^ These are the determining factors of all real his-

torical progress. "Moral life is the core of history,"

and, therefore, the moral judgments of mankind are in-

corporated in the system of theology which Ritschlianism

is constructing.

^ " The Truth of the Christian Religion," vol. i., pp. 89, 90,

2 Ibid., vol. ii., p. 378.
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THE POPULARITY OF THE RITSCHLIAN MOVEMENT.

After this brief and very imperfect sketch of Eitschlian

theology, the next point that engages our attention is its

rapid success and development. The reasons for this al-

most unprecedented success will be evident at a glance.

I. Eitschlianism appeals, as philosophy does not, to

the moral side of human nature. "We instinctively trust

our moral intuitions ; we habitually keep weighing most

men and most issues in the moral balances, and our ex-

perience of life tells us that this is the best way, and

oftentimes the shortest way, of arriving at truth. When,
therefore, an appeal is made to this moral faculty, and

it is set before us as not only the highest of all faculties

for reaching truth, but the one to which all others must be

subordinated, this new method fascinates us : we stop not

to question whether it is an exaggeration. It appeals

so strongly to all that is best in us that we yield our-

selves to its influence without a thought of its dispro-

portion and its abnormal stimulation of a single faculty.

II. Ritschlian Theology is an easy theology to fall

back upon. It takes a short cut across the whole field

of knowledge, assuring men that by it they are put in

possession of all "highest knowledge," without the un-

necessary pain and drudgery of looking for corroborative

testimony or qualifying considerations in the fields of

logical analysis or philosophical study. In fact, philos-

ophy and Church dogmas have only served to make the

simple Revelation of God complex and hard to under-

stand. The less the mind of the Christian is entangled

in these mere philosoj)hical and traditional exj^lanations

of Christianity, the more readily will he be able to com-

prehend, in its profound simplicity, the truth as it is in

Christ Jesus. For such a Christian there is a certainty

6
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of Christiau faith wliicli lifts him up into a position of

independence where he can calmly dispense with these

so-called aids to faith.

III. This is an age of uncertainty and the wildest con-

fusion of religious thought. The progress of modern

science is attacking the miraculous element in the Chris-

tian Revelation, and, in the minds of thousands, elimi-

nating all traces of its supernatural character ; the higher

criticism is unsettHng the faith of others in the authen-

ticity, authorship, and integrity of Old and New Testa-

ment records ; the different philosophical schools are at

war one with another upon the most fundamental ques-

tions; the science of comparative religion is bringing

to light the real religious life and faith in God, of those

who were formerly classed as ignorant pagans. Which
way is the ordinary Christian to turn, what is he to

believe ? ' Eitschlianism stands before him with the

ready answer, "Turn a deaf ear to the controversies

raging round you ; no need is there for you to trouble

'
'

' Just at this point Ritsclil's Theology clasps hands, so to speak, with

ideas that are at the present moment widely current in circles that can

by no means be characterized as irreligious. Many of our contempo-

raries who wish to be religious in their own way, nevertheless regard

all statements of a positive kind on religious matters with skepticism.

The specific substance of the Christian religion in particular seems to

them a mystery, to which their soul maintains a guarded attitude, is

recognized as such with a sort of holy awe ; but they treat dogmas and

theological investigations as all but impotent attempts to conceive what

is inconceivable and to name what is unnamable. Nor ought one to

be surprised at the frequency with which religious minds fall into a

mood of this kind ; what is it, after all, but the natural result, the pre-

cipitate, so to speak, of a long-continued negative occupation with the

teaching of Scripture and the Church ? It has been so long critically

pulled to pieces and reconstructed, that one has at last to confess in-

ability to say what its true and proper substance is ; in fact, one would

be as puzzled to define it as to determine the nature of the Kantian

'thing-in-itself.' "—Kant, Lotze, Ritschl, by Leonhard Stahlin. Trans-

lated by Professor D. W. Simon, pp. 273, 274.
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yourself with any of these perplexing questions, for they

are all side issues. Here is the pathway of highest cer-

tainty. Trust Jesus Christ as the One in whom God re-

veals all that is necessary, and, for the rest, let ' conduct

'

be your guide and ruling thought in everything."

IV. Kitschlian Theology appeals to the multitude by
courting a close alliance with science. Its two simple

watchwords are " the highest good" and "historic facts."

" This judgment as to the chief good, and therefore, as

to the highest knowledge, is an objective judgment. It is

not founded on the subjective needs and the subjective

appreciation of the individual human soul, but on what

is characteristic of mankind generally.'" ^

Thus Eitschlian Theology " comes into line with other

functions oi j^ositive science." It has to do with a give^i

reality, with the representation and description of it

down to the finest veins of thought. The fact that this

reality does not belong to the world of sense but to the

mental and historical life of humanity does not com-

promise the claim to the character of a positive science.^

In juxtaposition to the positivism of Comte, this new
school teaches a science of Christian positi^dsm. It re-

fuses to go beyond the actual history of Christ's life in

looking for the Revelation of God, or beyond the moral

experience of mankind in interpreting that Revelation

;

and it goes without saying that this is another cause for

its popularity.

Y. It is distinctly a Protestant movement. It aims to

carry out the Protestant Theology of the Reformation

to its completion. Looking back, it appeals to all that

is distinctively Protestant and Evangelical in the historic

past for support ; looking forward, it is full of tJie in-

spiration and enthusiasm of a great creative historic

' The Trutli of the Christian Religion, vol. ii., p. 378.
' Ibid.

, p. 410.
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movement. It would be strange, indeed, if such a move-

ment did not enlist the generous sympathy of all those

to whom the Eeformation is the Golden Age of the

Christian era.

THE TRUE RELATION OF ETHICS TO RELIGION.

We repeat here what we said in the last chapter in

another connection : that the Church of to-day and the

Church of the future may ever be grateful for the w^ork

w^hich these earnest leaders of the latest German thought

are doing. For besides showing the insufficiency of a

mere philosophical basis of religion, and thus echoing

Avhat the Church herself has unfalteringly proclaimed,

they are actually working out an ethical foundation for

religion besides.

It is true that there is a close alliance between Catho-

lic dogma and philosophic thought, and we may be glad,

indeed, that Eitschlianism has brought forward, with

such prominence, the reasonableness and logical con-

sistency of the Faith of the Church. The very denun-

ciations w^hich it launches against all philosopln^ and

this alliance of Christian dogma with philosophy, will

open the eyes of many to the strong support which Rea-

son gives to dogma. But it is not true that the Catholic

Church has thus been implicated in the philosophical

method in any such w^ay as to substitute it for the

faith of the Gospels. St. Ansehn's famous saying, " Cre-

do, id intelUgam,'' nay, the very maxim of the school-

men themselves. Fides prcecedit intellecfum, is an all-suffi-

cient answ^er to that charge.^ The facts of the case are

so well known to every one familiar either with the lan-

guage of the fathers or the history of Church dogma

that it would be a waste of time to dwell any longer on

this point.
1 See Hampden's Bampton Lectures, p. 80.
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The same may bo said with regard to the recognition

on the part of the Chui-ch of the Moral Sense or Practical

Reason, as a faculty through which moral truth is appre-

hended. Though the Church has used the philosophical

method in its own sphere and place she has consistently

claimed a position for conscience that philosophy itself

has never willingly accorded.

From the very first this has been so ; and it has con-

tinued thus down through the ages. No Christian be-

liever could read such words of Christ as " Blessed are

the pure in heart, for they shall see God," or, " If any

man wills to do His will, he will know of the doctrine,"

without feeling their force and realizing that here was an

eternal truth set forth which neither Plato nor Aristotle,

with all their insight, had been able to discover. From
time immemorial it has been an understood fact that

all philosophy had failed to acknowledge the rights and

functions of conscience in the field of " Highest Knowl-

edge ; " but not until the days of the philosopher Kant
himself, was a place wrought out, in what had hitherto

been considered the exclusive domain of philosophy, for

the Practical Reason. And the work that Ritschlianism

is now doing in revealing before the eyes of men the wide

realm that this Practical Reason really covers, and in

which it reigns supreme, will be a cause for endless

gratitude to the Christian world. No longer can men
look down upon the Practical Reason as an uncertain

guide ; no longer can the conscience, or the moral sense,

be classed as " feeling," or spoken of as though it had a

closer connection with the emotional part of human nat-

ure than with the robust intellectual life. Now that the

Practical Reason has been given a place side by side

with the Speculative or Theoretic Reason ; now that

ethics has been brought to the forefront by some of the

greatest thinkers of the age, as a " Positive Science ;

'*
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now that tliey have actually gone so far as to work out

an ethical basis for Christianity an(J hold it up as a sub-

stitute for all Church dogma in such a way as to chal-

lenge the thoughtful allegiance of thousands of cultivated

scholars and clergymen, the wide world will be the

gainer. Hereafter the whole subject of ethics will stand

in a different relation to philosophy from that which it

has ever occupied before. And so also will the moral

and social truths connected with the Ritschlian idea of

the kingdom of God.

THE LIMITATIONS OF THE ETHICAL BASIS.

But having said this, on the positive side, we must not

blind our eyes to what should also be said on the nega-

tive side.

I. This Neo-Kantian Theology, while it professes to be

a " Positive Science," is in reahty the purest subjectivity.

While, like physical science itself, it is loud and bitter

in its denunciation of metaphysics, it is all the while

metaphysical in the very process it employs to work out

its thoughts and formulate its doctrines. No one can

read, for example, such a book as Professor Kaftan's

" Truth of the Christian Eeligion " without feeling that,

by its intensely subjective thought and language it has

made exactly that kind of a demand upon his concen-

trated attention and closeness of thought that a meta-

physical book requires. Indeed it is a question whether

any reader who has not had some kind of a metaphysical

training would be able to catch or understand the mean-

ing of the writer at all.

II. The whole theological system of Ritschl is based

upon a peculiar tlieory of cognition. If that fails the

whole falls to the ground. Kant, Lotze, and Eitschl have

all endeavored to form in the human consciousness it-
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self, apart from tlio theoretic reason, a basis for positive

knowledge, and in this attempt they have all signally

failed. What " atoms " are to the man of science, that

" things - in - themselves " are to the Eitschlian school;

and this is the rock upon which the whole Kantian and

Neo-Kantian school makes shipwreck. Drowning men
catch at straws, and Ritschl endeavors to save himself

from being submerged by leaving Kant and striking out

for Lotze.^

But Lotze's postulate, that things-in-themselves are

" souls " cannot save him, and in his attempt to utilize

Lotze and employ his hypothesis as a basis for all Chris-

tian theology, he loses all hold upon reality. After as-

serting in a very positive manner that we cannot know
" things-in-themselves," ^ Kitschl attempts to draw a dis-

tinction between "things-in-themselves" and "actual

things," which, to any ordinary achromatic vision, is so

ethereal as to be as invisible as ether itself. We can

understand Kant when he differentiates between a thing-

in-itself and its appearance, but we are hopelessly baffled

^ "We have already remarked in general tliat Ritsclil on this point

professes to be a follower of Lotze. Appealing to Lotze lie teaches that

we know things in their phenomena. This seems a very plausible

formula. All the difficulties which arose in the waj^ of the Kantian

theory of cognition in consequence of the distinction drawn between

the thing-in-itself and phenomena seem to be thus escaped. But how
are we to understand this formula ? . . . Ritschl has told us that

the thing-in itself is merely a formal conception. At the same time we
are also instructed that things ought to be conceived after the analogy

of our soul. But if we are to conceive of things as soul-like, that is, as

real after the manner of our soul, how can we at the same time hold

them to be merely formal conceptions ? And if the thing-in-itself is

merely a formal conception, what remains that can be said to manifest

itself in phenomena, ^.<s., to appear in appearances ? What is the sub-

ject that appears ? The noumenon or the phenomenon ? Are the things

we cognize in phenomena nothing but formal conceptions?"

—

Kant,

Lotze, Ritschl, by Leonhard Stahlin, pp. 166, 167.

* Theologie und Metaphysik, pp. 33, 34, 35.
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in all attempts to imderstancl Eitsclil when he points to

an invisible something between the two. For there is no
tertiiun quid between the noumenon and the phenomenon—
the thing-in-itself and the way in which it appears to ns.

As a matter of fact it is a distinction without a difference,

and when Ritschl speaks, now of the " thing-in-itself
"

and then of '* an actual thing," he is only calling the

same thing by two different names, or, to put it plainly,

is talking tautological nonsense.

He has probably introduced this tertium quid because

he shrinks, on the one hand, from facing Kant's pitiless

conclusion that things-in-themselves are altogether un-

knowable, and on the other, from confessing outright

that we know only the appearance of things. And it is

more than strange to hear one who assumes this position,

loudly proclaiming that his new theological system is

closely allied to scientific positivism.

It is aside from our purpose to go any further into this

purely speculative discussion ; our only object in dwel-

ling upon this subject at all, has been to show that the

whole religious fabric built up by Eitschlian theologians

has for its chief corner-stone a scientific theory of cog-

nition upon which even the experts in philosophical

questions, who devote their whole lives to this specialty,

are at hopeless variance among themselves. The Kitsch-

lians apparently ask us to trust our moral convictions

alone, in the domain of "highest truth ; " but when we look

below the surface we discover that all the while they are

really asking us to embrace a new theory of cognition,

Avhicli in itself is one of the most metaphysical, highly

wrought, and speculative hypotheses that ever originated

in the human brain.

Let us now see whither this theory of cognition leads

us. If we cannot know things-in-themselves, and only

cognize them as they appear in their relation to us, then
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all human knowledge is restricted to appearances. This

hmitation of knowledge to phenomena involves the

elimination from theology of all the objects of the

Christian faith as they are in themselves. AYe cannot,

therefore, even know God in Himself,^ and this in-

volves further consequences. Starting from Ritschl's

own premises it can be conclusively show^n that God
is not Love, that God is not a Person, that God is not

a Eeality, at least, as far as any human knowledge is con-

cerned.^

III. Eitschlianism courts the name of a positive sci-

ence. It breathes the atmosphere, and sometimes uses

the very language of Positivism, and, like Positivism, it

is Agnostic.

It ignores the true function of the reason. It refuses,

and that, too, in the most arbitrary manner, to make any

compromise with, or tolerate any interference from, the

speculative reason. It tells us that the only position of

safety is to keep theology strictly nailed do^vn to the

ethical basis, co-ordinating and correlating different eth-

ical truths wdth one another, but never allowing them

to form any coalition with the old philosophic or meta-

physical method of inquiry. Thus our whole thought

is made the slave of conscience, not only in the moral

sphere but in every other sphere. This is not only re-

formation, it is anarchy, it is nihiUsm, in the field of hu-

man consciousness itself. In the language of Professor

On-, " Faith and reason are stretched apart until no point

of contact is allowed to remain between them. Keligious

knowledge is put in one comj^artment of the mind, theo-

retic or scientific knowledge in another, and no relations

of friendship or agreement are allowed to subsist be-

' Kant. Lotze, and Ritsclil, "by Professor Stahlin, p. 18G fif.

2 Ibid., pp. 192-204.
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tweeu the two. This is to set up dualism in the house

of the soul." ^

Professing to set us free from the shackles of Catholic

dogma and give us true evangelical freedom, this theo-

logical school brings us under a far more autocratic

and t}Tannical form of mental bondage, and there never

was more abject slavery. It needs but a moment's

thought to see the falseness of this position. " Ritschl

allows us to consider the value of revelation, but not its

meaning. But we are intelligent, therefore we cannot

desist from asking the meaning." ^

Again, Eitschlianism ignores Mysticism. For mysti-

cism postulates that there is another sj^iritual way of

reaching God than through the faith produced by moral

convictions of the " Highest truth," as it has been re-

vealed once for all in the historic life of Jesus. It is in-

consistent and false, according to Ritschl himself, to hold

that apart from that comj)leted revelation, there is any

spiritual influence of God, acting immediately upon the

human soul, through which we enter into spiritual union

or communion with Him. It is hard for any devout

Christian mind to take in all that this denial means. It

cuts away not only the foundation of all sacramental re-

ligion, but the reality of most of those influences that

belong to the devotional life of the believer, and sub-

stitutes nothing in their place, but a cold, colorless, and

austere religion founded upon the combination of faith

with ethics. It is hard to think ourselves into the posi-

tion of a consistent Ritschlian, who resigns all that does

not square with his theory of Christianity ; but the very

attempt to do so shows us that it will be as difficult for

' Ritsclilian Theology, by Professor J. D. Orr, D.D., in The

Thinker, No. II., vol. ii., pp. 147, 148.

^ Professor William Clark, LL.D., of Trinity College, Toronto, in loc.
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Christians as for pliilosopliers thus to deny tlie in-

stincts of their own human nature.

IV. But if Eitschlianism thus creates an irreconcila-

ble antagonism—a peculiar dualism of its own—in the

human consciousness, the slavery of a method w^hich

leads to such results becomes intensified when we turn to

revelation itself. Ritschlianism has much to say about

the effect of Christ's Personality upon humanity, but it

has little or nothing to say about the Personality itself.

What will it do with Christ ? Who is Christ and what

is Christ ? Where did He come from ? Where did He
go after His ascension ? What is the meaning of those

tremendous events in earthly history—the Incarnation,

the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, the Ascension? How
is conscience, alone and by itself, to explain that mean-

ing without aid from revelation and reason ? These are

questions that Ritschlian theology cannot blink or pass

by. The world will not be satisfied until this new theol-

ogy constructs, from that ethical basis upon which it lays

such stress, such an interpretation of Christian truth as

will adequately and convincingly answer all these ques-

tions. It is well enough to say that the Logos idea has

pushed out the idea of the kingdom of God. But even

if the new theology works out from the new basis, if that

is supposable, the relation of the kingdom of Heaven to

self, the world, and God, as completely and thoroughly as

the old theology worked out the relation of Christ, as the

Logos, to these eternal mysteries of existence, still the

question remains, the answer to which has always deter-

mined the character of every Christian system of theol-

ogy: "What think ye of Christ; whose Son is He?"
To this question Ritschlianism returns, and can return, no

answer at all, for by its very theory of cognition we can-

not know Christ in Himself. It is hopelessly and help-

lessly shut off from all thought of Christ's life before He
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was born in Bethlehem, and from all contemplation of His

existence after He disappeared from the eyes of men.

We only knoAV Him as a meteoric light from heaven which

suddenly flashed out in human history and then van-

ished in darkness.

This refusal of Kitschlian theology to affirm anything

about the nature of Christ places it in a very awkward

and untenable position. " According to Ritschl's system

Christ had no real existence prior to His human birth.

He is not, therefore, the eternally existent One, but One

AVho has come into existence in time. A God who has

come into existence is a self-contradiction ; it is, in fact,

a piece of heathen mythology which he has introduced

into Christian theology. For how otherwise could the

apotheosis of a man, on the part of the believing Church,

be regarded than as an act of pagan deification ? Eitschl

professes to aim at the extirpation of what he describes

as heathen metaphysics from Christian theology, and on

this pretence removes a number of elements, apart from

which the Christian religion is not what it professes to

be—what it has been believed to be. Whilst engaged in

this struggle against so-called heathen metaphysics he

admits into his own theology an element which exhibits

a manifest relapse into heathen notions of the divine.

We, for our part, are unable to discover anything in

his Christology that raises it above the level of simple

rationalism. And the appending of the title of deity to

the picture of Christ which he has drawn, is a i3agan pro-

cedure for which no justification whatever is offered." ^

Furthermore when we turn from the pre-existence to

the post-existence of Christ similar difficulties arise at

every step. From this subject Ritschlian theology shuts

itself out also ; for, according to its theory of cognition, as

we only know Christ in His relations to men, we cannot

^ Leonhard Stahlin : Kaut, Lotze, and RitscM, p. 221.
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possibly know anything abont Him after those earthly

relations ceased. As will be seen at a glance, Ritschl

here parts company not only with all Catholic theology

but also with all the Epistles of the New Testament.

Compare, for example, the very subordinate place which

the Resurrection of Christ occupies in the teachings of

the Eitschlian school with the words of St. Paul. As an

offset to the assertion of Professor Harnack, that there

is no real historic proof that Christ ever rose from the

dead, and to the manner in which scores of others ex-

plain away His physical resurrection so that there is noth-

ing left of it as an historic fact, St. Paul says clearly and

distinctly, " If Christ be not risen then is our preaching

vain and your faith is also vain. Yea, and we are found

false witnesses of God, because we have testified of God
that He raised up Christ." ' And if the Resurrection it-

self is treated thus, the Ascension of Christ and Coming

of the Holy Ghost fall so far into the background as to be

almost, if not altogether, invisible in Eitschlian theology.

And as they thus recede from view, all that part of New
Testament teaching which is grounded on the words of

Christ Himself as they are recorded in the last chapters

of St. John's Gospel, and also all that part of the teach-

ings of the Epistles which relate to the work of the as-

cended Christ in heaven, and of the Holy Ghost on earth

are abrogated.

Ritschlianism points to the historic Christ, to the

earthly life of Christ as it appears on the page of history.

It says, " There is the only fact with which we have to

deal. There the revelation begins and there it ends. To
go beyond this is to go beyond actual fact." It refuses

to be entrapped into the question of the pre-existence of

Christ because that is purely " a philosophical question."

On the other hand, it refuses to consider any of those

1 1 Cor. XV. 14, 15.
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great truths that flow from the Resurrection and Ascen-

sion, the kind of truths that St. Paul and the writer of the

Epistles to the Hebrews emphasize, because these are

purely " mystical questions." They relate to the work of

Christ as Prophet, Priest, and King in Heaven, not on

earth, and presuppose a closer union of Christ in heaven

with His disciples on earth than that of the historic

Christ in the days of His flesh. For Ritschlians to allow

this would be fatal, for it opens the door to the whole

sacramental teaching of the Catholic Church.

AVell may we ask. What is left of Christianity when all

this is eliminated; and what has the new theology to

substitute in the place of the old theology, which for

some strange, unaccountable reason Divine Providence

has allowed to hold undisputed sway over the destinies

of the Christian Church ever since the second century,

(or for nine-tenths of the whole Christian era) ? Noth-

ing but a vague, impersonal and unattractive idea of the

growth of a kingdom of God on earth out of a seed

planted by Jesus Christ, nearly two thousand years ago

;

the ruling principle of which is a society formed to seek

the " chief good," and the ruling force of which is the

simple remembrance of the historic Jesus. " All this, of

course, is fatal to a Christology that claims to embody

objective truth—it becomes an impossibility. Not even

the reduced and modified image of Christ set up by

Eitschl can hold its ground. According to the princi-

ples of his theory of cognition, the few positive Christo-

logical elements which he himself endeavors to retain,

are deprived of their objective truth and must be treated

as expressions of states of religious feeling. The object

of Christology, in a word, is resolved into a representa-

tion generated in the believing mind by its o^vn religious

life." ^ Professor Kaftan tells us that Ritschlianism is

^ Kaut, Lotze, Kitschl, p. 226.
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the culmination of Protestant theology, and the cariying

out to its ultimate point, of the Protestant Peformation.

Are Protestants willing to accept such a spokesman

;

willing to give up the pre-existence of Christ as the Son of

Gocl, and the post-existence of Chiist, Who, as the Head
of the Church, is with His disciples " always even to the

end of the world ; " willing to say that the ponderings

of the ages about the nature of Christ were a foolish loss

of time ; willing to affirm that a man may be either a

Sabellian or an Arian, an ApoUinarian or a Nestorian,

and 3'et be nearer the truth than any orthodox believer
;

willing to assert that the sacraments of Baptism and the

Lord's Supper are meaningless save as mementos of an

historic Christ who has had no contact with his Church

for eighteen hundred years ; willing to deny that there

is a Holy Ghost and that prayer to God has any objective

efficacy ?

Last, but not least, is not all this teaching of the

E-itschlian school an illustration of the way in which,

not only history, but religious thought, repeats itself ?

And are we not witnessing now, in the ending of the

nineteenth century, a similar thought-movement to that

which characterized the ending of the first, and to which

St. John so distinctly refers in his Epistles ?

No terms are strong enough for Professor Harnack to

use, in animadverting upon Gnosticism as the parent of

all the jDhilosophical errors in which Christian theology

has been implicated. But when, as a Kitschlian, he pro-

claims that he and his school jDossess the key to a higher

knowledge (yvcoaL^) than that of Christian theology, is he
not, in another waj^, unconsciously echoing the very ruling

idea of the Gnostics themselves ? Certainly the analogy

is very striking.

The Gnostic school, from the jDhilosophical point of

view, claimed to be in possession of a field of knowledge
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that lay behind the objective world ; and, applying this

knowledge, the Docetists taught that Christ's body could

not be like other human bodies. It was only an appearance.

The Kitschlian school, from the ethical point of view,

claims also to be in possession of a " Highest Knowl-

edge," by which all other kinds of knowledge must be

judged ; and to which, all philosophical inquiries, all

spiritual or mystical instincts, all phj'sical or sensuous

questions, must be strictly subordinated. We have seen

that the theory of cognition, upon which this claim is

based, necessitates the belief that we cannot know a thing-

in-itself ; and that this, in turn, carries with it the con-

clusion that we cannot know God in Himself, or Christ in

Himself, or any of the objects of the Christian faith in

themselves. Nothing is, therefore, left but phenomena,

and here, at first sight, Nineteenth Century Kitschlian-

ism and First Century Gnosticism apparently occupy

positions that are directly the reverse of one another

:

for whereas Docetism proclaims that we cannot know
Christ after the flesh, because His flesh was an unrealit}^,

Ritschlianism asserts that Christ after the flesh, or the

" Historic Christ," is the onhj reality with which we have

to do. But the difterence is only apparent, it is not real.

For, applying the Kitschlian theory of cognition to ap-

pearances themselves, it involves the conclusion that we

do not know even phenomena.

"Kitschl's own statements regarding sensation, per-

ception, phenomenon, compel him to deny the objective

reality of the phenomenon. Consequently phenomena

exist not : and things as unities of the phenomenal also

have no existence. Neither the one nor the other is a

reality. Nothing has real existence but the thing-in-it-

self, . . . and Eitschl pronounced the thing-in-itself

unknowable." ^

1 Kant, Lotze, RitscM, by Leonhard Stalilin, p. 178.
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Tliis conclusion is startling. If it cannot be disproved,

then Kitschlianism not only resembles the Docetism it

condemns (apart, of course, from its dualistic teachings),

but goes far beyond Docetism itself into the regions of

vagueness; for whereas Docetism means that we know
Christ, not after the flesh, but in a higher, more satisfac-

tory way, Eitschlianism means that we can know Christ

in HimseK—as an objective reality outside of our con-

sciousness

—

in no ivcuj at all.

y. By ignoring philosophy, and stating that it makes

not a particle of difference whether Christianity is Pan-

theistic or Deistic, Metaphysical or Mystical, or anything

else ; by thus treating lightly, and almost contemptuously,

the questions which most minds are pondering at the

present day, Kitschlianism, by its indifference, is playing

into the hands of the adversaries of the faith, in such a

way as to endanger its own life. Especially is this the

case with regard to the Higher Criticism. As Dr. Orr

well says :
" The members of the Eitschlian school are

wont to make such concessions in regard to the New
Testament as are barely reconcilable with belief in its

trustworthiness. They maintain the Gospel narrative in

bulk, but allow it to be freely questioned in detail. Say-

ings and doings of Christ which do not suit them are

easily got rid of on critical principles. The presence of

legendary and non-historical matter, sometimes in large

quantities, is freely admitted. Harnack does not hesi-

tate to affirm that there is no historical proof of the Kes-

urrection. Thus, instead of using their principle of faith

as a check against the inroads of destructive criticism

—

as, if it has any worth, they ought to do—they make con-

cessions to their opponents which practically mean the

cutting away of the bough they themselves are sitting on." ^

1 Professor J. D. Orr, D.D., in The Thinker, No. II., vol. ii., pp.

145, 146.

7
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Bearing all these facts in mind, it is evident that

Eitschlianism contains in itself the germs of its own dis-

solution. Already its recognized leaders are beginning

to differ among themselves on important points, and it

is only a question of time as to when the bond which

holds them together will become a rope of sand.

Meanwhile it is plain that those who are striving to

construct an ethical basis of the Gospel in such a way
that they will "secure for religion a domain within the

sphere of feeling and practical judgment, into which

theoretical reason cannot intrude," are obliged to deny

all those elements of a supernatural Revelation of God
in Christ which cannot be interpreted and directly ex-

plained by conscience itself.^ Denying these, ethical

Christianity preaches a false Gospel.

^ "In looking back upon the vast undertaking of Kant's miglity

intellect, one can scarcely at last avoid the feeling of being the witness

of a tragedy. Held in the grip of a necessary principle he is driven

onward by it upon an inevitable path ; but while he supposes himself

to be engaged in establishing the principle in all its aspects and bear-

ings, his labor is really spent—unconsciously, unintentionally spent

—

in demonstrating its futility and exhibiting its untruth. This is noth-

ing else than the tragedy of the modern mind itself in its struggle to

assert for itself a false autonomy;—in the very measure in which it

seeks to lay in itself its own foundations, in that same measure does it

labor at undermining them."—Kant, Lotze, Ritschl, by Leonhard Stiih-

lin, pp. 81, 82.

" There can be no more demoralizing and soul-deadening preparation

for the study of theology than that which is based on the Critical Phil-

osophy .
'
'—Windischmann.



CHAPTEK V

NATUEAL EELIGION, AS A BASIS FOR CHRISTIANITY,

AND ITS LIMITATIONS

SYNOPSIS

I. The modern effort to unify all the religions of the world. That

effort is stimulated by the sj^irit of Christian charity. But
this is no New Endeavour. The Divine side of other Re-

ligions was recognized
; («) By the Jewish Proi^hets ;

{h)

By the Primitive Church.

II. The two Primal Truths of Natural Religion are
;

[a) The Nat-

ural Fatherhood of God
;

{b) The Natural Sonship of Man.
III. But Heathen Monotheism is not Christian Monotheism, for

Christ, revealing Immortality, at the same time reveals [a)

The Eternal Fatherhood of God ; (h) The Eternal Sonship of

Man.

IV. The present tendency of Religious Thought to ignore the latter

and lay undue emphasis on the former. This leads inevitably

to a confusion of Christian thought and empties New Testa-

ment Words of their divine meaning.

The science of comparative religion is of recent origin,

yet it is advancing pari passu with the growth of knowl-

edge regarding the sacred books and religious customs,

the beliefs and traditions, of different countries in the his-

toric past. Though most of its generalizations have not

yet emerged from the hypothetical stage into definite

premises, and though its hypotheses are being modified,

recast, and, in some cases, abandoned, as decade follows

decade, it is continuously enlarging the field of om-

knowledge regarding these ancient religions, and with

each forward step there is a general increase of interest

470608
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in its work. As the broad mantle of Christian charity

spreads itseK over the religious life of the past ; as our

hearts go forth to our pagan forefathers of other days,

who knew no brighter light than " the light of Asia," or

the religious teachings of Greece, or Persia, or Egypt

;

as we think of the myriads to-day, bound to us by the

common tie of blood, Avho are blindly worshipping at

heathen shrines, the old-time anathemas die on our lips.

No longer do we think of the ignorance, the idolatries,

the vices of the pagan world; the growing instinct of

Christian love has taught us to look for what is divine,

not what is devilish, in these religions, and as we strive

to separate the good from the evil, we discover that each,

in its way, is a Revelation of the highest life of its own
race ; and that in its gropings for God, it struck some

notes that vibrate in unison with the full chord of Chris-

tianity. In the writings of Confucius, in the sacred books

of Brahmans and Buddhists, and in the Koran of Mo-
hamet, there are passages which bear no distant likeness

to the teachings of Christ Himself.

" There is what may be called the internal e^ddence of

the world's religious literature, the intellectual illumina-

tion, the high moral precepts, the flashes of spiritual in-

sight which it contains. The proportion of these things

has been often exaggerated by detachment of them from

their context. They are rare gems in an earthly matrix
;

dust of gold in a base alloy. But still there they are.

The fact of them remains, and must be taken into ac-

count. By themselves, indeed, they would hardly con-

vey the inspiration of their utterers or authors to a mind
otherwise indisposed to believe it, and might easily be

attributed to what is commonly called unassisted or nat-

ural reason. But they are parts of a whole, and help to

link the lower and more human-seeming creeds, to those

of whose divine origination there is other and stronger
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proof ; thus emphasizing the ultimate unity of religion as

well as its universality, and suggesting the presence in

its earlier phases of the same Spirit that has guided the

mature results." ^

In every nation we discover devout, self-sacrificing,

pui*e-hearted seekers after God. In every religion, be-

neath the surface, are manifested the same deep longings

after the vision of God and immortal life, the same sense

of imperfection and the same reaching out for an unat-

tainable ideal, that exist in the breast of the Christian

believer.

In this sense there is not only a unity in the religious

life of all seekers after God, but also a unity of the re-

ligions in which that life expressed itself : and every un-

prejudiced Christian will be helped and stimulated in

following, step by step, the great work which the science

of Comparative Eeligion is now doing, by tracing out on

the one hand the points of agreement and the common
characteristics which these religions manifest ; and, on

the other, their resemblances to Christianity itself.

THE PRIMAL TRUTHS COMMON TO NATURAL AND REVEALED

RELIGION.

But it has not been left, as so many suppose, for the

nineteenth century to begin this work. It was com-

menced ages ago by Jewish prophets themselves. Amid
all their burning warnings against heathenism, their

fierce denunciations of its polluting vices, and their in-

tense hatred of its rank idolatry, their Jewish prejudices

did not blind their eyes to the religious instincts of the

Gentile world; that recognition grows stronger and

stronger as we pass from Moses to Malachi, and the

Prophet Haggai even goes so far as to proclaim the

^ Bampton Lectures for 1894, by the Rev. I. R. lUingwortli, p. 170.
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promised Messiah as the Desire of all Nations.^ Still

more unmistakable is the attitude of Christ's owu follow-

ers in the primitive Church. To them, the Christ-light,

casting its radiance back into the past, made, not only

all Judaism, but also all heathenism Christian ground.

In almost every pagan cult they distinguished " fore-

gleams of Christianity." Justin Martyr, Tertullian, and

others have anticipated the inquiries, and many of the

discoveries of the Modern Science of Comparative Relig-

ion, by fifteen or sixteen centuries, and it is hard to find

a more generous recognition of the profound truths

which underlie the faiths of the Ancient World, than that

which appears on the pages of these old time writers.

Chief among these truths stands out the Universal

Fatherhood of God. It is not too much to say that this

is the very corner-stone of Christianity itself, and it was

set forth as such by Christ, on the threshold of His pub-

lic ministry, when, in the Sermon on the Mount He ap-

pealed to the multitudes as children of God, and then

taught them to pray :
" Our Father which art in Heaven." ^

For Christians to deny that a child of Adam is also a

child of God, is to deny what Christ Himself taught.

There are no " uncovenanted mercies." The more this

fundamental truth is understood, emphasized and

preached, not only in the Christian world, but by Chris-

tian missionaries in meeting the heathen world, the more

blessed the results will be ; and the sooner we may look

for the conversion of the latter to Christ. So also is it

with other truths which Christianity and heathen relig-

ions hold in common.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN NATUKAL AND KEVEALED RELIGION.

But here the danger comes in, and that it is a very real

danger, the history of the recent Parliament of Religions

1 Haggai ii. 7. ' St. Matt. v. 9, 45, 48 ; vi. 4, 8, 9, etc.
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most unmistakably shows. The God and Father of the

whole human race has revealed HimseK in the Person

of His Only Begotten Son, Jesus Christ, and the Chris-

tian world of to-day can no more go back of that final

Revelation, than the Scientific world of to-day can go

back of the law of gravitation, to meet men on the ground

of Kepler or Copernicus.

It is perfectly true that upon the plane of a science of

comparative religion, Christianity must be studied, and

must take its place, side by side with the other religions

of the world ; that it contains elements common to all, and

that chief among those elements is the belief in the

Fatherhood of God. But while Christianity, as a historic

religion, contains all this, it contains, at the same time,

infinitely more, and Christian believers cannot meet the

followers of other religions on equal terms, without put-

ting themselves in a false position ; for Christian Mono-
theism means something distinctly different from, and

much higher than heathen monotheism, and even Ju-

daism. All will, indeed, acquiesce in Professor Kuen-

en's statement when he says :
" What did the Isra-

elitish prophets accomplish ? What was the result of

their work, and what value are we to assign to it ? Ethi-

cal monotheism was- their creation. They have them-

selves ascended to the belief in one, only, holy, and

righteous God w^ho realizes His will or moral good in

the world, and they have, by preaching and writing,

made that belief the inalienable property of our race." ^

But no Christian can accept this as a/w/? statement of

the truth as it now stands out with the Christ-light re-

flected back upon it. " If the Incarnation is indeed

a fact, if God has indeed spoken to us in His Son, if

the New Testament is in any degree a faithful record

of His teaching and of the teaching of those who re-

' Prophets of Israel.
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ceived their instruction from His lips, tlien the divine

choice of the nation of Israel to be the object of a spe-

cial discipHne, and the recipient of an unique revela-

tion cannot possibly be called in question. The view

which regards the religion of Israel as only ' one of the

principal religions of the world,' maintaining that between

it and all the other forms of religion ' there exists no spe-

cific difference,' is, to the believing Christian, absolutely

untenable. For it assumes that all religions alike are but
* so many manifestations of the religious spirit of mankind,'

and that there is no such thing as a special divine reve-

lation. Let us fully admit that God left not Himself loitli-

out ivitness among the heathen nations of antiquity ; that

many strivings, and very noble strivings, after truth are

to be found in other religions than that of Israel; that

these too in their appointed way formed part of the di-

vine preparation for the Incarnation
;
3'et from the Chris-

tian point of view it is impossible to class them together.

Christianity stands apart from all other religions as the

final revelation of God to man, and the rehgion of Israel

stands apart from all other pre-Christian religions as the

special preparation for that unique event which is the

fundamental fact of Christianity." ^

That God is the universal Father is indeed a funda-

mental truth which lies at the basis of most if not all

religions, Christianity included, but while Christianity

comprehends all that natural religion means by this

truth, the latter does not comprehend all that the Chris-

tian religion means. And for the Christian believer

—

for the sake of religious unity—to meet the followers of

natural religion on their own ground, is not only to sac-

rifice the higher for the lower, but to place revealed

religion on an untrue ground, and create in the minds of

those others a false impression regarding it. For the

^ Kirkpatrick's Doctrine of the Prophets, pp. 4, 5.
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Fatlierliood of God means to tlie Christian world a Father

AYho has spoken, a Father Who has revealed Himself and

His own personality in His only begotten Son, Whom He
has sent into the world ; a Father Who has disclosed His

own nature in that Being Who said " He that hath seen

me hath seen the Father ;
" ^ a Father Who is known as a

Person, onli/ in and through Jesus Christ our Lord.

So also is it with the correlative truth of human son-

ship. While it is perfectly true that there are no uncov-

enanted mercies,'^ and that every child of Adam is a child

of God, under the Covenant of Nature for this life, it is

not true that he is a child of God, under the Covenant of

Grace, for the life to come. It was not until Jesus Christ

appeared that life and immortality were brought to light.

The general silence of the Old Testament about the

whole subject of immortality, except in a few words of the

later prophets, was a fact recognized even by the Sad-

ducees of Christ's time. It is only to those who are

born " not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of

the will of man, but of God," that Christ gives power
" to become the sons of God."^ Indeed, we are expressly

told not only that " Eternal Life is in His Son," but that

"he that hath the Son hath life, and he that hath not the

Son of God hath not life."
^

Eeligious unity is a consummation that we all devoutly

pray for, and the intense desire to show the spirit of

Christian charity to all seekers for God, is a longing born

out of the very heart of Christianity ; but when, for the

sake of such unity, Christians ignore the difference be-

1 St. Jolm xiv. 9.

2 How the idea of " uncovenanted mercies " ever became prevalent

after the emphatic and reiterated statements in the Book of Genesis,

and especially in the ninth chapter of that book, it is hard to see.

3 St. John i. 12.

' 1 John V. 11 , 13.
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tween the heathen and the Christian conception of the

Fatherhood of God ; or prochiim that one who stands as

a child of God for this life can also claim to be an im-

mortal child of God for the hfe to come,^ they are not

only robbing New Testament words of their distinct and

definite meaning but are in grave peril of ignoring, ob-

scuring, sacrificing Revelation itself.

To proclaim one aspect of truth while the other and

greater is withheld, is to stop at a half truth, and, as we

have said again and again, a half truth, alone and by

itself, often leads to the most dangerous of errors.

In this case, it promotes the greatest confusion of

ideas regarding the verities of the Christian faith, not

only in heathen but in Christian lands, and such is the

actual effect that we are witnessing to-day in popular re-

ligious thought.

THE ERRORS OF PAN-RELIGIONISM.

There are indeed few thinkers who do not admit the

superior moral dignity of Jesus Christ to all other men.

No one di'eams of placing any other Master beside Him
who, in the words of John Stuart Mill, was " the great-

est Reformer and Martyr to His mission that the world

has yet seen." And yet, modern thought in its reason-

' We do not enter liere at all into the question of the Salvation of the

heathen world. It is one thing to proclaim to those who hear the Gos-

pel Message, that they must believe on the Lord Jesns Christ to be

saved : it is quite another thing to affirm that those who have never

heard the Gospel shall be damned. To state an affirmative does not al-

ways mean to deny its opposite. The Church of Christ is bound to de-

liver a particular message and to work within particular conditions in

saving men, but this does not mean that Christ himself is limited by

the same restrictions : and Christ, in more than one place, tells us that

multitudes shall come from the east and from the west, to sit down in

the Kingdom of God while the children of the kingdom themselves shall

be cast into outer darkness.
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ing from Nature to God, is making it more and more tlie

fashion to regard the difference between Christianity and

all other religions as only one of degree. The words of

a veiy distinguished clergyman and author, " But if

Christ, the Light of the World, was first, Buddha, the

light of Asia, was second "—express the opinion of an in-

creasing body of modern religionists.

The distinctive teaching of the New Testament is thus

lost sight of and forgotten by the advocates of the new
faith. It is driven completely out of mind by the domi-

nating influences of the modern Gospel, and the pressing,

impetuous desire for such a religious unity as w^e have

depicted.

Christianity, men say, must be treated just like any

other religion. We can only estimate its true value by
comparing it, side by side, with other faiths of the world,

and if it really stands among them as the only one that is

directly from God, then it will reveal its worth by its

power of harmonizing all the rest. If, on the one hand,

it sets forth higher ethical principles and purer theologi-

cal truths than they, comprehending all that is good in

them ; they, on the other hand, set forth the different

w^ays in which different races, with their racial distinc-

tions, approach God. To these, Christianity must yield,

if religious unity is ever to take place. It must sacrifice

its peculiar points of difference from them ; and be so

modified and adapted to their needs as to embrace and

harmonize all those distinctive features which make each

national religion a power in that part of the world where

it has exerted its sway. The Jew will never yield to the

Christian, nor the Buddhist nor Mahommedan forsake

his own creed, without some such compromise; and

thousands, to-day, hold that this is the only way in

which the world is to be conveiied to a higher faith. It

is prophesied that the time will come when the mission-
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ary work of tlie cliurcli in heathen lands will become an

anachronism. Indeed, some rebel already against the

stigma attached to the words " heathen " and " pagan,"

as implying that heathen and pagan men are less wor-

shippers of the one true God than Christians themselves

;

and repudiate, as a relic of the Middle Ages, the idea

that these are any farther from Him, or less the recipi-

ents of His favor, than those brought up under the

shadow of the cross.

God, it is said, is the loving Father of all ; in every

nation he that feareth Him and worketh righteousness is

" accepted of him." Christians, with their narrow ortho-

doxy, do not take in or realize the unfathomable depths

of the love of God. The exclusiveness of the Church is

the brand upon her name, convicting her of a want of

Christ's own virtue of charity. Christ, in His far-sight-

edness, knew better, and lovingly held out His arms to

those whom she excommunicates ; therefore, while the

civilized world enthusiastically accepts Christ Himself, it

repudiates and forsakes His Church. This, it is argued, is

a potent cause why the Church has lost her hold upon the

masses in civilized lands. Christ appeals to the hearts

of the peojDle ; she does not ; she has been weighed in

the balances, by the progress of enlightenment, and has

been found wanting. Toleration has become the watch-

word of the times
;
yet none are more intolerant of those

believers Avho hold to the old orthodox faith itself, than

the very men who shout this shibboleth. And if this is

so in Christian lands, it is beginning to be no less so

in heathen lands also. The greatest adversaries to the

Christian Faith in India, for example, are not Buddhists

and Brahmans and outsiders, but those members of the

Brahmo Somaj and of the Arya Somaj, who have, them-

selves, been tolerated and semi-Christianized. The re-

sult of educating them to embrace partially, but not
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wholly, the principles of the Christian religion, has been

to make them the most intolerant of all their country-

men. Instead of accepting Christianity as the absolute

revelation from God to man, they are clamoring, to-day,

it is said, to found a new church of their own, in which

they can worship an "Oriental Christ," undisturbed by

the European ideas of the Gospel.

Natural religion, therefore, however ethical it becomes

in its search for God, falls infinitely short of the self-

revelation of God in the Person of Jesus Christ, and

those who express the spiritual in the terms of the natu-

ral, instead of contrasting the two and interpreting natu-

ral religion in the light of New Testament truth, are

preaching a false Gospel.



CHAPTEE VI

THE SOCIAL BASIS OF CHEISTIANITY AND ITS LIMI-

TATIONS

SYNOPSIS

L Dominating power of Civilization as Society gi'ows more Com-
pact. Thus, already, Christianity is considered, by many, as

a xjroduct of Civilization.

n. Eolation of Christianity to Civilization a veiy complex ques-

tion, [a) Because Greek and Koman Ci\dlization preceded

Christianity ; {h) Because Greek and Koman Civilization

were prolonged by Christianity
;

(c) Because a Christianized

Civilization results, which is different from Christianity it-

self.

HI. What is this Christianized Ci\'ilization ? Is it an Organism ?

No. Mr. Herbert Spencer's Metaphor conveys only a half

truth, because, (a) Civilized Society is an organism only in so

far as it forms a part of the Organism of Nature
;

(b) Civil-

ized Society contains forces that are distinctly supernatural

in their origin, and which, in so far as they are i^resent, show
it to be inorganic.

rV. Hence arise in Civilized Society, apparently irreconcilable An-
tagonisms

;
(a) Nature and Free-Will

;
(b) Individualism and

Socialism
;

(c) Socialism and Christianity. All these Antag-

onisms are growing, not decreasing, and aj^art from Christi-

anity they will never be harmonized.

V. Attempt of Civilized Society to Secularize Christianity. Visi-

ble in, (a) Secularization of Charity
;

(b) Secularization of

Gospel Teachings
;

(c) Substituting Ethical Effects for Spir-

itual Causes
; ((/) Making Human Experience the test of Doc-

trine.

VI. The Limitations of Social Christianity, (a) It subordinates

the Divine to the Social Standard
;

{b) It intensifies the Old

Dualism between the Natural and the Spiritual
;

(c) When it
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will have no further Secular Benefit to gain from Christianity-

it will be prepared to reject Christianity. Signs of this already

visible.

It is evident to everyone that we are now liviQg in a

time of great social movements, which have had no coun-

terpart in the whole history of the past, and of w^hich no

accurate forecast can be made for the future. From the

days of the War of Independence in America, and the

French Revolution hi Europe, the power of the people

has been gradually expanding ; classes have been disin-

tegrating, social life has been growdng more compact, and

social influences have been asserting themselves with

ever-increasing distinctness.

The very term Socialist, w^hich in the days of Louis

Blanc, Karl Marx, and Ferdinand Lasalle, bore the stigma

of opprobrium, is no longer looked upon as a synon3'm

for ignorant fanaticism, but as the sign of an upheaving

force w^hich is bound to have its w^ay and w-hich the wise

have learned to respect. The popular interest, which a

quarter of a century since w^as riveted upon material

science and the study of nature, has now been extended

to the study of human nature ; of the making of socio-

logical books there is no end ; and if the unifying influ-

ences of civilization are going to develop in the same

ratio in days to come as in days gone by ; if the way

in which widely separated nations have already been

brought together, in these fii'st fifty years after the in-

vention of the raihvay and telegraph, is any criterion of

what will continue to take place in the coming Twentieth

Century, then, it needs no prophet's eye to foresee that

the study of social science is destined to assume a place of

ever-increasing importance ; that the power of civilization

will more and more monopolize the attention, the interest,

and even reverence of men, as the dominating influence
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in the making of liuman history, and that sociology itself,

in the end, will threaten to usurp the time-honored pre-

eminence of theology as " the Queen of Sciences."

Already, indeed, this tendency has begun to show

itself. That word " Civilization," which an hundred

years ago was absent from every English dictionary in

its present meaning,^ now rivals, in the mind of untold

multitudes, in depth of significance and largeness of

meaning, the word Christianity itself. In place of regard-

ing civilization as a product of Christianity, men are

coming more and more to look upon Christianity as a

product of civilization, and not a few are even going so

far as to consider it a religion, which, when its work is

accomplished, is destined to be absorbed and lost in the

progress of mankind.

In other words, while some, as we have seen in pre-

ceding chapters, are unwilling to accej^t a Christianity

which does not square with scientific induction, or can-

not be tested by scientific methods ; and while others de-

mand that it must rest upon a philosophical basis and be

tested by the principles of a rational psychology before

it can be received, others still, taking their stand upon

its social basis, declare that they will accept only that part

of the religion of Christ which has been thoroughly tested

by the experience of mankind and proved to have been

useful to civilization itseK.

This practically becomes the highest authority which

they acknowledge, and it is an authority which puts civili-

zation first, the revelation of God second. A new ques-

tion is thus forced upon our attention ; the relation of

civilization to Christianity, and the respective claim of

^ "Civilisation," as defined in Johnson's Dictionary of 1755, is "a
law, act of justice or Judgment, which renders a criminal process civil

;

which is performed by turning our information into an inquest, or the

contrary."
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each upon our conscience. And it is a question so in-

volved and intricate in its natui'e, and so new to apolo-

getic thought, that its solution is by no means easy.

In one sense, Christianity and civilization are not

rivals to one another, and cannot be separated. It is a

matter of common observation that the geographical

boundaries of the one are coterminous with those of the

other ; it is a tAvice-told tale that where Christianity goes,

civilization follows, and that there has been a widespread

tendency of late among unchristianized nations (of w^hich

Japan is a striking example) to enter into the great

family of Christian nations and accept their religion, not

for any spiritual reason, but simj^ly because it seems

necessary for men to be Christianized before they can

be toned up to the high pitch of civilized life ; and Mr.

Lecky has shown, very forcibly, in his " History of Euro-

pean Morals," how largely the life of Europe has been

insj)ired, influenced, and moulded by the ruling ideas of

the Christian religion.

And yet, on the other hand, it would be going too far

to say that civilization is the result of Christianity.

CIVILIZATION OLDEB THAN CHEISTIANITY.

Society existed long before the Christian religion. De-

veloping, through its own natural and dominant influ-

ences, to which Judaism contributed little or no share,

human society had already attained a matured civiliza-

tion before Christianity was born. Three hundred years

previous to Christ, Aristotle, the tutor of Alexander the

Great, taught that man was formed for social life, and

that human society is evolved as a kind of moral organ-

ism, which can only attain its fullest and freest devel-

opment, when it is founded upon a community which rec-

ognizes the distinction between right and wrong, good
8
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aucl evil, and endeavors to do that which is just and
right.^ Following the same principle, he went so far as

to teach that municipal government and political law

are simply the outward expression of this moral and
social organism ; the centrifugal and centripetal forces

which give to the body politic its poise and social equi-

librium ; and the description thus given by Aristotle,

over two thousand years ago, is as striking to-day as

when it was first penned.

Plato, expressing not only his own principles, but

those which he had i^nbibed from Socrates as well, rose

higher and gave, in his " Kepublic," the ideal of the

state ; Cicero, among the Eomans, did the same ; and in

the days of Christ, both Greece and Home had developed

a highly organized society, which formed a permanent

basis of law and order for the vast structure of modern
civilization.

Tracing the history of the ancient Greek civilization

we discover that it had run its course, attained its high-

est develoj^ment, and had already begun to decay, before

the days of Christ.

The crowning ambition of the greatest and wisest of

Greek statesmen had been to make the state the expres-

sion of the highest life of the individual in politics and

art, and even in religion. The amount of intelligence

and acute reason which they concentrated upon this work

is remarkable. They covered the field so completely that

their efforts have influenced the whole after-history of

civilization. Indeed it is a grave question whether any

subsequent ages have manifested the same acute reason-

ing power or reached the same high plane of intellectual

ability.'

' Aristotle : Politics, Book L, 10; II ., 6, Ethics, I., 5.

^ "During the nineteenth century the opening up of many widely

different branches of research has brought a crowd of workers in vari-
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Hegel himself, in liis earlier days, was so strongly in-

fluenced by the Greek spirit, that for the time being it

ous departments into close contact witli the intellectual life of the

Greeks. The representatives of different spheres of thought as to the

high average standard of intellectual development reached bj this re-

markable people is very striking. It is not only that the mental cali-

bre of isolated minds like Socrates, Aristotle, Plato, or Phidias appears

so great when carefully measured, and the state of knowledge and the

circumstances of the time taken into account. It is rather that the

mental average of the whole of the people should have been so unmis-

takably high. In both respects the Greeks seem to have surpassed us.

" Mr. Lecky regards it as one of the anomalies of history which we
can only imperfectly explain, that within the narrow limits and scanty

population of the Greek States should have arisen men who, in almost

every conceivable form of genius, in philosophy, in epic, dramatic, and

lyric poetry, in written and spoken eloquence, in statesmanship, in

sculpture, in painting, and probably also in music, should have at-

tained almost or altogether the highest limits of human perfection.
'

' Similar views expressed forcibly, though withal temperately, and

in well-weighed words, may be found scattered up and down through-

out European literature at the present time. Yet it is not from what

may be called the literary and philosophical section of the workers who
have attempted to estimate the capacity of the Greek intellect that the

most striking testimony comes. Those who may fairly claim to speak

with authority in the name of science, do so with even more emphasis

and directness. Mr. Galton, whose anthropological investigations, and

statistical and other measurements of human faculties, physical and
mental, under a wide range of circumstances, give him a peculiar right

to be heard, is of opinion that * the ablest race of whom history bears

record is unquestionably the ancient Greeks, partly because their mas-

terpieces in the principal departments of intellectual activity are still

unsurpassed, and partly because the population which gave birth to the

creators of these masterpieces was very small.' He asserts that we have

no men to put by the side of Socrates and Phidias, and that ' the mill-

ions of all Europe, breeding as they have done for the subsequent two

thousand years, have never produced their equals.' He also considers

that our average intellectual development is far below that of the

Greeks as a people. Summarizing a very striking argument, he con-

tinues :
' It follows from all this that the average ability of the Athe-

nian race is, on the lowest possible estimate, very nearly two grades

higher than our own ; that is, about as much as our race is above that

of the African negro. This estimate, which may seem prodigious to
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made him antagonistic, or, at least, indifferent, to Chris-

tianity ; and the vivid, enthusiastic words with which he

analyzes and lays bare the Greek ideal as the ruling mo-
tive of civilized life, are all the more weighty from the

fact that, after tracing it to its source, he completely out-

grew it and laid it aside for a higher philosophy of life.

Speaking to his students of this ancient civilization he

said :
" At the name of Greece the cultivated German

feels himself at home. Europeans have their religion

(what is transcendant and distant) from a further source,

from the East, and especially from Syria; but what is

here, what is present—science and art, all that makes

life satisfying and elevates and adorns it—we derive di-

rectly or indirectly, from Greece." ^

And Sir Henry Maine unites with Hegel in affirmiug

that, from a purely intellectual point of view, there is

nothing in our modern civilized life which cannot be

traced back to this Greek origin.

Yet as we look back upon the historic past and read

its suggestive lessons, we find that this intellectual civi-

lization, alone and by itself, could not and did not out-

last the brief and brilliant period in which it attained

the zenith of its powers.

"When St. Paul preached in Athens, the greatest Gre-

cian statesmen, philosophers, poets, and artists were dead

and gone : and in the signs of decadence everywhere

around him were the proofs how rudely Greece had

awakened from her beautiful but chimerical dream. She

was now but a province of the Eoman empire, overcome

some, is confirmed by the quick intelligence and high culture of the

Athenian commonalty, before whom literary works were recited, and

works of art exhibited, of a far more severe character than could possi-

bly be appreciated by the average of our race, the calibre of whose in-

tellect is easily gauged by a glance at the contents of a railway book-

stall' "—Kidds Social Evolution, pp. 252, 253.

1 Caird's Hegel, p. 7.
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not merely by superior force, but by a superior civilization.

Her art had reached the period of self-consciousness and

had become theatrical ; her philosophers had deserted

the porch and the academy to congregate in the market-

place and " spend their time in nothing else but to hear

or to tell some new thing
;

" Olympus, from being the

residence of the gods, had become an ordinary mountain

like any other ; the woods were no longer peopled with

fauns and nymphs
;
poetry had degenerated into comedy,

in the ordinary sense of the word ; religion had given

place to doubt. Greece was already hke a dying nation

living upon its past, and was only kept alive by being

grafted upon the stronger and more robust ci\dlization

of Rome.

Greece excelled in philosophy, art, and poetry ; but

Rome stood pre-eminent in her reverence for social law

and order. Hence hers was the more dominant and

lasting civilization. Greek life, with all its intellectual

and sesthetical brilliancy, was self-centred, and therefore

selfishly individualistic. Roman life was imceasingly

sacrificing the individual to the state, and thus was able

to employ higher and wider social influences in organiz-

ing the state. Where Grecian statesmen idealized the

state as the power which was able to gratify its subjects

individually with the fullest enjoyment of life, Roman
statesmen looked upon the government as the highest

embodiment of law, and raised its emperors to the posi-

tion of gods in human form, to execute that law.

It is hard to think ourselves back into those old Roman
days, in such a way that the spirit of that age enters into

us, yet the eftbrt to do so is necessary if we would appre-

ciate the inevitable causes of the downfall of the Roman
empire. Imagine yourself a Roman citizen living in the

Eternal City in the days of Nero. You, and those about

you, accord to Roman law a reverence akin to that with
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which the Jews regarded the law of Moses ; besides this,

you are called upon by the gOYernment itself to worship

the emperor, as a man raised tip by the gods to execute

that law, and as one who is made, by his very station, di-

vine. Wherever you go, these are the things which are

taken for granted. This is the ideal which is to challenge

your highest enthusiasm, both as a patriotic citizen and a

worshipper of the gods, and, at every public ceremony,

whether political or religious, this is the creed which all

profess. What a mockery the whole thing is ! what a

transparent lie both church and state are uttering ! So

far from being a god to execute the laws, the emperor

himself is the first to bid them defiance and to set the

example of vice in every form of crime and profligacy

;

so far from rebuking him, the cowardly Koman Senate is

subservient to his every whim ; so far from being indig-

nant at these leaders, the Koman people are laughing

and shrugging their shoulders.

Such was the awful contradiction which every con-

scientious Roman citizen had to face in the time of the

Caesars.^

He had nothing higher than Roman law to satisfy

^ " I think it may be said with truth that the high ideal of Roman civ-

ilization explains its final and complete collapse. A people with a high

standard, acted on by the best, recognized by all, cannot be untrue to the

standard with impunity ; it not only falls, but falls to a depth proportion-

ate to the height which it once was seeking- ; it is stricken with the penalty

which follows on hollow words and untrue feelings, on the desertion of

light and a high purpose, on the contradiction between law and life.

A civilization like that of China, undisturbed by romantic views of

man's nature, and content with a low estimate of his life, may flow on,

like one of its great rivers—steady, powerful, useful—unchanged for

centuries, and unagitated by that which, more than wars and ambition,

is the breaker up of societies, the power of new ideas, of new hopes and

aims. But because Roman civilization became false to its principles,

there was no reversing its doom."—Church's Gifts of Civilization, pp.

162, 163.
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his ethical aspirations, no Gospel, no Revelation from

God to look to, and in this spectacle, this political condi-

tion, the Roman civilization reached its climax ! The
bubble burst, and Pilate, v/ho was no philosopher but a

common politician, was only echoing, parrot-like, the con-

ventional question, when he asked :
" What is truth ?

"

"Thus, then," says Hegel, "the ethical life of the an-

cient state has disappeared in the legality of Rome, as

the religion which idealized that State has vanished in

Comedy ; and the despairing self-consciousness is simply

the knowledge of all that has been lost. For it, as we
have seen, neither the immediate dignity and value of the

individual, nor that secondary ideal value which he re-

ceived from thought, any longer exists.

Trust in the eternal laws of the gods is silenced,

like the oracles by which they revealed particular events

to men. The statues worshipped in earlier religion are

now dead stones, whose inspiring soul has departed, and

the hymns of praise that were sung to them are become

words in which no one believes. The tables of the gods

are without spiritual meat and drink, and from the games

and festivals no longer does the spirit of man receive

back the joyful sense of his unity with the divine." ^

The handwriting upon the wall of history reveals that

Greek and Roman civilization (in which were wrapped up
all the political and religious life of the ancient civilized

world) were weighed in the balances and found wanting,

because they asserted and were founded upon the prin-

ciple that man, as a rational or self-conscious being, is a

law and end to himself. Will this same verdict be found

written large against modern civilization when its his-

tory has likewise been completed ?

' Hegel's Phanomologie, p. 545 (as translated by Dr. Caird).
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CHRISTIANITY TRESERVES THE ANCIENT CIVILIZATION.

As Eoman civilization thus took up and kept alive the

civilization of Greece that preceded it, so, in turn, the

Roman empire would itself have gone at once to decay

when its downfall began, had it not been for a new power

which appeared upon the scene. Christ had told his dis-

ciples that Christianity was to be " the salt of the earth,"

and now that prophecy was fulfilled. Though Christians

held aloof from, and took no part in the jDolitical affairs

of the empire, they carried the sociological principles of

Christ's religion with them wherever they went, refusing

in their personal life to act on any other. While the peo-

ple were living the negative life of those who had lost all

confidence in anything higher than themselves, Christians

were positive in their convictions and impressed the

ruling social ideas of Christianity^ upon the Eoman cit-

izens by their irresistible appeal to a moral law of

Christ that was higher than the laws of the Eoman
government, and thus, in the incredib^ short period of

three centuries, the empire suddenly awoke to find

itself Christianized with a Christian monarch at its

head. Yet even thus it had but a limited lease of

life. The empire which began with Augustus and ended

with Augustulus would have had its civilization com-

pletely extinguished when the wild irruption of Goths

and Vandals, Lombards and Huns swept down from the

north and flooded southern Europe, had not the religion

of Christ found a way of taming the barbarian. And in

the Christianizing of these northern hordes we behold

at once the protection and preservation of the old, and

the beginnings of our modern civilization.

Civilization is indeed older than Christianity, and yet

alone and by itself it would have died, ages ago, without
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the preservative salt of Clirist's religion ; for iu the up-

ward progress of civilization the forces of human nature

are continuously expending themselves. After they have

reached their climax and culmination they gradually lose

their power ; and the civilization they develop w^ould be

arrested, were it not continuously assimilating new prin-

ciples and new powder from Christianity. To-day civili-

zation bears the image and superscription of Christ. If

St. John or St. Paul were to aw^aken to life in these

times, to see the great cathedrals which lift their spires

in every European city, and behold the churches which

are to be found almost in every village of far-off America
;

if they were to hear of the millions of persons who would

be enumerated as Christians, in contradistinction to Jews

or Mohammedans, in a government census, and wdtness

the ]30wer of Christian ideas in the present social life of

the people, they would believe that a millennium had

come, in the stupendous contrast between the civilization

of to-day and the civilization of that Roman empire

with which they were familiar.

But if they remained a year on earth, to become fa-

miliar with the life of the people themselves, and see

what we see, and know^ what w^e know, their first sur-

prise would be equalled, if not surpassed, by their sub-

sequent disappointment. The name of Christian is no

criterion of the reality.

The popular distinction that we are accustomed to

draw between Christians and " professing Christians " is

very significant.

A CHKISTIANIZED CIVILIZAXrON IS NOT CHRISTIANITY ITSELF.

Notwithstanding the stupendous changes that have

taken place, and the close resemblance between the two

in outward appearance, the w^orld, beneath the surface,
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is as far, or almost as far, from accepting Christ and liv-

ing the New Testament life, as it was in the clays of St.

Paul. The Apostle's words to the Greeks, " For ye see

your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men
after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are

called," ^ are as descriptive of social life to-day as when
they were first penned. Everywhere we trace the pres-

ence of an iron hand ; and a hard, unyielding purpose

of its own, manifests itself in civilized life whenever

Christianity attempts to spiritualize it.^

1 1 Cor. i. 26.

2 This is well described by Dean Church, in his Gifts of Civiliza-

tion, when he says :

" The contrast has often struck observers, and has been drawn out

by some of the deepest as well as of the most superficial, between civil-

ization and the religion of the New Testament, and it often makes it-

self felt secretly and importunately, even where the feeling is not

avowed or suffered to come to light. It is true that civilization and
religion have worked together, have acted on one another, and pro-

duced joint results
; but in their aims and in their nature they are dis-

tinct, and may be, as they have been before now in a right cause or a

wrong, arrayed in opposition to one another. And it cannot be denied

that minds strongly under the influence of the one, and keenly appre-

ciating its vast relations, are apt to fear or shrink from the other.

From the religious point of view, and where religious impressions are

clear and paramount, it seems often strange—I do not say always as a

matter of conscious reflection, but of unexplained distaste and wonder

—to see men giving their lives to business, or science, or political life,

the pursuits which civilization cherishes and which advance it. We
are all of us perforce embarked in it, we all use and enjoy it and profit

by it ; and yet uneasy misgivings about it come upon us from time to

time ; we are suspicious about its tendencies and jealous of its claims

;

and the things we do every day, and feel satisfied that they are right

for us to do, we sometimes find it hard to reconcile with the deeper and

more uncompromising of the religioift views of life. And as civiliza-

tion grows more powerful and self-sustained, more comprehensive in

its aims, more sure of its methods and perfect in its work, we must not

be surprised if there grows with it, among those in whom its influence

is supreme, distrust and impatience of religion. There have always

been religious despisers of civilization, and they have sometimes been
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All this is evident at a glance to every intelligent ob-

server. It is a fact that there is no gainsaying. But

when we come to analyze the meaning of the fact and

trace out the causes for the existing state of things in

civilized life, then we become at once involved in such a

labyrinth of difficulties and conflicting influences that

our first impressions vanish, and we begin to doubt

whether any hard and fast line can be really dra^svn be-

tween a Christianized civihzation and Christianity itself,

and whether the former, after all, is not Christianity in

the making.

The problem has been made still more complex to

modern thought by sociological theories that are quite

generally assumed to be true, but which will not square

with the real facts of human existence.

Chief among these is the assumption that civilization

is only a higher result of the law of evolution, and that

this law determines the conditions of human life and

progress.

IS SOCIETY AN OKGANISM ?

Aristotle, as we have seen, suggested, ages ago, that

human society was, in itself, an organism. This idea has

grown very prevalent in recent years; it has been

adopted and expanded, now in this direction and now in

that ; and it is taken for granted in most of the books by

writers from the scientific side.

Among these stands Mr. Herbert Spencer, who has

its revilers. And there liave been , and always will be, those who would

raise it to an exclusive supremacy, the substitute for religion, and des-

tined to clear away that which it replaces. But this supposed antag-

onism is but one of the many reminders to us of our own weakness and

narrowness. Civilization and religion have each their own order, and

move in their own path. Perhaps the more clearly we keep in view

their distinctness the better. They are distinct."—Gifts of Civiliza-

tion, pp. 12-14.
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emphasized the idea with so much power that his rea-

sonings have seemed to many conchisive. According to

him society is as much an organism as the human body
itself. Scientific men are not given to poetic figures, and

with him the body politic is no metaphor but a solid

reality. " Metaphors are here, more than metaphors in

the ordinary sense. They are devices of speech hit upon
to suggest a truth, at first dimly perceived, but which

grows clearer the more carefully the evidence is exam-

ined. That there is a real analogy between an individual

organism and a social organism, becomes undeniable

when certain necessities determining structures are seen

to govern them in common." ^

^ The passage iu which Mr. Spencer traces this analogy is so impor-

tant, and has such a crucial bearing upon the subject before us that we
give it at length in this foot-note. He says :

" The limits of the society,

as it evolves, fall into different orders of activities, determined by dif-

ferences in their local conditions or their individual powers ; and there

slowly result permanent local structures, of which the primary ones

become decided while they are being complicated by secondary ones,

growing in their turns decided, and so on. . . . The social organism

of low type, like the individual organism of low type, has no appliances

for combining the actions of its remoter parts. When co-operation of

them against an enemy is called for there is nothing but the spread of

an alarm from man to man throughout the scattered population
;
just

as in an undeveloped kind of animal there is merely a slow undirected

diffusion of stimulus from one point to all others. In either case the

evolution of a larger, more complex, more active organism implies an

increasingly efficient set of agencies . . . for making the parts co-

operate so that the times and amounts of their activities may be kept in

fit relations. And this the facts everywhere show us. In the individ-

ual organism as it advances to a high structure, no matter of what class,

there arises an elaborate system of channels through which the common
stock of nutritive matters (here added to by absorption, there changed

by secretion, in this place purified by excretion, and in another modi-

fied by exchange of gases) is distributed throughout the body for the

feeding of the various parts, severally occupied in their special actions ;

while in the social organism, as it advances to a high structure, no

matter of what political type, there develops an extensive and compli-

cated trading organization for the distribution of commodities, which,
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The social body, according to Mr. Spencer, is, there-

fore, merely an extension of the human body. The needs

of ci\dlization are simply the needs of the various individ-

uals that compose it, who are associated together in the

larger organism only because in this way they can pro-

cure food and drink, shelter and raiment, protection and
enjoyment, more readily than they could through their

isolated and individual exertions.

There is undoubtedly a truth here, which it is impos-

sible to gainsay. As the author saj^s, it is " undeniable."

Yet, when we come to examine his analogy more closely,

we discover that the truth is, after all, only a half truth.

It will be observed that the illustration is purely a

physical one. It is drawn from nature ; it is made to

apply to human nature. It is true so far as man, in his

humanity is connected with the natural world, but it is

utterly untrue, when we reach the conditions of man's

unique personality and moral constitution.

sending its heterogeneous currents through the kingdom by channels

that end in retailer's shops, bring within reach of each citizen the

necessities and luxuries that have been produced by others, while he has

been producing his commodity, or small part of a commodity, or per-

forming some other function or small part of a function, beneficial to

the rest. Similarly, development of the individual organism, be its

class what it may, is always accompanied by development of a nervous

system which renders the combined action of the parts prompt and duly

proportioned, so making possible the adjustments required for meeting

the various contingencies ; while, along with development of the social

organism there always goes development of directive centres, general

and local, with established arrangements for interchanging information

and instigation, serving to adjust the rates and kind of activities going

on in different parts.

" Now if there exists this fundamental kinship, there can be no ration-

al apprehension of the truths of Sociolony until there has been reached a

natural apprehension of the truths of Biology. The services of the two

sciences are, indeed, reciprocal. . . . The human being is at once

the terminal problem of Biology and the initial factor of Sociology."

—

The Study of Sociology, by Herbert Spencer, pp. 331, 333, 334, 336.
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To make Lis analogy correct, Mr. Spencer is obliged to

assume that " certain necessities determining structure

govern the physical and social organism in common."

This means that human society, human governments, and

all human civilization are controlled by the same inexor-

able physical laws which govern the muscles and tissues

of the human body and the nerves of the brain ; and

that the development of the social organism is, not rela-

tively, but absolutely determined, by the action of those

natural forces which condition the growth of the physical

organism.

NATURE AND FREE-WILL.

As will be seen at a glance, this eliminates all traces

of human free-will and reduces man to the level of an

automaton. It abolishes his w^hole ethical nature, it re-

lieves him from all sense of political, social, or religious

responsibility. It substitutes a physical and far more

horrible form of predestination for the predestination of

Calvinism. This may be in strict accordance with the

author's views, but it is rather startling to the ordinary

common-sense of mankind, and those who are not com-

mitted to, or biased by, any scientific theory. " Free-

wdll," we are told, " is a venerable illusion ; responsibility,

the privilege of being punished ; the idea of a personal

God, anthropomorphism. We do not find these things

in nature, therefore they cannot be real in man. We
turn to Mr. Herbert Spencer's ' Data of Ethics,' or to

the far stronger and more vigorous ' Science of Ethics,'

by Mr. Leslie Stephen, and we put them down with the

feeling that ethical science forced into biological moulds

is strangely like biology treated as a department of

physics. That society is ' an organism,' is a fruitful

metaphor, but it is a metaphor, after all ; and ethics

without free-will is like the play of ' Hamlet ' wdth the
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part of the Prince of Denmark left out ; and we turn

away with the uncomfortable suspicion that a theory,

which has to declare illusory the facts which it sets out

to explain, cannot be accej)ted as true." ^

Notwithstanding all the attempts of sociologists to

galvanize the body politic into corporate life, the vital

Christian forces now working in the world cannot be

transmuted into physical forces. It is true that man is

haK animal, and, so far as he is physically connected

with the natui'al world, he, and the civilization he cre-

ates, belong to the organism of nature ; but the other

half of human nature, and the nobler half, is not thus

conditioned. It belongs to a higher sphere of existence.

Sociology cannot ignore this fact. A half truth is the

most dangerous of all errors, just because of its strong

semblance to reality, and this is tha reason for the fasci-

nation and prevalence of the notion that ci\dlization is

only an evolution. But the whole truth will, by and by,

assert itself and become all the plainer, from the dis-

closure of the past falsehood.

Human free-will is a disturbing factor that cannot be

got rid of, and it will persistently separate man from nat-

ure, however strenuously he endeavors to identify him-

self with it. Human freedom is not wholly conditioned

by the physical laws of the universe. The recognition

of this truth brings us face to face with two distinct

forces that play in our civilization—nature and a human
will-power that is above, and often at variance with,

nature. That will-power does not always, indeed, ex-

ercise itself in living above nature. Oftentimes—most
times, alas !—it chooses that which is beneath nature it-

self. It sides with virtue or vice, education or ignorance,

wealth or poverty, order or anarchy, peace or war, in a

' Science and the Faith, by the Rev. Aubrey Moore, Introduction,

pp. xlv, xlvi.
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way that no linmau foresight can prognosticate. " It is

in this marvellous power of men to do wrong, . . .

or right, . . . that the impossibility stands of form-

ing scientific calculations of what men will do before the

fact, or scientific explanations of what they have done

after the fact. If men were consistently selfish, you
might analyze their motives ; if they were consistently

noble, they would express in their conduct the laws of

highest perfection. But so long as two natures are

mixed together, and the strange creatui'e which results

from the combination is now under one influence and

now under another, so long you will make nothing of him,

excej)t from the old-fashioned moral—or, if you please,

imaginative—point of view. Even the laws of political

economy itself cease to guide us when they touch moral

government. So long as labor is a chattel to be bought

and sold, so long, like other commodities, it follows the

conditions of supply and demand. But if, for his mis-

fortune, an employer considers that he stands in human
relations toward his workmen ; if he believes, rightly or

WTongly, that he is responsible for them ; that in return

for their labor he is bound to see that their children are

decently taught, and they and their families decently fed

and clothed and lodged ; that he ought to care for them

in sickness and in old age ; then political economy will

no longer direct him, and the relations between himseK

and his dependents wdll have to be arranged on quite

other principles. So long as he considers only his otnoi

material profit, so long supply and demand will settle

every difiiculty ; but the introduction of a new factor

spoils the equation." ^

In saying this we do not deny that the intellect and

the ethical and social instincts of men belong to the nat-

' Short Studies on Great Subjects, by Mr. James Anthony Froude.

The Science of History, pp. 15, 16.
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nral man, and, therefore, to the organic life of nature.

Of this the ancient Greek and Eoman civilization that

we have referred to is a proof. That civilization was
plainly a natural evolution of human society ; and it was
evolved, not only by the physical wants of man, but by
his social and intellectual wants as well. And combined

with these were those natui'al ethical instincts, possessed

by heathen and Christian alike, which manifest them-

selves in the four cardinal virtues of Fortitude, Justice,

Prudence, and Temperance ; and also those ordinary re-

ligious instincts which are grouped under the name of

natui'a;l rehgion.

All this we freely grant. The ancient civilization was
evolved by the combination of these natural human qual-

ities. Under the free play of human will the social or-

ganism kept growing until it reached the zenith of its

powers. Then it completely broke do\Mi, and it would

haA^e failed irretrievably, had it not gained a longer lease

of life, through the social, ethical, and spiritual forces of

Christianity.^

' "Roman belief in rigM and law had ended in scepticism whetlier

there was such a thing as goodness and virtue ; Roman public spirit

had given place, under the disheartening impression of continual mis-

takes and disappointments, to a selfish indifference to public scandals

and public mischiefs. The great principles of human action were hope-

lessly confused ; enthusiasm for them was dead. This made vain the

efforts of rulers like Trajan and the Antonines, of scientific legislators

like Justinian, of heroes like Belisarius ; they could not save a society

in which, with so much outward show, the moral tone was so fatally

decayed and enfeebled. But over this dreary waste of helplessness and

despondency, over these mud-banks and shallows, the tide was coming

in and mounting. Slowly, variably, in imperceptible pulsations, or in

strange, wild rushes, the great wave was flowing. There had come into

the world an enthusiasm, popular, wide-spread, serious, of a new kind ;

not for conquest, or knowledge, or riches, but for real, solid goodness.

It seems to me that the exultation apparent in early Christian literature,

beginning with the Apostolic Epistles, at the prospect now at length dis-

closed within the bounds of a sober hope, of a great moral revolution in
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We readily concede that all that part of our modern

civilization which is to be traced back to a Greek and

Boman origin belongs to the organism of natiu'e. "What

we do deny is that those other forces in our modern civ-

ilization, to w^hich it owes the prolongation of its life and

which emanate from a Christian origin, belong in any

way to the organism of nature. These social, ethical,

and religious influences came from an outside source.

The ruling ideas of the Christian religion which have ex-

ercised such sway over the civilized world in recent times

—the social law of God as set forth in the ten command-
ments, the sanctity of family life, the sanctity of human
life, the sanctity of marriage, the sanctity of property,

the sanctity of character, and the sanctity of the soul

(tenth commandment), have made their way into civiliza-

tion in spite of the continuous protest of the natural

man, and only after centuries of blood-bought experi-

ence. Civilization has absolutely been coerced against

its will into receiving them.

And again, though the four cardinal virtues of Forti-

tude, Justice, Prudence, and Temperance, were possessed

by heathen as well as Christians, the three theological

virtues, which the heathen despised—Faith, Hope, and

Charity—with the bright, optimistic atmosphere they

have generated, the new type of virtues they have cre-

ated, and the new life they have stimulated, are due di-

rectly to the presence of Christian influences and the

Christian belief in Christ.^ No sociologist can possibly

human life—that the rapturous confidence which pervades these Chris-

tian ages, that at last the routine of vice and sin has met its match, that

a new and astonishing possibility has come within view, that men, not

here and there, but on a large scale, might attain to that hitherto hope-

less thing to the multitude—goodness—is one of the most singular and
solemn things in history."—Church's Gifts of Civilization, pp. 182, 183.

^ " This second spring-tide of the world, this fresh start of mankind
in the career of their eventful destiny, was the beginning of many
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trace back these recognized forces in our modern civili-

zation to a natural source. They were not evolved out

of the natural organism at all.

INDIVIDUALISM AND SOCIALISM.

Bearing these thoughts in mind, we come now to a

second pair of conflicting forces, which arise out of these

tilings ; but what I observe on now is that it was the beginning of new
chances, new impulses, and new guarantees for civilized life, in the

truest and worthiest sense of the words. It was this, by bringing into

society a morality which was serious and powerful, and a morality

which would wear and last ; one which could stand the shocks of hu-

man passion, the desolating spectacle of successful wickedness, the in-

sidious waste of unconscious degeneracy—one which could go back to

its sacred springs and repair its fire and its strength. Such a morality,

as Roman greatness was passing away, took possession of the ground.

Its beginnings were scarcely felt, scarcely known of, in the vast move-

ment of affairs in the greatest of empires. By and by, its presence,

strangely austere, strangely gentle, strangely tender, strangely inflex-

ible, began to be noticed. But its work was long only a work of indi-

rect preparation. Those whom it charmed, those whom it opposed,

those whom it tamed, knew not what was being done for the genera-

tions which were to follow them. They knew not, while they heard of

the household of God, and the universal brotherhood of man, that the

most ancient and most familiar institution of their society, one without

which they could not conceive its going on—slavery—was receiving

the fatal wound of which, though late, too late, it was at last to die.

They knew not, when they were touched by the new teaching about

forgiveness and mercy, that a new value was being insensibly set on

human life, new care and sympathy planted in society for human suf-

fering, a new horror awakened at human bloodshed. They knew not,

while they looked on men dying, not for glory or even country, but for

convictions and an invisible truth, that a new idea was springing up of

the sacredness of conscience, a new reverence beginning for veracity

and faithfulness. They knew not that a new measure was being estab-

lished of the comparative value of riches and all earthly things, while

they saw, sometimes with amazement, sometimes with inconsiderate

imitativeness, the numbers who gave up the world, and all that was

best as well as worst in it, for love of the eternal heritage—in order to

keep themselves pure."—Church's G-ifts of Civilization, pp. 185-188.
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conditions of our modern civilization, i.e.^ the duty wliicli

every man owes to himself and the duty that he owes to

society. Science dwells upon the first of these. Social-

ism upon the second. There is truth on both sides, but

how to reconcile the two into one harmouious Avhole is

an unsolved problem. Civilization manifests clearly and

distinctly the presence of both these forces. Yet no

man can tell where to draw the resultant line. We have

evidently reached the end of a preliminary stage of civil-

ized life ; we are just as evidently drifting onward to

another epoch of society, the conditions of which are, to

the men of this generation, absolutely unknown ; and

we have no leader, on the one side or the other, who is

able to show in what direction we are moving. " From

Mr. Herbert Spencer, in England, who, himself, regards

the socialistic tendencies of the times with dislike, if not

with alarm, and whose views are thus shared by some

and opposed by others of his own followers, to Professor

Schaffle, in Germany, who regards the futui^e as belong-

ing to purified Socialism, we have every possible and per-

plexing variety of opinion. The negative and helpless

position of science is fairly exemplified by Professor

Huxley, who, in some of his recent writings, has devoted

himself to reducing the aims of the two conflicting parties

of the day—Individualists and Sociahsts—to absurdity

and impossibility, respectively. These efforts are not,

however, to be regarded as preliminary to an attempt to

inspire us with any clear idea as to where our duty lies

in the circumstances. After this onslaught his own faith

in the future grows obscure, and he sends his readers on

their way with, for guiding principle, no particular faith

or hope in anything." ^

Let us pause now to glance at each of these forces

which is so powerful a factor in our modern civilization.

• Social Evolution, by Benjamin Kidd, p. 3.
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(a.) Individualism,

It would be a twice-told tale to every intelligent

reader in these days to rehearse the story of the natural

world as it is given by the scientific evolutionist. It is

now a generally accepted fact that all life is a struggle

for existence, and that progress from a lower to a higher

stage of being is only, or, as some say, chiefly, attained

through the principle of natural selection and the sur-

vival of the fittest, while the weak and unfit are cease-

lessly being sacrificed. The scientific student of sociol-

ogy, grafting his teachings regarding human society on

this natural vine, traces the analogy in the higher sphere

of life, and shows that the same forces which operate in

natural history exercise a controlling influence over hu-

man history.

"When we look back upon the annals of our race, mark

the progressive steps by which man has attained his pres-

ent position on the earth, and seek out the causes of our

modern civilization, we find, in all directions, a corrobo-

ration of the explanation of the evolutionist. From the

first to the last stages of human progress the principle of

rivalry or competition has been the determining factor, as

to which individuals, which societies, which nationalities,

survive and carry the world onward. The condition of

advancement is that every man should develop to the

highest point, all the powers of his manhood and concen-

trate them upon his work ; the stimulus to this excessive

exertion is competition with his fellow-men.

The same is true of societies. Trades-unions are fre-

quently spoken of as an illustration of the growing

tendencies toward brotherhood. In reality they are in-

spired by the instinct of self-preservation. The trades-

man, finding himself too weak to enter into the strug-
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gle single-lianclecl, associates liis fellow-tradesmen witli

him to enforce not only higher prices of labor against

the capitalist class, but to restrict the number of appren-

tices and thus avoid overcrowding and overproduction

from the laboring class. And in the battle for suprem-

acy, the association takes the place of the individual on

the field of competition.

So also with many other similar schemes. " True So-

cialism of the German type must be recognized to be

ultimately as indi^ddualistic and as anti-socml, as Indi-

vidualism in its advanced forms. Scientifically, they are

both to be considered as the extreme logical expression of

rationalistic protest by the individual against the subor-

dination of his interests to the process of progi^essive

development society is undergoing from generation to

generation." ^

Yet the evils of the principle of competition are pat-

ent. The many are being ceaselessly sacrificed for the

few. And the success of the few is only to be attained

by the corresponding failure of untold multitudes, with

the physical suffering and moral degradation that it

brings in its train. It is irrational, and contrary to every

human instinct of justice, that many should be debased

in order that a handful of favored ones may be exalted,

but this has been the necessary condition of progress

from the scientific point of view.

"Kecent biological researches, and more particularly

the investigations and conclusions of Professor Weis-

mann, have tended to greatly develop Darwin's original

hypothesis as to the conditions under which progress has

been made in the various forms of life. It is now coming
to be recognized as a necessarily inherent part of the

doctrine of evolution, that if the continual selection

which is always going on among the higher forms of life

' Social Evolution, by Benjamin Kidd, p. 241.
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were to be suspended, these forms would not only pos-

sess no tendency to make progress forward, but must
actually go backward. Tliat is to say^ if all the individu-

als of every generation in any species loere alloiued to

equally propagate their hindj the average of each generation

ivould continually tend tofcdl beloiv the average of the gen-

eration that preceded it, and a process of slow but steady

degeneration luould ensue. . . . Every successful form

must, of necessity
J
multiply beyond the limits which the

average conditions of life comfortably provide for. Other

things being equal, indeed, the wider the limits of selec-

tion, the keener the rivalry, and the more rigid the selec-

tion, the greater will be the progress." ^

When you put the problem to the evolutionist and ask

where is the justice or the rationality in this law of

progress, he shrugs his shoulders and makes no reply.

(b.) Socialism.

The Socialists, espousing the cause of the masses, have

reason and justice on their side ; and as long as men are

looked upon as not mere dumb brutes or " commodities,"

as long as the world recognizes, in any sense, the prin-

ciples of liberty, fraternity, and equality, so long will

Socialism continue to oj)pose, with unanswered and un-

answerable arguments, the cruel, selfish doctrine of the

sm^vival of the fittest. And whatever science may teach,

it is evident to all that the social instincts and tenden-

cies are rapidly developing among all classes along the

whole line of modern civilization.

The sanctity of human life has become a ruling idea to

which all governments and legislative assemblies bow,

and which determines the character of the laws they

enact regarding its preservation and protection. In the

teeth of the scientific dogma that only the fittest should

' Social Evolution, by Benjamin Kidd, pp. 36, 37, 38.
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survive, there are scattered over the length and breadth

of the civilized world, homes for incurables, hospitals for

the sick, almshouses for the poor, charitable associations

to care for the shiftless and the drunkard, the tramp and

the semi-criminal class ; and this means the survival of

the unM.

Another illustration of the growth of the same kind-

ness and tender-heartedness is to be seen in the societies

for the prevention of cruelty to animals ; and the ex-

tent to which these have multiplied in recent years is

very significant of the manner in which the idea of pro-

tecting the helpless is becoming a dominating influence

in the community. Again, the tendency of all political

legislation is toward democracy. When we contrast the

political atmosphere of Europe, as it is to-day, with what

it was before the Crimean War—in that interval of less

than fifty years—a change has taken place which is not

only startling in its significance, but in its rapidity of

movement. What would Lord Palmerston or Prince

Mettemich think, if they should arise from their graves

to-day, to hear the ordinary questions that are discussed

in the cabinets and parliaments of European govern-

ments, see the changed attitude of their successors, and

that, too, in the Conservative parties themselves ? The
whole tendency of modern legislation is to elevate, eman-

cipate, and shield the lower classes, by means of the pub-

lic funds, so that the}^ may claim equal rights with the

higher classes, and be protected against the power and

wealth which the latter of necessity wield. In every on-

ward movement it is the interests of the wealthier class,

not that of the lower classes, which is sacrificed. Al-

ready, in many countries, the latter have all, or nearly

all, they want in the direction of political franchise, and

now they are aiming for the sphere of equal social privi-

leges.
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(c.) The Irrepressihle Conflict.

No one can tell what the outcome of this antagonism

between these two rival forces will be ; if either succeeds,

alone and by itself, it will be the other's doom. If Indi-

vidualism gains the day, then the progress of civilization

will continue, but at the awful cost of growing suffering

to untold masses. To single out one instance from many.

With the increase of population and the development of

those conditions of selection which are necessary for

higher progress will come a corresponding faU of the

purchasing power of wages. " It needs no argument to

prove that when the price of labor sinks below a certain

point, the worker inevitably falls into that condition

which the French emphatically call la misere—a word for

which I do not think there is any exact English equiva-

lent. It is a condition in which the food, warmth, and

clothing which are necessary for the mere maintenance

of the functions of the body, in their normal state, can-

not be obtained ; in which men, women, and children are

forced to crowd into dens where decency is abolished,

and the most ordinary conditions of healthful existence

are impossible of attainment ; in which the pleasures

within reach are reduced to bestiality and drunkenness
;

in which pains accumulate at compound interest in the

shape of starvation, disease, stunted development, and

moral degradation ; in which the prospect of even steady

and honest industry is a life of unsuccessful battling with

hunger, rounded by a pauper's grave." ^ If, on the other

hand, Socialism gains the day, the emancipation of the

masses and the bettering of the condition of the " unfit
"

will be achieved at the expense of the future progress of

^ Social Diseases and Worse Remedies, by Professor Huxley, p. 31,

(quoted by Mr. Kidd).
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the world, and the heavy cost of a material civilization

which is brought to a standstill.

"The enormous pressure, capable of being exercised

by the competitive system at its best, operating continu-

ally to insure the most economic and efficient system of

production ; the accompanying tendency of the best men
to find the places for which they are best fitted; the

tendency toward the free utilization of the powers of such

men to the fullest degTee in the direction of invention,

discovery, and improvement, coupled with the difficulty

of finding (human natui-e being what it is) any thoroughly

efficient stimulus for the whole of the population to exert

itself to the highest degree, when the main wants of life

were secure ; these are all considerations which would, in

an earlier stage, tell enormously against a socialist com-

munity, when matched in the general competition of life

against other communities, where the stress of life was

greater." ^

No one yet has been able to harmonize these two an-

tagonistic elements of modern civilization. There they

are before oui' eyes, but lohy they are there, in two ob-

stinate parallel lines which never meet, neither Individ-

ualists nor Socialists can explain on any scientific theory.

Indeed, the more they attempt explanations the deeper

the gulf between them keeps growing.

If human society is an organism, and the growth of

civilization shows the organic unity, then let Mr. Her-

bert Spencer and his followers tell us what he is going

to do with " altniism," what its function is, in what part

of the organism it originates, and how its development is

to be organically traced? "Even the best of modern
civilizations," says Mr. Huxley, "appears to me to ex-

hibit a condition of mankind which neither embodies

any worthy ideal nor even possesses the merit of stabil-

' Social Evolution, by Benjamin Kidd, p. 211.
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itj. I do not hesitate to express the opinion, that, if

there is no hope of a large improvement of the condition

of the greater part of the human family ; if it is true that

the increase of knowledge, the winning of a greater do-

minion over nature, which is its consequence, and the

wealth which follows upon that dominion, are to make

no difference in the extent and the intensity of Want,

with its concomitant physical and moral degradation,

among the masses of the people, I should hail the ad-

vent of some kindly comet which would sweep the whole

affair away, as a desirable consummation." ^ Language

like this bears a strange resemblance to the Christian's

belief in a coming Day of Judgement which will right

all wrongs. But let that pass. Suffice it to say, that

it stands before us as an illustration of the helpless-

ness of men of science to solve the riddle of modern

civilization.

As Christians, we have an explanation of our own

that meets all difficulties and solves all perplexities, but

that does not concern us now, and we reserve the consid-

eration of this subject for Chapter XIV. Our purpose

here is fulfilled in showing that there are these two irrec-

oncilable elements in our modern civilization, and—to

fortify our position—that while they continue irreconcil-

able modern civilization cannot be called an organism,

as Mr. Spencer uses the word.

If scientific reason is on the one side, the moral reason

of mankind is on the other. Eeason is on both sides.

Thus, we awaken into existence, and discover everywhere

around us conditions of human life which defy all human

attempts at explanation. Apart from Christ, modern civ-

ilization is to us all not a cosmos but a chaos, in which

each one in his loneliness finds no higher earthly guide

' Government, Anarcliy, or Regimentation, Nineteenth Century, May,

1890 [quoted in Kidd's Social Evolution].
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than liis own sense of personal responsibility. This

brings us to the third pair of antagonistic forces in civil-

ization.

SOCIALISM AND CHEISTIANITY ITSELF.

We have seen how the ancient Greek and Eoman civ-

ilization, out of which our modern civilized life orig-

inated, owed its prolongation to the Christian religion,

and how the latter, according to Christ's trilogy of

prophecies, was the " salt of the earth," which preserved

all that was worth preserving in that long-buried past

;

the " leaven," which has leavened the nations with new
aims and higher aspirations ; and the " Light of the

World," which has shed its beams on the unknown path-

way of highest social and material progress. While each

nation and community was pursuing its own selfish aim,

it was unconsciously, through the leaven of the ruling

ideas of Christianity, working out the greatest good for

generations yet miborn and even unthought of.

Human society did not, from itself, evolve these forces

and influences, it was inspired by them from without,

and the source of this inspiration was the direct and in-

du'ect power of Christ's religion.^

' "The worst kind of religion is no religion at all; and those men
who live in ease and luxury, indulging themselves in the amusement

of going without religion, may be thankful that they live in lands where

the Gospel they neglect has tamed the beastliness and ferocity of the

men who, but for Christianity, might long ago have eaten their bodies

like the South Sea Islanders, or cut off their heads and tanned their

hides like the monsters of the French Revolution. When the micro-

scopic search of scepticism which has hunted the heavens and sounded

the seas to disprove the existence of a Creator, has turned its attention

to human society, and has found a place on this planet, ten miles square,

where a decent man can live in decency, comfort, and security, sup-

porting and educating his children, unspoiled and unpolluted ; a place

where age is reverenced, infancy respected, manhood respected, woman-

hood honored, and human life held in due regard—when sceptics can
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While Clirist's religion is " not of tliis world," it lias

exercised the most powerful political and social influence

upon civilized life that the history of the past discloses.

If, as Mr. Lecky has said, there is no better criterion of

the political genius of a nation than its power to adapt

old institutions to new wants, we have the highest in-

stance of such powers of adaptation in the genius of

Christianity itself.

Yet the growing tendency of the majority to-day is, as

we have said, not only to ignore the debt which civiliza-

tion owes to the religion of Christ, but to test and

gauge the value of the Gospel by secular standards of

worth, and hence arises the antagonism of which we have

been speaking.

Whatever differences there may be in civilized life be-

tween man and man, between class and class, between In-

dividualists and Socialists, all are united in the one aim

of making the most out of nature, i.e., the kingdom of

this world. On this point, if on no other, there is a very

substantial agreement, and hence, when all are brought

into contact with a religion which proclaims that it re-

lates to a kingdom not of this world, at once the aim of

civilization and its variance with Christianity are mani-

fested.

Civilization relates exclusively to this life ; the life to

come is beyond its sphere. And all that concerns that

find such a place, ten miles square, on this globe, where the Gospel

of Christ has not gone, and cleared the way, and laid the foundations,

and made decency and security possible, it will then be in order for the

sceptical literati to move thither and ventilate their views. But so long

as these very men are dependent upon the religion which they discard

for every privilege they enjoy, they may well hesitate a little before

they seek to rob the Christian of his hope, and humanity of its faith in

that Saviour who alone has given to man that hope of life eternal which
makes life tolerable and society possible, and robs death of its terrors

and the grave of its gloom. "—James Russell Lowell.
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life is foreign to its purposes. The aim of civilization is

to accumulate all that the matured experience of man-
kind has proved, and all that the best wisdom of the

ages believes to be best for the health and happiness,

the prosperity and progress of humanity, on this earth,

and it has nothing to do with what lies outside of these

objects.

THE SECULAKIZATION OF CHRISTIANITY.

This is, therefore, the dominating influence of the

times. Civilization has found it necessary to become
Christian for utilitarian reasons. And Christianity has

only been absorbed by it so far as it will help to civilize

the world. Civilization may feed upon—be nourished

and stimulated and kept alive by the social forces of

Christianity, but through all it has one object ; the relig-

ion of Christ, another ; and all that part of Christ's relig-

ion which does not minister to its own w^elfare, it is

obliged, by the aforesaid character of its own aim, to ex-

clude. It seldom thinks of heaven, but if it ever does,

the only way in which it can ever picture itself as reach-

ing that ideal state w^hich the Gos23el portrays, is by sec-

ularizing the spiritual principles of the Gospel, and sub-

stituting for the Gospel' s kingdom of heaven descending

to earth a kingdom of earth raised up to heaven.

A spirit like this is. of course, more or less alien to

Christianity. It could not possibly be otherwise ; for

the present, and all that makes life more worth living in

the present, is its sole object and end. What it receives

from Christianity, it receives unwillingly, and, as it were,

perforce ; oftentimes, as we have said, not until after cen-

turies of blood-bought experience. And even after it

has received and assimilated into its own life some vital

Christian principle, it strives thereafter to detach that

principle from Christianity itself.
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THE SECULAEIZATION OF CHARITY.

We have a striking illustration of this fact in the forma-

tion of oiu" modern charitable societies. For eighteen

centuries Christianity has been preaching the law of

love, and founding hospitals, asylums, and homes for the

poor " in the name of the Lord Jesus," while the world

looked on with ajDathy. And of recent years that charge

of Christ, " By this shall aU men know that ye are My
disciples if ye have love one to another," has come home
to the Christian conscience with renewed force. A
power like this is irresistible, and it has produced an ef-

fect upon civilization itself, which would have been ab-

solutely inconceivable to the world of Charlemagne's

day.

It used to be said that " corporations have no souls,"

but to-day hospitals, asylums, and poorhouses, of various

kinds, founded by the state, are to be found in every city

of Europe and America.

Civilization has discovered that it is best for the wel-

fare of society to be charitable ; and now, when the evils

of state charities are beginning to be recognized, volun-

tar}^ charitable societies are formed to supplement the

work of the government itself ; and the associations which

appeal most strongly to the popular sympathy are those

in which charity, the very watchword of Christianity, is

not regarded as practical and efficient until it is secular-

ized and divorced from Christian affiliations.

The plea usually given for this is the necessity of ig-

noring denominational distinctions and sectarian influ-

ence, but if the reunion of Christendom should take place

to-morrow, the antagonism would still remain, for its

root lies in the disposition to regard civilization as prac-

tical and useful ; Christianity as theoretical and senti-
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mental ; civilization as best for this world ; Christianity

as not best for this world.

THE SECULARIZATION OF GOSPEL TEACHING.

The contrast between the spirit of civilization and the

spirit of Christianity comes out still more sharply in

the way in which Christ's teachings, and especially those

of the Sermon on the Mount, are generally received.

There is no portion of the New Testament regarding

which men in general wax so eloquent and enthusiastic.

Yet how different are Christ's words themselves from

the interpretation that the world gives to them.

Christ, it will be remembered, there tells men that if

they are to be His followers their first aim must be to

serve God. This laAv is imperative ; without obedience

to it the possession of spiritual life becomes impossible.

They are to seek first the kingdom of God and His right-

eousness, taking no thought (or anxious care) as to what

they shall eat, what they shall drink, or wherewithal they

shall be clothed.^ In other words, the normal condition

of the Christian is to live unceasingl}^ in the higher con-

sciousness of a kingdom of heaven on earth, and to be

so absorbed in carrying out its principles of truth and

love, justice and right, as he moves in and out among his

fellow-men, that in the presence of these higher ethical

thoughts he becomes comparatively unconscious of the

body with its physical need of food and shelter.

And Christ's promise is that by the very laws of the

higher life, "all these things shall be added to him."

This, of necessity, follows : for character is, even to

civilization itself, the most valuable of all possessions,

and to the man of character positions of responsibility

and power always gravitate. The explanation of this

1 St. Matt. vi. 25.
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promise of Christ is to be found in those other words of

the Sermon on the Mount :
" Give, and it shall be given

unto you
;
good measure, pressed down, and shaken to-

gether, and running over, shall men give into jour

bosom. For with the same measure that ye mete withal,

it shall be measured to you again." ^

We have here a high and pure ideal of life which is

perfectly comprehensible to a Christian mind, and which

is actually fulfilled in myriads of Christian lives ; but it

is an ideal which soars far above the earth-bound mind
of the natural man.

The one exclusive life-aim which almost every father

impresses upon the minds of his growing sons as they

emerge from school-life, is to seek first how they shall

earn their daily bread, and to take no thought (anx-

ious care) about the kingdom of God and His right-

eousness. Present material wants must be satisfied be-

fore distant spiritual needs are thought of. And, corre-

spondingly, the mass of men in civilized lands, living in

the absorbing consciousness of what they shall eat, what

they shall drink, and wherewithal they shall be clothed,

plus the education of the mind, are comparatively un-

conscious of that higher life which belongs to the soul

and not the body, and which, therefore, ought to be the

most real to them of all things.

What men seldom or never think of, by and by they

learn to undervalue, and what they undervalue at last

passes altogether out of mind. Though Christ distinctly

warns his followers, and not without a touch of sarcasm

—

that this merely material existence is the life "that the

Gentiles seek ; " and though, in the light of Christ's teach-

ing, it is an ethical heresy to hold that a man's first duty

is to earn his daily bread, regardless of the spiritual mo-

tive, the majority of those in civilized lands who call

I St. Luke vi. 38.

10
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themselves Christians, will not hesitate for one moment
to embrace and advocate the heresy.

Though Christ emphasizes His warning with those

preliminary words, " No man can serve two masters :

Therefore I say unto you take no thought what ye shall

eat or what ye shall drink," ^ they at once range them-

selves on the side of civilization against Christ; from

under the banner of this other master, they proclaim

that the only possible and practical way of keeping body

and soul together is to make their first and only care

the providing for material wants in a most luxurious

way ; and, consequently, that Christ's charge to act in

directly the opposite way is so utterly unpractical and

transcendental, that the words must not be interpreted

literally, but as a metaphysical way of speaking suited to

the Oriental mind. The same kind of gloss is put upon

other sayings of Christ.

Thus arises, what Ave see everywhere about us, a glar-

ing discrepancy between the Christian life described

everywhere in the New Testament, and the Christian life

which characterizes these modern times.

Men who profess and call themselves Christians say

that it is impossible in these days to live the life of the

Sermon on the Mount, or to be what the first Christians

were. Civilization teaches one thing, the Gospels an-

other, and the only way to reconcile the two together is

to make Christianity conform to civilization by such an

interpretation of the Sermon on the Mount and other say-

ings of Christ, as will not conflict with the experience of

all sorts and conditions of men in civilized lands.

In this way an artificial form of Christianity has gradu-

ally arisen, which substitutes a popular and conventional-

ized interpretation of the Gospels for the Gospels them-

selves. As financial companies water their stock to float it

1 St. Matt. vi. 24, 25.
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over a larger area, so to-day this Christianity of civiliza-

tion, for the sake of floating Christ's teachings, and accom-

modating them to the masses, has watered and diluted them

with secularizing influences to such a degree, that they

bear an entirely diflerent meaning to the people of the

Nineteenth Century from that which they bore to the peo-

ple of the First. Christ's words have thus lost all the

sharpness and distinctness of their original meaning.

His sayings have become so conventionalized that the

moment they are heard they are explained away by the

ordinary hearer, as tropes or metaphors. A popular-

ized form of Christ's unpopular religion is foisted upon

us as the reality itself, and when confronted with the

reality, claims to be the authoritative interpreter of Gos-

pel Truth.

ETHICAL EFFECTS SUBSTITUTED FOR SPIRITUAL CAUSES.

This method of procedure will not bear analysis. It is

true that Christ's teachings have produced a marked and

perceptible effect upon civilization, and have influenced

the lives of myriads, who have never confessed Him in

the way that a devout believer and communicant of the

Church does. And this indirect effect of Christianity

upon ordinary human life, is world wide.

But these practical and indirect effects of Christianity

upon the life of civilization are no more Christianity

itself, than moonlight is sunlight. As the moon only re-

flects back upon the darkened earth the sunshine that

falls on its surface, so civilization only reflects upon un-

civilized nations the effect of the Christ-light upon itself.

To say that this Christianity of civilization is the self-

same thing as the religion of Christ, is to make the effect

not only the judge of the cause, but the cause itself.

And to expect that the effect will be the cause of itself.
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that the mere effect of Christianity will act as a substitute

for the Christian religion, and that it will keep lifting the

world above itself to a higher plane of Christian life, is

to expect an impossibility.

If civilization stands upon a plane of ethical life lower

than that of the Sermon on the Mount, it is because it is,

as yet, only semi-Christianized, not because the Sermon
on the Mount is unpractical or unreal. God's work in

the world is not completed, it is only half-done ; and the

part that remains,—that of lifting the world out of its

covetousness, its selfishness, its worship of w^ealth, its

coarse, crude, and materialistic w^ays of thinking, the

partj in a ivord^ lohicJi civilization is poioerless to ejfect^

is the mo7'e important half.

The advance that has already been made was made
not by those who w^ere satisfied, but by those who were

cZi.ssatisfied, with the prevailing tone of life about them

;

by men w^ho were in advance of their day, and w^ho were

inspired by that same picture of Christian life drawn in

the Sermon on the Mount w^hich this world calls " impos-

sible."

While it is true that the ruling ideas of Christian so-

ciety—the sanctity of the family, the sanctity of human
life, the sanctity of married life, the sanctity of property

and of character, as set forth in the social law of the ten

commandments—have been transferred from the Mosaic

tables of stone to the fleshly tables of the human heart

;

and while it is also true that the standard of respectability

in civilized society, thus attained, has substituted a social

motive and inspiration for a divine inspiration in the

keeping of these laws, civilized society alone and by it-

self w^ould never have attained this social level.

It may propagate its ethical principles among an in-

creasing number of peoples and nations, and thus ele-

vate the masses to its own present status, but it will
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never by itself climb to a higher ethical level than it has

abeady attained; for the correlation of cause and effect

itseK compels us to the conclusion that society cannot

inspire men with a higher social ideal than its best mem-
bers hold in common. The Christianity of civilization

can rise as high as morality, but it stops short of spiritu-

ality, nor can it distinguish the difference between the

moral and spiritual life because the latter is beyond the

limitations of its life. In the Christian religion morality

is the effect, spirituality is the cause. Those who rec-

ognize nothing higher than the effect are obliged, per-

force, to substitute the ethical effect for the spiritual

cause, and, to the end of time, will contend that ethical

culture and spiritual growth are one and the same thing.

IS HUMAN EXPERIENCE THE SOLE TEST OF CHEISTIAN DOC-

TBINE?

Thus also is effect substituted for cause when we pass

from the sociological to the theological side of the Chris-

tianity of civilization.

This so-called Christianity does not go straight to

Christ and draw its inspirations from Him. It contrasts

Christ with men, and measures Him exclusively by the

human standard. It begins with the effects of Christ's

teachings upon the world, and tests Christ by civilization,

putting civilization first and Christ second.^

* " It is evident that if a people were left entirely to themselves,

their religion, their literature, and their government would be, not the

causes of their civilization, but the effect of it. Out of a certain con-

dition of society certain results naturally follow. Those results may,

no doubt, be tampered with by some external agency ; but if that is

not done, it is impossible that a highly civilized people, accustomed to

reason and to doubt, should ever embrace a religion of which the glar-

ing absurdities set reason and doubt at defiance. There are many in-

stances of nations changing their religion, but there is no instance
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In other words, the Christianity of civilization ac-

knowledges civilization as its supreme lord and master.

Christianit}' is not the salt of the earth which preserves

all that is best in civilization ; but civilization, with its

historic continuity, is the salt which preserves all that is

best in Christianity. Hence men are growing more and

more eloquent in discoursing about " the historic Christ."

In one sense this is a phrase that the most earnest

Christian will not hesitate to use ; for Christ Himself is

the central point of all human history, and the highest

doctrines of the Church are embedded in the historic facts

of the Apostles' Creed ; but this is not the sense in which

the term " the historic Christ " is generally used. The

fascination of this phrase in the popular mind arises

from the growing exaggeration of the authority of his-

of a progressive country voluntarily adopting a retrogressive religion ;

neither is there any example of a declining country ameliorating its

religion. It is of course true that a good religion is favorable to civili-

zation, and a had one unfavorable to it. Unless, however, there is

some interference from without no people will ever discover that their

religion is bad until their reason tells them so ; but if their reason is

inactive, and their knowledge stationary, the discovery will never be

made. A country that continues in its old ignorance, will always re-

main in its old religion. Surely nothing can be plainer than this. A
very ignorant people will, by virtue of their ignorance, incline toward

a religion full of marvels ; a religion which boasts of innumerable gods,

and which ascribes every occurrence to the immediate authority of

these gods. On the other hand, a people whose knowledge makes

them better judges of evidence, and who are accustomed to that most

difficult task, the practice of doubting, will require a religion less mar-

vellous, less obtrusive ; one that taxes their credulity less heavily.

But will you, therefore, say, that the badness of the first religion

causes the ignorance ; and that the goodness of the second religion

causes the knowledge ? Will you say, that when one event precedes

another, the one which comes first is the effect, and the one which fol-

lows afterward is the cause ? This is not the way in which men reason

on the ordinary affairs of life ; and it is difficult to see why they should

reason thus respecting the history of past events."—Buckle's History of

Civilization in England, vol. i., pp. 232, 233.
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tory and signifies a Christ who has stood the historical

test.

The statements of the Gospel, the belief of the Church,

and the answering voice of the quickened conscience that

Christ is the Son of God, make little or no impression

upon the minds of this generation ; but when historical

criticism accej)ts Christ, here, at last, is an authority to

which all must bow. In popular phrase, the historic

Christ means a Christ tested by experience, and proved

by human experience to be a Son of God.
" Let an honest effort be made to get at the facts of re-

ligious experience and the truth of God will take care

of itseK," writes one of the advocates of the Chicago Par-

liament of Eeligions, whereas he should have said the

exact reverse. Let an honest effort be made to get at

the facts of the truth of God and Christian experience

will take care of itself. This is induction run wild.

Statements like these seem plausible, but they are di-

rectly at variance with the teachings of the Gospels them-

selves. Second-hand knowledge of Christ, a knowledge

of the Saviour of the world that comes to us indirectly

through some other man's experience, is not spiritual

power, nor can it, without faith, produce any real depth

of religious conviction.

THE LIMITATIONS OF SOCIAL CHRISTIANITY.

The Christian life is a superhuman life, and calls upon

a man to live at a superhuman level which he cannot

possibly attain through the exertion of his will-power and

merely human strength. The outward description of

that life is given in the Sermon on the Mount. It

stands there as a picture drawn by the Master-hand, of

the kind of person a real Christian should be. But no

analysis of that picture, however brilliant ; no attempt to
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copy it, however painstaking and exact ; no efforts like

those of Count Tolstoi, hoAvever enthusiastic and self-

sacrificing, can ever reproduce it. For the character

portrayed in the Sermon on the Mount is, itself, an effect,

not a cause. Mr. Gore has truly shown, in his strong es-

say on " The Sociological Doctrine of the Sermon on the

Mount," that the principles underlying all the vivid

illustrations there given by Christ will show themselves

by a different kind of an outward sign, by a different

kind of form, and necessitate a different kind of outward

action in the nineteenth century from what was natural

in the first ; but the writer ought to have emphasized

the importance, not so much of a new Christian casu-

istry, as of the spiritual power, of which such casuistry

is but the outward expression, and without which it is

powerless for good.

St. Paul tells us what the quality is. It soars far

above the earthly life of the "natural man." It is not

inherent in human nature. It cannot be developed out

of the natural character. It is a force infused from

without into the life of the Christian. In contradis-

tinction to the righteousness of the law {i.e., morality), it

is the righteousness ivhich cometh by and through the faith

of Christ}

To live the life of the Sermon on the Mount one must

live the Apostles' Creed. If a man lives in union with

the risen Christ, in such a Avay as to know the fellowship

of His sufferings and the power of His Kesurrection, then

the existence, there described by Christ, becomes the nat-

ui^al, unconscious, and involuntary expression of his al-

legiance to the Divine Master.

The only way in which power can come to him to

live the kind of life described in the New Testament is

through the depth of intense religious convictions ; the

1 Pliil. ii, 9, 10, 11.
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only Being who lias power to create such convictions in

human nature is Jesus Christ, and the only men in whose

breasts they stir are those who go straight to Christ

Himself and know him personally as the Son of God.

We shall return to this subject by and by, and sim-

ply refer to it here, to draw the contrast between the su-

perhuman life of the Gospels and the merely human ex-

istence which the world calls Christian. The former

draws its life and inspiration from Christ ; the latter

takes its inspiration from men. The first depends wholly

upon a divine motive ; the second substitutes a social

motive for the divine, and rises no higher than the social

atmosphere in which it was born.

THE OLD DUALISM BETWEEN THE NATURAL AND THE SPIR-

ITUAL.

The question now arises. Can this social motive be

gradually purified and spiritualized, until at last it

merges into and becomes one with the divine ? We have

seen how society has been elevated and Christianized in

the past ; why should not this process go on until civili-

zation stands upon the same spiritual level as the Church
of Christ itself ?

We answer, Because civilization belongs essentially to

the kingdom of this world, and its central aim and pur-

pose is, therefore, necessarily secular. In outward appear-

ance the merely civilized man of to-day stands upon a

much higher ethical level than the civilized man of the

past. But if he is more social in his instincts, and more
charitable and public-spirited in his life, it is not on ac-

count of any realization of the spiritual truths of a

higher life, but simply because the conditions of his en-

vironment have forced the individual to be more chari-

table and less self-assertive. Eemove the environment
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and liis dominating spirit is selfish still. It has simply

been acted upon, by influences beyond its control, to

substitute the self-seeking of a corporation or a nation,

for the self-seeking of the individual. Society is simply

imjDossible, especially in our crowded cities, unless per-

sonal freedom is gi*eatly restrained. The maxim becomes

inevitable that every man is only free up to the point

where his freedom interferes with another's liberty. In

addition to this, many of the social and ethical princi-

ples of Christianity have been proved by the experience

of mankind to be essential to the best interests of the

community. We are born into this world in a Christian

era. As we awaken to a consciousness of the life that is

about us, we find ourselves in an atmosphere impreg-

nated with Christian influences. The common, accepted

standard of social and moral obligations is far above

what it was in bygone days ; it approximates more

closely to the standard of Christian living than that of

any previous era. Christ's law of brotherly love has be-

come a ruling idea of the times, and philanthropy is in

the very air we breathe. To be respectable w^e must con-

form to this standard ; to fall below it is to sink beneath

the code of worldly morals. We look at those w^ho are

beneath it, and who know not w^hat the social instincts

are, and w^e see there how men act who are not coerced

into being moral by the force of public opinion ; we then

turn musingly from them to ourselves, and ask ourselves,

What is it that really prevents us and the men with

whom we habitually associate from being like these out-

casts ? Is it Christian principle ? Is it the law of he-

redity, whereby we are passively conditioned by the

virtues of our ancestors ? Or is it the public opinion we

so much dread? I think we must all come to pretty

much the same conclusion. All these influences—prin-

ciple, heredity, society—are undoubtedly, in greater or
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less degree, factors in the make-up of our characters, as

God intended they should be, but the largest factor of

all is the pressure of this public opinion. Thousands

of men about us are restrained from following their

natural impulses and doing immoral acts, by these salu-

tary social influences. The public conscience is stronger

than their own conscience ; they dare not offend against

propriety; they have no dread that is so agonizing as

the dread of losing caste. If they have wild impulses in

their youth or their college days, the moment they come

in contact with real life they see their mistake and are

thus coerced into respectability. By and by, as experi-

ence of life increases, they become convinced that public

opinion is right, not wrong, and, as far as this influence

can carry them, they are converted to the world's stand-

ard and become men of " principle." But observe : the

power that has converted them is the world, not Christ,

and no man can serve two masters. The more closely

the world approaches the morality of Christ, the more it

will take Christ's place. Hence there will be the widest

distinction between the inward lives of such men and a

Christian's inward life. For they often draw all their in-

spirations from the society in which they live, not from

loyalty to Christ. Their highest authority is not the

Gospels, but the opinion of the best men and the most

upright men of their acquaintance. And thus, while

civilization adopts Christianity, its drift throughout is

exclusively secular, and its one crowning desire, to make

this life more worth living.

Let us cheerfully grant all that the most enthusiastic

admirer of civilization may portray in its favor. Let us

even suppose that in the higher progress of the human
race the thought of God comes to be regarded as an es-

sential luxury in raising the level of earthly happiness,

and that churches will be built by the state, just as art
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galleries and public libraries now are, for an (educational

reason ; will this of itself make the aim of civilization

any the less secular, any the more spiritual ?

It needs but to contrast the life of civilization with

the kind of life described in the New Testament, to see

that the gulf between the two will never be bridged over

(that is from the world's side) ; for the animating spirit

of each is essentially different from that of the other.

The kingdom of this world is not the kingdom of heaven.

In saying all this we do not stigmatize modern civili-

zation as being unchristian, we only say that it becomes

unchristian when it claims to be in any way a substitute

for Christianity. As all nature, and all that belongs to

nature, is part of the handiwork of God, so the secular

life, m its oion place, is of God. Civilization is full of

beneficent influences. It is constantly being elevated to

a higher standard of social life. It develops manliness,

independence of character, the courage to persevere in

failure, self-control in success, self-respect, trustworthi-

ness, the sense of justice, faithfulness in the discharge

of responsibilities, energy and industry, a love for

work, and a contempt for idleness. It evokes public

spirit, patriotism, kindliness, and neighborly feeling—all

the qualities in fact which characterize a good citizen.

For Christianity to ignore all this would be to offend the

moral sense of mankind. It must recognize the good

that the world recognizes, and instead of miscalling it

evil, seek to develop it for all that it is worth. God
made man, and the varied occupations of man in civilized

life are only the outward expression of the aims of men
to make the most, both of their natural gifts and of the

spheres in which they labor.

While doing so they have the inward consciousness

that they are discharging their duty, and if the religion

of Christ did teach otherwise, then such teaching would
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stamp it, at once, as narrower than the needs of human

nature, and thus less natural than civilization itself.

But while Christianity is and must be as catholic as

the needs of human nature as they are seen in ciyilized

life, it by no means folloAvs that the reverse is also true,

and that civilization is as catholic as Christianity.

Civilization may develop the qualities that make a good

citizen, but here it stops, and the stopping-place is im-

measurably short of the responsibilities which belong to

a man whose citizenship is in heaven, and the aspira-

tions of a soul that was made in the image of God. And,

consequently, when these inner wants of the soul assert

themselves, the only answer that the spirit of civilization,

by its very limitations, can possibly make to them, is

that they must be treated not as realities but as unprac-

tical sentiments.

Every Christian will recognize the fact that while the

standard of respectability is a great shield and safeguard

to thousands who are coerced by the dread of public

opinion into living the life of good citizens, and while it

is the most powerful of all earthly influences in lifting

those who are below its ethical code and educating them

to live at its level
;
yet, on the other hand, it is also the

most powerful of all earthly influences in keeping men
back from striving to reach the higher level of the Chris-

tian life. The secular motive will never and can never

cease to be secular.

It may absorb and assimilate the influences of Chris-

tianity, as the experience of mankind grows, but only so

far as is best for this life.

The more civilization approximates to the moral stand-

ard of Christianity the larger will be the number of

those who will advocate the substitution of civilized mo-

rality for Christian spirituality ; and, correspondingly, the

greater will become the need of asserting the supremacy
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of the spiritual above the merely moral life. For nine-

teen centuries civilization has been absorbing the social

forces of Christ's religion into itself. This process can-

not go on ad injimtum. The day will at last arrive when
civilization will come to the end, not of the social influences

of Christ, for these in their higher sphere are inexhaust-

ible, but of its own capacity of assimilating any more of

the social forces of Christianitj^ without departing from

its central organizing principle, that man is a law and an

end to himself. If that day ever does come, civilization

will, thereafter, have no further use for Christianity, for

there wdll be nothing left to assimilate and absorb, but

the spiritual teaching of the Gosj)el and that divine life

which flows into those who accept Christ as " the Lamb
of God that taketh away the sins of the world." The

New Testament itself warns us beforehand that this

preaching of Jesus Christ and Him crucified will ever be

foolishness to the world ; that the natural man receiveth

not the things of the Sj)irit of God ; and consequently

when this is all that is left of the religion of Christ for

the world to absorb, civilization, as a spirit of this world,

will become more or less dead to its influences.

Already, in fact, we see this effect beginning to mani-

fest itself. Civilization is receiving less help from Chris-

tianity to-day than it did in bygone times ; it is crying

more and more loudly that it can do without Christianity

;

it is becoming more and more Gospel-hardened as it lis-

tens to the familiar story of the Cross. The same effect

which we behold in the individual, as he gradually grows

older, in rejecting the spiritual influences of the Gospel,

are manifesting themselves in civilization at large, as it

increases in age, and then, at the very end, in both cases,

comes death. " Flesh and blood cannot inherit the king-

dom of God." The kingdom of this world can never in-

herit the kingdom of heaven.
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As the human body, at last, must die, so, by the same
law, that part of the social organism which so closely re-

sembles it, which is connected by such indissoluble ties

with it, must die, while that eternal part which is re-

deemed by Christ's Incarnation and the spiritual influ-

ence of a kingdom that is not of this w^orld will survive.

The kingdom of nature is an organism which cannot

rise above nature, and therefore, by its own laws, all at-

tempts to secularize the spiritual must inevitably end in

failure, and defeat themselves.

Thus the progress of civilization emphasizes and is

bringing out with greater distinctness than ever before

that dualism between the natural and the spiritual which

from time immemorial has perplexed the human mind,

and, as long as the world lasts, this dualism will remain.

So long as the natural man follows nature he is doing

the will of God as it is expressed in nature, and is con-

nected with nature's organism. But he is not condi-

tioned by it. He has a will that is free. It may follow

nature or not, as it pleases. It may choose that which

is below nature, contrary to nature, and live a life that

is lower than the brutes ; or it may choose that which is

above nature, and unite itself with the life of the spiritual

world.

If, on the one hand, it follows that which is lower than

nature, it yields to the spirit of lawlessness, and this is

what Christianity calls sin. Whatsoever is of sin does not,

and cannot, belong to the organism of nature. It is sep-

arate and distinct, yet the spirit of lawlessness is a recog-

nized force in modern life. It is plainly an element in

our modern civilization, though it stands apart from the

organism of nature itself.

On the other hand, if the natural man follows that

which is higher than nature, and lives the Christian life,

then that life, although it follows the will of God, is
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something more than a natural life, and is not conditioned

by the organism of nature. The longer it follows the will

of God in the higher region of life, the more it resists

the slavery of that organism, and evinces the presence of

spiritual influences that are stronger than the influences

of nature itself. This life also is plainly an element in

our modern civilization, though it cannot be secularized

or imparted by any conceivable method to the organism

of nature.

Human free-will is a power which cannot be coerced

by nature on the one hand, and which Christ refuses to

coerce on the other. And it is this presence of human
free-will which makes it so impossible to tell where to

draw the line between natural forces and divine forces in

modern civilization. No one can penetrate into the silent

secrecy of human motives. No one can tell how human
free-will is acting now, or prophesy how it will act in the

future. The man who is a secularist to-day may be a

Christian to-morrow, and the Christian who is apparently

a devout follower of Christ may be, in secret, a secularist

at heart.

Civilization is the arena of a secular life into which

many men of many minds enter with different motives.

It is a field which belongs at once to the kingdom of

nature and the kingdom of heaven, and upon which both

good seed and bad seed are sown. As we walk upon

that field it is impossible for us, as yet, to distinguish

between the wheat and the tares. According to Christ's

most true prophecy, both must grow together until the

harvest.

But while we cannot detect the springs of action in

personal life, we can see clearly and distinctly the char-

acter of the motive in general ; we can comprehend the

difference between the social motives that draw their in-

spiration from civilization, and the divine motives which
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are inspired by Christ, and we hope that we have made
it plain, in this chapter, that this distinction is vital.

The " Christianity of civilization " receives its religion

from men, and not from God. Standing on the social

basis of life it declines to receive as authoritative any

teachings which are not first sanctioned by the experi-

ence of mankind, and therefore takes its place, side by
side, with "scientific Christianity " and "philosophical

Christianity " in denying that Christ's religion is a reve-

lation which makes an imperative demand upon our faith,

in such a way that Christ must be always first and this

world second.

Denying this, the Christianity of civilization preaches a

false Gos]3el.

11



CHAPTEE VII

SOME EFFECTS OF A CREEDLESS GOSPEL

SYNOPSIS

I. The Attempts to establish Christianity upon (1) a Scientific, (2)

a Philosophical, (3) an Ethical, (4) a Humanitarian (Natural

Religion), (5) a Social Basis, all end in making Christianity

something less than a Divine Revelation.

II. The Three Effects of this Pseudo-Gospel.

A. Lowering of Christian Standards to popularize religion

and suit the majority.

B. Indefiniteness and Uncertainty. Showing itself in (1)

Vagueness in dogma and dislike of dogmatics. (2) Vague-

ness in personal religion and Christian i3rinciple. (3)

Dislike of definite and sacramental forms of Christianity.

(4) Loss of the idea of Worship.

C. Disingenuousness.

III. The growing Antagonism between the Gospel of the Age and

the Church.

We have endeavored to trace out in the last five chap-

ters the efforts of the human mind to find (1) a Scientific,

(2) a Philosophical, (3) an Ethical, (4) a Humanitarian, and

(5) a Social Basis for Christianity. We have seen that

each of these modes of thought covers, in part, Christian

ground, in that it contains a half-truth which appeals

powerfully to some one Christian principle, and sets forth,

in all its prominence, some one phase of the Christian

religion. We have seen that Christianity, as a universal

religion, is catholic enough to embrace and harmonize all

these different methods of thought, without being fet-

tered by them. We have seen how the Kevelation of
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God in Christ has a scientific side, a philosophical

side, an ethical side, a humanitarian side, and a social

side, and how it welcomes these bases for Christian

thought, provided that each does not, through its de-

fenders, claim in itself to be a sufficient foundation for the

supernatural Gospel. Yet this is the very point at which,

however they may be at variance with one another, they

all unite, in the attempt to undermine the faith of the

Gospels. Each one hides under the shadow of Chris-

tianity, and claims to have got at the kernel of that of

which the old faith was only the outer husk ; and though

one calls the husk what another calls the very kernel

itself, all are at one in resisting the idea that the Gospel

has a distinctly supernatural side Avhich cannot be

crowded down upon any scientific, philosophical, ethical,

humanitarian, or social basis, that the ingenious mind of

man builds up for it.

We have shown, and shoAvn conclusively, we trust, how
such efforts have, in each case, ended in a school of

thought which teaches that the basis thus built is suffi-

cient of itself to explain Christianity, and that those su-

pernatural facts of the Gos]3el and those transcendental

teachings of Christ which cannot thus be explained and

accounted for are either to be held in abeyance until

more light is thrown upon them, or else to be banished

altogether from the mind.

Perhaps we should describe them rather as five lines

than five schools of thought, for they do not appear as

separate and distinct ; on the contrary, in the popular

thought and life of the day they mingle together, inter-

twining, like strands of one rope, Avhich stretches from

the earth to the skies, at whose lower end humanity is

tugging and hauling, to draw Heaven down from its

spiritual heights into the natural world and to a level

with the secular consciousness.
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As they all betray the one common characteristic of

regarding Christianity as a religion in which man seeks

God, and of narrowing, if they cannot abolish, its claim

to be a revelation from God Himself, and as these lines

of thought are inseparably, and often indistinguishably,

mingled together in their effects, we have felt that it

would be wiser to group those effects together in a chap-

ter by themselves, rather than to attempt the intricate,

and perhaps impossible, task of classifying them under

their several causes.

Enough is it to know that they stand together as signs

of a false Gospel ; signs of the times and of a common
impulse in those men who are yielding to the spirit of

the times, to drag dow^n Christianity to the level of mere

Humanitarianism, as a religion in which the natural man
can receive the things of the Spirit of God. And as it is

difficult to give a definite name to that, which, barring

the common characteristic we have mentioned, is so in-

definite and combines so many elements in itself, we

shall call it, for convenience sake, and for the want of a

better name, the Gospel of the Age.

The results of this Gospel are three in number. It has

brought about (1) a visible lowering of Christian stand-

ards, (2) a vagueness in life and doctrine, and (3) a

disingenuousness in the individual. It is our purpose in

the present chapter to discuss these results in the order

mentioned.

THE LOWERING OF CHRISTIAN STANDARDS.

No thoughtful observer of human nature and of its

general attitude toward all religious questions can fail to

distinguish one reason—and perhaps the chief reason

—

why the Gospel of the Age reflects so vividly the spirit of

the age, why it has become so popular, and why it has ap-
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pealed so widely to all sorts and conditions of men.
Wliile a few are honestly influenced by personal study

and reflection to embrace this modern gospel, and others

enthusiastically believe that they have discovered an
eirenicon between science and revelation, the multitudes

follow their lead, not through the impulsion of any deep

conviction, but simply because the inductive method
makes Christianity a religion that is more easily believed,

a religion that is more easily practised, and a religion

that is more easily assimilated with the present social

conditions of civilization than the older Faith. It makes
Christianity a religion easier to believe because it de-

mands that we must be fortified by positive scientific

knowledge every step of the way, and that everything is

to be rejected w^liich has not had this kind of verification.

Nothing is to be received on faith, because it is said that

faith is not the attitude of mind in which one can make
an unprejudiced, accurate, and thoroughly impartial in-

vestigation of facts. The truly honest inquirer is one

who, first of all, clears his mind of that cloud of uncer-

tainty w^hich faith creates. Doubt is a surer guide

than faith, for doubt corrects the aberration of vision

which faith produces. By this process of thought In-

ductive Christianity is sw^mg round to a position exactly

the reverse of that emphasized in the New Testament.

The watchword which rings through the writings of

St. Paul and the other Apostles is, " We walk by faith

and not by sight," whereas that of our modern religion-

ists is, "We walk by sight and not by faith." And let

men say what they will about the difficulty of escaping

from their Christian environment, in order that their

vision may not be distorted by speculative beliefs, the

real difficulty is, and always will be, on the other side.

It is easier to walk by sight than to walk by faith.

The world feels this intuitively, and hence the multi-
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tudes are attracted by a form of tlie Christian religion in

which there is no such continuous and wearisome demand

made upon their faith as New Testament Christianity

presents. Modern thought, however, is taking here no

new position. It is the ancient attitude of those Jews and

Greeks themselves, to whom the Gospel was first preached.

The Christian religion provoked their hostility every-

where, simply because it made such an imperative de-

mand upon their faith. And St. Paul, who bore the

brunt of this opposition, lays bare this fact when he tells

us how continuously " the Jews required a sign and the

Greeks wisdom."

From the very first, Christianity has been opposed by

antagonists who either thus required a sign which would

coerce them into receiving it, without the aid of faith ; or

by those who, divesting Christianity of the supernatural,

would reduce it to the level of a purely natural religion,

which can be readily comprehended by the natural man.

"From the earliest days of Christianity to our own
the Catholic Church has had to contend with those who
denied the great miracles of the Incarnation and the

Resurrection of Christ and the Inspiration of Holy Writ,

or sought to explain away the great mysteries of Re-

demption and Atonement and Regeneration. All these

denials of the supernatural, all these attempts at getting

rid of the mysteries of the Christian faith, are but the

efforts of the human mind to attain to absolute certainty,

but which seeks to gain it in a demonstration. . .

At this moment we are suffering from a reaction in this

direction. The age in which we live is intellectual, self-

reliant, sceptical. The human intellect—resenting the

long tyranny of tradition and authority in science and in

philosophy—is insisting loudly upon its right to be the

supreme and only judge of all questions. Religion is

experiencing the effect of this revolt against authority.
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Men are demaiKliiig everywhere that religion, like phi-

losophy or science, shall be received only so far as it can

make good its claims at the bar of the intellect. . .

As men once demanded power without wisdom, so now

they insist upon wisdom without power. They ask for a

religion which shall be purely and entirely human, set

forth in a revelation not to man, but of and hij man

;

a Bible which is not inspired ; a Christ who is not In-

carnate ; a Church which has no divine and indwelling

Spirit ; a Gospel which tells us no truth which we could

not have discovered for ourselves, and reveals no wisdom

which it did not first derive from us. This is that Gos-

pel of the Age, freed from all the errors of the past, and

the remains of Hebrew superstition, from which Jesus of

Nazareth did so much to free religion in His day, but of

which He left so much for us to free it from in our day.

This is that Gospel of Wisdom without power Avhich the

age demands and with which so many are endeavoring to

supply it."
^

Again, the Gospel of the Age makes a pleasant relig-

ion, in that it upholds the religious character of the sec-

ular life ; and this is, again, in accord Avitli popular pan-

theistic tendencies. It tells us that if religion sanctifies

the whole nature of man, then there is no taste or capac-

ity implanted by God in man, and no honorable human

pursuit or calling, that is not helping on the cause of

Christianity.'

The ordinary separation between the religious and the

secular life, founded on the idea that religion consists

primarily in spiritual development, is, therefore, a pure fig-

ment ; since art and music, poetry and literature, science

and commerce, as well as ethics and devotion are equally

factors in the building up of the Faith. It is further-

1 The Gospel and the Age, by Archbishop Magee, pp. 23, 24.

^ Canon Fremantle's Bampton Lectures, pp. 292, 293.
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more said, that, as some, in wliom the devotional instincts

are strong, reach God through Bible reading and Church

services, so others, in whom the sesthetical instincts are

equally strong, may be sanctified and uplifted to God
through their intellectual and sesthetical longings; and

that, therefore, the ministry of the public library, the

picture-gallery, and the music-hall take their place, side

by side, with the ministry of the Church itself, in help-

ing to Christianize the people. We have here the ruling

thought which lies at the bottom of many social move-

ments of the present time.

It is true, as we have repeatedly said, that religion sanc-

tifies the whole nature of man, with all those unpervert-

ed capacities and tastes which God has implanted in his

breast, and that there is no honorable pursuit or calling

which cannot be followed as part of the service of God. ^

' " Culture and civilization develop in tlie life of nations in connection

with political and social efforts. Civilization may be understood as cult-

ure in its application and effects upon the civil communit}^ and its

arrangements. ... Its chief blossoms, however, have from of old

been found in art and science, which do not, as the manifold other

tasks of culture, aim at any direct advantage, but whose value is found

in themselves. We may, however, speak in an ideal sense of the ad-

vantage of art and science. . . . Next to religion and moral good-

ness there is nothing which is to such a degree capable of developing

in us the universal-human, of making us partakers of universal or all-

sided humanity, as art and science ; nothing which can in like manner

set us free from those intellectual restrictions with which we often go

through life, as though we had bandages on our eyes, or were hemmed
in with mental fences, which make a free look around and free move-

ment towards all sides impossible. It is true that history shows us ages

in which a high degree of aesthetic and intellectual culture has accom-

panied a decay of morality and religion. And hence we might perhaps

be induced to conclude that, if men are not the better for them, art and

science had better be dispensed with as mere intellectual luxuries. But

the periods alluded to with a culture separated from personal life,

lacked the noblest element, nay, the very core of human civilization,

and were pervaded by inhumanity. Genuine human cultivation is

nothing else but culture, determined and animated by the moral and
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Because, therefore, the Christian life of faith can

sanctify art, literature, and every pursuit of man to God's

service, the unthinking multitudes, viewing the effect,

hastily take it for granted that this effect can be made a

cause, and affirm that they can serve God by pui'suing

art, literature, and other avocations, without the Christian

life of faith. A creed like this, which makes religion

pleasant and easy, is, of course, acceptable to the major-

ity ; and hence its popularity.

And this brings us, by a natural transition, to another

and still more potent reason, why the Gosj)el of the Age
is so popular. A creed, so easy and pleasant to be-

lieve, is made still easier by the very fact of its popular-

ity. " Nothing succeeds like success." It is hard for

most men to believe that the vox populi is not the vox

Dei, and it is peculiarly hard to stand apart from the

masses around us in holding, with the courage of our

convictions, to one Creed, while they, with an almost

unanimous voice, are loudly proclaiming another. Be-

tlie morally religious. Culture without morality is without worth, or is

at most of very ambiguous worth. But, on the other hand, it must be

said that though morality maintains its undoubted worth with but a

slight degree of culture, still it is in such a case restrained within bounds

which prevent its due and full development. And thus the phenome-

non is often repeated, that men who are religious and Christian, but of

defective education, manifest not merely want of taste, but also actual

narrowness ;
give their judgment about things which they do not under-

stand, embark in all kinds of undertakings for the reformation of the

world, or at all events, of their own nation ;
in short, in tasks which are

above their capacity. In these observations and arguments tbe middle

terms are always wanting, a sure mark of the uneducated. They forget

that to bring the kingdom of God into effective relation with the world

it is not sufficient to know the kingdom of God, but that it is also neces-

sary to know the world and human nature, in which this kingdom is to

be planted. It is, however, by means of a right use of art and science

that we take possession, in an ideal manner, of the world and its mani-

fold life."—Martensen's Christian Ethics, translated by Sophia Taylor,

pp. 242, 243.
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sides this, the influence of the majority to-day is stronger

than ever before ; and it has been enormously developed

through the desire for unity which is now manifesting

itself everywhere over the civilized world. When a net-

work of railways is spreading its meshes over our great

continents, and steamships are making a highway through

the waste of waters, and the telegraph wire is bringing

those in the uttermost parts of the earth within speaking

distance of the centres of civilization, bonds of unity are

rapidly formed. The social motive grows before our

eyes and, as it grows, the power of the majority becomes

greater.

In the political world, a bloodless revolution has taken

place within the last half-century, whereby the seat of

power has silently been transferred from king and nobil-

ity to the people themselves, who are now becoming more

and more the real governing class. In the complex social

world, the habit is becoming more and more ingrained of

referring all great questions to the bar of public opinion,

and of reverencing the decisions of this Cornet of Appeal as

the ultimate authority to which all must eventually bow.

In the religious world, by a similar trend of thought, the

seat of authority lies no longer in an infallible Bible, or

in an infallible Church, but in an infallible voice of the

people. And public sentiment is now the God to whom
all are tempted to bow the knee.^

' A grotesque story of a Westerner, as bearing upon this point, liere

comes to mind. The man had been brought up far away from any church

or Christian influence, and was but slightly acquainted with the claims

of Christianity. He happened one day, however, when further east

than usual, to be drawn into a church by the sound of singing coming

through its open doors, and was soon paying earnest attention to all the

preacher was saying. The sermon was of the old fashioned kind on the

old-fashioned Hell. At the close of the service the man went to the min-

ister, and asked him whether he really believed all he had preached.

" Certainly^'''' was the reply.

The man shrugged his shoulders. " People icon't stand it !
"
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We do not say tliat tliis will always be so, or that

earnest and resolute seekers after truth, whether on the

side of science or of the Gospel, are thus influenced. We
are simply pointing out one of those reasons why the

Gospel of the Age has become so 'popular.

Few persons realize how their own opinions are

formed, and it needs but a moment's reflection to see that

this consciousness of the religious oi)inions and the sym-

pathy of the majority is a very large factor in determin-

ing the belief of the ordinary run of men. We hear

much at the present day about the personal bias of the

theologian, little or nothing about that of this other

class.

The social motive, by which we mean the opinions of

the majority, has become so masterful and so much a

part of our daily life that those who are influenced by it,

unconscious of its presence, do not realize how rapidly,

under its enthralling spell, the social aspects of Chris-

tianity are crowding out of sight its diviner side.

Religion, with them, is coming to mean the greatest

good to the greatest number, without regard to any quali-

fying considerations. The laity are constantly gauging

the worth of the Church by this false standard, and meas-

uring the relative value of her different doctrines by their

attractive power over the masses ; and the ministry itself

is falling into a line behind them. It is the old story of

" Like people, like priest," and the results are now every-

where visible in the history of those Christian Denomi-
nations which have adopted this principle.

They have let down the bars and broadened their doc-

trines to reach and satisfy as many souls as possible

;

they have sacrificed the truth of Christ and lowered their

standard of belief to attract the greatest number ; they

have vied with one another in their endeavor to popu-

larize Christianity and bring out its social side ; and the
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outcome of all tliis has been that, instead of spiritualiz-

ing the world, the world has secularized them. Their ef-

forts have served only to cheapen religion and take from

it the power that it formerly exerted over human hearts.

They have given a false impression to the multitudes,

that, with them, numbers are ever the first consideration

and the truth of the Gospel the second. They have laid

themselves open to the charge that the foremost aim in

each particular sect is to increase its own numbers by
proselyting from some other sect, if in no other way.

They have helped to propagate the growing suspicion,

already latent in thousands of hearts, that the waning

spiritual power of the religion of Christ needs to be thus

fortified by secularizing influences, and that the Church

herself does not really believe in the doctrine she

preaches. Every succeeding day this result is becoming

more manifest.

Disclaim, as such Christians will, the false interpreta-

tion thus put upon their motives ; explain how they may,

that their one crowning desire has been to bring all men
into the fold of Christ, they cannot now undo the evil

they themselves have done by putting human souls first

and Christ second.

The impression has gone abroad that the majority

rule, and that the religion of Christ must be changed

and adapted to the ever-changing conditions of the times,

or it will lose its hold upon the masses ; while the masses

themselves are so hardened and so impregnated by false

ideas of religion, that they are beyond the reach of any

ordinary spiritual influence. They see nothing but a

conventionalized form of godliness without any spiritual

power behind it. They cry that there is "more truth in

honest doubt than in half the creeds," and the average

man, who seldom or never looks above the social condi-

tions that surround him, accepting as truth the unreal
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estimate of his own worth which Christian believers

themselves, by their exaggerated efforts to make him " a

professing Christian," have created in his mind, compla-

cently folds his arms and holds aloof from all Christian

bodies, as though it w^ere an actual favor to God on his

part to join any one of them. And this is the result,

this is all that the Church has gained by trying to be
more merciful than her Master.

VAGUENESS IN LIFE AND DOCTRINE.

The Gospel of the Age has much to answer for here,

as its influence is seen operating in at least four direc-

tions, all destructive and hostile to positive Christianity.

These are as follows : Dislike of dogma, decay of Per-

sonal Eeligion, disregard of institutional Christianity, and
neglect of Common Worship.

(ft) Dislike of Dogma.

After men have grown accustomed to consider the re-

ligion of Christ, not as a fixed and unalterable revelation

from God to man, but as a spiritual evolution in which,

by a continuous upward movement man is seeking God,
the old foundations of the Christian faith are swept

away.

The process is a gradual one and, in the transition,

few realize the nature of those onward steps by which
the old faith is being supplanted by the new ; but all the

while the changes are taking place, under the name of

"broad and generous religious views," and as, by de-

grees, religious thought systematizes itself and becomes
used to looking at the religious problem from the new
stand-point, the cardinal doctrines of Christianity lie out-

side the range of its perspective and loom up as the

creations of a distorted vision.
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Everywhere about us we behold, in consequence, a

growing dislike of dogma, and the principal reason for

this dislike is jealousy of any interference with the chain

of inductive reasoning.

'As men are unwilling to accept anything as positive

which cannot be verified by this process, and as in the

supernatural side of Christianity no upward sequence

from effect to cause can be traced, certainty ends where

the supernatural begins, and the natural takes the place

of the supernatural along the whole line.

Dogma, men say, asserts the positive existence of spir-

itual facts which have not yet been tested by the induc-

tive method, therefore dogma must go. Speculation can

never take the place of positive proof. In the higher

region of Christian truth, consequently, uncertainty is

step by step croAvding out certainty, and thus, even the

sharp, clear-cut facts of the Apostles' Creed lose their

sharj)ness, are emptied of all their spiritual meaning,

and imperceptibly melt away before the eyes into pious

human speculations which may or may not be true.^

How far this trend of modern thought has already car-

ried us may be judged by the way in which Christians

are now discussing this subject. Says the Rev. S. D.

McConnell :
" From all that one can see, Christianity, in

some form, is likely to remain the religion of the enlight-

ened world. Christianity in some form ; but in what

form ? . . . It is clear, in the first place, that Chris-

tianity has already broken out of the bounds which have

long contained it. It has broken out of the old bounds

of doctrine ; out of the Church ; and will no longer sub-

mit to conventional ' experiences.'

The leadership of science and art is already almost en-

^ " We have not onl}^ given up burning men for their opinions, but

we have also given up thinking that there are any opinions worth burn-

ing or being burnt for."—Archbishop Magee of York.
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tirely in the hands of men who have broken with organ-

ized Christianity. They are the guides and pioneers in

political and social reforms. They are a large minority

—promising soon to be a majority—in the management

of charitable and reformatory institutions.

They are the professors in colleges, and the teachers

in normal schools. They are kind husbands, faithful

wives, good sons, daughters, and friends. What is their

relation to Christianity ?

The answer is : Tliey are Christians in fact ; but they

are loaiting for Christianity to jmss into a neio phase ivhich

tuill include them in form. . . . Facts, all pointing

in the same direction, might be multiplied indefinitely.

But to what do they point ? To this : Christianity has

passed through the phases of dogmatism, ecclesiasticism,

and experimentalism, and is now about to show itself in

the region of conduct."" ^

So again, in Tlie New World of December, 1893, Pro-

fessor Alfred Momerie, writing from London, says:

" There is then no creed, no single sentence of a creed,

which we are bound unhesitatingly to accept. Dogma-

tism would exact from us a submission to which it has

no right. It is therefore an impertinence. There is no

creed, no single sentence of a creed, which we ought not,

before accepting, very carefully to investigate. Dogma-

tism would dissuade us from our duty. It is therefore a

crime."

And in the same issue Mr. Eichard A. Armstrong

writes concerning the orthodoxy of the teachers in the

Andover Theological Seminary: "An American friend,

himself a distinguished exponent of the New Theology,

gives me to understand that the essay of the Andover

professors on the Divinity of Jesus Christ is intended to

1 The Next Step in Christianity. The New World, June, 1892, p.

281 ff.
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ward off from themselves and their Seminary the suspic-

ion of affording a favorable atmosphere for the propaga-

tion of the bacilli of Unitarianism. Shall I be forgiven if

I confess that almost the only differentiation which I can

discover between the enunciations of these excellent men
and a Unitarian confession lies in a certain gentle timid-

ity of expression and an inaptitude for the attachment of

clear and definite meanings to theological terms ? Trans-

late what they seem to mean into unambiguous English,

and it would appear to be a simple and devout Unitari-

anism. It is only by a large admixture of ' haze ' in their

atmosphere that their theology bears an orthodox sem-

blance or is likely to satisfy decriers of heres}^"

Again, Mr. J. G. Schurman, President of Cornell Uni-

versity, ssijs in this connection :
" The religion of creed

lays stress on belief in dogma as essential to salvation ; but

it rejoices in the use of symbols, and it assumes, though

not very consciously or explicitly, that a sound faith and

a correct ritual will issue in a pious, God-fearing life.

Now, in the final development of religion, it will be ex-

plicitly recognized that its primary and constitutive ele-

ment is neither cult nor creed, but what I may call the

soul's entire attitude toward the Invisible—an attitude

which in its highest attainment embraces the creature's

sense of dependence upon the Creator, the child's loving

and reverent trust in the Father, and the man's fellow-

ship with the Divine Companion who alone can satisfy

the boundless and immortal yearnings of the human

spirit." '

Another clergyman writes :
" There is an unmistakable

feeling abroad—one which cannot be blinked—that the

clergy are impostors, by teaching what they do not

believe, and by undertaking work which they do not per-

' The Future of Liberal Religion in America. The New World,

March, 1892.
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form. How many of the educated clergy believe in ' orig-

inal ' (that is, inherited) sin ? believe that ' in Adam's fall

we sinned all ? ' How many believe in everlasting pun-

ishment ? in predestination ? in total depravity ? in the

inerrancy of the Bible ? If our pulpit Avould frankly dis-

card these unbelievable dogmas, it would gain at once

that influence and power which honesty alone can com-

mand. . . . What is the doctrine of 'original sin'

but bald materialism ? " ^

Another, and a very prominent Episcopal clergyman

writes : "I believe, of course, in the article of the Creed

regarding the Second Coming of Christ, otherwise I could

not and would not repeat it, but I do not put a carnal

interpretation upon it. The essence of personality is, in

my judgement, spirit and not matter, and to affirm that

the Advent of our Lord, to be personal must be physical,

shows to what an extent even the Christian consciousness

is influenced by the materialistic temper of the age."

The very fact that Christian teachers can publicly and

privately utter such sentiments as these which we have

quoted reveals how completely our modern Christian so-

ciety is honey-combed with these new ideas, and how far

it has already insensibly fallen away from the Christian-

ity of the New Testament. AVhile the time-honoured

doctrines of Christianity, based upon the facts of Christ's

life are classed as speculations yet to be proved, and are

called "unsatisfactory and vague," ^ a diffused spirit of

Christ spreading itself over civilized society is looked

upon as the spiritual force that is to regenerate the

world.

On which side is the real vagueness ? On that of these

plain facts of Christ's life, and the dogmas based thereon,

' Rev. G-. Monroe Royce, in The Decline of the American Pulpit.

Forum, January, 1894.

- See Canon Fremantle's Bampton Lectures, pp. 289, 363, 366.

13
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or on the side of this modern gospel, whose evangel is that

Christ's disciples must be broad enough to spread the

mantle of Christianity over all the religions of the world,

to look upon the spiritual influence of Jesus as the only

thing certain in religion, and to consider every man born

of woman a member of the Church, and every father and

mother who faithfully obeys the parental instinct as a

fellow-Christian ?

If one asks where the line is to be drawn between

what is Christian and what is not Christian, or between

those Avho are and those who are not disciples of Christ,

such thinkers would be puzzled to answer. Indeed, no

satisfactory reply can be given, for nothing is fixed or

positive. Modern Christian thought is largely domi-

nated by the inductive method ; and this method, which

when applied to the physical world is so definite,

when it reaches out into the spiritual world has exactly

the opposite efi'ect ; it evaporates into sheer transcen-

dentalism and has nothing more tangible to present to us

than the " Over-soul " of Emerson. The doctrine of evo-

lution, when carried up to its highest point, fails, as we

said before, to reach a personal God, and the only relig-

ious alternative is Pantheism.^

' " In conceiving of God, the choice before a Pantheist lies between

alternatives from which no genius has as yet devised a real escape.

God, the Pantheist must assert, is literally everything ; God is the

whole material and spiritual universe ; He is humanity in all its mani-

festations ; He is by inclusion every moral and immoral agent ; and

every form and exaggeration of moral evil, no less than every variety

of moral excellence and beauty, is part of the all-pervading all-compre-

hending movement of His Universal life. If this revolting blasphemy

be declined, then the God of Pantheism must be the barest abstraction

of abstract being ; He must, as with the Alexandrian thinkers, be so

exaggerated an abstraction as to transcend existence itself ; He must be

conceived of as utterly unreal, lifeless, non-existent ; while the only

real beings are these finite and determinate forms of existence whereof
' nature ' is composed. This dilemma haunts all the historical trans-
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(h) Vagueness in Personal Religion.

Thus also is it with personal religion itself. If there

is any definite bulwark of character it is Christian prin-

formations of Pantheism, in Europe as in the East, to-daj as two thou-

sand years ago. . . , Does the Incarnation of God, as taught by the

Christian doctrine, expose Christian thought to this dilemma ? . . .

Now, not merely is there no ground for this apprehension ; but the

Christian doctrine of an Incarnate God is our most solid protection

against the inroads of pantheistic error.

" The strength of pantheistic systems lies in that craving both of the

intellect and of the heart for union with the Absolute Being, which is

the most legitimate and the noblest instinct of our nature. This crav-

ing is satisfied by the Christian's union with the Incarnate Son. . . .

Against the dogma of an Incarnate God . . . the waves of panthe-

istic thought may surge and lash themselves and break in vain. For

the Incarnation presupposes that master truth which Pantheism most

passionately denies. It presupposes the truth that between the finite

and the Infinite, between the -Creator and the Cosmos, between God and

man, there is of necessity a measureless abyss, . . . The Christian

creed spans this gulf ... by proclaiming that the Everlasting

Son has taken our nature upon Him. In His Person a Created Nature

is joined to the Uncreated, by a union which is forever indissoluble.

But what is that truth which underlies this transcendent mystery ?

What sustains it, what even enhances it, what forbids it to melt away

in our thought into a chaotic confusion out of which neither the Di-

vine nor the Human could struggle forth into the light for distinct

recognition ? It is, I reply, the truth that the Natures thus united in

the Person of Jesus are radically, by their essence, and forever, distinct.

It is by reason of this ineffaceable distinctness that the union of the

Godhead and Manhood in Jesus is such an object of wondering and

thankful contemplation to Christians. . . . Christian intellect, so

long as it is Christian, can never be betrayed into the admission that

God is the universe ; Christian faith can never be reduced to the ex-

tremity of choosing between a denial of moral distinctions and an as-

sertion that God is the parent of all immoral action, or to the desperate

endeavour to escape this alternative by volatilizing God into non-exist-

ence. And yet Christian love . . . cannot for one moment doubt

that it enfolds and possesses and is united to its Divine Object. But

this intellectual safeguard and this moral satisfaction alike vanish, if

the real Deity of Jesus be denied or obscured ; since it is the Deity of
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ciple, but it is customary in these days to speak of

Christian principle as " sentiment," and we often hear

even those who profess to be followers of Christ using

this term : by which men mean that they do not acknowl-

edge any kind of obligation to live a Christian life or do

a distinctively Christian act, but simply choose it as a

matter of preference.

Few pause to analyze their own motives in assuming

such an attitude, or probe the real reason why they are

so reluctant to confess themselves in conscience bound

to obey Christ ; but, at the bottom, can be traced the

same pantheistic tendencies. There is a grooving dispo-

sition to hold that man owes no gratitude, no confession

of sin, no spiritual obligation to a personal God, he is

simply to be loyal to the highest, purest, dictates of his

own nature, without acknowledging any higher author-

ity than this in the practical conduct of life. Would any

educated Pantheist express different views ?

" In its later forms Pantheism is, speaking historically,

a reaction from and a protest against the older Rational-

istic Deism. It often represents a noble plea that God
shall not be banished by modern thought from all real

contact with humanity ; nay, it would fain essay to do in

its way what the Divine Incarnation has actually done
;

it would make men partakers of the Divine Nature.

And this, its religious aim, is beyond question a main

secret of its power." ^

Few, as yet, would, indeed, go so far as those disciples

of Ethical Culture who preach that there is no place in

the religious life for prayer or gratitude to an unknow-

our truly human Lord whicli satisfies the Christian heart, while it pro-

tects the Christian intellect against fatal aberrations."— Liddon's Bamp-
ton Lectures, pp. 448 ff. Our Lord's Divinity as Safeguard against

Pantheism.

^ Liddon, in Some Elements of Religion, p. 62.
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able deity who is as far as possible removed from human
thought, and who never interferes with the settled order

of nature ; but many are travelling the high road toward

that goal, and the number of those who in actual prac-

tice if not in creed, proclaim the same thing, who disbe-

lieve in answered prayer, who look suspiciously upon the

very word " Providence," and over whose life the thought

of a personal God exercises no perceptible influence, is

ever increasing.

The real reason why the Church is losing her hold

upon so many in this generation is not a want of charity

or Christian activity, for she has never been more zeal-

ous in her efforts to reach the masses than she is to-day,

but it is because men are antagonized by the Church's

persistent effort to bring them to a Personal God, and by
those definite features of Christianity, positive doctrine,

sacramental grace, public worship, and personal sanctifi-

cation through Christ, which she keeps emphasizing.

Inductive thought can never assimilate these elements of

Christ's religion with its own method, and, therefore, it

is alienated from the Church.

And when we hear Christian writers like Canon Fre-

mantle and Professor Drummond ("who is nothing if

not an earnest Christian Missionary ") holding up the

vision of a City without a Church ^ as the triumphant con-

summation toward which the evolution of Christianity is

moving, we have another illustration how strongly even

Christian leaders themselves are being carried away by
the surging current of modern opinion.

(c) Dislike of the Outward Forms of Christianity.

Here again we behold the same influences at work in the

present reaction against all kinds of Christian observance.

' Drummond's City Without a Church, Fremantle's Bamptou Lect-

ures, pp. 322, 336.
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" Institutional Christianitj " as it is called, does not

commend itself to the popular mind. The whole sacra-

mental system of the Church is looked upon as a cum-
brous and useless system of rites and ceremonies, in-

vented and kept alive by a priestly caste, whose interest

it is to perpetuate their power by binding men with

these spiritual obligations.

And so much of a ruling thought has this become,

even among many Christian men, that whenever a Chris-

tian minister is heard urging the importance of a sacra-

ment, they secretly discount what they hold to be his

jyersonal bias. They have no consciousness of any au-

thority above that of a priestly caste ; and the Gospel

statement that these sacraments were expressly ordained

by Jesus Christ Himself to be observed in remembrance

of Him is forgotten. Even the authority of Christ's own
words is not enough to make men alter their explanation

of the human origin of the sacraments, because there is

another authority, adverse to Christ's teachings, which

claims their allegiance and biases them against belief in

all spiritual channels of communication between God and

man. The sacramental system of the Church is founded

upon the idea of a Personal God, and his spiritual union

with man through the risen and ascended Christ. The

sacraments cement this bond of union. They are the

covenants of grace between Christ and heaven and each

individual soul. And, therefore, when the conscious-

ness of a Personal God is obliterated, these sacraments,

of course, are regarded as meaningless rites and cere-

monies. Spiritual communion T\dth God, it is held, is

bound down and conditioned b}^ no such fetters as insti-

tutional Christianity imposes upon the conscience. It is

free as the air we breathe. Again the indefinite is here

found crowding out the definite.
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(d) Neglect of Common Worship.

Once more, witness the way in which the whole ques-

tion of worship is treated nowadays. In past times this

was one of the most prominent features of the personal

religious life of Christian believers. From the days

when the early Christian martyrs and confessors met

together in the catacombs to praise God, when even

the Koman writer, Pliny, describes these gatherings be-

fore daylight as one of the distinctive marks of the

Christian religion, down to the times when the Puritans

of New England erected their house of worship in the

backwoods, almost as soon as they built their log-cabin

dwellings, the instinct of worship was dominant. It

was a necessity of their religious life, and a voice within

them demanded expression. But, to-day, all this is

changed, and public worship is popularly looked upon

as a phase of the religious life which is fast passing

away with the ecclesiasticism in which, according to

the common supposition, it originated. Multitudes

point to the religious conditions of the times—to our

half-filled churches on Sundays and to the small num-

ber of men who are present, in comparison with the

women and childi-en—as a proof of the truth of their as-

sertion. On all sides we hear the opinion expressed

that busy men have something better to do, and higher

and nobler ways of serving God, than wasting their time

by attending a round of religious services ; and that

even in their hours of leisure they are more profited by

taking down from their library shelves some religious

work by a great author, than by listening to the trite

exhortations of a commonplace Christian preacher about

repentance and conversion.

They say that the ordinary pulpit themes have ceased

to interest them, and that the feeling of irritation and
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impatience evoked within tliem while they sit in church

on Sundays, Avhen their sole motive in coming is to pay

respect to a useless and obsolescent custom, only antag-

onizes them against all religion, and that, therefore, it is

better for them to stay away. Then some newspaper

reporter goes about, counts the attendants at each

church on a Sunday morning, and estimates the whole

value of the service by the numbers of men, women, and

children who are present.

No one detects the real meaning of all this. Men
have eyes, but they see not ; ears, but they hear not,

neither do they understand. They are so absorbed in

gazing upon this whole subject from a utilitarian stand-

point, gauging the value of public worship by its power

to interest a lukewarm audience, and measuring its

worth by the size of the congregation, that they fail to

see the real influence at work beneath the surface. The
one reason why our churches are empty and why wor-

ship is thus looked upon as an obsolescent custom^ is

that men have lost the consciousness of the Presence of

God. The last presence thought of when men and

women look about them in the church and listen to the

words of praise and prayer, is the silent Presence of

Him who has promised to be wherever two or three are

gathered together in His Name. A7id His Presence is

not felt, because the consciousness of the Personality of

God is fast disappearingfrom our modern life. If God's

Personahty were intensely realized, then worship would

be no perfunctory duty. As in the days of yore, it

would be a necessity of the spiritual life. Prayer and

praise would become " the Christian's vital breath, the

Christian's native air."

'
' More things are wrought by prayer

Than this world dreams of. Wherefore let thy voice

Bise like a fountain for me night and day

;
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For what are men better than sheep or goats,

That nourish a blind life within the brain,

If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer

Both for themselves and those who call them friend !

For so the whole round world is every way
Bound by gold chains about the feet of God."

The devout believer, who is accustomed to come to

God as a Living Person, is impelled by a spiritual draw-

ing he cannot resist, not only to pray without ceasing,

but to join as a member of the Communion of Saints in

social worship with his brethren. And if the impulsion

of that force is not felt, it is a sure indication that pan-

theistic tendencies are eliminating the consciousness of

a Personal God, and substituting the indefinite for the

definite.

DISINGENUOUSNESS OF THIS MODERN GOSPEL.

We come now to the effects of the Gospel of the Age
upon the moral life of believers. They are most serious

in their nature. No earnest-minded Christian can help

being startled when he faces them. This Gospel has not

the clear, true ring of sincerity.

It is the boast of this age that it is nothing if not

truthful. It is claimed that the inductive method has

been a great moral influence in teaching men the value

of facts, in educating them to observe accurately, and in

giving them a wholesome dislike for overstatement and

want of precision.

All this we cheerfully grant. It is a recognized fact

that the men of this age have a deeper reverence for

truthfulness than the men of the past.

But when we apply this same method of scientific in-

duction to Christianity we behold, once more, exactly

the opposite result. As that Avhich was so definite in
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the natural becomes indefinite in the spiritual world, so

in the same transition its truthfulness becomes untruth-

fulness.

And that untruthfulness arises in this way : The facts of

Christianity, as we have already said, present an insu-

perable obstacle to those who deny their supernatural

character. In dealing with them we must either acknowl-

edge them boldly, or else deny them outright. The
only outcome of the effort to explain them and make
them square with inductive thought, is to explain them

away. Now there are many, at the present day, who
do not wish to part companj^ with the Christian re-

ligion. They recognize its historic continuity and the

connecting links between Christianity and civilization.

They see the lasting debt that the latter owes to the

former. They feel the elevating influences of Christ's re-

ligion in promoting a high ethical standard, and inspir-

ing a life of self-sacrifice and pure devotion to God.

They feel its irresistible apj)eal to all that is pui-e and

God-like within them, and are frank to confess that the

greatest reformers of the past, and the long line of those

men of whom the world was not worthy, were men who
lived by faith in the supernatural revelation of God.

But there, on the other side, stands the pitiless, inex-

orable logic of the inductive method, which is carrying

the world onward without any regard to the Christian

religion.

Neither can they part company with this, for it ap-

peals to their strongest intellectual convictions. The
ouly alternative is to reconcile the two, by adapting

Christianity to modern scientific methods.

Many earnest Christian writers are now engaged upon

this work, and the outcome is very plausible. No one can

read, for example, such a book as Dr. Lyman Abbott's

" Evolution of Christianity " without feeling the influence
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of that Christian spirit Avhich breathes on every page.

No one can question the loyalty to Christ which inspires

the author. Thus also is it with other writers whose

works are now being widely read. The Christianity

they teach bears so close a resemblance to the Chris-

tianity of the Gospels that it seems to be, in very truth,

what Dr. Abbott himself calls it, the old faith under

new forms, " which are more rational and more con-

sistent with modern methods of thought." " The New
Theology," we are told, " does not tend toward unfaith :

"

it is, on the contrary, " an endeavour to maintain faith

by expressing it in terms which are more intelligible

and credible." Yet, when we discover that many fol-

lowers of this new Theology regard the doctrine of

the Trinity as one of these old forms that needs to be

recast ; that they cannot repeat the Apostles' Creed

without many mental reservations ; that some can go no

further than to say Christ was born " of the so-called

Virgin Mary ;

" that others do not regard His physical

resurrection from the dead as a necessary article of faith
;

that others still await more light regarding His ascension

into heaven ; that they have no settled conviction about

His coming again to judge the quick and dead ; that they

have grave doubts whether the prophecy of the Judge-

ment Day is not, after all, an oriental metaphor, describ-

ing events that are all the while taking place ; and that

belief in the Holy Ghost, as the Third Person of the

Trinity, has no place whatever in their New Theology, it

looks very much as though this theology were a mere ne-

gation, which, under the mask of Christianity, is denying

the principal and essential facts of Christianity.

We speak in no want of charity for those who are its

adherents, but out of deep conviction regarding that

which the Church has always held to be the truth of the

Gospel.
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AYe ask whether it is a true position, to use the lan-

guage of Christianity while denying these primal facts ?

and whether the Gospel of the Age, if it forces men into

that position, does not lead to disingenuousness ?

It shows a perilous tendency when people come to be-

lieve that it is unnecessary for them to hold any belief posi-

tively, and it is no marvel that they who have such views

about faith—the most sacred power of the human soul

—

by and by lose their capacity for believing. No other

tendency is more destructive to force of character, purity

of motive, or real depth of religious conviction than

this. One cannot with impunity play fast and loose

with the highest of all truth. Every error about God,

or Christ, Who reveals God, warps the powers of the

soul.

It is one of the gravest signs of the times that Chris-

tian men are thus losing their positiveness of belief re-

garding Him who is the Way the Truth and the Life,

and learning to hesitate more and more before they com-

mit themselves to a fixed and definite belief in the su-

pernatural facts of His life. This is not accuracy of

thought, it is looseness of thought ; and it seems as

though, at the bottom, its purpose is to evade the issue

between Christianity and modem ideas. We can already

see the result of its immoral tendency, and how its in-

fluence is percolating down through all classes of men
and women, by the way in which several modern societies

which call themselves Christians and profess to have a

Christian bond of union, are now receiving Jews, Theo-

sophists and Agnostics, as their members. The only way

in which they can thus swell their numbers is by elimi-

nating everything from their creed but the belief in Jesus

Christ as a di\inely inspired Man, and receiving as

" Christians " those who wiU sign their constitution on

these terms. Is this a bona fide bond of union? Even
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John Stuart Mill himself could join a society like that !

^

So could Cerinthus and Marcion and Mahomet.
' " About the life and sayings of Jesus there is a stamp of personal

originality combined with profundity of insight, which, if we abandon

the idle expectation of finding scientific precision where something very

different was aimed at, mast place the prophet of Nazareth, even in the

estimation of those who have no belief in his inspiration, in the very

first rank of the men of sublime genius of whom our species can boast.

When this pre-eminent genius is combined with the qualities of proba-

bly the greatest moral reformer and martyr to that mission who ever

existed upon earth, religion cannot be said to have made a bad choice

in pitching on this man as the ideal representative and guide of human-

ity ; nor even now would it be easy, even for an unbeliever, to find a

better translation of the rule of virtue from the abstract into the con-

crete, than to endeavor so to live that Christ would approve our life.

" When to this we add that, to the conception of the rational sceptic,

it remains a possibility that Christ actually was what lie supposed him-

self to be—not God, for he never made the smallest pretension to that

character, and would probably have thought such a pretension as blas-

phemous as it seemed to the men who condemned him—but a man
charged with a special, express, and unique commission from God to lead

mankind to truth and virtue ; we may well conclude that the influ-

ences of religion on the character which will remain after rational crit-

icism has done its utmost against the evidences of religion, are all worth

preserving, and that what they lack in direct strength as compared with

those of a firmer belief, is more than compensated by the greater truth

and rectitude of the morality they sanction.

" Impressions such as these, though not in themselves amounting to

what can properly be called a religion, seem to me excellently fitted to

aid and fortify that real, though purely human, religion, which some-

times calls itself the Religion of Humanity, and sometimes that of Duty.

To the other inducements for cultivating a religious devotion to the

welfare of our fellow-creatures as an obligatory limit to every selfish aim,

and an end for the direct promotion of which no sacrifice can be too

great, it superadds the feeling that in making this the rule of our life,

we may be co-operating with the unseen being to whom we owe all that

is enjoyable in life. One elevated feeling this form of religious life ad-

mits of, which is not open to those who believe in tlie omnipotence of

the good principle in the universe, the feeling of helping God—of re-

quiting the good he has given by a voluntary co-operation which he, not

being omnipotent, really needs, and by which a somewhat nearer ap-

proach may be made to the fulfilment of his purposes."

—

Three Essays

on Religion, John Stuart Mill, pp. 254, 255, 256.
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Imagine how St. John and St. Panl, St. Atlianasius, St.

Augustine and St. Chrysostom, Luther and Cranmer, and

the long line of martyrs who, in eighteen hundred years,

have shed their blood for Christ, would speak out were

they brought face to face with this kind of Christianity.

Times may have changed, indeed, since St. Paul and St.

John and those early martyrs lived, and the " evolution

of Christianity " may make things right which to them
seemed wrong, but one thing remains the same, honesty

is still honesty. And this double-mindedness is fast

bearing its own fruit in a growing spirit of untruth.

Witness the way in which an attitude antagonistic to

Christianity is respected. The reverence formerly ac-

corded to the life of faith is now transferred to the life of

doubt. The doubter is the hero even of the poi3ular

novel, and challenges enthusiasm as the bold thinker

who is not afraid to stand alone, even though the Avhole

Christian world is against him ; when, as a matter of

fact, he is supported by the secret consciousness that he

is in the majority, with the world on his side. Indeed

the " heretic " and the '' orthodox Christian " have

changed places. Formerly the heretic was biu'nt at the

stake while the orthodox escaped. Now, it is the latter

who bears the stigma, while the former wears the halo.

It requires far more courage and moral force, in these

days, to stand out as a " narrow-minded " orthodox be-

liever than to be called a "broad-minded heretic," yet the

latter, in the popular estimation, is the lion-hearted mar-

tyr to his opinions. Is this the spirit of truth ? We are

reluctant to adduce this kind of illustration. We do not

bring it forward to fortify our position, but simply to

show, by an example from common, every-day life, how
men are unconsciously fascinated by untruthfulness. And
if this be called the argumentum ad hominem, we reply

that it is only applying to the men of the present day
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those principles of the higher criticism that critics are

wont to ajDply to the men of Bible times.

The argumentum ad Jiominem, in these last times, is

taking its place as one of the most searching tests of

truthfulness, if not of truth itself, and this is in accord-

ance with Christ's OAvn words regarding false prophets

:

"By their fruits ye shall know them."

THE FUTURE CONFLICT OF THE CHURCH.

The lesson to be learned from all these facts is one to

be pondered earnestly, deeply, prayerfully, by every de-

vout Christian mind. The outlook, of course, is bright.

Christ is conquering the world, but not in the way that

men think. The glow on the horizon of the future is not

that kind of brightness w^hich the Gospel of the Age so

enthusiastically depicts ; on the contrary, it needs no

prophet's eye to foresee that the Church of Christ has a

conflict before her as great as, if not greater than, any in

her past history. For this same Gospel of the Age is

destined to be the hardest and most relentless of all task-

masters in its dictates as to how much we must believe

and how much we must ignore of the teachings of Christ,

not only on their sociological but also on their theological

side. And the " Progress of Civilization " is becoming a

cry as imperious and as tyrannical as any which the

world has yet heard.

The progress of civilization has shown how much real

intrinsic good there is in the religions of Baal and Osi-

ris, of Buddha and Mahomet; the progress of civiliza-

tion demands that Christianity shall give place to these

various religions, so far as they deserve recognition. The
progress of civilization demands the abolition of all

creeds that fetter the freedom of human thought, and
proclaims that the ultimate test of Christianity, as of all
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other religions, will be by tlie analysis of human expe-

rience through the methods of modern thought. The
progress of civilization demands the unification of the

human race. The progress of civilization demands that

no man shall be called a pagan or heathen, whatever his

religious beliefs, who will helj) to civilize the world.

The progress of civilization demands that nothing shall

interfere with the growing bonds of union formed be-

tween nations for the purpose of enlarging their mutual

commercial and business interests.

The progress of civilization demands that everything

which conduces to the building up of the commonwealth

and increasing its resources is to be welcomed, while

everything which cannot be thus utilized is to be dis-

carded.

Christ's disciples have not, as yet, felt called upon to

draw together and present a united front in the way of

this so-called progress of civilization, or to oppose as

wrong what civilization encourages as right ; but if that

day ever does come, it will witness as autocratic and

relentless, though of course not as cruel and bloody, a

proscription of Christ's followers as that decreed by the

imperious Eoman Ejupire itself in the days of yore.
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WHAT IS THE CREED ?

" God be thanked that ... ye became obedient from the
heart to that form op teaching whereunto ye were deliv-

ERED."—Rom. vi. 17, R. V.
'' * To loliich we ham heen delivered ; ' it is a most startling phrase ; yet

this is literally what St. Paul says_when he speaks of the Christian

Creed. He does not write, ' Ye obeyed from the heart that form of doc-

trine which was delivered you '—that is but a small part of the truth

—but ' that form of doctrine whereunto ye were delivered.' The phrase

is as startling as it is openly true. Our Creed, whatever it really is, is

our sovereign master, or rather our inspiring power. It calls out our

energies. It directs their application. It exacts our service. We can

have no escape from its dominion, no rest from its influence. ' We are

delivered to it :
' perhaps as the unconscious victims of a degrading

thraldom, perhaps as the eager servants of that which we have gladly

recognized to be a Divine Will."—The Historic Faith, by Bishop

Westcott, p. 27.

Thou, Kyng of glorye, Crist,

Thou art the endeles Sone of the Fader,

Thou wert nojt skoymes to take the maydenes wombe for to deliver

mankynde.

Whanne Thou haddest overcome the Scharpnesse of deth, Thou

Opendest the Kyngedomes of heueus to hem that byleueden in

The.

Thou sittest on Goddes ritht Syde into the glorie of the Fader.

Therefore we byseche The, help thy Servaunts that thou has boujht

with thy precious blode

Make hem to be rewarded with thy Seyntes in endeles blisse.

In The, Lord, I haue hoped : latte me no?t be schent, withouten end.

— T7ie Prymer Version of the Te Deum,

Appendix^ MaskelVs Monumenta Ritualia.



CHAPTEK VIII

THE SELF-EEVELATION OF GOD IN EELATION TO
FAITH

SYNOPSIS

I. The Wai/ of God is the way of Faith, Hope, and Love. It is the

only Way to Eternal Life and Knowledge, because Christianity

is the only Religion in which God seeks Man.

II. This Revelation is not against reason, but above and beyond

reason : hence faith must precede knowledge. This is not

irrational. By the constitution of human nature men are

obliged to have faith in the Existence of Self, the World, and

God.

III. Such Instinctive Faith in God is the natural Witness of our

Sonship. All the Religions of the World grow out of Hu-
manity's search for a Father in Heaven, and Christianity re-

veals that Father.

IV. Christianity is, therefore, a Revelation of God's own Per-

sonality. This is the central truth of the Bible. Personality

must reveal Itself, if revealed at all, and this Personal Revela-

tion must be accepted by Faith, if accepted at all.

V. Such a Revelation to Faith discloses an antithesis. Not be-

tween Faith and Reason, but between Faith and Doubt. This

antithesis is a necessary one. The Bias for or against Revela-

tion is a matter of the Will, therefore the responsibility is our

own ; and he that believeth not is condemned already.

VI. Uncertainty comes from belief in Self, or the World, rather

than God. Certainty results from belief in God rather than in

Self or the World.

VII. The Certainty of Faith brings Spiritual Knowledge, for God
is a Spirit and a Person. Personal knowledge is the highest

kind of knowledge. Through Christ we do not learn about

God, but we know God himself : we know God and God knows

us. This is Life Eternal.
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VIII. In comparison with this knowledge all physical and philo-

sophical proofs are of secondary importance. For this reason

such evidences of Christianity are instinctively and universally

felt to be unsatisfactory.

IX. Christianity, as the Self-revelation of God, is Complete, Ab-

solute, and Final. Therefore the Final Facts of the Sj)iritual

World are open to the Christian.

In passing from a Creedless Gospel to the Gospel Creed

the whole atmosphere of thought changes at once. It is

like the awakening from dreams to realities. Like the

transition from the " Everlasting No " to the "Yea and

Amen ;
" from uncertainties to certainty, from darkness

to light, from night to day.

In vivid contrast to the dark shadows and gathering

storm-clouds of the last chapter, the mists now rise and

disclose a vision of sunshine and peace. The gloom is

gone and we behold the same earthly scene radiant in

the Ught of the Smi of Righteousness and transfigured

into the Kingdom of God and His Christ.

The pathway of faith which we have now begun to

tread, is a sui'e pathway to heaven itself. On every step

of the road we see before us the footprints of that Son

of God Who humbled Himself to be born of a virgin, and

overcame the sharpness of death ; Who, now, sitting on

the right hand of God, in the glory of the Father, has

opened the Kingdom of Heaven to all believers.

That pathway has its difficulties, but through His

Power every stumbling-block becomes a stepping-stone.

All He asks of us is to trust Him more than we trust our-

selves. " All things," He tells us, " are possible to Him
that believeth

;

" and if we surrender ourselves up to His

guidance, with the sublime courage of faith, then present

faith will lead us on, step by step, to that knowledge of

God, and of His Son Jesus Christ, which is life eternal.^

' 1 St, John xvii. 3.
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The earliest name for Christianity was "The Way." '

It was a simple word, coined in pentecostal days by sim-

ple-hearted, earnest, childlike men, who felt that Christ,

and Christ only, had the Words of Life. Yet it may be

doubted if any subsequent name for Christ's religion

is so full of Hfe, so comprehensive of all truth, and so

universal in meeting the needs of all mankind. For

Christ Himself is the Way, the Truth, and the Life ; and

while Christ's Gospel of Salvation is so plain and homely

that the most ignorant can comprehend its meaning, and

the wayfaring men, though fools, shall not err therein, it

is, at the same time, so far-reaching in its truth that it

not only solves all the problems of existence, which the

philosophers of ages have pondered, but shows us the

heavenly horizons beyond; and a future day, when, in

the dispensation of the fulness of times, God will gather

together in One all things in Christ.

It is our purpose in the second part of this book to

indicate some of the ways in which the supernatural facts

of Christ's life, rehearsed in the Creed, meet those great

problems of the ages, and as the Creed takes its name
from its first word, " Credo—I believe,'' the question that

greets us upon the very threshold of our subject is the

reason why the Gospel of Christ makes such an impera-

tive demand upon our faith. The answer to that question

is of crucial importance, determining all that comes after.

GOD SEEKING MAN.

We have heretofore been considering the ways in

which man seeks God. The distinctive mark of Chris-

tianity is that it begins at the other end and stands as a

religion in which God seeks man. It is not an evolution

in which man gTadually discovers God by studying nat-

' Acts ix. 2, xix. 9, 23, xxii. 4, xxiv, 14.
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ui-e from without and his own self-consciousness from

Avithin. It is a revelation of truths about God which are

not to be found either in nature or human nature ; truths

that humanity would never have known, either in the

past or the future, if God had not directly communicated

them to man.

God's revelation of Himself is transcendental, and not

empirical ; and by transcendental we mean that it tran-

scends all human experience ;
^ that it transcends in its

origin, both a priori and a i^osteriori methods of think-

ing, that it transcends, in fact, all the categories of

thought. We mean that coming thus from an outside

world, and being a communication from an infinite to a

finite being, it must be received by faith if it be received

at all.

This revelation does not conflict with reason because

it is transcendental. It transcends reason because it is

more than reason and above reason. Philosophy itself

has proved how reasonable it is, and yet, after men like

Kant and Hegel had completed their remarkable work,

and showed from the constitution of nature and human
nature the need of just such a Revelation, the Revelation

of God itself remains as transcendental as ever, refusing

to be imprisoned in any human moulds. All human ef-

forts thus to confine it are the story, told over again, of

St. Augustine's vision of a little child upon the seashore,

'"Reason enables man to recognize God when He makes Himself

known ; to receive a revelation from Him in virtue of His affinity to

the Divine Word ; but it does not enable the creature to derive from

within the knowledge for which it longs."

"Human nature is not in itself competent in any way to seek God

and find Him without the help of Him who is sought ; nay, of Him who

i?, found by those who confess, after they have done all in their power,

that they yet have need of Him.

"

"Philosophy seeks for the truth, and the nature of things ; and this

is the truth of which the Lord said. ' lam the Truth.'' "—Origen, quoted

by Bishop Westcott, Religious Thought in the West, p. 240.
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striving to pour the vast ocean into the hole he has

scooped in the sand. Yet reason has its function in

receiving the truths of revelation.

" Whatever we know certainly of the being of God
must be known by God's disclosure of Himself. We
cannot, by searching, find out God. On the other hand,

if men are made in God's image, if man's reason repre-

sents the divine reason, we must expect that even mys-

teries will be rational. . . . The right claim for rea-

son in respect to mysteries seems to me to be admirably

expressed in the follomng proposition of Herman Lotze :

' If reason,' he says, ' is not of itself capable of finding

the highest truth ; but on the contrary stands in need of

a revelation, still, reason must be able to understand the

revealed truth at least so far as to recognize in it the

satisfying and convincing conclusion of those upward

soaring trains of thought which reason itself began, led

by its own needs, but was not able to bring to an end.' "
^

THE NECESSITY OF FAITH.

Here, therefore, reason must be supplemented, or

rather led, by faith, and when we reflect a moment we

shall see that this is not only a perfectly reasonable faith,

but that there is no way of evading the demand for faith.

For faith is absolutely necessary as a primary condition

of existence, both in the man who depends upon his rea-

son and the man who depends upon God. Without faith

in something we either commit moral and intellectual sui-

cide, or reach the condition of complete paralysis of all

our faculties. Certainty comes to us through contact

with the outer world, and the contrast between that which

is self and that which is not self.

None of us can say :
" / am, or I am an independent

' Canon Gore's Bampton Lectures, p. 145.
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being, whether outside things exist or not," for no man
can prove his own existence. Men take their own exist-

ence for granted in all that they say or do. They have

faith without knowing that they have faith. And when

they are asked why they have this faith they are thrown

back upon themselves, in distress, and can only answer,

" Because I am obliged thus to believe in my own exist-

ence and in that of the outside world."

"In this matter the belief in God stands uj)on the

same level with the belief in objective reality. Both

have been explained away by philosophers. Neither can

be proved but by a circular argument. Both persist in

the consciousness of mankind. Both have been purified

and rationalized by the growth of knowledge. But the

moment reason attempts to start without assumptions,

and claims exclusive sovereignty over the man, paralysis

of thought results. There have been philosophers before

now who professed to begin at the beginning, and ac-

cept nothing until it was proved, and the result was a

pure Pyrrhonism. They could not prove the existence

of an external world. . . . There were people in

John Locke's day who professed to doubt their own ex-

istence. And he was content to answer them according

to their folly. ' If any one,' he says, ' pretends to be so

skeptical as to deny his own existence (for really to doubt

it is manifestly impossible) let him, for me, enjoy his

beloved happiness of being nothing, until hunger or some

other pain convinces him of the contrary.' " ^

The same instinct of faith which impels us to believe

in the existence of self and the outer world impels us to

believe in the existence of God. But here a difficulty

arises. Dependence upon an unseen God brings up to

the surface the faith that we unconsciously use in the

common things of every-day life, and at once we become

^ Canon Aubrey Moore, in Lux Mundi, pp. 105, 106.
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conscious of a trutli which heretofore has been unde-

tected. When we place confidence in outside things or

in the word of our fellow-man, it is an involuntary act of

trust, whereas when we transfer that confidence to the

Word of God, we recognize the presence of faith, and, at

once, begin analyzing that which will not bear analysis.

For faith has its roots in the depths of our being. No
attempt to view it separate from ourselves, and hold it

up before our eyes as something that we can rationalize

about has ever succeeded, for it cannot thus be separated.

Faith is a pai*t of ourselves ; nay, it is ourselves. The

moment we become conscious of it, it loses part of its

reality, for the very attempt to analyze it betokens the

presence of a doubt, which subtracts just so much from

it.

THE NATURALNESS OF FAITH.

All this is very strikingly seen in the contrast between

the faith of a little child and the faith of a gTOwn man
;

and, also, between the promptness of New Testament

believers and the hesitation of Nineteenth-Centuiy be-

lievers, in accepting Kevelation. The latter are self-

conscious, they pause to analyze their faith before listen-

ing to Kevelation, and the more this self-consciousness

grows within them, the more it blots out the conscious-

ness of God.

This analysis of faith is a side issue, which, after all is

said and done, belongs to philosophy rather than to prac-

tical life. We grant that there is a difliculty, but it is

only because, as we have already said, Kevelation brings

out in us the consciousness of a human condition of de-

pendence of which we are generally unconscious, or only

partly conscious. The same difiiculty exists, without

our realizing it, in all that we say or do in this life. If

we should pause to analyze our faith in common things
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as we do our faith in God—to question, for example, our

belief that the world is round, or our confidence in the

engineer of the railway train on which we are travelling,

or in the architects and builders of the houses in which

we live, or in the market-men who supply us with un-

poisoned food, or in the apothecary who sells us drugs,

and so on, all life would come to a standstill.

In j)ractical life, after using all reasonable precautions,

we are obliged to take the risk of trusting the words and

actions of our fellow-men, who, every day, hold our lives

in their hands, without stopping every moment to ana-

lyze the why and wherefore of our faith. In practical

life we cut the Gordian knot of such questionings, at

once, with the sword of common-sense, saying to our-

selves that whether we will or not, we have got to have

this faith, if we are to do our work in the world ; and

that we have no time for useless philosophical specula-

tions which will amount to nothing in the end.

Christianity has also to do with practical life. It is a

religion which concerns not merely philosophers and

metaphysicians, but all sorts and conditions of men,

high and low, educated and ignorant. If its primal doc-

trine is true that God is the Father of every man, then

every man, educated and uneducated, ought to have in

himself the capacity of recognizing his Father ; otherwise

God is a respecter of persons, and consequently unjust.

Christianity only asks us, after having exercised the same

reasonable precautions and common-sense that we put

forth in the ordinary affairs of life, to give a different

direction to our faith and to trust the word of God our

Father, more than we trust the words of our fellow-men.

FAITH THE WITNESS OF SONSHIP.

And the proof that this is no unreasonable demand
upon our faith is that there is a voice within us uprising
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to respond to the Father's voice without, and witnessing

that we are His children.

" We stand, by the necessities of our existence, in the

relationship of sons to a Father, who has poured out

into us, and still pours, the vigour of His own hfe. This

is the one basis of all faith. Unless this relationship

actually exists there could be no faith ; if it exists, then

faith is its essential corollary ; it is bound to appear.

Our faith is simply the witness to this inner bond of be-

ing. That bond, which is the secret of our entire exist-

ence, accounting for all that we are, or do, or feel, or

think, or say, must become capable of recognition by a

being that is, in any sense, free, intelligent, conscious

;

and this recognition by us, of the source from whence
we derive, is what we mean by faith.

" Faith is the sense in us that we are Another's creat-

ure, Another's making. Even as we not only feel, but

feel that we feel ; not only think, but know that we
think ; not only choose, but determine to choose ; so,

below and within all our willing, and thinking, and feel-

ing, we are conscious of Another, whose mind and will

alone make possible both the feeling that we feel, and
also the capacity to feel it ; both the thought that we
think, and also the capacity to know it ; both the will

that we put forth, as well as the power to determine it.

" Every act, every desire, every motive of ours, is de-

pendent on the source out of sight : we hang on An-
other's will ; we are ahve in Another's life. All our life

is a discovery, a disclosure of this secret. We find it

out only by living. As we put out powers that seem to

be our own, still, even in and by the very act of putting

them out, we reveal them to be not our own ; we dis-

cover that we are always drawing on unseen resources.

We are sons ; that is the root-law of our entire self.

And faith is the active instinct of that inner sonship ; it
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is the point at wliicli tliat essential sonsliip emerges into

consciousness ; it is the disclosure to the self of its own
vital secret ; it is the thrill of oiir inherent childhood, as

it makes itself felt -within the central recesses of the life

;

it is the llame that shoots into consciousness at the

recognition of the touch of our divine fatherhood ; it is

the immediate response of the sonship in us to its dis-

covered origin." ^

Faith is, therefore, the mtness of our own conscious-

ness to an actual fad, and that fact is our relationship,

our sonship, to God. Faith, without Eevelation, works

as an instinct, searching and groping for—it knows not

what. The foundling child knows that it has, and must

have, a father somewhere, but this idea of a father is no

substitute for the reality itself ; the consciousness of

having a father is not like gazing upon the father's face,

listening to the father's voice. The orphaned child of

God, as all the higher philosophy and all the religious

poetry of this world show, has, deep down under all

other longings, the one life-long, passionate desire to see

his Father's face. Without Eevelation he is like

" An infant crying in the night

;

An infant crying for the light
;

And with no language but a ciy."

But with Eevelation to aid and expand it, Faith has

found the object for which it has been groping and

springs up at once into ne^\^less of being ; the orphaned

child, at last, hears his Father's voice, deep calleth unto

deep, like meets like, recognition begets recognition, per-

sonality meets Personality.

^ Rev. H. Scott Hollaud. in Lux Mundi, pp. 14, 15.
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PERSONALITY MUST REVEAL ITSELF IF REVEALED AT ALL.

The law of all personality is that it must reveal itself.

It is only partially disclosed by outside things. This

silent law reveals its presence even in the relationship of

home life, where parents and children are bound together

by the closest ties of blood ; and, a fortiori^ it is, and

must be, the law of that higher relationship in which

men are bound to a Father in heaven. If objectors call

this Anthropomor23hism let them object. We are not to

be frightened by a name, though the truth is exactly the

reverse. It is not Anthropomorphism but Theomorph-

ism. If, therefore, this bond of union exists at all, it

must be the most personal of all bonds.

Accordingly we discover that the foremost character-

istic of revelation is Personality. It is God's own reve-

lation of Himself to His earthly children. In it He
discloses Himself, not only as the Creator and Moral

Governor of the Universe, but as the Universal Father,

Whose love passeth understanding. Kevelation does not

create the Universal Fatherhood of God. It simply re-

veals a truth that has always existed—a truth that men
could never have discovered by themselves, but which

they instantly recognize the moment it is unveiled. This

is, in fact, the central, we might almost say, the exclu-

sive, purpose of the Written Word of God. Holy Script-

ure is not to be used, in the way that many Christians

formerly imagined, as a text-book and authority for

determining all sorts of questions concerning natural

science or human history. All this is aside from its real

purpose. Natural science and human history only ap-

pear so far as they are needed to disclose the Personal-

ity of God, and no farther.^

^ God has left His earthly children to discover for themselves all that

they can discover by the exercise of their reason and intelligence, and
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And if this be the central pui'pose of the Written

"Word, that purpose becomes even more intensified and

concentrated when God speaks to us through that Living

Word, Who is " the true Light that lighteth every man
that Cometh into the world." ^ In Christ the Kevelation

of God's Personality becomes complete.

WHY THE GOSPEL EEQUIEES FAITH.

Faith in this Kevelation—which means faith in Him

—

must be absolute, entire, and as generous as the Revela-

tion itself. And God must win this faith from us at all

costs, for our sakes. He could, by some stupendous

miracle or sign, such as the Jews asked, or by a display

of wisdom and an appeal to our reason, as the Greeks

asked, have given all men such an instantaneous and

convincing proof of the truth of His Revelation, that the

whole world would, in a moment of time, have been in-

tellectually convinced.

But this would be to coerce our mil and thus dwarf

our personality. This is not God's way. It is the heart

of a child, not that of a slave, that He wants. Hence

His love is paralyzed and rendered inoperative without

the response of our faith, and when He obtains our faith,

if He is stiU the same loving Father, He must employ

every means to develop it, strengthen it, fan it to a

brighter flame ; for every increase of faith brings with it

a corresponding increase of the capacities of intercom^se

and intimacy between Father and son.

this is implied in the very charge given to the first man created in the

image of God : "Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth,

and subdue it ; and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over

the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the

earth'* (Gen. i. 28). Could civilization possibly have a more compre-

hensive charter than this ?

' St. John i. 8.
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It was for this reason that Christ laid such earnest

emphasis upon faith and the necessity of faith in all His

deaHngs with men. And it was for this reason that He
did not make His Gospel plainer to the luorld.

Faith, with Him, was the prerequisite of the higher

life. As He went in and out among the j)eople. His at-

tention was chiefly directed to their capacity for believ-

ing in God. Eemove from the Gospels all those teach-

ings and miracles of Christ, of which faith is the end and

purpose, and you eliminate almost the whole Gospel

history. Christ seldom or never argued about God ; He
took it for gi-anted that men had already in themselves

a germ of faith in God that needed developing, and the

result was that the multitudes listened to Him as to One
" Who taught with authority and not as the scribes ;

"

while the officers sent to take Him came back saying,

" Never man spake like this Man."

In contradistinction to that celebrated Socratic meth-

od, in which the greatest master of Greek thought drew

out the convictions of his hearers in an appeal to their

reason, this was Christ's method in which He drew out

and appealed to their dormant faith.

DOES SUCH FAITH CREATE A BIAS?

The objection will doubtless here occur to many that

this appeal to faith begins by creating a bias in the

mind, which forecloses every question, places the hearer

in a position where his reason is fettered, and thus ren-

ders him helpless. It is said that a biassed mind which

hasj?rejudged the case is one which is no longer open

to impartial investigation of truth. This is not a fair

or accurate statement of the difficulty, yet it misleads so

many minds at the present day that we pause a moment
to point out its inaccuracy.
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There is no real antithesis between faith and reason,

for the two move upon separate planes. As we said be-

fore, Keyelation calls for faith, not because it is against

reason, but because it is above and beyond reason.

The real antithesis is between faith and doubt, and

here a bias on the one side or the other is inevitable.

In receiving the Eevelation of God we must assume one

of two moral attitudes ; either that of a believer or of a

disbeliever. And this determines the subsequent intel-

lectual attitude of inquiring how much we are to believe

or to disbelieve.

As an English writer well states it :
" By bias we mean

that condition of the will which prepares a man to make

proper use of the evidence before him. And we have

called this a bias because in relation to our present sub-

ject it takes the form of a readiness to admit the exist-

ence of God, or the Incarnation. The mind will never

be compelled in spite of itself to accept such truths as

these, as it may be compelled in the region of pure

mathematics or logic. But it will be satisfied, and that

not in the least degree in an unscientific manner, if it

recognizes the special conditions of theological specula-

tion and approaches them in an attitude of readiness to

follow their leading. It will be led always, never com-

pelled. The condition of will which we have here called

bias is a moral state, and like all other such states it

admits of only one alternative. Between the bias for

and the bias against there is no half-way house, just as

there is no alternative between right and wrong at the

bar of conscience. The condition of suspended judge-

ment is only possible permanently in those matters

where the mind justly expects to be compelled to have

its assent wrung out of it by sheer force. Where this is

not the case the decision turns on the presence or ab-

sence of a certain moral condition, and this must be
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either there or not there. The evidence is admittedly

insufficient to force the assent ; but it can never be esti-

mated at its real value, if the mind, consciously or un-

consciously, is either disposed to insist upon compulsory

evidence, or incline to hope that the evidence may not

carry the conclusion.

These facts, we are persuaded, have not received ade-

quate attention at the hands of philosophers. It has

been readily assumed that the one hope of a trustworthy

decision in these matters lies in the jDossession of a bal-

anced mind—a mind in perfect equilibrium, without any

color of prejudice or prepossession or natural tendency.

Such a condition of mind, we venture to assert roundly,

" exists nowhere under the sun. . . . All education

shuts the mind out of certain positions which it might

otherwise assume. The scientist gets to know, as he

goes on, more and more of what is possible in nature
;

and his mind becomes, therefore, by degrees, biassed

against the very possibility of things which the unedu-

cated mind would think quite likely." ^ And as it is

with the education of science so also is it with the edu-

cation of faith. The more one treads that pathway of

faith to which Christ points, the more strongly he sees

and feels the reasonableness of those things which to an

unbeliever appear unlikely.

THE NECESSITY OF A MORAL BIAS.

The necessity of having this moral bias of which we

have been speaking has been clearly set forth by Christ

Himself, as the prerequisite of knowing the tniths of

Revelation, in those oft-quoted words : "If any man will

do His will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be

of God, or whether I speak of myself."
""

1 strong's Manual of Theology, pp. 7, 8, 9. 2 St. John vii. 17.

14
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God has taken the initiative in revealing His will

plainly and unmistakably to those who are willing to

receive it. Yet j)lain and reasonable as the Kevelation is

to men of good will, it cannot be made plain to a man of

bad will, for the latter has a personal bias against God,

and in favor of self, which fetters not only his faith but

his reason also, and thus prevents his learning what others

learn.

THE ALTERNATIVE.

While, therefore, no man is forced to embrace the

" doctrine," of which Christ speaks, every one to whom it

comes as a Revelation of God's Personality is forced

either to accept or reject it. He becomes responsible

thereafter for his choice, and his bias for or against the

Eevelation.^

Again, he is not forced to have faith, but if he refuses

to have faith he must take the consequences, and remain

ignorant of the inner meaning of the Revelation. He
will never really " know of the doctrine."

The alternative is before him of having faith in him-

seK or faith in God. If, on the one hand, he believes

more in himself than he does in God, he is, at once, shut

^ " In these words we have a direct statement of what is so often im-

plied by Christian writers, and yet so little faced or understood by mod-

ern rationalists ; that there is a faculty for religious knowledge in the

human mind which becomes atrophied by disuse, or paralyzed by the

attitude of passive suspense ; that knouicdge and action are in some

sense indissolubly connected ; that in the very act of saying ' I caiiH

Jciioio,^ we may make it impossible to know ; that, conversely, in the very

effort to reach the highest we can see, and to grasp the truth we sus-

pect to exist, sight becomes clearer, and suspicion is changed to cer-

tainty. And if this is so, the doubter has no right to proclaim that

there is no ground for reasonable certainty, because i?i the very act of

douUing he may have damaged his own capacity for recognizing that

ground."—Review of Hettinger and Bollinger's Natural Religion, the

Spectator, 1890.
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out from being a learner, for lie has a doctrine of his own
which he substitutes for the doctrine of God, and his rea-

son is circumscribed to a narrow circle of which self is

the centre. If, on the other hand, he has more faith in

God than in himself, he is not thus conditioned. He is

in a receptive position to absorb higher truth, which

comprehends the lower ; and his reason is lifted up to

move in the wider circle of which God is the centre.^

The only possible way of reaching the higher knowl-

edge is to give up our independence and to surrender

ourselves up to God's guidance, by substituting the

higher will of God, as it is revealed in Christ, for our

own wills. In other words, we must choose between

being the slave of self or the slave of Jesus Christ, i.e.,

being our own master or having Christ for our Mas-

ter. Christ does not evade this issue ; on the contrary

He emphasizes it on every page of the Gospel. Instead

of minimizing He magnifies it. He calls it nothing less

than the crisis between death and life.

Belief in self and belief in Him cannot coexist in the

same heart ; it must be one thing or the other.

These three existences stand before every soul to whom
^ " There are three several and distinct goods for man

—

spiritual good,

or personal union with God ; moral good, or voluntary obedience to His

law; and natural good^ or the completion and satisfaction of his nature,

and the realization and enjoyment of himself. . . . Each lower

good is included in each higher, and each higher in each lower, where

they all exist That is to say, not only is my moral perfection an integral

part of my natural good, as a moral being ; but my natural good, so far

as it depends upon me, is an integral part of my duty or moral perfec-

tion. And again, although natural and moral good might both conceiv-

ably exist without religion or spiritual relationship with God, yet where
this latter is constituted by our nature to exist, the two former are incom-

plete without it, and it includes them. So inseparable are the three in

our own case that very frequently they coincide in an act, which is

materially only one, and which yet is, at once, our happiness, our duty

and the grace of God in us."—The Soteriology of the New Testament, by

Rev. Professor Du Bose, p. 7. [The italics are ours.]
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His Eevelation comes : Self, the World, and God. If

men are unwilling to take the risk of belieying in Christ

as the Son of God and the Kevealer of God's will, more
than they believe in self or the world, then they declare

themselves unworthy of the kingdom of heaven, and

must suffer eternal loss ; if, on the contrary, they do be-

lieve in this self-revelation of God in Jesus Christ, then

they have passed from death into life.

The whole New Testament rings with the message set

forth in those words :
" God so loved the world that He

gave His only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in

Him should not j)erish, but have everlasting life; he

that believeth on Him is not condemned, but he that be-

lieveth not is condemned already, because he hath not

believed in the name of the only-begotten Son of God.^

GREATEK CERTAINTY OF GOD THAN OF SELF.

Here we are on familiar ground. This is the old, old

story, told eA^ery Sunday from ten thousand pulpits for

nineteen centuries. And approach the Eevelation of

God from whatever side we will, we always come back to

the same point. There stands the issue before us ; and

there is no more possibility of hiding from or evading it

than there is of escaping the law of gravitation.

The Christian then, begins by throwing himself on

Christ. Unless he has more faith in Christ than he has

in self or in the world, he is shut out from reaching cer-

tainty regarding those things about which the whole

world is uncertain ; and, therefore, he looks up to Christ

as the only One Who knows."

1 St. John iii. 16-18.

"^ Perhaps a practical illustration will help to make this faith plainer.

I, as a Christian, am more sure of the knowledge of Christ than I am of

the knowledge of other men. Whatever A, B, and C may teach, my
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This places the ground of certainty not within us

but outside of us ; and when we thus begin to be more

sure of God than we are of ourselves ; more sure of His

knowledge than of our own knowledge ; more sure of His

love to us than of our love to Him, we enter upon a new
pathway of freedom and knowledge. It is a pathway

of freedom, for it frees us from the slavery of self. In

times gone by I had, every now and then, my unclouded

days when I gazed straight into heaven and seemed

moraUy and mentally certain of God's existence, but,

alas ! these were followed by other days—long weeks and

months perhaps—that were overcast with one unbroken

leaden sky of doubt, and at these times I was as uncertain,

as before I was certain, of God. Certainty was thus in-

termingled with so much uncertainty that I could be sure

of nothing. But the moment I rise to that higher plane

of belief, on which I become more sure of God than I

am of myself, I am freed from my former vicissitudes. I

no longer am depressed by clouded days, for I know that

God is there behind the cloud. He is the same sun, the

same Father of lights, with whom is no variableness

neither shadow of turning ; however much I may change,

or my earthly atmosphere be overcast by storms and

rain-clouds, I no longer think that my doubts are able to

unseat the Ruler of the universe from His throne ; where

once I doubted Him, now I doubt my doubts. In other

trust in their words does not equal my trust in Christ's promises. Cor-

respondingly, A, B, and C—if they are Christians—have more faith in

Christ than they have in me
;
placing me in the same category in which

I place them.

Reflecting upon this truth I see a deep lesson here. We all believe

in Christ more than we believe in one another ; only each leaves out

one person

—

himself. The truer and wiser course, therefore, is for each

to look at himself in comparison with Christ just as he sees the others,

and say, " I have more trust in Christ not only than I have in all other

men, hut in myself (as a man among men) included."
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words, my faith in God has lifted me out of myself, and

above myself, into a region of life from which I can look

down upon my former self with the joyful consciousness

that I am no longer fettered and conditioned as I once

was.

And this is also the pathway of knowledge, for it leads

me up to that profound truth enunciated by St. John,
" We love God because He first loved us." In those

same bygone days I used to be troubled and perplexed

that I did not feel, or in any way experience, that love

of God Avhich is the keynote of Kevelation, and there-

fore became doubtful of its existence. But now that I

allow my faith to go forth in such a way that I doubt

myself instead of doubting His love, I see, at once,

wherein my former difficulty lay. I was all the while

dwelling upon my love for God, not God's love for me, and

was thus beginning at self instead of God. I now recog-

nize my former mistake. It is not necessary that I should

feel, or in any way experience, the love of God ; for He
loves me just the same, whatever my changeful moods

and inward experiences are. And this consciousness of

being loved by Him is all that I really need. By faith

I knoiv the love that I cannot feel, or realize, and can

therefore do without the feeling. I cannot force myself

to love God ; that is altogether beyond my power, but I

can force myself to contemplate and appropriate God's

love for me ; for it is revealed in Christ, as something

that belongs to me.

Thus there comes to me a new kind of consciousness

—a life that is above self ; a capacity of looking down

upon myself from the outside as the object of God's love.

Living in this higher consciousness, that God knows

us and loves us, we can forego the lower consciousness,

that we know and love Him. And when we thus substi-

tute God for self, we find in God a higher selfhood.
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The experience that we have foregone comes back to us

in a higher form. Love begets love, as fire kindles fire.

In response to God's love for us, a new, undreamed-of

love is kindled in our own breasts. Not the former

cnide, emotional, desultory thing that we once looked for,

but a calm, divine, abiding thing ; a sense of being cared

for and protected, lying beneath all that we say or do, in

hours of earthly gloom and anxiety, as well as in those of

earthly happiness, and bringing with it more and more
of a peace that passeth understanding.

The knowledge that thus comes to us is not new
knowledge, but old knowledge transfigured and intensi-

fied. We read the same Gospel words that we have

always read, but they are now illumined with new mean-

ing ; our faith in Christ as the Son of God has ojDened our

eyes so that we now see truths that were hidden before.

THE TWOFOLD RECOGNITION.

This new knowledge is personal knowledge of a per-

sonal Christ. Perhaps it is best expressed by the word

Eecognition ; we know Christ and Christ knows us. We
know Christ as we know no human being, not even the

most intimate of earthly friends or the dearest members
of our own immediate families. We have in ourselves

the corroboration of Christ's words, " I am the Good
Shepherd, and know Mine own, and Mine own know Me.

Even as the Father knoweth Me, and I know the Fa-

ther." ^ This double recognition means spiritual insight,

which brings with it a higher, more absolute kind of cer-

tainty than that of the senses or even of the reason. For
personal knowledge diifers from and surj^asses all other

kinds of knowledge. And thus to know Christ means to

know the Father also. Christ's own assurance, " He
1 St. John X. 14, 15. Revised Version.
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that liath seen Me liath seen tlie Father," ^ comes home
to the soul of the believer almost like a truism, for he has

the witness in himself that thus it must be. Where

once he wondered how anyone could be certain of God,

now he wonders how anyone can be uncertain, for he

can imagine no higher, more perfect life than that which

he recognizes in Christ. If the unseen Father is exactly

what Christ is, if the Father's life is like Christ's life, the

Father's love like Christ's love, the Father's Personality

like Christ's Personality, then the self-revelation of God
in Christ is bewildering in its completeness. Instead of

being in any way, unknowable, God is more knowable

than all that is in the created world. Nothing else

brings the kind of certainty that His revealed presence

inspires.^

NOT MYSTICISM BUT CERTAINTY.

This may be called mysticism by the critical mind,

but it is not so. It is simply the portrayal of the com-

mon Christian experience of all sorts and conditions of

Christian men in all ages of the world ; as it is also only

a telling over again, in different words, the truths set

forth in the writings of St. John, St. Paul, and St. Peter.

The word " mystic," ^ as thus used, implies that this is

a side of Christianity which appeals to intuitional or

mystical minds alone, and to none other. This would

1 St. John xiv. 9.

2 St. John's epistles are full of this truth, and for this reason he was

justly called " The Divine" by the early Church, for in them he de-

scends to greater theological depths even than St. Paul. His repetitions

of the same truth in the same words are not meaningless. This does

not mean tautology or paucity of expression, it signifies the deep and

varying spiritual import of his statements.

^ Mysticism is a word that we are sometimes obliged to use in deal-

ing with a certain class of Christian truths when contrasting them with

other truths ; and we have so employed it in our description of Ritsch-

lianism.
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carry with it the dreadful implication that the truths

which are emphasized in the New Testament, not only

as of highest importance but of universal Christian ex-

perience, are those which can only be apprehended and

appreciated by a few. Hence the term is an expression

for unbelievers not for believers to use, and the more

frequently it is heard the more painfully it indicates a

decay of belief in the spiritual knowledge of God. No
one who can say with St. Paul, " I know Whom I have

believed " would ever think of labelling himself " a Mys-

tic." His very certainty impels him to declare that this

knowledge of God is and must be the necessary and uni-

versal result of believing in God, and to spurn a name

which substitutes a self-consciousness for his God-con-

sciousness. The certainty is the highest of all forms of

human certainty because it has wrought conviction to

the highest and holiest part of his being. The Eevela-

tion of God has been a revelation to his conscience, and

conscience means, as Martensen says, to hioio together

with God.

This certainty, therefore, belongs to the Church of Christ

as her heritage. She knows God more convincingly than

she knows anything else in this lower world. No proof

that the progress of science may, in future, bring forth

regarding the laws of nature, no evidences that the hu-

man race will, in future, discover, in studying its own

history or the physical world, will ever make this highest

certainty more certain. They may verify the truth of

Eevelation on the lower plane, but not on the higher.

They could not add anything to the faith of believers

like St. John, St. Paul, or St. Peter. For with such Je-

sus Christ is the same yesterday, and to-day, and for-

ever ; and the Self-Kevelation of God in Jesus Christ is

complete and absolute and final.
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FIRST THINGS FIEST.

This is a truth that thinkers like Professor Drummond
lose sight of and ignore, when they strive to make scien-

tific proof a substitute for spiritual proof. And it is an

evidence of an alarming increase of a pseudo-Christian-

ity that " Natural Law in the Spiritual World " has be-

come so popular. It betokens an uncertainty which

would bolster up its dying faith by a lower kind of

proof, which the whole Christian experience of the ages

pronounces unsatisfactory.

The Christian knows God ; he does not know nature
;

the final facts of the spiritual world are before him, the

final facts of the natural world are yet to be discovered.

The first contain a Eevelation of spiritual truth which hu-

manity never could have discovered by itself in past, pres-

ent, or future time. The second are discoveries of material

truth which is ceaselessly being made by human effort.

The first are personal, spiritual, divine ; the second are

physical and material. To make, as Professor Drummond
does,^ the material the measure of the spiritual, would be

' " Professor Drummond lias an admirable sentence toward the end

of his Preface, He says :
' As the contribution of science to religion is

the vindication of the naturalness of the supernatural, so the gift of re-

ligion to science is the demonstration of the supernaturalness of the

natural ' (p. xxii.). But it is the last, not the first, which onr age needs,

' the vindication of the supernaturalness of the natural,' in other words,

the vindication of the truth that all natural law is moral, and finds its

explanation only as part of a great moral unity. And Professor Drum-

mond's whole argument tends in the opposite direction. He looks for-

ward to the day when ' in the impersonal authority of law men every-

where will recognize the authority of God.' He does not see that, if

men are logical and religious, it must be an impersonal God ; while, if

they are logical and not religious, the alternative is the denial of God.

If Professor Drummond's method is true, Pantheism is the result for

religious men, and Materialism for those who do not wish to worship.
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to make the less the criterion of the greater and to turn

the whole world upside down.

We do not for one moment suggest that Professor Drummond is pan-

theistic, still less materialistic. We are simply looking at his method

and its logical result. It may be well here to point out exactly how we

differ from Professor Drummond and those who adopt his method.

Professor Drummond says, ' The greatest among the theological laws

are the laws of nature in disguise '
(p. 52). We maintain—and the dif-

ference is by no means a verbal difference—that the greatest among the

natural laws are the laws of theology in disguise. Professor Drum-

mond says the natural laws are ' continuous through the spiritual

sphere, not changed in any way to meet the new circumstances, but

continuous as they stand ' (p. 37). We maintain that the theological

laws are continuous through the natural world, though, without theol-

ogy, we cannot see their full meaning, but must stop at the barren con-

ception of ' observed uniformities.' Professor Drummond says the

higher or moral world is for us as yet a chaos, while nature, the lower,

is a cosmos. We maintain that Christian theology is a cosmos, and

science is just beginning to find traces of the same unity running

through the phenomena of nature. Professor Drummond holds that

'the truth as it is in nature ' (Preface, p. xxii.) interprets and illu-

mines revelation for us ; we hold that ' the truth as it is in Jesus ' can

alone interpret and give a rational unity to the laws of the natural

world. Professor Drummond speaks of the unseen universe as ' that

great duplicate ' (p. 55) ; we maintain, and so does Professor Drum-

mond in his more Platonic moods, that earth is 'but a shadow of

heaven.' Finally, Professor Drummond argues from the more known

to the less known. So do we ; but we begin at the other end."—Science

and the Faith, by Canon Aubrey Moore, pp. 13, 14.



CHAPTEK IX

THE INCAENATION IN EELATION TO THE PKOB-
LEMS OF EXISTENCE

SYNOPSIS

I. Existence is full of Antitheses. Christianity did not create

these Antitheses, yet it must reconcile them.

II. The Incarnation is Christianity's Answer to the Problems of

Existence. It reconciles all aj^parent Contradictions of Exist-

ence in a World of {a) Matter
; (6) Thought

;
(c) Spirit. It

reconciles the greatest of Contradictions, i.e., Man with him-

self, by pointing out how Man finds himself in God.

III. All this possible because Christ is one with {a) Nature ;
{b)

Man
;

(c) God.

IV. Difficulties of maintaining the Doctrine of the Incarnation

since the Church is obliged to claim Common Ground with

Science and Philosophy. Necessity of maintaining it.

We come now to consider the Incarnation of God in

tlie Person of Jesus Christ.

While the self-revelation of God in Christ is not, as

we have said, a revelation which discloses the facts of

natural science and human history, it must, of course, set

forth God's personal relation to the world that He has

created, so that the correspondence between creation and

its Creator will be seen and felt.

" A religion can only be understood when it is studied

in relation to the facts, and the circumstances, and the

experiences with which it corresponds. This is true of

all religions, and in the largest sense of Christianity.

Christianity, of which Christian doctrine is the intellect-

ual expression, is, like every other religion, an answer to
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questions which are necessarily suggested by human life.

It does not introduce fresh mysteries into the world ; it

meets mysteries which already exist. ... As men,

we are so constituted as to recognize three final exist-

ences which sum up for us all being : Self, the World, and

God We become first conscious of the reality

of these existences through experience, through life." ^

These three existences

—

Self, the World, God—create

and have created from time immemorial a variety of

problems, of perplexing antagonisms, of truths and coun-

ter-truths, which demand explanation and reconcilia-

tion. And the whole religious history of the past has

been occupied with the questions growing out of these

problems. There is at the outset (1) the antithesis of the

subjective and objective, their inter-dependence, and the

false existence that is led, if one is separated from the

other. There is (2) the antithesis between matter and

spirit, the evident supremacy of the spiritual over the

merely physical existence, yet the absolute impossibility

of making the latter conform to spiritual conditions.

Out of this arose the doctrine of Dualism, which charac-

terizes so many Oriental religions, and the idea that

matter is, and must be, inherently evil. There is (3) the

antithesis between the two conceptions of God as in

natm-e, and God as above and apart from, nature; ideas

that are mutually exclusive. All the religions of this

world have been either Pantheistic or Deistic, as they

followed one or other of these two different lines of

thought,—the immanence of God on the one hand, or

the transcendence of God on the other. There is (4)

the antithesis between the finite and the infinite, also

mutually exclusive—an antithesis which gave rise to

the Gnostic conception of an innumerable variety of

mediators, as aeons, thrones and dominions, principali-

^ Westcott's Gospel of Life, pp. 1, 3.
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ties and powers, connecting God in Heaven with man on

eartli.

Lastly, there is (5) the greatest antithesis of all—on

the one hand, an instinctive feeling in the hearts of all

noble men that the life that is in them is and must be

immortal ; and, on the other, that stern reality of death,

shutting out the future and proclaiming that the grave is

the end of all things.

Men cannot rid themselves of the consciousness of Self,

the World, and God ; neither can they escape the difficul-

ties caused by the inter-relation of these three existences.

" Christianity did not introduce these problems into life;

it did not even first reveal them. They are, and always

will be, while time is."
^

But Christianity, whatever modern Neo-Kantism may

teach, must meet them, and, in some measure, account

for them, if it is really the self-revelation of God to His

earthly children.

The coming of the long-promised Messiah as the " De-

sire of all nations"^ was God's answer to the age-long

prayer of humanity.

Just as the light of Christ's life, illumining the past of

Jewish history, made the whole of the Old Testament

dispensation Christian ground, so, flinging its radiance

back upon the darkness of heathenism, it revealed all the

religions of the pagan world as foregleams of Christian-

ity itself. In this sense Justin Martyr could even go so

far as to claim Socrates, with enthusiasm, as a Christian.

God's Self-Eevelation in Jesus Christ explained the an-

tithesis between subjective and objective by being in it-

self both subjective and objective ; the antithesis between

spirit and matter by being both spiritual and material

;

the antithesis between pantheistic immanence and deistic

transcendence by containing all the true elements of

1 Westcott's Gospel of Life, p. 19. 2 Haggai ii. 7.
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Pantheism and Deism ; the antithesis between finite and

infinite by being at once finite and infinite combined

;

the antithesis between life and death by revealing that

man must die to live.

But the way in which the answer came was as unexpected

to the heathen world as it was to the Jews themselves.

"Whatever has been said about the anticipations of the

primal doctrines of Christianity in heathen philosophy

and mythology, they all fall far short of the truth set

forth by St. John in the first chapter of his Gospel, by

St. Paul in the Epistle to the Colossians, and by the

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews.^

1 Compare together the following passages, and the very remarkable

language used in them by authors who wrote within seventy years of

Christ's death.

St. John i. 1-5, 10-14.

In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word
was God. The same was
in the beginning with God.
All things were made by
Him ; and without Ilim was
not anything made that was
made.
In Him was Life ; and the

Life was the Light of men.
And the Light shineth in
darkness, and the darkness
comprehended it not. He
was in the world, and the
world was made by Him,
and the world knew Him
not. He came unto Hi?
own, and His own received
Him not. But as many as
received Him, to them gave
He power to become' the
eons of God, even to them
that believe on His Name :

which were born, not of
blood, nor of the will of
the flesh, nor of the will
of man, but of God. And
the Word was made flesh
and dwelt among us.

Colossians i. 12-20.

Giving thanks unto the
Father, which hath made
us meet to be partakers of
the inheritance of the saints
in light : Who hath deliv-

ered us from the power of
darkness and hath trans-

lated us into the king-
dom of His dear Son : in

Whom we have redemp-
tion, through His blood,
even the forgiveness of
sins ; Who is the Image of
the invisible God, the first-

bom of every creature : for
by Him were all things cre-

ated that are in heaven, and
that are in earth, visible

and invisible, whether they
be thrones, or dominions,
or principalities, or pow-
ers : all things were cre-

ated by Him, and for Him :

and He is before all things,
and by Him all things con-
sist : And He is the head
of the body, the Church,
Who is the beginning, the
first-born from' the dead :

that in all things He might
have the pre-eminence.
For it pleased the Father

that in Him should all ful-

ness dwell ; and having
made peace through the
blood of His Cross, by Him
to reconcile all things to
Himself ; by Him, I say,

whether they be things in
earth, or things in heaven.

Hebrews i. 1-5, 10-12.

God, Who at sundry
times and in divers man-
ners spake in time past
unto the fathers by the
prophets, hath in these last

days spoken to us by His
Sou, Whom He hath ap-
pointed heir of all things,
by Whom also He made
the worlds ; Who being the
brightness of His glory,

and the express Image of
His Person, and upholding
all things by the word of
His power, when He had
by Himself purged our sins,

sat down at the right hand
of the Majesty on high, be-
ing made so much better
than the angels, as He hath
by inheritance obtained a
more excellent Name than
they.
For unto which of the

angels said He at any time,
"Thou art My Son. this
day have I begotten Thee ?"

And " Thou, Lord, in the
beginning hast laid the
foundation of the earth

;

and the heavens are the
work of Thine hands.
They shall perish, but Thou
remainest ; and they shall

aU wax old as doth a gar-
ment ; and as a vesture
Shalt Thou fold them up,
and they shall be changed ;

but Thou art the same, and
Thy years shall not fail ?

"
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The centralizing and unifying truth held by the early

Church is that the Son of God, by Whom all things were

made, is revealed through His Incarnation, as (1) one with

nature (i.e., the world)
; (2) one Avith man ; and (3) one

with God ; and in the unfaltering steadfastness with

which primitive Christianity held to this doctrine we
have the key to the history of the first three Christian

centuries.

Christ's oneness with nature.

(1) Christ is revealed as one with nature by virtue of

His birth into the natural order ; this solves all the prob-

lems that arise out of man's contemplation of the physi-

cal world.

And if the first Christians held to this doctrine as the

only key of those ancient problems, an increased impor-

tance is given to it by the discoveries of modem science.

The scientific doctrine of evolution is now generally ac-

cepted as the modus operandi in the creation of the world.

Though it is far from being proved in all its parts, it

has, in the main, passed beyond the region of hypothesis

into that of ascertained fact ; there is no question that the

past history of man is, in some way, connected with that

of the animal creation beneath him. And it is probable

that the missing links in the chain of life will sooner or

later be found. If so, they will only add new force to

the unity of Christ with nature. For if it can be event-

ually proved that God created the physical body, apart

from the soul of man, out of the dust of the ground, not

by an instantaneous act, but by a gradual process of de-

velopment occupying untold ages ; if, from the very low-

est forms of invertebrate life higher forms were consecu-

tively evolved until, at last, the climax was reached in

man ; if the fact that the human embryo in the womb
passes successively through changes, closely similar to
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those tliat take place in lower organisms, before it at-

tains its complete growth, is an evidence of development

from lower types, then science itself unveils the indis-

soluble union existing between nature and human nature,

and, therefore, between all nature and Him in Whom
human nature attains the measure of the stature of per-

fect manhood. All this, if true, throws a fuller meaning
upon those passages of the New Testament to which we
have referred.

The Word of God, " by AVhom the worlds were cre-

ated," " by Whom all things consist," and " Avithout

Whom was not anything made that was made," is there

declared to be the Lord of Nature and the Power behind

Nature—the Being Who upholds Nature as an organism

and inspires it with organic life. As the ages roll by He
evolves out of primordial matter, first, the animal world,

then the human race, and then that human body which
is to be His own earthly Tabernacle or Temple.^ Thus,

in the fulness of time, the " mystery hidden from the

foundation of the world " is revealed ; all nature comes
to a blossom and flowers out in the Babe of Bethlehem,

and the Power that is behind nature at last aj)pears in

nature in a visible and physical form.

And thus all the pantheistic and other kindred prob-

lems of human religion are met and more than satisfied

;

God and Nature are no longer separated. They are re-

vealed as one. In place of a chain of mediators, aeons,

intelligences, of " thrones, dominions, principalities, and
powers," Christ appears as the one Mediator between

God and man, as well in the natm-al as in the spiritual

world. And the very miracles which He wrought, against

which our modern thought is clashing, are signs of the

unity of Nature and the Supernatural.

' Such is the depth of meaning in our Lord's words when He speaks

of His body as a " Temple."

15
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No longer are matter and spirit divorced from one an-

other : in Christ's Incarnation they are welded together

as a harmonious whole, for the God of nature and the

God of the Bible are revealed as one, in the Person of

the Word made flesh.

And here we have the profound truth which not only

lies at the basis of all the sacramental teachings of the

Gospel, but which stands as the corrective of all those

one-sided and ultra-spiritualistic teachings, whose ten-

dency is to make Christianity a purely subjective and in-

trospective religion.

Christ's oneness with man.

(2) In His Incarnation Christ the Son of God be-

comes one with man. He is conditioned in every way as

we are by the flesh, sin only excepted. When He willed

to become one with man. He put it out of His o^vn power

to live a life in any way different from man, as far as the

limitations of human existence are concerned. This is

not the place to enter into a prolonged discussion of the

Kenosis, or voluntary humiliation of the Son of God : it

will suffice to point out that Christ grew in grace, in wis-

dom, and in stature, and in favoui' Avith God and man
;

and that while He was constantly working miracles for

others. He never wrought a single one for Self.^ In-

deed, Christ was more burdened than we, by fleshly

limitations, because of His unique Personality; yet,

1 The miracles of the genuine Gospels here stand out in marked con-

trast to those of the spurious Gospels, which are full of wonders wrought

by Christ to save himself, even when in so doing He injured others.

The charge is frequently made that the miraculous element of the Gos-

pels is the work of human imagination or tradition. If we would see

the kind of miracles that human imagination would thus create, here

we behold those which it has actually fabricated and that, too, in the

first few centuries.
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through those very liraitations He conquered for man a

higher hfe. For in Him Tve see God's Image not only

restored to humanity, but perfected. He is infinitely

more than Adam (had he continued sinless) could have

been in Paradise. In Christ we behold human nature

carried up to a height which is utterly beyond the reach

of humanity itseK. Yet, so far from separating Him
from His brethren, this excellence makes Christ more
human than all the rest of mankind. He fulfils, at once,

the ideal of perfect manhood and perfect womanhood.

His existence is the most many-sided that was ever lived

on this earth. He lives our myriad lives in one. In

Him each discovers a counterpart. Something is there

in His character, His history, His example, His Words,

which goes home to every heart, and draws Him nearer

than any other being : a unique bond of sympathy under

which each exclaims, " others may misunderstand me,

but Christ knows."

In the phrase of Maurice, " Christ is the Head of every

man." It is a fact of Christian history, to be recognized

wherever the banner of the Cross has been carried, that

individuals, classes, denominations, peoples, races, which

cannot possibly understand one another, and which,

oftentimes, are hopelessly at variance with one another,

all understand Christ, and feel the touch of Christ upon

their own lives.

In all this we see the hold that Christ has laid upon

the heart of humanity
;
yet, while in Him we behold

every virtue perfected, it is never, as in the case of other

reformers, exaggerated, never distorted.

His life is a life of perfect, unaffected simplicity.

When He walks as an itinerant missionary through the

towns and villages of Galilee, the peasants receive Him
as the carpenter's Son, and as One, Who though a Eabbi,

is like themselves. When He is greeted with hosannas.
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and hailed as King David's Son, He is not elated by the

enthusiasm of the multitudes, neither does He repress

their joy. It is as natural for Him to be a King as a

Galilean peasant. When He stands before Pilate as a

condemned traitor and blasphemer, instead of retorting

with the vehemence of a misrepresented man. He calmly

says, " every one that is of the truth, heareth My voice."

In His whole mien and bearinsj we see a combination

of exhaustless energy with inward repose, of sympathy

with the multitudes, without one wish for their praise :

of poverty without shame, of royalty without pride, of

self-sacrifice without waste, of humility without shrink-

ing or fear, of authority without imperiousness.

As He comes and stands beside us, each feels his own
littleness in contrast with His greatness ; each finds in

Christ the revelation of the ideal of his own life, with

every godlike quality and diviner instinct that he rec-

ognizes in himself interpreted and satisfied and realized

in completion. So close is the union of Christ with man
that all discover in Him the capacities and possibilities

of self, and find in Him a higher self-hood.

But the revelation does not stop here ; Christ meets

men at the very point where they say despairingly that

this ideal of their own manhood is beyond their reach,

and tells them how they may reach it.

Christ is, indeed, bound to us by the closest ties of

flesh and blood, but there is a closer bond of union still.

Christ is the second Adam, Who was born, not in the or-

dinary way, but born of God. The Son of God becomes

the Son of Man, that sons of men may become sons of

God.

This is the message with which the whole New Testa-

ment rings. On the very threshold of St. John's Gospel

we are told that " to as many as received Him, to them

gave He power to become sons of God, even to them
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that believe on His name, wliich were born, not of blood,

nor of the will of flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God." '

He is the progenitor of a new race, Avho, through Him,

are born again into a higher existence, with new hopes,

new aspirations, new capacities, newness of life. He in-

fuses into that word, life, a meaning it never had before,

so that men feel that they have never begun really to

live until they live in Him. Because He lives they live

also. He comes that they might have life and that they

might have it more abundantly. He that hath the Son

of God hath life, and he that hath not the Son of God
hath not Hfe. And, through their union with Christ, men
become partakers of the universal life of Heaven.'-

1 1 St. John i. 12, 13.

-"The Gospel carries this thought of unity into a higher region.

Just as man appears to be a representative of the visible creation, so the

visible creation appears to represent the whole finite order. When
therefore the Word becameflesh He fulfilled the purpose of the Father to

sum up all things in Christ (eV tw Xpiarw), the things in the heavens and

the things upon the earth (Eph. i. 10). And, more than this, in conse-

quence of the ravages wrought by sin, it was the good pleasure of the

Father through Him to reconcile all things unto Himself having made
peace through the blood of His cross, through Him, whether things upon the

earth or tilings in the heavens (Col. i. 19 f.). Thus we are taught that

by the Incarnation all orders of finite being are brought to their con-

summation in a divine harmony (compare Rom. xi. 36 ; 1 Cor. iii. 21

ff. ; 2 Cor. v. 17 f.; Eph. iii. 9, iv. 10 ; Phil. iii. 21 ; 1 Cor. xv. 27 f ).

" It is obvious that these passages of Holy Scripture open before us a

prospect of mysteries which we cannot distinctly realize. In this rec-

ognition of the permanent connection of man with nature, and of the

consequences which flow from it, we have once again an example of

those anticipations in the Bible of later thoughts which bring home to

us the conception of its inspiration. It is not too much to say that the

language of St. Paul could not have been understood as we understand

it, till our own generation. In the slow advance of experience great

questionings are shaped, and then in due time we find that we can read

the answer to them in the apostolic interpretation of facts which are

felt to be fuller and richer in their applications as our knowledge of the

conditions of our being becomes more complete.

" Christianity which reaches in this way to all finite being, claims also
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Christ's oneness with god.

(3) The New Testament writers taught that in the Per-

son of Jesus Christ the self-revelation of the one true

God reached its climax. If Christ had been less than

God, or other than Jehovah Himself, the revelation would

have been less than the revelation of God's own Person-

ality. The divine meaning and efficacy of those facts of

Christ's life which are summed up in the Creed depend

upon the truth that Christ is not only in spirit but in

His Godhead one with the Father, and, therefore, in ac-

cordance with an irresistible gravitation of Christian re-

ligious conviction, this truth appears, in all its promi-

nence, in the first apostolic writings of the Christian

Church.

The epistles of the New Testament are not treatises

on systematic divinity, they are documents that relate to

the life of the early believers, and dogma only appears in

them, as it were, incidentally, and as affecting and shap-

ing that higher life to which they had been called and of

which they had become already partakers before these

letters were written. The epistles were penned not to

make men Christians, but they were sent to men who
were already Christians; and the very way in which

Christ is ceaselessly referred to by St. Paul, St. John,

to be a final revelation, to endure tlirougli all time and to ' be ' be-

yond time. There can be no addition to that which is implicitly in-

cluded in the facts of the Gospel. We can conceive nothing beyond the

unity which they imply. ... It (Christianity) claims to bring a

perfect unity of the whole sum without destroying the personality of

each man. ... It claims to complete the circle of existence, and

show how all things come from God and go to God (Rom. xi. 36 ; 1

Cor. XV. 28). ... In this then lies the main idea of Christianity,

that it presents the redemption, the perfection, the consummation of

all finite being in union with God."—Gospel of Life, by Bishop West-

cott, p. 250 ff.
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and St. Peter, shows that His Godhead and manhood

were taken for granted by all the believers of the early

Clmrch. It was the very basis of their Christian belief

and Christian living. By and by the time came when

the early Church had to defend this truth against the out-

side world, and show how it solved all the problems that

had been pondered for ages in the philosophical schools

of Greece, and how it had mastered the intricacies of

Alexandrine and Asiatic religious thought.

Already we see traces of this friction between philo-

sophic thought and Christian belief in the writings of the

apostles themselves. Even in the Gospel of St. John it

distinctly appears. The Fourth Gospel is both Asiatic

and European in its character. The writer had evi-

dently become familiar with the whole tone of Grecian

and Alexandrine thought before he took up his pen.^

1 When St. Jolin at Epliesus came in contact witli tlie edvicated and

cultivated Hellenist Jews lie found tliat the work of assimilating what

was best in the religious thought of Asia, and in the Platonic and Stoic

philosophy of Greece, had already been a long-traversed ground. The

doctrine of a Logos had been brought to a high point of perfection by

philosophers themselves. It grew out of that Gnosticism which was a

combination of Platonism, Stoicism, Magism, etc., and was widely ac-

cepted even before the days of Philo. Philo himself, beginning with

the foundation laid in the Book of Proverbs, in which Wisdom is set

forth as the eternal representation of God (" When He prepared the

heavens, I was there," Proverbs viii. 27 ff.), developed his peculiar form

of the Logos doctrine in which He taught, from the side of Greek

philosophy, that the word of God is the intelligible world, the idea of

ideas, the reason of reasons, the mind of God expressing itself in action.

While on the Hebrew side he taught that the Word of God was the She-

kinah or effulgence of God's glory, the Shadow of God, the Reflected

Image of the Person, the Creator, the King's Architect, the Son, the

Eldest Son, the First-born of God, the Monad, the Second God. In all

this the teaching of Philo bears a strong likeness to that of St. John

and the apostles, yet when we examine more closely, the two are radi-

cally distinct, the former shadowing forth only a half truth while the

latter embraces the whole.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF DOCTRINE.

And this process of development of Christian doctrine

in regard to the Personality of Christ, of which we see

the first beginnings in the New Testament itself, went

on for the next few centuries.

"From the very outset, all Christian sects baptized

and pronounced the benediction in the Triple Name,

even those who could not understand did not venture to

abjure this authoritative formula, and the problems agi-

tated, serious as they undoubtedly were, turned solely

upon the manner of its explanation. Some, like the

author of the Homilies and the Gnostics generally, tried to

fit it on, by the most ^dolent methods, to opinions derived

from external sources. Others endeavoured to reconcile

the One with the Three, by what is known as emana-

tionism. The Son, the Holy Spirit, were occasional

expansions of the Divine Nature, shooting forth like rays

from a torch and again absorbed into the parent flame.

Others again regarded the Three Names as three phases

or manifestations of the One Divine activity. But the

main body of the Church asserted the Deity and Person-

ality of the Son, and, though with less unanimity, that

also of the Holy Ghost, and spoke of the Three as united

in power and in spirit."
^

The CJiurch never faltered in her loyalty to the primi-

tive belief called by St. Jude, "the Faith once delivered

to the Saints," but she could not at first realize what the

doctrine of the Incarnation meant, in relation to the prob-

lems and facts of existence. She had not, as yet, seen it

in its historical setting and its philosophical aspects, and

could not give a clear cut and definite expression of what

' Bigg's Bampton Lectures on the Christian Platonists of Alexandria,

p. 59.
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the faith of the Gospels really meant, until its character

and limitations had been clearly defined by the actual

contact with the thought and belief of the outer world.

THE PEOBLEM BEFORE THE CHURCH.

While therefore the belief in the Incarnation of Christ

as the Son of God was held from the very first, the exact

statement of that belief was gradually mifolded. His
real relation to God, on the one hand, and His real rela-

tion to man and the world on the other, had to be thought

out carefully in connection with all the counter-truths

and the apparently opposing facts of existence. The
Church made the most astounding claim for Christ when
she proclaimed that He was in the highest as well as in

the most literal and realistic sense the God-Man. She
bore witness that a new Being, different from all other be-

ings, either in ages past or ages to be, had come into this

world. She was naturally, yes, ine^dtably, challenged by
the whole world to prove that her witness was true ; she

had to face opposers, who came from all quarters of the

civilized world, and show that her Fact was greater than

their facts ; and that it harmonized with all that the hu-

man intellect had discovered, all that human reason

taught, and all that human experience had proved as

true. In meeting these antagonists, hers was the greatest

task that had ever been imposed on human effort, for she

could not meet men on their own ground ; she could not

face philosophers with only philosophical proof, or men
of science with only scientific proof in return, for her

Truth was above their truths. It could not be proved in

the ordinary way, for while it was both philosophical

and reasonable, it was, at the same time, higher than

philosophy, higher than reason. It was Revelation. It

had to be accepted, first of all, on a rational faith, and
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then shown to be not in conflict with the teachings of

philosoj)hy, reason, and human experience. Taking her

stand on faifh she could not assume the burden of

proof; she was obliged to throw the burden of dis-

proof on them and challenge them to bear it. Again the

difiiculty w^as enhanced still further by the fact that re-

ligion and human experience could not be separated.

While the Church could not meet men on their own
ground, she w^as obliged to maintain that their ground

was her ground as well. While science and philosophy

did not reach as high as the Person of the God-Man,

in Whom God's self-revelation was consummated, Chris-

tianity reached down and covered the whole field that

science and philosophy called their own. Christ's rela-

tion to nature, man, and God gave a new meaning to all

scientific and philosophical facts, ^ and the Church was

thus obliged to travel over a new and unexplored ground

in showing and interpreting that relation. " The scientific

man deals for the most part with facts which the senses

can verify. His questions of fact are settled by further

observation. His theoretical questions, often the most

important of all, arise over the explanation of his facts

—that is, their place and importance in his system. But

the theologian deals with facts that the senses do not

and cannot verify, with facts which underlie the created

order as a permanent condition, which are alwaj^s there

and can never be completely left out of account with suc-

cess. And this is why his facts require a new method.

If the life of God and the spiritual world could be sepa-

rated from the facts of physical nature and considered

alone, it would form a province of science by itself, in

w^hich the usual waj^s of experiment and observation

^ This is tlie real solution of a difficulty which is constantly arising as

we contemplate the connection between Christianity and civilization,

science, philosophy, etc.
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would be valid. Theologian and scientist would pursue

each his own way, each using the regular method in his

own field. But this cannot be. The theologian has not

only to deal with a class of facts of his own, but he has

also to look at the facts of the scientist from his own
special point of view. He looks for his facts in the

same world as the scientist, and he sees the same facts.

But he believes them to rest on a condition which his

senses cannot verify, and therefore the proper method for

him is to show the cohesion of the whole system of

things with this condition, if it be assumed. Thus he

finds the spiritual world in his conclusion only so far as

he has assumed it in his premisses." ' And what is here

said regarding Christianity and science is equally true

regarding Christianity and civilization, Christianity and

philosophy.

1 Manual of Theology, by the Rev. T. B. Strong, p. 6.



CHAPTEE X

THE INCAENATION IN RELATION TO CHURCH DOGMA

SYNOPSIS

I. Creeds of the Cliurch the necessary result of conflict with out-

side thought. This conflict most violent about the relation of

Christ to God and Man. Hence, prominence of Doctrine of

the Trinity. This lasted for three centuries. The Church

finally justified her defence of the Doctrine by proving that

it solved all the problems of Divine and Human Existence.

II. The primary questions to be decided regarding the Person and

Nature of Christ are Four in number. These gave occasion to

Four Heresies : {a) The Arian
;

(b) The Apollinarian
; (c) The

Nestorian
;

(d) The Eutychian.

III. These questions were handled by the Early Church with phil-

osophic insight and scientific exactness. The result is em-

bodied in the Nicene Creed. This Creed is called " The

Faith " because it is the Objective expression of the belief

of the Church. Such an expression involves another ques-

tion, viz., the Authority of the Church in relation to Private

Judgement, There is no necessary antagonism between (a)

Authority and Faith, since faith receives its facts from the

Church
;

{b) Scripture and Reason, since, when conflict arises

it is the plain duty of the individual to prefer the common

judgement of the many to the private judgement of one indi-

vidual.

IV. The Nicene Creed contains all the authoritative utterances of

the Church which are to be accepted as de fide.

Thus it was in the friction between the Belief of the

Church and the thought of the world that the dogmas

of the Church gradually formulated themselves. They

would never have been formulated at all if the Church
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had not been obliged to give a rational account of her

belief ; they were simply the outgrowth of that method

which she was forced to adopt in harmonizing her faith

in Revelation, up to a certain point, Avith the truths of

nature and- philosophy, and protecting it beyond the

point w^here it transcends both. The central truth of

the whole system of theology, which she thus built up,

was the Incarnation. In the building period the doc-

trine of the Trinity comes prominently to the forefront,

but (as the history of the times conclusively shows) only

as the rational expression of one side of the Incarnation

—the reality of Christ's Godhead. Contemporaneous

with this, and long after this point w^as settled, the

equally difficult question of Christ's true humanity was

as keenly examined and debated.

As w^e look back upon that age of the formation of dogma,

we see that a long period elapsed before the Church w^as

able to make an exact statement of her belief regarding

Christ's divinity. From a superficial point of view, it is

held up as an objection to the doctrine of the Trinity

that three centuries had passed away before it was enun-

ciated by the universal voice of the Church ; but from a

higher and truer point of view, the lapse of time, so far

from being an objection, is the exact reverse. It evinces

the thoroughness and care with which the Church for-

mulated her belief, and is a proof that she w^aited to weigh

and give full time to the investigation of every counter-

truth before committing herself to an exact definition.

And we may believe, from the result, that in this course

she was under Divine guidance.

In this sense the doctrine of the Trinity was grad-

ually formulated. It was not, as is so often represented,

a piece of mosaic in which all the Gospel statements re-

garding the Person of Christ were carefulh^ fitted to-

gether. It was the result of the conflict of Christian
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belief with all sliades of religions thought and philo-

sophic teachings. It was discovered in the end to be

the supreme and only doctrine which at once (1) rightly

interpreted Christ's life
; (2) gave the real worth of the

facts of the Incarnation
; (3) reconciled together all the

Bible statements about the Person of Christ
; (4) met all

the requirements of religious thought in the world
; (5)

solved the problems of existence when man contemplates

God ; and (6) harmonized all the conflicting elements of

philosophic thought regarding divine existence.

These philosophic antagonisms are constantly reap-

pearing. They will last as long as the world lasts.

They are often revived in a new shape, as though they

were directly created by the doctrine of the Trinity,

whereas they antedated that doctrine and belong to phi-

losophy itself—to existence itself. And the only thing

that has ever brought them together and reconciled their

differences, is this higher truth of divine Existence, this

comprehensive, all-inclusive, doctrine of the Being of

God.

Eitschlianism tells us that this doctrine, in fact, was

an accommodation of Christian Truth to Greek philoso-

phy, but " we may now dismiss as untenable the notion

that the doctrine of the Trinity was borrowed either

from Plato or any other ethnic source. It was implicit

in the Christian Creed. That Creed could not be

thought out without reaching it. And it became explic-

it in the Christian consciousness under the double ne-

cessity for explaining the Creed to philosophic minds

and defending its integrity against philosophic opposi-

tion. But the men who conducted the process of this

development were trained in the philosophy of Alexan-

dria and Athens. ... In this sense the doctrine of

the Trinity was the synthesis and summary of all that

was highest in the Hebrew and Hellenic conceptions of
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Gocl fused into union by the electric touch of the Incar-

nation. Now the doctrine of the Trinity, as dogmati-

cally elaborated, is, in fact, the most philosophical at-

tempt to conceive of God as Personal. Not that it arose

from any processes of thinking. These, as we have seen,

all stop23ed short of it. It was suggested by the Incar-

nation, considered as a new revelation about God, and

thought out upon lines indicated in the New Testament.

Upon this the evidence of the fathers is plain. They
felt that they were in the presence of a fact which so far

from being the creation of any theory of the day, was a

mystery—a thing which could be apprehended when re-

vealed but could be neither comprehended nor discov-

ered ; and their reasoning upon the subject is always

qualified by a profound sense of this mysteriousness." ^

Let us now pass on to the actual historic process of

formation.

CHRISTIANITY AND HEATHEN THOUGHT.

A natural result of the first contact of Christianity

with the outer w^orld, as it drew in disciples from all

sides, was that a large number of these were not Chris-

tianized but semi - Christianized. As the faith of the

Gospels was a religion which contained all the true ele-

ments of other religions, the members of each heathen

cult came into the Church accepting and emphasizing

involuntarily those points in which Christianity harmo-

nized most closely with the pagan religious sect to which

they had belonged from the days of their childhood.

Thus arose an effect which we can readily understand.

The first group of heresies which appear in Church

history were half-Christian, half-heathen. They were

^ Personality, Human and Divine, by tlie Rev. I. R. Illingworth, p.

68.
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Gnostic in character, and Gnosticism was a species of

eclecticism which gathered into one the typical thought of

Greece and the Orient. Then came another onward step.

The false systems of the semi-heathen religious sects

were vanquished, but the philosophical ideas which un-

derlay, and the religious j)roblems w^hich gave rise to,

those systems remained, consequently the questionings of

the day began to centre more and more in the nature of

the Personality of Jesus Christ.^

^ A Table showing the Action and Reaction of Religious

Controversy regarding the Personality of Christ in

THE first four CENTURIES.

DENIAIi OF THE HUMAN-
ITY.

The first Gnostics, believ-

ing that Christ was an ^on
and not Man, denied the
reality of His flesh.

The Catholic Faith. Denial of the Divinity.

The first Gnostics, believ-

ing that Christ was an ^on
and not God, denied the
reality of His Union with
God.

The Docetse (Valentini-
ans, etc.) accepted Christ's
Divinity but denied that
His flesh was other than an
appearance.

In opposition to the Ebi-
onites the Sabellians taught
that Christ was One ^vith

the Father, but denied that
He was other than a tem-
porary Manifestation of the
Father.

In opposition to the Ari-
ans, the Apollinarians
taught that Christ was of
the same substance with
the Father, but denied the
perfection of His human
Nature.

T.

In opposition to the Nes-
torians the Eutychians ac-
cepted the One Personality
of Christ but denied that
His Human Nature was dis-

tinct from His Divine Nat-
ure.

I believe in One God, the
Father Almighty, Maker of
Heaven and Earth and of
all things, visible and invis-

ible. And in One Lord Je-
sus Christ the only begot-
ten Son of God, Begotten
of His Father before all

worlds, God of God, Light
of Light, Very God of Very
God, Besotten not Made.
Being of One Substance
with the Father, by Whom
all things were made. 'Who
for us men and for our Sal-

vation, came down from
heaven and was incarnate
by the Holy Ghost of the
Virgin Mary,And was made
Man, Whose Kingdom
shall have no end.

In opposition to the
Docetae the Ebionites ac-
cepted Christ as a Human
Teacher but denied His Di-
vine Origin.

In opposition to the Sa-
bellians the Arians held that
Christ was the Word of
God, but denied that He
was eternally generated,
and of the same substance
with the Father.

In opposition to the Apol-
linarians, the Nestorians
accepted the two Natures
of Christ, but denied that
the Person of the Man Je-
sus was identical with the
Person of the Logos,

8.

In opposition to the Eu-
tychians, the Monothelites
accepted the distinction be-
tween the Divine and Hu-
man Natures of Christ, but
denied that there was any
distinction between His Di-
vine and Human Will.
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Upon this central mystery the mind of the Church was
concentrated for centuries, and the pendukim of Christian

thought kept swinging between exaggerations of truth,

now on one side now on the other, until it finally came to

a rest in the doctrine of the Person of Christ as it was

formulated by the Council of Nice. When the early Gnos-

tic heresies had subsided, Sabellius arose to teach that

there was one God and three manifestations of God, and

the extreme form of this doctrine apj^eared in the sect of

the Patripassians, who held that the Person Who suffered

on the cross was the everlasting Father Himself.

ARIANISM.

Then came the rebound against Sabellianism, and
Arius led the counter-movement, arguing that if Christ

were the Son of God he must have had not only a de-

rived but a created existence, and that, therefore, there

must have been a time when the Father was, and the Son
was not.

High was the position which the Arians accorded to

Christ. Many among them were even willing to go so

far as to say He was of like substance with the Father,

provided they were not required to say that He was of

the same substance, a,nd the careless multitude, looking

on, and regarding this as a mere question of words, cared

not an "?o^a" (homoiousion and homoousion) about the

controversy.

But the Church held inflexibly to its ground, distin-

guishing clearly that a principle was involved here which

was vital to the integrity of the faith of the Gospel.

Athanasius and others charged the Arians with being

idolaters, in teaching that there were two Gods instead of

one, and worshipping, by their own confession, a being

who was merely a creature. Many as were the proof

16
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texts wliicli the Arians quoted, the champions of the an-

cient faith showed not only that the whole tenor of Script-

ui'e was against them, but that the essential principles

of God's Revelation was against them also, and that the

Arians were applying to God those notions of time which

belong not to divine but to human existence.

And all subsequent Christian thought has revealed the

greatness of the issue for which the Church then con-

tended. If she had yielded to the Arians, the whole after

history of Christianity would have been involved in in-

extricable theological and philosophical difficulties, not

the least of which w^ould have been the renunciation of

the belief that God is eternal love. For eternal love de-

mands an eternal object of love. If there were a time

when there was not a Son of God Who was w^orthy of being

the object of eternal love and of returning that love, then,

in that time, a solitary God must have expended His in-

finite love upon HimseK; and this is a conception of

God which is not only contrary to God's self-revelation

in Christ, but is contrary to reason itself.

APOLLINARIANISM.

In the reaction against Arianism, ApoUinaris, with his

followers, maintained that if Christ were one in the God-

head with the Father, He could not be truly Man. His

flesh could not be ordinary human flesh, with its taint of

sin, but must have been divine in its nature. Not a hu-

man substance, but the divine substance converted into

flesh. This, as will be seen, is less extreme than the

former Gnostic and Docetic heresies, yet none the less it

destroys the reality of the Incarnation. And so the

Church had once more to reverse her attitude of defence,

and hold up the shield with which she just had warded

off the attacks of Arius, against one of her own followers

on the other side.
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Her answer to the very real difficulty set forth by the

Apollinarians, Avas the virgin birth of our Lord, in which

the entail of corruption was broken off and the sinless

Son of God was able to accept the conditions of human
existence without accejDting that of a predisposition to

sin, or of a body contaminated by hereditary sin.^

And it should be remembered, in these days, when so

many are tempted to regard the birth of Christ of a pure

virgin, more in the hght of an apostolic tradition than

as a necessary truth of the Incarnation, that this truth is

the only solution of those grave theological perplexities

that have been felt so deeply by earnest-minded Apolli-

narians and others. The Gospel itself assures us that

that which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is

born of the spirit is spirit. Christ, when He assumed

our physical nature, could not and did not assume with

it the taint of original sin. He came into this world as

the second Adam. He came in a new way. He w^as

born from above, and became the progenitor of a new
race, which w^as born not of blood, nor of the will of the

flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God.

NESTORIANISM.

The controversy about the reality of the divine nature

and the reality of the human nature of Christ was now
becoming more clearly defined. While, to outward ap-

pearance, the issue seemed more metaphysical and in-

tangible, it was really being narrowed down to the point

where it would cease to perplex the mind of the Church.

The reaction against Apollinarianism w^as Nestorianism.

The result of the previous controversies was the gen-

eral acceptance of the reality of two natures in Christ,

' This subject is dwelt upon more fully in the chapter ou the Ascen-
sion.
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but nothing, as yet, had been said about their union in

one Personality. And here Nestorius arose to defend a

sermon of one of his presbyters, in which it was stated

that the title God-bearer (deoroKo^) could not rightfully

be given to the Virgin Mary, because the Divinity of our

Lord was unchangeable and incapable of suftering. She

was the mother of the Man Jesus, but not of the Christ,

the Son of God. If there were two natures there must

be also two Persons. Soon a body of earnest Christians

rallied to his side, who found themselves logically driven

(according to their views) to maintain that in Christ

there were temjDorally, but not eternally, united two dis-

tinct Personalities : first the Personality of the Divine

Word and Second the Personality of Jesus, the Son of

Man. Out of this gTew many perplexing problems,

which we have not time to dwell upon now—problems

which have an intimate bearing not only upon the integ-

rity of the truth of the Incarnation, but upon the Resur-

rection and Ascension of our Lord. In this important

controversy, the Church vindicated for all time the truth

that though there were two distinct natures of Christ,

they were united forever in the one Personality of the

God-Man, Christ Jesus.

EUTYCHIANISM.

But the end was not yet. In the reaction against Nes-

torianism arose Eut^^chianism, named from the monk
Eutyches, who was so convinced of the oneness of Christ's

Personality, that he fell back again into the other extreme

of denying the essential principles of Christ's humanity,

if not the humanity itself. So strong was his con-

viction of the one Personality of Christ, that he lost sight

of the reality of the distinction between the manhood and

Divinity of Christ. If there were but one PersonaHty, the
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lower nature must become merged in the higher nature.

The less, with him, w^as swallowed up by the greater. It

was not extinguished, but taken up into that which was

higher than itself. It was lost as a drop of the water of

life in the vast ocean of God's being.

This confusion of the two natures of Christ was fatal

to the reality of the Incarnation, and the condemnation

of Eutychianism at the Council of Chalcedon has been

justified by the Christian conviction of all subsequent

ages.

MONOTHELITISM.

The last controversy upon this subject with which

we have to do may be described as a lingering echo of

Eutychian thought, rather than a reaction against it. It

emanated from the same impulse which gave rise to

Eutychianism, the desire to protect the truth of the one

Personality of Christ.

The source of personality is the will, and the Mono-
thelites, pressing this argument home, maintained that

if Christ were one and not two persons, He must neces-

sarily have but one, and not two wills. And here Cath-

olic thought had to take its last stand in " rightly divid-

ing the word of truth." The human will is the most

sacred element of humanity. It is a necessary factor in

conversion and regeneration, and if it be destroyed in

Christ, the link between Christ and humanity is broken.

Metaphysical and harmless, therefore, as the Monothelite

doctrine appears at first sight, it was necessary that it

should be met and controverted, as firmly as the preced-

ing heresies had been, for the maintenance of the truth of

the Incarnation in its integrity. And when it had been

vanquished, the air was cleared. No further reaction took

place ; the faith of the Church in Jesus Christ, as one with

God in His Divine Nature, and one with man in His hu-
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man nature, had been vindicated for all time. And, hence-

fortli, whatever future controversies might arise in the

Church, those about the Personahty of Christ Himself

were a thing of the past.

THE NICENE CREED NOT OBSOLETE.

In this brief review of early Christian history we see

how thoroughly the doctrine of the Incarnation was tested,

and tried by the facts of life and the principles of philo-

sophic thought. People, in these times, take little inter-

est in these so-called discussions of metaphysical points.

It is the fashion of the day to regard them as so much
useless and unprofitable speculation regarding matters

which can never be proved : and as a kind of controversy

in which a by-gone age might find delight, but which is

an anachronism in a practical era that has to deal with

facts and not theories.

Assei-tions like these are something more than the ex-

pression of ignorance ; they are misrepresentations of

the truth, and an unconscious falsification of actual his-

tory. In the Nicene age philosophic thought was just

as intense, just as profound, just as accurate as scientific

thought is to-day, and it soared to a much nobler level,

in that it studied the laws of Personality, whereas modem
science studies the laws of material things. There are

men everywhere about us, to-day, who are honestly, but

ignorantly, Sabellians, Arians, Apollinarians, Nestorians,

Eutychians, Monophysites and Monothelites, who think

that, at some future time, the Church will outgrow its

present form of belief in the doctrines of the Trinity and

other dogmas of a bygone age, and come to see things

out of their eyes ; and who are supremely unconscious

that the very thing which they now hold as the highest

truth, has been taught, discussed, dissected, and anal-
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jzed—perhaps for a whole century ;—studied from every

possible standpoint by many men of many minds ; inves-

tigated with that same painstaking thoroughness which

men now give to scientific research ; compared with every

counter tmth, and finally abandoned The only remain-

ing monument kept by the Church of that long and

earnest controversy, is a sentence or a word in the Ni-

cene Creed, placed there, fifteen hundi'ed years ago, to

warn men not to mistake as a highway of knowledge

that which the accumulated experience of the Church has

discovered to be a byway of ignorance.^

THE NECESSITY OF DOGMA.

Taking now a retrospective glance over the ground that

we have traversed, we see that a great advance has been

made in the clearer apprehension of Christian truth ; on

' "Now undoubtedly it must be admitted that a creed is a fence, and

that it does in a sense limit the exercise of private judgement. A creed

deals in definitions, and a definition implies boundaries. Let us look

again at the illustration of a common. There was a time when the

commons of England were all unfenced. People could roam over them

without let or hindrance, no one forbidding them, and no fence ob-

structing them. But in process of time men began to encroach upon

the common land. A man here, and a man there, took a piece of land

and fenced it round, and appropriated it to his own use, and the com-

mon became smaller and smaller, till at last it disappeared altogether,

and the people at large were thus deprived of their common property.

In this way a great many of the commons of England have been lost, to

the great detriment of the population in general. And therefore, to

prevent further depredations, it became necessary to put fences round

commons that were in danger of spoliation ; not. of course, for the pur-

pose of narrowing their area, but in order to guard their latitude ; not

for the purpose of driving any one out who had a right to be in, but in

order to guard the general freedom and enjoyment of all those to whom
the common belonged. There you see as in a parable the historical ex-

planation of the formation of the creeds of Christendom."—Christianity

in Relation to Science and Morality, by Canon Malcolm MacColl, p. 6 ff.
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the one hand, many new points have been brought out

regarding the faith once delivered to the saints, making

the Personality of Christ and the place of His Incarna-

tion in the world more definite, distinct, and intelligible.

Wliile the faith remains the same that it was in the be-

ginning, new corroborative evidences have been discov-

ered of its divine reality and truth.

On the other hand, the faith which in the beginning

was subjective, has found expression in an objective form.

That expression " the Faith of the Saints," which once

meant the iaiih/eU by the saints, has now come to mean

also the faith held by the saints of several centuries.

The appeal, which was necessarily limited, at first, to the

self-consciousness of the individual man, is now to the

collective self-consciousness of the Church, or body of

Christian men, as well. Where, before, it Avas to personal

exj)erience almost exclusively, it is now, in the natural

progress of Christian history, to individual experience

plus the experience of the Church. In other words per-

sonal faith is, in later times, expressed outwardly by an

objective form of faith, and this formula of faith grows out

of the accumulated experiences of Christian men who are

guided by prayer, by the Holy Scriptures, and by the

Holy Ghost, leading them into " all truth " by co-operat-

ing with their own intelligence and memory.

Thus new authorities arise in the nature of things

to supplement that which was first received. And
this brings up before us the place and position of the

authority of the Christian Church and of the Christian

Scriptures in relation to our own private judgement. We
pause for a moment to consider these points.

In the last chapter, after showing the reasonableness of

faith in Christ, we dwelt upon the personal proof that

comes home to the reason and conscience of the man of

faith, that, in Christ, God's self-revelation is consum-
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mated. To many, this kind of proof is all-sufficient.

They need nothing more to supplement their faith. They

believe, and they believe because they have the witness

in themselves and in their own moral convictions, that

Christ is one with God. In the first centuries (after the

days of miracles had practically passed away, removing

the kind of evidence that the senses could verify) the

early Christians were satisfied with the proof that ap-

pealed to their moral convictions, they wanted and

needed no more than those facts of Christ's life which

are rehearsed in the Apostles' Creed. But by and by

when Christianity came in conflict with the reason and

philosophy of the outer world, the Church had to prove

the scripturalness, reasonableness, and philosophical

truth of her belief.

All Scripture was examined and compared with those

Gospel facts, to bring out the analogy of the faith. All

philosophy was examined and compared with the same

facts to bring out the analogy of reason, and the result

was that after an exjDerience of three centuries, the

Church at her council of Nicsea, 325 A.D., and of Constan-

tinople in 381 A.D., found it necessary to expand the sim-

ple statements of the Apostles' Creed into that somewhat

larger form which is popularly known to-day as the Ni-

cene symbol.

We have, therefore, since the fourth century, two ad-

ditional fountains of authority to supplement that of the

first century,—making three in all.

There is first the authority of the individual reason

and conscience, setting its corroborative seal upon faith

in Christ's teachings, Christ's life, Christ Himself as the

Son of God.

There is, second, the authority of the New Testament

Scriptures, which contain the records of Christ's life, and

which have now been brought together in canonical form,
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analyzed and tested, compared and collated by the

Church.

There is, third, the authority of the Church, or the

Christian experience of the ages, uttering in the Creed

the massed conviction of the congregation of the faithful,

regarding the meaning of the facts of Christ's life.

AUTHOEITY AND FAITH.

Neither of these sources of authority, be it remembered,

can be, or was ever intended to be, a substitute ior faith.

They occupy a subordinate place. They prepare the evi-

dence for faith, form a basis for faith, influence faith be-

forehand and also corroborate, support, and direct faith

afterward. But they cannot create faith ; they cannot

coerce faith in Christ. Faith in logic, faith in the Bible,

and faith in Church authority are all of them important

in their own spheres, but each falls far short of that su-

preme act of self-giving, self-surrender, which we call

faith in the Son of God. Such faith is a personal act

whereby the union between the soul and God is ce-

mented, and, as such, it is the direct channel of com-

munication between God and man. It is the gift of

God. It is an energizing spiritual power which rises

and asserts itself above all kinds of extraneous authority.

God calls and we hear His voice. This is the primal

condition of all spiritual life ; and just because it is in-

stinctively felt to be so by every spiritually minded man,

there is a popular Christian prejudice against any asser-

tion of the authority of reason, Bible, or Church.

There is, however, no real mutual interference between

the rights of conscience and those other kinds of authority,

and the jealousy with which the latter are regarded arises

wholly from a confusion of thought regarding the relative

positions of faith and authority. The instinctive protest

is not against authority, but against an exaggerated and
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illegitimate nse of authority. But in its proper place

authority is necessary. Faith cannot stand alone. Faith

in Christ may be real, but Jt may be intermingled with

much that is untrue and unreal, and it is the part of a

true man to have it separated as soon as possible from

these false notions and unreal accretions. " He that

doeth truth," our Lord said, " cometh to the light," ' and

these authorities are a light to reveal those points in

which faith needs to be educated and disentangled from

what is false. Their function is simj^ly corrective.

THE AUTHORITY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT AND REASON.

The first aid that faith receives is from the light of

conscience and reason. These, therefore, constitute the

primal som-ce of authority. Our faith in Christ must

not be an immoral faith, neither must it be an uni-eason-

able faith.

But conscience and reason are not enough alone and

by themselves, to keep us in the right path. They need

the additional light of the Holy Scriptures, in which the

revelation of God is contained, to illumine them and

correct them when they are liable to err.

K a Christian discovers that his ideas of Christ differ

from the actual records of Christ's life that are found in

the Gospel, it is more likely that he is wrong than that

the Gospel is wrong. But even here there is a loop-hole.

He may give a private interpretation to the words of the

Gospel to suit his own views, or else he may dispute the

authenticity of the Gospel records. And in either case

he may, in the exercise of his private judgement do this

conscientiously, though mistakenly. The natural re-

course in this emergency is to turn to what other Chris-

tian men have thought and held from the beginning.

If he finds that the early Christians felt just as he

1 St. John iii. 21.
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does about the authenticity of New Testament docu-

ments ; that they viewed with suspicion the very epis-

tles and books and passages that he views with suspi-

cion ; that they unanimously declared in favoui* of some

few books, while they unanimously discarded many
others ; that there was a middle class of writings about

which there were strong differences of opinion, and that

it was only after the most painstaking analysis and pro-

longed discussion that the Canon of Scripture was formed,

here are historical facts to which he will give due weight.

The methods of Bible criticism followed then, might

not have been the particular methods that are followed

now, but they were none the less searching and exact in

character. The men who lived just after the days when
many of. those records were written had especial op-

portunities for investigation, and contemporaneous evi-

dences were at their command which are closed to us to-

day. It was not necessary that they should be so exact

in minute points, therefore, or so earnest in following

the methods of the Higher Criticism as men are now, for

they had, in every way, the advantage over us in deter-

mining what Scriptui'es were authentic and what were not.

If our own modern critics themselves, with all their

trained habits and impartial methods, could be trans-

ported back to live in the second, third, and fourth cen-

turies, and see and know what Irenseus and Hippolytus,

Eusebius, and Jerome saw and knew ; without discarding

the Nineteenth Century apparatus of criticism, they would

lay greater stress on the more convincing and satisfactory

modus operandi of those early times, when the Church

felt the strong pressure of the responsibility laid upon

her as " the keeper of Holy Writ," in supervising the

formation of the Canon of the New Testament.^

^ The formation of the Canon of Holy Scripture was, then, a live

question, in a much graver sense than it is now. The Church, as the
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This is the ultimate point to which the Higher Criti-

cism must, in the end, gravitate, in determining all ques-

tions regarding the history of Biblical documents. We
would not, and should not, place one obstacle in the

way of those honest and fearless seekers for truth who fol-

low these new methods. Let them learn and discover all

that they can by investigating the integrity, the authen-

ticity, the credibility, and style of each Scripture docu-

ment. The Christian world will have nothing to lose

and much to gain from such a searching analysis. But

we know the end from the beginning. Where we have

not the originals before us, we are compelled to follow

the critics of fifteen hundred years ago, who have pre-

ceded us in the same work ; and who did it as faithfully

in their day as we are doing it in ours.

As faithful witnesses they have reported to us the re-

sults of their labours, and we, at this late date, cannot go

back of that report. Whatever minor discrepancies may
be found in the documents, these will not weigh for one

keeper of Holj Writ, had the responsibility thrown directly upon her

of selecting from the mass of Christian writings in her possession

those that were genuine and inspired productions of the Apqgtles them-

selves. She had to exercise, not only her critical skill and historic

knowledge, but her spiritual discernment on these points ; and so careful

was she in the work, that every kind of writing that could be called Chris-

tian was subjected to the most jealous scrutiny. The list of those that

were thus scrutinized has come down to us, and it is probably complete.

Every lost manuscript now discovered only brings to light a document

whose general character we already know, almost every criticism made
upon the new discovery has already been anticipated in the writings of

the fathers. We only repeat to-day what they said fifteen to sixteen

hundred years ago. Thei'e are still many lost writings (whose names
are already known) which may be recovered. But it is in the highest

degree improbable - it is, in fact, almost an impossibility—that a new
Gospel or a new Epistle of the Apostles themselves, unknown to the

fathers, will ever be found. Irenjeus himself (who lived a.d. 177) says

that no more and no less than four genuine Gospels were ewr heard of

in the Church of Christ.
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moment against the testimony of the Fathers, and the

corroborative decision of the Primitive Church.

In the end, when the work of the Higher Criticism is

completed and both sides are summed up, the question

of the authenticity and integrity of Scripture documents

will be, and must be, determined by Church authority.

For this is the highest kind of authority. It is not the

arbitrary dictum or assertion of any man or body of men.

It is the resjDonsible luitness of those who preceded us,

regarding Christian truth as it was held in their day and

generation.

THE RELATION OF PRIVATE JUDGEMENT TO AUTHORITY.

So, also, is it with the authority of the universal Church

in matters of doctrine. Of course private judgement, as

far as any individual is concerned, lies behind this and

all other questions. It is so of necessity. To ask a man
to forego his private judgement and accept any kind of

authority whatever in its place, is like asking him to see

without his eyes. Even if he does accept Church au-

thority, it is because his private judgement tells him that

Church authority is more trustworthy than his own per-

sonal opinions.

The po}3ular discussions upon this subject, therefore,

that we so often hear, are aside from the purpose. They

are founded upon an antithesis that is not real, but

purely imaginary. Every honest man knoAVS that his

own private judgement is liable to err, not in instincts of

truth, but in its interpretation of truth, and the more

thoughtful he grows, the more plainly he mil recognize

the fact.

A true man will, therefore, treat every recognized

authority with respect. If he has faith in his own integ-

rity, he will have faith also in the integrity of other good
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men. If he has not the time or the opportunity to in-

vestigate, to the bottom, difficult questions, he will de-

pend upon the decisions of others Avho have done the

work which he cannot do, and will learn the true worth

and value of a precedent. The more he reveres truth,

the more self-respecting and cautious he will become re-

garding the use of his private judgement. Where it con-

flicts plainly with a decision that a body of equally

honest, equally intelligent, equally learned men have

made, after a long and careful investigation, his own com-

mon sense will tell him that the probability of error or

mistake is on his side, not theirs. If he undervalues his

private judgement, he will recklessly cling to his personal

opinions regardless of truth or what any authority may
say regarding it. But if he reverences his private judge-

ment, and is pained at the thought of making any false

decision, he will accord to every kind of authority the full

measure of confidence and consideration that it deserves.^

^ " As a matter of fact, authority lias a very great influence upon the

conscience, as it has upon everything else ; as it has upon man's whole

nature, morally, intellectually, physically. Who does not know that

his own moral sense (if I may use the expression), his own moral nat-

ure, is to a great extent made up from the influences acting upon it

from his earliest days to the last moments of his life ? What is the

reason why one man's conscience differs widely from another's ?—I do

not say the whole reason—what is one reason of it but this, that these

men have been differently taught, that these men have been differently

influenced, that these men have seen different examples of good and

evil, of righteousness and unrighteousness. What is this but author-

ity ? What is this but moral power that he received before he under-

stood it ? I receive it before I understand it. I receive it before I can

examine it, and so we have here the conscience as the result of the

authority which bears upon the intelligence, upon the heart and soul.

You see the greatest diversities of conscience, not merely between men
of different nationalities, not merely between men of different religions,

not merely between men separated by creed, climate, and a hundred

other characteristics, but we find the widest differences between those

of the same nationality, the same religion, holding the same faith, ac-
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Now, there is no kind of authority in the whole out-

side world which is comparable with that of the Church

itseK, when it pronounces its decision regarding those

matters which are most surely believed among us.

Though the holy Catholic and Apostolic Church has

existed for nearly twenty centuries, she has seldom opened

her mouth to speak. But when she does speak, the

trumpet gives no uncertain sound. All that she has said

authoritatively is contained in the Nicene Creed. This

creed was, as we have seen, the product of three centuries

of close Christian thought. Instead of being a sudden

creation it was a gradual growth, and in the process of

development every error was sifted out and eliminated.

It was not until a definite consensus of Christian convic-

cepting the same theology, and in all outward respects identical. This

is clearly due to authority, acting upon the heart, acting upon the con-

science, acting upon the will. But here is the danger of a false infer-

ence being drawn. Men may say, if that is the case, there is no such

thing as conscience, it is the result of education, not to say that there

are persons without conscience. If we consider for a moment when we

speak of conscience being formed by authority, we are only saying of

conscience, what we say of habits, of reason itself. Let a man grow up

without education, without the influence of other human beings upon

him, and he will grow up more like a brute thau a man. Yet we say

that reason is a part of the human constitution. We know that even

though it needs education it is there. So, with regard to conscience

Although it is true that there are men who are almost destitute of con-

science, yet were there not a conscience in a man he could not be edu-

cated morally. And here again we remark, that while all these condi-

tions exist, there is in almost all men a primary sense of right and

wrong, and not only so, but when the conscience is once educated, as

when reason is once educated, so the conscience discerns almost infalli-

bly the difference between right and wrong, proving that those powers

were natural, and only needed to be educated and developed. Authority

and conscience act and react. Authority teaches, conscience recognizes

and accepts. Authority could not teach if there were no conscience to

accept, and when conscience has once accepted it has almost forgotten the

authority upon which it received the truth.''—Address of Rev. Professor

William Clark, LL.D , at the Detroit Church Congress, pp. 52, 53.
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tion had been readied, in a Church that had become co-

extensive with the Eoman Empire, that this declaration

of belief became possible ; and after it was once made, it

obtained universal recognition as expressing the mind of

the Church.^ For the subsequent fifteen hundred years

it has been received by East and West, the Greek and

Eoman, Anglican and Scandinavian churches, and all the

evangelical bodies of Protestanism. To-day it is ac-

cepted as the standard of belief by nineteen-twentieths

of Christendom.

The very fact that the subsequent introduction of one

word into that creed (fiUoque), and that, too, on appeal

to Scripture itseK, has been enough to sever the East

from the West, is, in itself, an evidence of the way in

which the ipsissima verba of the Creed are cherished and

reverenced by the Universal Church.^

We hear much adverse criticism to-day upon the dog-

mas set forth by Church authority. This criticism is

founded uj^on the belief that the authoritative declara-

tions of the Church are manifold and minute, making a

cumbrous body of divinity and fettering the intellect and

conscience of men in matters regarding which there is an

allowable diiference of opinion.

^ Thougli the Baptismal or Apostles' Creed, in its present form, is

traditional, and cannot be historically traced back to the primitive

Church, the resemblances of all the creeds of Christendom to it are un-

mistakable. " Some form of sound words," very like the Apostles" Creed,

has evidently been used, with local variations, from the very first. The

authoritative Nicene (Nicene-Constantinopolitan) Creed was set forth by

the Universal Church in a.d. 381
;

yet, on its very face it shows that

it is simply an expansion of the ordinary Baptismal Creed.
"^ These words " and from the Son " {fiUoque) were first introduced into

the Creed by King Reccared at the Fourth Council of Toledo in Spain,

A.D. 589, but they have never been authorized or adopted by the Church

in any canon or definition of any General Council.

See " The Church's Creed or the Crown's Creed," by the Rev, Ed-

mund S. Ffoulkes, p. 16 ff.

17
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As a matter of fact, the dogmas which the universal

Church has set forth and claims to announce with au-

thority, are so few that they can be all summed up and

rehearsed literally in one moment of time.

The Apostles' Creed contains the facts that are to

be believed and accepted. The Nicene Creed is the

Church's interpretation of those facts, and sums up

all that she has pronounced authoritatively regarding

them.

Whatever doubt or uncertainty may have gathered

around this subject in past times is now dispelled, at least

for the Anglican Communion, by the declaration of its

bishops at the last Pan-Anglican Council, assembled at

Lambeth, not as legislators for the Church, but as wit-

nesses of the primitive faith, as it is now actually held in

the Anglican Church throughout the world. Those bish-

ops declared that the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds were

" a sitfficient statement of belief,'" and would be accepted as

such by their Church, in the coming reunion of Chris-

tendom. And the Protestant Episcopal Church in the

United States not only formally ratified and accepted the

Chicago-Lambeth basis for reunion in the last General

Convention, but at the preceding convention it made the

use of the Nicene Creed obligatory in the services of the

Church, on all the greater festivals of the Christian year.

That phrase " a sufficient statement of belief," is, it

will be observed, very carefully worded. There are many
points regarding which Christian writers have uttered

their voice, which are not contained in the Nicene Creed.

There is a general consensus in the teachings of the

Fathers of the primitive Church, and this has been echoed

by the learned doctors and theologians of subsequent

centuries.

Thus we have a stream of Catholic tendency running

through the ages, and uniting them one with another,
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wliich cannot but command the reverence, and influence

the opinions, of every intelligent seeker for truth.

But however high the position we may accord to this

teaching it is not to be placed on a level, for one mo-

ment, Avith the Nicene Creed.

The one only creates a stream of tendency, the other

is an authoritative statement of belief. The one is the

expression of the common judgement of individual men,

the other is the commanding voice of the universal

Church, witnessing for the truth as it is in Christ Jesus.

The one has no clearly defined limits, and no mortal man
can say exactly what its boundaries are, or where they

end ; the other is brief, concise, and pointed. The one is

constantly growing, the other is fixed and stationary

;

the one relates to points regarding which there may be

allowable differences of opinion, the other to truths in

which there can be no differences of opinion without im-

pairing the integrity of the faith. The one is a commen-
tary on the Creed, which no one is bound to accept ; the

other is the Creed itself, which every one is bound to ac-

cept.

The Nicene Creed, therefore, stands as the Church's

unfaltering witness that the Gospel of Christ is a Gospel

of fact, and, as such, it is the sharp, two-edged sword by
which believers in Christ can sever Christian truth from

falsehood, and the touchstone by which they can try the

spirits whether they be of God.

The fact of the Incarnation is thus proved by the

Church of the Ages to be in its many-sidedness the only

solution of the problem of existence in relation to self, the

world, and God. And the Church of Christ has committed

herself irrevocably and irretrievably to the belief that

the self-revelation of God is in the historical events of

Christ's life, not merely in the spirit of Christ's life, nor

the moral character of the Gospels. If we go back of
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this we must face tlie tremendous alternative of regard-

ing the whole history, thought, movement, and spiritual

life of the Catholic Church as founded upon a delusion,

and of leaving the whole problem of existence just where

it was in the days of Gnosticism and Neo-Platonism.



CHAPTEK XI

THE CKUCIFIXION IN KELATION TO THE PROBLEMS
OF SIN AND EVIL

SYNOPSIS

I. Christianity does not create consciousness of sin. The fact that

it always existed in man's heart is proved by the {a) Sacrifi-

cial element wliich is found in all religions
; [b) Universal

belief in the dualism between good and evil.

II. Christianity explains the fact of sin by teaching that sin is not

inherent in matter, but that it entered the world through the

opposition of a human will to God's will. Sin is therefore a

matter of the will and is " lawlessness."

III. Christianity reveals the true character of sin by unveiling its

opposite—God's Holiness. It shows (a) Our powerlessness un-

der sin
; (6) That sin gains strength as we yield to it

;
(c) That

we must yield if unaided. It reveals the needed aid in the

Incarnation through the union which the twofold Nature of

Christ effects between God and man. The bond of a com-
mon humanity with Christ is strengthened by {a) Christ's

temptation
; [b] Christ's sufferings.

IV. The solidarity of the race involves the oneness of sin. The
sin of Adam was the sin of the race. Christ's death the

penalty for our sins and the means of remission.

V. To become one with Christ we must surrender our wills to God's

will : doing this (a) We have no longer the consciousness of

unforgiven sin
;

{b) We do not attempt to pay the penalty for

sin.

VI. Such entire surrender is not immoral for {a) It develops, not

annihilates, the will
;

{b) It secures true freedom to the will

by releasing it from the bondage of sin ; (c) Such freedom,

however, does not mean freedom from committing sins.

Christ delivers us from the spirit of sin by uniting our wills

with God's will
;

(d) Liability to temptation is a necessary

factor in spiritual growth
;

(e) Help against these sins is
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found in the Sacraments wliich are effectual through Christ's

intercession in Heaven
; (/) Weakness which has resulted to

Protestantism in neglecting these two facts.

In previous chapters we have dwelt upon the Incarna-

tion at considerable length, for it is the key to the whole

Christian position. Meeting and solving, as it does, aU

the great problems of existence, by unveiling Christ's re-

lation to self, the world, and God, it covers the whole

ground and anticipates, and includes, the doctrines of the

Trinity, the redemption of man through the Crucifixion,

the Resurrection and Ascension of Christ, and all that

is contained in the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds. But

the full meaning and purpose of the Incarnation will not

be brought out and understood by us, unless we see the

bearing of each event of Christ's life upon the special

problems which it interprets. Our next step, therefore,

will be to take up those articles of the Creed which set

forth the Passion and Crucifixion of Jesus Christ.

So far we have not dealt with that dark word—so aw-

ful in its import

—

sin. But unless our human sin, with

the problems it creates, is met and mastered, the reve-

lation of God only leaves us in a worse plight than be-

fore. For sin exists, nay, it is a part of our own exist-

ence that we cannot escape. Christianity did not create

the consciousness of sin. It is there, down at the bottom

of the hearts of aU men, and it has been there from the

beginning.

Of this, the institution of sacrifices in almost all the

religions of the world, is a visible proof. There is no

other way of interpreting and accounting for such sacri-

fices than as an outward expression of a universal con-

sciousness of sin against God. It is true that there is

no confession of sin and, correspondingly, no prescribed

sacrifices for sin in the sacred books of Confucius and of

Taoism in China, and that these wide-spread religions,
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therefore, seem at first sight an exception to the rule
;

but on looking closer we find the usual sacrifices in their

poi^ular worship, notwithstanding the silence of their

own sacred books. It is noteworthy that these sects

were obliged to supply a lack and meet a popular de-

mand, by restoring the ancient custom which they had

ignored. The exception proves the rule. .

Another evidence of the same consciousness of sin is

before us, in the belief in two rival forces of good and

evil, which dominates most of the ancient religions of

Asia. Dualism may have found its fullest expression in

the Magianism of Persia, but its latent influence is seen

far and wide, and it was one of the most persistent forces

in all those Gnostic heresies of the Orient which were so

prevalent in the days of the early Church. In all of

these a principle of evil is not only recognized but ab-

normally emphasized. Evil is regarded as an entity in

itself. It is a god, or an order of " thrones, principali-

ties, and powers," co-existing with the power or powers

of goodness, and opposing the kingdom of right with a

kingdom of wrong. All matter is looked upon as in-

herently and eternally evil, and, therefore, there is an

eternal antagonism between the spiritual soul and the

material body.

In doctrines like these we behold the upheavals of

human thought in its efforts to master and explain the

problem of evil ; and have here the outward record (writ-

ten by the human imagination on the skies and the fair

face of nature) of the inward strivings of generations of

human souls to account for the mystery not only of their

suffering but of their human sin. And all this, be it re-

membered, is the voice of human nature itself apart from

any teaching or influence directly derived from the Keve-

lation of God.
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THE BIBLICAL EXPLANATION OF SIN.

But if revelation did not originate the consciousness of

sin, it explains it. It proclaims on its very first page

monotheism instead of dualism, and declares that matter,

Avhich owes its origin to a beneficent Creator, cannot be

inherently evil. On the contrary, at every stage of the

creation of the world, God, looking upon His work, re-

garded it as " good " and when the whole, including man,

was completed, " and God saw everything that He had

made, behold it w^as very good." There is no trace of

dualism here. Sin does not come in until the first man

breaks the law of God, and then, when he has deliber-

ately set up his ow^n human will against God's divine

will, the sinful consciousness for the first time appears.

When he hears the voice of the Lord God he goes and

hides himself.

From that day onward, though human sin is the un-

ending theme which the Bible is ceaselessly dwelling

upon, evil is never exaggerated or distorted, as in the

old dualistic religions of Asia. It is never represented

as natural, but always as unnatural.

If there is one clear note of revelation which keeps

ringing like a trumpet blast through the ages, with no

uncertain sound, it is that men, however conditioned they

may be by class sins, hereditary sins, and weaknesses of

their own nature, are responsible for their sins.

Where other religions, as w^ell as much of the scientific

teaching of the present day, places the nidus of sin in the

human body, the revelation of God places it in the

human ivill. In other w^ords, instead of being a physical

it is a moral infirmity. And if Ave desire an exact defini-

tion of the nature of this moral infirmity, w^e have it in

the words of St. John the Divine : rj afiapria icrrlv rj
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avo/jLLU—" s{7i is laivlessness.'' ^ Sin, from the Christian

standpoint, is not an entity in itself. It does not exist

in nature apart from man. It does not exist in man him-

self apart from his ivill. Blot out the human will and

sin becomes literally nothing.

SCIENCE CANNOT EXPLAIN SIN.

All else in this world is according to nature. The life

of the animal and vegetable worlds, the changes brought

about by decay and death are all in obedience to the

laws of God as they are revealed in the natural world

;

the human life of man, with its bodily and intellectual

needs, its sesthetical and spiritual aims as they are shown

in civilized life, are all natural and normal in themselves,

and they would never become otherwise were it not for this

unnatural spirit of lawlessness in man which we call sin.^

Almost every human vice when traced to its source, is

found to be a distorted or perverted virtue ; and acts

which, in themselves, are virtuous, are rendered vicious

by a perversion of their use, through this spirit of disor-

der, and if the spirit itself be eliminated, man would, at

once, be restored into full harmony with the universe

and with God. But the spirit cannot be eliminated by

any possible effort of the human will. As far back as we
can go in the historic past, we discover that men have

tried in vain to rid themselves of this tendency to law-

lessness, with its corresponding consciousness of sin.

There have been those who, to escape it, have fled, like

Gautama, from the world and the companionship of their

brother men, to the desert and cave of the hermit. There

1 St. John iii. 4.

^ The reader is referred for a fuller treatment of this subject to a Ser-

mon on the Nature of Sin, by Canon Charles Gore, in the appendix to

the last edition of Lux Mundi.
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have been Buddhists and Brahmans and Gnostics, who
have fasted and kept silence for years, to gain freedom.

No exertion of will power, in fact, has ever been so

heroic, so persistent, so strained, as that put forth, from

time immemorial, in this single direction ; the religious

annals of the world are teeming with the history of this

one struggle, all ending in the one result of failure.

In these latter days, this long chapter of human history

is j^assed over for more interesting reading. The world

is so monopolized and absorbed in tracing the upward

evolution of the human race, through the workings of

natiu'al laws, that it has completely forgotten the other

record written upon human consciousness itself, that hu-

man nature is persistently unnatural.

Christianity, as we have seen, explains this conscious-

ness as the recognition of an unnatural spirit of lawless-

ness by a nature, made in the image of God ; but how does

modern philosophy account for it ? Under what scien-

tific category is it to be ranged ? What is its office and

function ? Everywhere else in nature there is a corre-

spondence between an instinct and its function ; what

natural purpose does this sense of being unnatural sub-

serve? Why should a race which has been evolved ac-

cording to the laws of nature, have, by nature, this per-

sistent conviction of inborn lawlessness ? Science offers

and can offer no explanation of this fact, which Christi-

anity makes so clear.

THE REVELATION OF GOD IS A DISCLOSUEE OF SELF.

But Christianity not only explains " sin," it intensifies

the human consciousness of its lawless presence. If this

consciousness appears, apart from revelation, when men

look at themselves in relation to the laws of nature and

recognize their attitude to the will of God as thus indi-
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rectly revealed, it is of course proportionately increased

when they meet with the will of God as it is directly re-

vealed in Jesus Christ.

We men learn truth by differentiation—by contrast

;

and the very presence of One Who, standing among men,

does the will of God on earth as it is done in heaven,

brings out into the clear light of day the contrary spirit

so that all may know it. The primary effect of the self-

revelation of a personal God in Christ, is the disclosure

of the real nature of sin as the spirit of lawlessness.

Christ Himself emphasizes this in those memorable

words, " If I had not come and spoken unto them, they

had not had sin ; but now they have no cloak for their

sin." ^ Observe that it is the actual presence of Christ,

as God Incarnate, which produces this result. No mes-

sage from heaven, no appeal from God to the senses, or

to the reason, alone and by itself, would create the same
indelible impression ; still less would the selection of

some good and holy man to be the inspired exemplar to

the world of divine morality. The revelation is not

merely one of morality but of divine Personality. The
God in Whose image we are made, must stand among us

in the power of His personal life and personal holiness,

to bring out plainly the awfulness of that spirit of law-

lessness which we call sin.

The vision of Christ, the Son of God, brings with it by
comparison the true vision of self. If we see the truth

about God we must, at the same time, see the truth about

ourselves. If we come to the light to find God, we must

have that same light falling full upon the darkness of our

own souls. If we would have the blessedness of knowing

God, we must not shrink from the agony of knowing self.

And such is the fact which Christ Himself emphasizes,

in those words of profound meaning :
" This is the con-

1 St. John XV. 22.
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demnation, that light is come iuto the world, and men
loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds

were evil. For every one that doeth evil hateth the light,

neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be re-

proved." ^ Men dread the vision of self for the same rea-

son that they dread the certain knowledge of a physical

disease from which they are suffering, perhaps dying.

And this is one of the most prevalent causes of unbelief

in Christ. The doubt originates not in an intellectual,

but in a moral source. In some it is, of course, the de-

liberate blindness of men who disbelieve in virtue and

hate the light because their deeds are evil and because

they love sin more than they love God. But in others it

is cowardice, despair, disbelief. It is the stoicism of those

who cannot believe that there is any power, human or di-

vine, which can alter their present condition ; who hold that

the only peace for them is in forgetfulness of the realities

of their own existence and in submission to the inevitable.^

1 St. John iii. 19, 20.

2 "The Stoic independence of thought, passing through the move-

ment of scepticism, finds its true meaning revealed in a consciousness

—

which is at the same time a despair—of self. To this despairing self-

consciousness is revealed the hollowness both of the real claims vindi-

cated for the abstract person in Roman Law, and also of the ideal claims

vindicated for the thinking self in Stoicism. It has learnt that the

claims so vindicated are, in truth, entirely lost ; that the self so asserted

is rather absolutely estranged from itself. Its despair, therefore, may

be regarded as the counterpart and completion of that triumphant joy

with which the spirit of Comedy in Aristophanes rejoices in itself, look-

ing down upon the annihilation of all that which is not the self. For

while in this comic consciousness all objective reality is alienated from

itself and emptied of substantial worth in relation to the self ; the de-

spair that follows upon scepticism is the tragic fate which immediately

falls upon the self which thus in its isolation has raised itself to the

absolute. It is the consciousness of the loss of all reality in the assur-

ance of the self, and again of the loss of this last assurance, and it is

the agony of desertion which expresses itself in the hard saying that

Ood is dead.''—Hegel's Phiinomenologie, p. 544.
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CHRISTIANITY WITHOUT THE ATONEMENT A RELIGION OF

DESPAIR.

Men will not come to the light which reveals them to

themselves, because the vision of self means a vision of

lawlessness ; and the consciousness of lawlessness or sin

means the consciousness of an incurable moral disease.

The light of Christ's life falling full upon the seat of the

trouble—a diseased Avill—forces them to see themselves

as God sees them.

The Hght of Christ's example and teachings, showing

how we are to do God's will on earth as it is done in

Heaven, is a revelation of impossible holiness. Though
it appeals to every diviner instinct in the human breast,

and though every one beholds here the only ideal life

that will ever satisfy his own human longings as a being

made in the image of God, nevertheless the kind of exist-

ence which Jesus Christ holds up before us in the Ser-

mon on the Mount and in His other teachings, is, in

every way, a superhuman life. The portrayal not only

deepens the sense of our own utter unworthiness, but it

brings out the paralyzing conviction of our own absolute

powerlessness.

When St. Peter, in his first interview with Christ on

the shore of GaUlee, fell down at the feet of Jesus, crying

" Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord," he

was expressing the innermost feeling of every man who
realizes what Christ is, and what His presence is as God
on earth. St. Paul traces this conviction of powerless-

ness under sin, with a remarkable skill in diagnosis, in

the seventh chapter of the Epistle to the Komans, ending

with the words, " To loill is present with me, but how to

perform that which is good I find not."
'

1 Romans vii. 10, 11, 15-23.
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If, therefore, Christianity brought to man no more than

this consciousness of what God is, and stopped short at

this point, it would only deepen and broaden the impas-

sable gulf between God and man—the Divine hfe and

the human life,—and become inevitably the religion of

despair. Indeed this is, oftentimes, the very effect that

it produces, when its inner meaning is first realized ; as

we see in the case of John Bunyan and multitudes of

others.

The portrayal of Bunyan's own spiritual experience, so

vividly delineated in " The Pilgrim's ProgTess," is the

pictiu'e of a kind of crisis which not only is constantly

recurring in the lives of men, but has characterized the

inner history of some of the greatest saints of God. The

persistence with which the allegory keeps its place as a

religious classic is a witness of the dramatic power with

which it holds up before the soul the throes of human
nature when it is brought face to face with God.^

The agony is so great because we have two kinds of

consciousness warring together within us : on the one

hand there is the consciousness that we are sons of God,

and that Christ is appealing to every Godlike instinct

in us, as God's children ; and on the other hand, the con-

sciousness that we are hopelessly separated from God
by the guilt and the dominating power of sin. The

latter consciousness is as strong and persistent as the

former. Its very persistency betokens that it is a deep-

seated disease. Spiritual ailments, in their very nature, are

more incurable than physical infirmities, and all our self-

knowledge and observation of human nature go to prove

that nothing is so hopelessly incurable as a diseased will.

.
1 If Christianity brought to man no more than this consciousness of

what God is, these pangs would be veritable death throes of the spirit-

ual life : the presence of God would become a consuming fire, and earth

itself would be transformed into a hell.
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From whatever side we approach the subject this is

always the ultimate diagnosis of sin.

It is a spirit of lawlessness, which gradually honey-

combs the moral life, rendering us less and less able, as

we yield to it, to do the right and refuse the wrong. Sin

thus becomes the separator. It creates, and keeps in-

creasing, an eternal, irrevocable separation between the

divine life and the human life, and the more our knowl-

edge of God and Self increases, the more plainly the re-

ality of om- condition stands revealed.

If, therefore, the consciousness of lawlessness drives

us not to, but from God, and every fresh revelation of

God only serves to make the state of separation more
vivid and plain, there must be something more than a

revelation from the outside to overcome the obstacle.

The separation itself must be abolished ; the diseased

will must be cured ; the seat of the disease is in the soul,

and a corruptible soul can no more inherit incorruption

than a corruptible body. The spirit of lawlessness must
be kiUed in us, and the consciousness of sin must be lost

in the conscious possession of a sinless Hfe—or, at least,

the germs of a sinless life—which is not separate from

God, but in union with God. There is no natural way
in which the sinful human life can become sinless divine

life, for the change necessitates infusion into the soul of

a power that is above nature. " Whosoever is born of

God doth not commit sin, for His seed remaineth in him,

and he cannot sin, because he is born of God." '

Nothing less than a new life which lifts us above our-

selves and the constitution of our own human nature, can

restore the broken unity which sin creates. To inherit

the kingdom of heaven a man must be "born from

above."'

' See 1 John iii 9.

2 St. John iii. 3.
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CHRIST S UNION WITH MAN.

How, then, is the restoration ever to be effected ?

Christianity gives the wonderful answer: It is accom-

plished through the twofold nature of Christ.

Christ is perfect Man as well as perfect God. Christ

identifies Himself with us as closely as He is identified

with the Father. He is not only the representative of

God to man, but the representative of man to God. He
is one with us as truly as He is One with God. Our sin

may separate us from the divine life but it does not sepa-

rate us from Him who shares our human life.

All this is not merely theological language, in a tech-

nical sense ; it is the language of eternal reality and the

description of the only way in which our union with God
can possibly be effected. It is sin, and sin only, which

makes the distinction between the two natures of Christ,

upon which theology dAvells with such persistent em-

phasis, seem artificial.

Men are wont to speak of the tie of blood as the strong-

est of all bonds of union, but the full strength, even of this

tie, is not realized until Christ, the God man, stands before

us as a blood relative. In the Incarnate Christ, the union

between God and man is revealed so that the human mind

can grasp it

The Tie of Temptation.

1. This bond of union is brought out by temptation.

The very consciousness of sin which separates us from

God, unites us with the man Christ Jesus. Christ shares

all our experiences of sin, except that of actually yield-

ing to sin. This exception seems to many to erect a bar-

rier between the sinless Jesus and the sinning soul, but

only at first sight. The barrier has no foundation what-

ever except in a mistaken idea.
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It is not necessary, as this world is so prone to think,

that to know sin one must first commit sin. The truth is

exactly the reverse. To know sin it is necessary to be

tempted, but not necessary to yield. The man who is

tempted, and who steadfastly resists the temptation,

knows far more about the real nature of sin than the

man who yields, for the latter ceases to realize the

strength and awfulness of sin from the moment of yield-

ing. The strength of the tide is not felt until we
row against it ; and it is not until we begin to exert

our will-power against sin, that we become conscious

of its terrible slavery. The more perfectly, therefore, we
do God's will, the more fully we comprehend the lawless-

ness of self-will. Because Christ Avas tempted in all

points like as we are, yet without siii. His sinlessness en-

ables Him to know sin more profoundly than the whole

world knows it and, therefore, creates a bond of sym-
pathy between Him and every sinful heart, which could

not have existed had He yielded to a single temptation.

This union between Christ and ourselves is, therefore,

fui'ther cemented by the tie of temptation. As a matter

of fact, Christ, as a man, was not only tempted as we
are, but infinitely more than we are. He was tempted
as a poor man and tempted as a king ; tempted as pos-

sessing nothing, and yet, as possessing all things. If, in

His unique Personality, He lived, as we have said, our

myriad lives in one, it necessarily follows, from the very

conditions of His existence, as the perfect Man, that He
bore the many-sided temptations of those myriad lives.

As Canon Gore truly says :
" The humanity of Christ and

the humanity of the gi-eatest criminal are consubstantial

with one another. All that the criminal sins with be-

longs to Christ's nature ; He has all the faculties that

are used for sin. ' He could sin, if He could tvill to sin,'

the Fathers tell us ;
' but God forbid that we could think
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of His willing it !
' Wiiat is disordered, ungoverned, in

the criminal, is in Christ perfectly subordinated to a will,

itself controlled in loving harmony with the Divine

Spirit." 1

The Tie of Suffering.

(2) In addition to this, Christ is united to us by the

tie of suffering. He was pre-eminently a Man of sor-

rows and acquainted with grief. The witness of the

Christian ages unites with and corroborates the pro-

phetic testimony of Isaiah, that " His visage was so

marred more than any man, and His form more than the

sons of men." ^

As we view Him in the temptation of the wilderness,

and the agony of Gethsemane, and the death throes of

the crucifixion, we behold One who, physically, men-

tally, and spiritually, descended into lower depths of the

via dolorosa than were ever trodden by any other hu-

man foot. He meets, in His own Person, every kind of

suffering occasioned by sin, and every form of trial that

crushes the manhood of men. That dark problem of

sorrow, which is so baffling to all human inquiry, is faced

by Christ in His own checkered earthly experience as no

other man has ever faced it.

In proportion as a nature is true will it quiver under

the charge and stigma of falsehood ; and He knew the

torture of misrepresentation and ingratitude more than

any man. From the beginning to the ending of His

earthly career, Christ's life was a fulfilment of that old-

time prophecy :
" He Avas despised and rejected of

men." He was reviled and called an ignorant man, a

demagogue, a wdne-bibber and a glutton, a liar, a blas-

phemer of God, a man possessed by a devil. He was

pointed at as a native of Galilee, out of wdiich no

' Appendix ii., last edition of Lux Mundi. 2 Isaiah lii. 14.
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prophet could rise, and a dweller in Nazareth, from

which no good could come. His followers were excom-

municated by the rulers. He was, at last, condemned as

a malefactor more worthy of death than Barabbas, the

murderer ; and, at the very moment when He stood be-

fore Pilate as the witness to eternal truth, He was under

sentence of the Sanhedrim as a traitor to God, Who had
uttered eternal falsehood.

Every sufferer finds in Him One who has suffered more
;

every reformer, One who has been more cruelly perse-

cuted ; every martyr for truth, One who was more gross-

ly falsified.

Suffering always creates a bond of union between man
and man, yet Christ comes nearer to the heart of human-
ity than any other reformer or martyr, as a man of sor-

rows and acquainted with grief. Hence, there is no
sympathizer like Him, for sympathy means to suffer loith,

and Christ, in His life, stands out pre-eminently as The
Sufferer of the human race. He is united to us in His
Incarnation, in an indissoluble union, not only through

the tie of blood, but through the tie of suffering.

Let us pass on now to the consideration of another

truth.

THE ONENESS OF SIN.

Sin, or the spirit of lawlessness, is one spirit, howsoever,

whensoever, and wheresoever it manifests itself. In the

light of time, men may be separated from one another by
the different ages, the different countries, the different

circumstances in which they live ; but in the light of

eternity, all who are animated by the same spirit of sin,

are blighted by the same curse, participate in one an-

other's acts, and share the same condemnation. If I, liv-

ing in the nineteenth century, inwardly yield to a motive

which is the exact counterpart of that to which Adam
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yielded in paradise, when lie ate tlie fruit of the for-

bidden tree, then, when we both stand side by side at

the Judgement Day, I shall be held as guilty of the same

sin by an all-just God. Christ Himself points to this

unity of sin when He says to the Jews :
" Woe unto

you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! because ye build

the tombs of the prophets and garnish the sepulchres of

the righteous and say. If we had been in the days of our

fathers we would not have been partakers with them in

the blood of the prophets. Wherefore ye be witnesses

to yourselves, that ye are the children of them which

tilled the prophets. Fill ye up then the measure of your

fathers. Wherefore, behold, I send unto you prophets

and wise men and Scribes, and some of them ye shall kill

and crucify ; and some of them ye shall scourge in your

synagogues and persecute them from city to city ; that

upon you may come all the righteous blood shed upon

the earth, from the blood of righteous Abel unto the

blood of Zacharias, son of Barachias, whom ye slew be-

tween the temple and the altar. Yerily I say unto you,

all these things shall come upon this generation." ^ This

mysterious oneness of sin forms a communion of sinners,

that stands over against the communion of saints ; and

binds together, in one spirit of antagonism to holiness,

one tie of sympathy in lawlessness, and one aim in perse-

cuting the righteous, those who otherwise would be at

variance among themselves. This is shown in the plain-

est and most unmistakable manner in the history of our

Lord's Passion and death.

Though the Pharisees and Sadducees were at bitter

enmity with each other,^ and though both regarded the

Herodians as traitors to their country, who were truckling

and selling God's people to the detested power of Rome,

they forgot their fierce religious and political ani-

1 St. Matt, xxiii. 29-36. - See Acts xxiii. 6-10.
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mosities in their miitual hatred of Christ, and conspired

together to accomplish His ruin, on the last day that He
was found in the temple.^

The day after, these conspirators against His life

gained a sudden and unexpected accession to their ranks

from the apostolic band itself, when Judas, from the Chris-

tian side, joined them.

Thus, the power of one spirit of sin had drawn together

Annas and the high-priestly faction, the Herodians, Sad-

ducees, Pharisees, and Judas; but the reigning royal

family of Herod and th-e government of Rome still held

aloof.

On the morning of the crucifixion this last gap was filled

and by a gravitation of sin-power that was irresistible,

these outside rulers were drawn into the circle, and after

the condemnation of Christ, Pilate, the Roman governor,

and Herod, the provincial king, who had previously been

at enmity with one another, became friends.^

Thus, the representatives of all these different forms of

power were united in the oneness of sin and arrayed

against Christ. His cross and Passion bring out this

latent unity of sin in a startling way that all may recog-

nize.

On the one hand, Christ stands forth as the champion

of all righteousness, and the representative of all the

righteous men on this earth from Abel to Stephen, from

Stephen to the last Reformer who shall suffer for truth's

and righteousness' sake. On the other hand, because He
thus represented all virtue, the whole united sin-power

of the world was launched against His soul. All the in-

dividual sins, the class sins, the national sins, that, in

any age, create a spirit of persecution, were actively rep-

resented here, in this persecution of Christ. And, thus.

He was crucified, not merely by the Jews at Jerusalem

1 St. Mark xi. 27 to xii. 34. ^ gt. Luke xxiii 12, 13, 14.
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in A.D. 33, but by the whole world. If we, who are liv-

ing in A.D. 1895, are animated by the self-same spirit of

sin or lawlessness, which filled their hearts, then, in the

sight of Eternal Justice, the accidents of time and place

are forgotten. We have only to change places with them,

and they would be living the identical kind of life that

we live ; while we should be the ones who cry " Crucify,

Crucify!"

THE CROSS EEVEALS SIN.

Now this brings two eternal facts before us.

Christ died first by our sins, and second for our sins.

He suffered by our sins not only as man but as God ;

for it was the Power of His sinless Personality, as He
translated God's life into human words and human ac-

tions, and as He lived on earth under new conditions

the very life He had always lived in Heaven, that drew

out and concentrated the latent hatred of human hearts.

Christ Himself emphasized this fact over and over

again. "He that hateth Me," He said, "hateth My
Father also." . . . "But now have they both seen

and hated both Me and My Father." ^

The sin that crucified Christ, therefore, stands re-

vealed as hatred against God. God in Heaven cannot

be reached, but God in Christ is condemned to death

and crucified ! Such is the awful revelation of the nature

of sin brought out by the fact of the crucifixion. Again,

we repeat, it would never have thus been brought out

had it not been for the fact. Christ's death upon the

cross means that sin has wreaked its curse, its purpose,

its vengeance, upon the Son of God Himself.

1 St. John XV, 23-24, seq.
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THE CKOSS REVEALS GOD.

The second eternal fact is that Christ died for onr

sins.

The cross is the revealer of the love of God. We
should never have known the length or breadth, the

height or depth, of the love of God, had it not been for

Christ's death upon the cross. Without the cross, we
should have continued guessing and speculating upon
the nature and the limitations of divine love, mistrans-

lating divine love, disbelieving, notwithstanding all rev-

elations to the contrary, the fulness of divine love ; never

dreaming of the depths of its divine self-sacrifice.

But there hangs that cnicified form, as the manifesta-

tion of divine love ; unseen love precipitated into a vis-

ible deed ; crystallized in the sight of the ages into an

act, witnessed, for all time and all eternity, by an histor-

ical fact. Whichever way we turn that cross stands be-

fore us ; doubt as we will, we cannot obliterate that his-

torical fact ; sin as we may, we cannot shut out this vision

of the crucified. Crushed as I may be by the conscious-

ness of a sin that I cannot escape, and the agonizing

sense of separation from God which ensues, there is the

revelation of the way in which my eternal union with

God is effected.

THE ATONEMENT.

To interpret that revelation, the word At-one-ment

has been coined, because at the cross, God and man
become at one. For if sin or lawlessness is an offence

against a law-giver, and the consciousness of sin means
the sense of personal responsibility to, and separation

from, that law-giver ; then, when the Law-Giver Himself

assumes the burden, pays the debt, suffers the shame and
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sorrow, is branded with the curse, and takes the death

penalty of our sin, what is there left ? The sin itseK is

wiped out.

To retain the consciousness of unforgiven guilt after

this ; to keep thinking of a debt that has been paid, of

a responsibility that has been discharged, of a state of

separation which does not exist, is to substitute fiction

for fact, an imaginary law-giver for the real law-giver,

and, thus, to be living under a delusion of our own
brain. It is like a freedman, emancipated in the sight of

the Avhole world, and protected in his freedom by the

law of the whole land, imagining himself still to be a

slave.

The prodigal son, when he first came to himself, said,

" I will arise and go to my father, and will say unto him,

Father I have sinned against heaven and before thee,

and am no more worthy to be called thy son ; make me
as one of thy hired servants^ But when the father's

arm was around his neck, and the father's voice sounding

in his ears, saying, " this my son was dead, and is alive

again," the dawn of a higher consciousness came back to

the prodigal's heart, and he forgot all that he had meant

to say about being taken back as a servant. It was the

consciousness that he was not a servant but a son. He
had to do, not with a law-giver, but a father. The royal

blood was in his veins ; what had been so freely forgiven

it was for him as freely to receive. To cling to a past

that had been blotted out Avere now dishonour, degrada-

tion, ingratitude, a want of appreciation of that father's

love. The instinct of true nobility was to think of his

father's greatness instead of his own littleness, and,

hence, he Avas following a divine consciousness which lies

deeper than the consciousness of sin, when he looked up

with a feeling of fully restored confidence into his fath-

er's face and only said, "I am no more worthy to be
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called thy son." In tliis parable Christ indicates the

kind of repentance which must be the first step toward

restored union with God.

The last refuge that the spirit of self-will or lawless-

ness takes in us, is in the desire to pay a debt to God
that we can never pay. Most of the arguments that we
hear against the atonement, and the pleas that are put

forth about the impossibility of Christ's assuming the

penalty of our own sins, and the eternal injustice of such

a doctrine, are grounded on the idea of the possibility of

our making a just recompense ourselves. They are but

the excuses put forth by a spirit of self, which does not

want to give up self. But this spirit of seK-will is the

very spirit of sin or lawlessness which causes the whole

separation. It must be killed before union can be re-

stored. It is this assertion of self which crowds out the

life of God from our hearts ; the two cannot co-exist in the

same soul. It is only where self ends that God begins.

A man must surrender his spirit of independence, and

become completely dependent on God, if he would rise

above his sin ; for the spirit of self-dependence and the

spirit of sin are one and the same thing.

" For sin," to quote the words of Bishop Westcott, " in

its ultimate form is selfishness, the setting up of itself by

the finite against the Infinite. And the possibility of

this is, of necessity, included in the idea of finite self.

Self carries with it the potentiality of isolation. In that

isolation, when it first becomes a fact, there is the fertil-

ized germ of sin." ^

HUMAN RESPONSIBILITY NOT DESTROYED.

A very real difficulty arises here, and as it is the seat

of the strongest and most persistent objections to the

1 Gospel of Life, p. 219.
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doctrine of the atonement that we so frequently hear, it

clemandfe careful consideration.

It is said that in thus abandoning ourselves to a re-

demption, not wrought within us, but outside of us by

another, we are violating the fundamental laws of our

being ; that this complete surrender of our human will

means not only the destruction of all sense of responsi-

bility for sin within us, but of our human personality it-

self ; and that, as long as the propensity to sin remains

in human nature, causing it again and again to yield,

however unwillingly, to sinful acts and sinful thoughts,

the very instinct of truthfulness—the very dread of being

untrue—will prevent a truth-loving nature from shirk-

ing the personal responsibility of those sinful acts and

thoughts. Let us briefly consider the answer to these and

other objections.

1. The self-surrender of the human will does not mean

its annihilation, it means its development. When Christ

said in Gethsemane :
" Not my will but Thine be done,"

He did not ask that His human will should be obliter-

ated. The words, it should be borne in mind, were ut-

tered in prayer, and this, in itself, is the proof that He
wanted to have His will uplifted, strengthened to do

God's will ; it was a prayer that His human will might

not shrink back, succumb, fail, in the a^^ul ordeal that

was before Him, but rise to the emergency and grasp

God's will with unfaltering steadfastness. In His tri-

umphant death upon the cross we behold one human will

that had made God's will perfectly its own. Hereafter,

then, we need look no further than Christ Himself. As

He looked up to the Father so we look up to Him and

say, " Thy will, not Mine, be done."

Those ties between Christ and ourselves of blood, of

sympathy, temptation, and suffering, which we have

dwelt upon before, are now surpassed by another bond
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of union, than which there can be nothing closer or more

spiritual—the tie of a common will. As Christ's human
will in His crucifixion becomes completely co-ordinated

with the Father's will ;
^ and as we, by willing to do what

Christ wills, become one with Him in His humanity, the

gulf that intervenes between us and God is closed up.

By our union with Christ in ivill, we become one with

Christ crucified, instead of being one with the power

which crucified Him ; we are on the side of Christ and

of God against the sin of our own hearts ; we are nearer

to Christ than we are to our own bodies—with their sin-

ful lusts of the flesh.

Hence, there is no longer any separation between God
and ourselves ; for " the finite self which carries with it

the potentiality of isolation " has, by its own free act,

ceased to be isolated. It has, through a human Christ,

united its finite will to the Infinite will. It has volun-

tarily surrendered, not its power of willing, but its sinful

attitude of independence, for one of dependence upon the

will of God. So far from this being an annihilation of

human personality (as it appears so often to the sinful

consciousness), it is precisely the reverse. For the finite

self thus fulfils the law of its own life. To will to do

Christ's will is the very highest reach of activity of which

a human being, made in the image of God, is capable.

But it is more than this. Instead of thus losing his free-

dom, the Christian, by this act, gains it. For he passes

out of that state of isolation, in which he is a " slave to

sin " and " dying in sins," into a state of liberty in

Christ."^

' This is dwelt upon more in detail in the Chapter on the Ascension,

to which the reader is referred,

- The reader is here referred to that remarkable passage in the Gos-

pels (St. John viii. 24-3G) where this whole subject is explained by
Christ Himself,
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It is only by a figment of his own imagination that the

careless sinner regards himself as free. What he looks

upon as independence is really a condition of slavery in

sin. The very fact that he is unconscious, or but partly

conscious, of this slavery is a proof of his degradation.

And if he refuses to accept freedom through Christ, then

there is no promise of immortal life in Heaven for him.

He is in a state of isolation, and of independence of God
that cannot last. Even the little freedom that he pos-

sesses temporarily is slowly being taken away from him.

He is all the while " dying in his sins."

He who clings to sin, or the spirit of lawlessness, is

clinging to that which "passeth away." "For all that

is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the

eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of

the world, and the world passeth away, and the lusts

thereof ; " ^ and he himself will pass away with it. Only

he " that doeth the wall of God abideth forever," and the

sole chance of escape for the sinner from the conditions

of servitude to sin, and the state of dying in sin, is to

unite his human will with the will of the strong Son of

God.
" Our wills are ours, we know not how ;

Our wills are ours, to make lliem Thine."

ONE WITH CHRIST.

2. By thus making our will one with Christ's will, we do

not only become one with Christ, we put ourselves in a

state in which He can become one wdth us. This is the

answer to those objections about accepting a redemp-

tion wrought outside of us. Through the spiritual union

of our wills with Christ's wdll, Christ's life passes into us,

and the redemption is wrought not outside of us but

1 1 John ii. 16, 17.
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within lis. We become crucified with Christ to the world
;

and the old dead self rises in Christ, to a higher seKhood.

In the dawn of the new consciousness which sooner or

later comes to us, we learn w^hat the possession of free-

dom in Christ means. We cannot attain it by any effort

of our own. We must simply accept it, and after accept-

ing it we find that it is the only practical basis for Chris-

tian faith and action.

We must begin with the consciousness of union with,

not separation from, Christ. Otherwise we are com-

pletely paralyzed, for without Him we can do nothing.^

All Christian experience shows that to grow in grace we
must work not to butfrom the Cross.

SIN AND Sins.

3. But freedom from the spirit of lawlessness or sin

does not mean freedom from acts of sin. I may re-

nounce, declare war against, hate sin, as the accursed

thing which God hates and which killed Christ
;

yet

through the weakness of my mortal nature not be able to

follow Christ. " For," to quote again the words of St.

Paul, " to loill is present Avith me, but how to perform

that which is good I find not, for the good that I would,

I do not, but the evil which I would not that I do." ^

The same truth is expressed in the ninth of the Thirty-

nine Articles in the words :
" This infection of nature

doth remain, yea in them that are regenerated ; whereby

the lust of the flesh, called in Greek, (fypovqfia aapKo<i

(which some do expound the wisdom, some sensuality,

some the affection, some the desire, of the flesh), is not

subject to the Law of God."

Does this consciousness of sin, therefore, bring back

the state of isolation or separation from Christ ? No,

J St. Jolin XV. 5.
"^ Romans vii. 18, 19.
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not if the will is free and is continuously exercising itself

in willing to do what Christ wills. For our wills are on

the side of Christ against sin, even though the lust of the

flesh is on the side of sin against Christ. This explains

the important distinction drawn by St. John between

SIN and sins.

In speaking of sin {i.e., the principle of sin, the spirit

of lawlessness itself), he says, *' Whosoever is born of

God doth not commit sin, for his seed remaineth in him

and he cannot sin, because he is born of God." ^ That

phrase, " Whosoever is bom of God," signifies literally

He that hath been horn and still remains (6 yey6vv7)/jL€vo<;)

a child of God. The same truth is expressed in those

other words, " whosoever abideth in Him sinneth not

;

whosoever sinneth hath not seen Him neither known

Him." 2

This is a moral truth. The man who believes in

Christ, who knows Christ and who wills to do Christ's

will, cannot but hate the spirit of lawlessness and be on

the side of Christ against it. As Bishop Westcott well

says, " The ideas of divine sonship and sin are mutually

exclusive. As long as the relationship with God is real,

sinful acts are but accidents. They do not touch the es-

sence of the man's being. The impossibility of sinning

in such a case lies in the moral nature of things." ^

On the other hand, in speaking of sins (i.e., sinful acts),

St. John says :
" If we say that we have no sin we de-

ceive ourselves and the truth is not in us. If we confess

our sins He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and

to cleanse us from all unrighteousness."^

To sin (that is to will to sin) is one thing ; to have sin

(that is to possess a nature prone to sin) is another thing.

Here St. John himself voices the very objection of those

' 1 Johniii. 9. '1 John iii. 6.

3 First Epistle of St. John, p. 105. * 1 John i. 8, 9.
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who deny that any truth-loving man can throw the re-

sponsibihty of his sinful acts upon Christ without vio-

lating his instincts of truthfulness. The apostle himself

distinctly affirms that if we deny that we have sin, the

triitli is not in us.

But to use the well-chosen phrase of Bishop Westcott,

these sinful actions are but " accidents " in the life of

him who wills to do the will of God. He hates the spirit

which causes them ; He resolves against them before they

are committed, He repents of them after they have been

committed ; His whole life is a perpetual warfare against

them. And this fact in itself is a proof that the human
will is left sacredly free by God after the believer is ac-

cpeted in Christ.

THE DISCIPLINE OF TEMPTATION.

In this warfare there are two classes of temptations to

resist, first, those that originate in the hereditary sins of

our ancestors and the guilt of our own past life ; and

second those that arise out of our outward circumstances.

Why the former class continue to assail the ransomed

soul is a mystery. This whole subject baffles human in-

quiry simply because it relates to that problem of predes-

tination and free-will which in all its phases transcends

the limitations of human thought.

But regarding the second class there is more light, and

an explanation at hand that is as comforting as it is sat-

isfactory. If our human will-power had no obstacles to

overcome it would have nothing to exercise itself upon.

Its education would consequently cease, and, with it, all

opportunities for moral growth. Men would pass out of

this life into the higher life of heaven in that crude, un-

developed condition in which they were at the time when

they first gave themselves to God. Their union with
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Christ would be incomplete. "Without temptation, in-

stead of having their wills more and more closely con-

formed to Christ's will by a continuous daily effort to

make Christ first and all other things second in their

lives, they would be rescued—arrested—before they had
been given time for development. They would not know
what it is to bear Christ's reproach, or to continue with

Him in His temptations, or to enter into the fellowship

of His sufferings. That whole experience of the Chris-

tian life which is so unspeakably precious to believers

after they have passed through it, would be an unknown
world to them. The heroic, self-denying, and resolute

side of the Christian character would be wanting, and the

peculiar knowledge that comes through perseverance and

patient doing of God's will through manifold temptations

would be lost.

Reason enough is there in all this to explain why
Christ, when He rescues us from the spirit of sin, does

not go further, and save us at the same time from

temptations. The conquest of these must be gi'adual,

and it is only brought about by the patient co-oper-

ation of our wills with the will of Christ. Our SIN is,

indeed, forgiven, when we renounce the world, the flesh,

and the devil, and we are, therefore, baptized "for the

remission of sins " at the outset of our Christian career :

but to be saved from our sins, we must fight a lifelong

battle, making use of all the sacramental and other helps

that Christ holds out to us.

And the more closely the Christian believer lives in

union with God, with a realized sense of God's loving

forgiveness, the more strenuous becomes his daily battle

with those lusts of the flesh Avhich crucified his Lord and

Master. As he grows in grace, he grows in the conscious-

ness of his own fickleness and in the strength of realized

weakness. And the harder he strives to purify himself
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as Christ is pure, the more grievous the remembrance
and the more intolerable the burden of his sins becomes.

It is to cleanse us from these sins that the sacrament of

the Lord's supper was ordained. The Christian must
not only be in a continuous state of repenting and re-

solving to live a new life, but he stands in continual

need of those new supplies of grace and those influences

of the Spirit of Truth which are pledged to him in the

sacrament of Christ's body and blood.

The whole teaching of the New Testament emphasizes

this truth, viz., that the At-one-ment which was begun
through that blood shed upon the cross was not com-
pleted until Christ rose from the dead and ascended into

Heaven. This truth is never to be forgotten. If it is

lost sight of, as it has been so largely in prevalent re-

ligious thought, the crucifixion at once loses its relation

to the other events of Christ's life and the important

doctrinal truths that they unveil.

Very instructive in this respect is the history of many
of those religious movements which were developed by,

and grew out of, the Protestant Keformation.

A ONE-SIDED THEOLOGY, AND ITS EVILS.

A disproportionate emphasis has been laid upon the

crucifixion by many Protestant teachers ; it was made to

carry more than the gospels ever taught that it carried.

" Jesus Christ and Him crucified," was the one theme
preached, almost to the exclusion of every other doc-

trine of the Incarnation, and the results of this dispro-

portionate teaching have manifested themselves not in

one, but in many different directions. It is thus that

the misinterpretation of the New Testament expressions

about the efficacy of the Blood of Christ, and such

phrases as " The Blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from
19
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all sin," have given rise to all the eiTors of perfectionism

and solifidianism. It is thus that the sacredness of

human free-will was ignored by the very Protestant

teachers who were espousing the cause of men's individ-

uality and the necessity of personal religion, against the

so-called undue influences of the Church, or social Chris-

tianity. It is thus that the strong reaction against the

doctrine of the atonement has arisen, wherein the very

name is associated with unreal theological systems. It

is thus that all sacramental teachings of the Gospels

have been ignored and popularly looked upon as unneces-

sary and unscriptural addenda to the faith once dehvered

to the saints. It is thus that the present High Priestly

work of Christ Himself in Heaven, upon which the Epis-

tle to the Hebrews lays such earnest stress, has dropped

completely out of sight. And beyond all this,—when

we turn from the realm of Christian theology to that of

nature itself,—it is thus that all those aspects of the

Atonement, which lie beyond the range of human frailty

—which relate not to the problem of sin but to the prob-

lem of pain and suffering—have been forgotten.

THE PROBLEM OF UNMERITED SUFFERING.

All suffering does not come from sin. Much of the

suffering in this world would still exist, even were human

sin and all its results, direct and indirect, swept out of

existence. Christ Himself recognized this fact, and

taught it most plainly,^ and Christ Himself, in His death

upon the Cross, not only suffered for the sins of the whole

world, but for the pain of the whole world. Very mys-

terious to our human eyes is that insoluble problem of

pain and evil which darkens the face of God's creation.

As we gaze upon Christ we behold that problem trans-

1 St. John ix. 1-5.
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ferred from all nature and human nature to His own
human life as the Son of man. The Word of God, by
Whom the worlds were made, is, Himself, the greatest

sufferer of the human race, and all forms of human pain

are visited upon Him. Henceforth the load of perplex-

ity is lifted, even if its reason is not wholly explained

;

for God allowed His only-begotten Son to suffer all that

we suffer. Henceforth, one apostle of Christ is able to

say :
" The creature was made subject to vanity, not will-

ingly, but by reason of Him who hath subjected the same

in hope : because the creature itself also shall be deliv-

ered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious

liberty of the children of God. He that spared not His

own Son, but delivered Him up for us all, how shall He
not with Him also freely give us all things ? " ^

While another apostle is able to write regarding that

feehng of strangeness which always accompanies unmer-

ited suffering :
" Beloved, think it not strange concerning

the fiery trial which is to try you, as though some strange

thing happened unto you ; but rejoice, inasmuch as ye

are partakers of Christ's sufferings ; that, when His glory

shall be revealed, ye may be glad also with exceeding

As Canon Gore has well said :
" Jesus Christ did not

satisfy our minds with arguments. He did not solve ob-

jections, or show us why pain and sacrifice are necessary

throughout creation ; nay. He did not even declare God's

love as a dogma, and prove it by miracles. The Gospel

lies in His Person. He took upon Himself all that tells

against divine love, all that has ever wrung from men's

hearts the bitter words of unbelief, or the more chastened

cry of agonizing inquiry, ' My God, my God, why hast

' Romans viii. 20, 21, 32. But see the whole of this remarkable

chapter.

2 1 Peter iv. 12, 13.
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Thoii forsaken me ?
' He took all tliis upon Himself, and

as the Man of sorrows, made it, in His bitter passion and

death upon the Cross, the very occasion for expressing

the depth of divine self-sacrifice. Thus, the satisfaction

that He gives us lies in His proving to us, out of the

very heart of all that might seem to speak against such

a conclusion, that behind all the groaning and travailing

of creation lies the love of God, and beyond it all, the

victory of God." ^

^ The Incarnation, by tlie Rev. Charles Gore, p. 131.



CHAPTEE XII

THE RESURRECTION IN RELATION TO HISTORIC

EVIDENCE

SYNOPSIS

I. Difference between the Religious Issues of the Nicene Age and

those of to-day.

II. The Task of the Church to-day is to prove the historical basis

of Christianity.

III. The Church admits that historical evidence cannot prove

her central fact—the Divinity of Christ—yet she recognizes

that the historical character of the Incarnation, Crucifixion,

Resurrection, and Ascension must be established.

IV. The Church proves the Resurrection, and so the possibility of

all Miracles, through those Pauline Epistles, admitted to be

genuine by all.

V. If Science now refuses to accept historical evidence of any

miracle, the case is closed.

VI. For those who do not thus refuse, the Church then supple-

ments historical proof by showing that her own existence,

from the beginning, has been dependent upon and a contin-

uous witness of the truth of Christ's Resurrection : and fur-

thermore, that the power of the Christian life is inexplicable

unless based upon this fact.

VII. The Church holds that there are some truths too great to be

proved by scientific and philosophic reasoning alone, and that

the Resurrection is one of these. The Resurrection extends

beyond the domain of nature and lifts up Reason to the sphere

of Revelation.

There is a marked distinction observable between the

religious issues of the Nicene period and those of the

present day. The Christian controversies of that age
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had a larger circumference ; the thought of the world

was occupied, as we have already seen, Tvdth the w^hole

subject of life, and the Church of Christ was challenged

on all sides to show how " the Word made Flesh " ful-

filled all the conditions of Divine and human existence.

And she met the thought of that age so thoroughly, and

proved her point so satisfactorily, that whenever we con-

sider the relation of Christianity to those deeper ques-

tions which underlie all other problems, we find no lit-

erature so helpful for their solution as the writings of

the early Fathers. Subsequent Christian apologists there

are whose line of thought and style of expression har-

monize more closely with modern times, but these only

build upon a foundation that has been already laid.

The controversies of the present do not go so far down
below the surface. They are less comprehensive and

profound, but more practical in character. They relate

less to underlying principles and more to details ; less

to the Personality of God and more to nature and the

natui'al order ; less to a ^priori and more to a iDosteriori

thought ; and, as will be seen at a glance, not the whole

field of inquiry, but only a small portion of that field,

comes thus under investigation ; nevertheless, in their

own limited sphere, the controversies of to-day are just

as real and important as those of days gone by.

THE POSITION OF SCIENCE.

The modern challenge to the Church is to prove the

historical basis of the Christian religion. Science, from

whom the challenge comes, cares little about the relig-

ious, philosophical, or metaphysical problems with which

Christianity has to deal, but it cares much about the

question of historical fact. It has no quarrel with the

ethical teachings of the Gospel, but it launches the whole
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concentrated force of its criticism against the miracles of

the Gosi3el. And it does this because the Gospel narra-

tive and scientific investigation at this point run across

one another's paths.

Science, in its study of nature, finds everywhere, as far

back as it can trace, the omnipresent reign of law and

order. In the myriads of years the world has existed, it

does not come across a single miracle or interruption of

nature's laws, and, therefore, it adopts Hume's dictum,

that where on the one side we have all human experi-

ence and observation testifying against miracles, and on

the other only a few writers of the Bible testifying in

favor of miracles, it is infinitely more probable that these

Bible writings are wrong than that the whole world is

wrong.

Science is perfectly willing to acquiesce in Christian-

ity if its miracles are left out ; and if a new, expurgated

edition of the Gospel could be adopted, from which every

trace of the miraculous element has been eliminated, it

would sheathe its sword, proclaim a truce, and leave the

Christian world undisturbed in promulgating its tenets.

But these are terms that no Christian believer can ever

accept, for they mean nothing less than a complete sur-

render of the whole position.

Christianity stands or falls as an historical religion.

The miraculous is not only interwoven with the warp and

woof of Gospel history, but it is necessarily present as a

*' sign " that Jesus Christ was the Word made Flesh.

As Dr. Salmon well says, " If that be once conceded, or

even admitted as possible, which our faith asserts, namely,

that our blessed Lord was a unique Person, distinct in

nature from ordinary men, all difficulties about the admis-

sion of what would otherwise be accounted supernatural

facts at once disappear."^ But as this faith "in our

1 Non-miraculous Christianity, by Dr. G. Salmon, p. 18.
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blessed Lord as a unique Person, distinct in nature from

ordinary men," rests partly upon a historical foundation
;

as Christ was a historic Christ, and as miracles were one

of the signs of His divine origin, the Church must be pre-

pared to submit these miracles to any historic test that

science can bring to bear upon them, and maintain their

authenticity and genuineness as historic facts against all

opposition. This is no easy task, at this far-distant

date from the time of their occurrence.

THE CHUKCh's answer.

The line of argument adopted by the Church is that in-

dicated in the Gospel itself, in which the word "sign " is

used ten times where the word " miracle " appears once.

The Church points (1) to the high ethical character of

these signs, and shows that they are all miracles of bless-

ing, not of cursing ; not one is unworthy of that Son of

Man who is the greatest reformer of this world.

(2) In answer to the objection that they are human

inventions and creations of a pious imagination, she

points to the actual creations of pious imaginations in

the post-apostolic age, and holds up in contrast with the

miracles of the true Gospel, which appeal to the moral

sense of mankind, the fanciful stories and puerile miracles

of the pseudo-gospels, which offend the moral sense of

mankind.

(3) She shows that they are all signs and lessons in

object-teaching, that reveal the character of God and

stand as witnesses of Christ's union with the Father.

(4) She points to the fact that they are signs that the

God of nature and God in Christ are one ; that, without

these preternatui-al, superhuman signs of Christ's origin,

the full meaning of His Incarnation would never have

been grasped by men.
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(5) In response to the objection that the Gospel mira-

cles are legends wherein natural facts have gradually

been expanded into supernatural ones, she points out

how, at the very commencement of Christ's public minis-

try (and, of course, long before any Gospel records wxre

thought of), when the messengers of the imprisoned John

the Baptist appeared, asking in the name of their master,

" Art thou He that should come, or look we for another ?
"

Our Lord made answer, " Go and show John again the

things which ye do hear and see ; the blind receive their

sight and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the

deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the

Gospel preached unto them. And blessed is he, whoso-

ever shall not be offended in Me." ^

Here is Christ's own judgement regarding His miracles

and the value He placed upon them as evidences of his

Messianic character.^

(6) The Church points back to all the early documents

of Christianity and shows how the miraculous element

runs through them all. Not only do they, by a common
consensus, contain the same type of signs, but even

where one records a miracle that the others omit, that

miracle is of the same ethical and spiritual character as

all the rest.

The force of these arguments, with which the Church

defends the genuineness of the signs, is irresistible. From
the ethical and theological stand-point the position is ab-

solutely impregnable, but not from the scientific stand-

point. And this is the issue of the present day. Ethi-

1 St. Matt. xi. 3-6.

^ The function of these miracles was not to coerce faith in Him as the

Son of God, but simply to attest to believers His Messianic character.

In no sense did they take the place of the great miracle of His resurrec-

tion, neither were they the kind of sign from heaven for which the

Jews asked. The reader is referred to the chapter on the Ascension for

a fuller discussion of this subject.
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cal evidence is not scientific evidence. These signs are

abundant, from the believer's position, to fortify and con-

firm his belief, but they are not sufficient to form a basis

for faith in the mind of the unhelieYev or scientific inves-

tigator.

The contention of science is, that all this array of moral

evidence which the Church adduces in support of these

miraculous signs falls short of real scientific proof, and
that, if supernatural Christianity claims, in any sense, to

be a historic religion with a historic Christ as its Founder,

it must establish its supernatural facts in the ordinary

way, by unassailable historic demonstration.

HOW THE CHURCH MEETS THE DEMAND OF SCIENCE.

The Church both disagrees and agrees with this ver-

dict of modern science.

She disagrees with it in looking upon scientific proof

as the only kind of evidence that is required. She pro-

claims, with unfaltering voice, that even the strongest,

most convincing historic proof of the genuineness of

these miraculous signs would be inadequate to establish

her claim that Christ is the Son of God, without the aid

of that ethical and spiritual proof that she brings forth.

Yet, on the other hand, she agrees with science regard-

ing the value of ordinary historical evidence. The moral

argument may be greater, but it belongs to a different

sphere. However overwhelming it may be in its appeal

to the conscience, it is always more or less indefinite in

verifying a historic fact.

It is cumulative in its nature ; it is corroborative and

most helpful if it rests upon the foundation of ascer-

tained fact, but the corner-stone of fact must first be laid

before the superstructure can be reared. And unless it
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is securely laid, the pliilosopliical Christianity of Strauss

will inevitably crowd out the Christianity of the Man of

Nazareth, i.e., the incarnation, crucifixion, and resurrec-

tion of humanity will take the place of the Incarnation,

Crucifixion, and Eesurrection of Jesus of Nazareth, the

King of the Jews.

Therefore the Church takes her place side by side

with science in declaring the necessity of historical evi-

dence. She welcomes science here as fighting her own
battle against a different kind of adversary, and affirms

that historical proof, as one link in the chain of evidence,

is, in its own sphere, absolutely essential in establishing

the historical character of the Christian religion.

And she is fully prepared to attest that character on

science's own ground.

In meeting the issue, it is true that she has to fall back

upon one single fact, the Eesurrection of Jesus Christ

from the dead, but this is all-sufficient for the purpose.^

Christians need feel no alarm in thus retiring to this

sign, for they are only leaving temporarily the outworks

to retreat into a central impregnable citadel, from which

they can recapture and better defend those very posi-

tions.

To quote again the words of Professor Salmon

:

" There is in Christianity but one miracle, the appear-

ance in the world of a supernatural Person. We may
believe most thoroughly in the uniformity of nature, and

be fully persuaded that from like antecedents like con-

sequences will follow ; but if the antecedents be not like,

we shall not expect uniformity of result. It is contrary

^ It is instructive to note, in this connection, tliat Christ himself pro.

phetically indicated this very line of action. When the Scribes and

Sadducees came to Him, tempting Him and desiring a sign from heaven,

His answer was, " There shall no sign be given to this generation but

the sign of the prophet Jonah," and with these words He left them.
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to experience that a man should be able to give sight to

the blind, that at his word the dead should return to

life, that he himself should die and be buried, and rise

again the third day. But if he of whom these things are

asserted be more than man, our experience has nothing to

say. Once on a time it was received as a proposition uni-

versally true that all metals are heavy, and a man who
should report that he had seen a metal floating in water

might be regarded as asserting what was contrary to expe-

rience ; but if he explained that his assertion did not relate

to any of the known metals, but to one unlike them in char-

acter and properties, his announcement, though surpris-

ing, ceased to have any opposing experience to encounter.

Thus the Christian miracles form a connected system ; it

is idle to reject one unless you reject the whole. If one

be admitted all the rest are credible. If the proof of one

be unassailable, it avails nothing to raise difficulties

about the others. If, for instance, it be not denied that

Jesus rose from the dead, it is but time wasted to at-

tempt to show that the story of the miraculous concej)-

tion is later in date. If in His death He was not subject

to the ordinary laws of mortality, it is quite as likely as

not that He differed from the other men in the manner

of His birth." ^

THE HISTORICAL PROOF OF THE RESURRECTION.

Providentially the Church has at her command the

means of authenticating this one miracle of the Gospels,

the Eesurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, by all

the laws of direct evidence. The character of the proof

is the same in kind as that which supports any other his-

torical event of ancient times. The records that attest

^ Non-miraculous Christianity, by Dr. G. Salmon, pp. 18, 19.
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it are unimpeachable, and so thoroughly trustworthy that

one cannot deny them without violating the very code

of criticism by which most other events of pre-Christian

times are tried and tested and judged to be authentic'

These records are not the four Gospels, for the conten-

tion of modern adverse criticism is that those writings,

in their present form, were compilations from earlier

records made in the first part of the second century, and

that this interval of eighty or one hundred years was

sufficient for the growth of a belief in the supernatural

Eesurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. Though the

Church does not, of course, hold this belief in the late

date of the present Gospels, she has not, as yet, sufficient

scientific evidence at hand to disprove it positively.'^

There are, however, four New Testament documents that

> See Sir G. C. Lewis's work on tlie Credibility of Early Roman His-

tory. We can here give only the outlines of the argument, and for a

more detailed account we must refer the reader to the many books now

published in which the whole subject is more fully expounded. "It

seems to be often believed, and at all events it is perpetually assumed

in practice, that historical evidence is different in its nature from other

sorts of evidence. Until this error is effectually extirpated, all histor-

ical researches must lead to uncertain results. Historical evidence, like

judicial evidence, is founded on the testimony of credible witnesses.

Unless these witnesses had personal and immediate perception of the

facts which they report, unless they saw and heard what they under-

take to relate as having happened, their evidence is not entitled to

credit. As all original witnesses must be contemporary with the events

which they attest, it is a necessary condition for the credibility of a wit-

ness that he be a contemporary. . . . Unless, therefore, a historical

account can be traced, by probable proof, to the testimony of contempo-

raries, the first condition of historical credibility fails."

-"All three Gospels—not only the older documents out of which

they are composed, but our present Gospels as we have them—lie under

the shadow of the Fall of Jerusalem. ... Of this, then, I think

we may rest assured, that the whole process of the composition of our

first three Gospels, . . . must be comprised within limits of which

the furthest is not later than the year 80 A. D."—Prof. Sanday, Bampton

Lectures for 1893, pp. 293, 394.
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are now universally received by all critics, including the

Tiibingen School, and even by Dr. Ferdinand Baur him-

self (who certainly is an unprejudiced witness if ever

there was one), as genuine works of St. Paul the Apostle,

written within twenty-eight years after the Crucifixion of

Christ. And these contain exactly the kind of evidence

which modern criticism holds to be most valuable and

trustworthy, in throwing light upon the events of contem-

poraneous historj^ for they are not annals written for a

purpose and with any definite historical object in view,

but personal letters to friends in which the references to

such events are indirect and incidental.

If the letters of Cicero are our greatest authority in

determining the exact character of Roman history in his

times, these letters of St. Paul, whose moral character

and active missionary labours made him the most promi-

nent figure of the whole Christian Cliurch in the year

60 A.D., are even more valuable.

The four letters which have thus received the unquali-

fied endorsement of all modern criticism as authentic,

are the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, and the

two Epistles to the Corinthians. To gain the right his-

torical perspective, w^e have to remember that these let-

ters were written within a period not so long after the

Crucifixion as that which has elapsed between this pres-

ent year, 1894, and the death of Abraham Lincoln in

1865 ; that most of the actual witnesses of the Resurrec-

tion of Christ were living, and that any false or exagger-

ated statements made by so responsible and prominent

a leader as St. Paul, would, then and there, have been

challenged and controverted had they been imtrue. At

the very least, their inaccuracy would have been corrected

by other responsible leaders in the Church ; unless all

were banded together, with common consent, in foisting

a deliberate falsehood upon the Christian world, and this
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is a supposition which even the most adverse modern

criticism has now given up as manifestly and absolutely

untenable.

Let us now turn to the actual facts bearing upon the

Kesurrection which these four epistles disclose.

(1) St. Paul, in his first public letter to the Church of

Corinth, says : "I delivered unto you, first of all, that

which I also received, how that Christ died for our sins

according to the Scriptures; and that He was buried,

and that He rose again the third day, according to the

Scriptures ; and that He was seen of Cephas, then of the

Twelve ; after that, He was seen of above five hundred

brethren at once ; of whom the greater part remain unto

this present, but some are fallen asleep. After that. He
was seen of James ; then of all the apostles, and last of

all He was seen of me, also, as of one born out of due

time." ' Here are six different appearances of the risen

Jesus, at different times. The -svitnesses are numbered
by hundreds, and most of them are alive to corroborate

St. Paul's words at the time of writing. Any hearer

who disbelieves St. Paul's statements has here an abun-

dant authority to which to appeal, and among those

hearers are personal friends at least of St. James and St.

Peter.

(2) But the Apostle goes further. He says that he de-

livered the account of the facts to them just as he had
directly received it himself, and states how he had re-

ceived it. In the Epistle to the Galatians he tells us of

his own personal interviews with some of these very

witnesses. Three years after his conversion he went up
to Jerusalem and saw there St. Peter, with whom he

abode fifteen days, and also St. James, the Lord's brother,

who was then Bishop of Jerusalem.'^ Though he does

1 1 Cor. XV. 3-8. '' Gal. i. 18. 19.
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not directly state that the Kesurrection of Christ was a

theme of conversation between them, it is incredible that

an event of such transcendent importance should have

been passed over by three leaders of the Church. Four-

teen years after this he went up again to Jerusalem, and

then saw, of the twelve apostles, at least, St. Peter, St.

James, and St. John, who gave to him the right hand of

fellowship.^

These personal interviews, the earliest of which oc-

curred three years after St. Paul's conversion, or, at the

very latest, thirteen years after Christ's Resurrection,

bring us very near the event itself. If, as many critics

believe, the conversion of St. Paul took place five or six

years earlier, it carries back the date of these interviews

to eight years after Christ rose from the dead. It is to

be remembered that this is an autobiographical account

of a man who adds to his own words the strong assever-

ation, " Now the things which I write unto you, behold,

before God, I lie not." ^

(3) The two Epistles to the Corinthians show that the

Church of Corinth was at that time convulsed and di-

vided by party spirit. There was an Apollos faction, a

Petrine faction, and a Pauline faction. The adherents

of one of these opposing sects denied the authority of

St. Paul, on tlie ground that he was not one of the orig-

inal twelve apostles.

The way in which he meets these antagonists is very

noteworthy. He appeals to the fact that if other apostles

^ Gal. ii. 9. If the critics would allow us to quote the Book of Acts

as an authority, we could show that this was the General Council of the

whole Church at Jerusalem (Acts xv.) at which other apostles, and per-

haps all the apostles, were present, with many elders and brethren he-

sides ; and this would multiply the personal interviews of St. Paul with

the actual witnesses of Christ's Resurrection, tenfold.

'^ Gal. i. 20.
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were witnesses of Christ's Resurrection, he was a witness

also. Though born out of due time into the apostolic band,

he had see7i the Lord as well as they, and, therefore, was
by Christ's direct choice and revelation placed on an equal-

ity with the rest.^ We do not enter here into the ques-

tion of the reality of the appearance of the risen Christ

to St. Paul, we simply point out that he claims to have
had the same privilege that the twelve had, of seeing

Christ after His Eesurrection. If there were any of the

Corinthians who denied that the twelve had thus seen

Christ, themselves, St. Paul would have anticipated their

objection and would not have made use of such an argu-

ment. The very fact that he adduces it shows, that here

was a point upon which he and all his adversaries were

in perfect agreement. There could have been no Chris-

tians in the Corinthian Church at that day, who were not

in their own minds convinced that the other Apostles had
seen the Lord.

(4) But there is a still stronger proof that there

was not then a shadow of a doubt regarding Christ's

Resurrection, in the Corinthian Church, and it is this :

Some of the members of that Church had been preach-

ing that there was no general resurrection at the last day.

^ If it is objected that St. Paul's vision of Christ is not a historical

proof, we are not now prepared to argue this point, as we should have

to quote from the Acts of the Apostles to prove it, and this is aside from

the kind of proof we are adducing. But, to those who accept the Book
of Acts as genuine, we would point out that when Christ appeared to St.

Paul there was a light above the brightness of the sun seen by the whole

band that accompanied him ; that the appearance of Christ produced a

phj'sical effect upon the eyesight of St. Paul which made him tempo-

rarily blind ; that after this he had great trouble with his eyes, which he

called a " temptation in the flesh " (Gal. iv. 13-16) ; that this was, per-

haps, the same as the " thorn in the flesh " to which he afterward re-

fers (2 Cor. xii. 7), and that he speaks of this infirmity as " the marks

of the Lord Jesus " (Gal. vi. 17). Surely this must have been a stand-

ing proof to himself and to all men of the reality of the vision,

20
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These St. Paul meets squarely by pointing to tlie resur-

rection of Christ Himself.

" Now if Christ be preached that He rose from the

dead, how say some among you that there is no resur-

rection of the dead ? But if there be no resurrection of

the dead, then is Christ not risen ; and if Christ be not

risen, then is our preaching vain, and your faith is also

vain. Yea, and we are found false witnesses of God
;

because we have testified of God that He raised up

Christ ; whom He raised not up, if so be that the dead

rise not," ^ etc.

The whole force of the Apostle's argument lies in an

appeal to a fact which all held in common. Without

this his argument is not only worthless, but his words

meaningless. The Corinthian Church must have been

completely convinced of Christ's Kesurrection before such

an appeal could be made to them. And, as may be read-

ily seen, the first conviction could have been no easy task.

For the members of that Church were Euroj^eans, not

Asiatics. They were men who were wont to call all for-

eigners " barbarians." They had no prepossessions or

expectations at all regarding the idea of a resurrection

;

on the contrary, the whole tendency of Greek philoso-

phy was in the opposite direction. It is incredible that

they could have been converted by a foreigner like St.

Paul into the belief that a carpenter's son, of an alien

race and a despised foreign religion, had risen from the

dead as the Son of God, Who had power to raise all other

men from the dead, unless the statement were fortified by

the strongest kind of proof regarding the fact itself.

(5) The same thing may be said of the Chm'ch of Ga-

latia. This was composed of still another race. Galatia

is a province of Asia Minor that was settled by emigrants

from Gaul or France. Its people were, therefore, dis-

1 1 Cor. XV. 13-15.
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tinct from both Jews and Greeks. There were, indeed,

Hellenic Jews among them, who exercised a large influ-

ence over their thought, but the latter were everywhere

antagonistic to Christianity. And the men who had

done the most to alienate St. Paul's converts were not

the Jews, but the Judaizing Christians. At the time he

wrote his Epistle there were great disorders consequently,

in the Church. In one thing, however, they continued

steadfast—their belief in Christ and His Resurrection

was unshaken ; they still clung to that, however far they

might be alienated from St. Paul to "another gospel" in

other ways. Here, then, we have a second Church, of a

remote province, as far removed from Greece as it was

from Jerusalem itself, in which, twenty-eight years after

the Crucifixion, the Eesurrection of Christ was an ac-

cepted fact.

(6) "We come now to the Epistle to the Romans. At
the time of his writing it St. Paul had never been to

Rome. The Church there had been founded long be-

fore, by Christians, whose very names are unknown to

us now. And as the city of Rome was then the centre

of the whole civilized world, St. Paul's keen, prophetic

eye recognized, even at that early day, the influence

which a strong, firmly planted Church in this metropolis,

was destined to exercise over the future history of Chris-

tianity. Already there were intelligent Christians in

Rome. The Epistle to the Romans was not written to

ignorant men. It is the most theological and doctrinal

of all the letters of St. Paul which have come down to

us, and it presupposes a thoughtful community that had
grasped the inner principles of the Faith of Christ.

When trained theologians of to-day find their highest

and best thought brought out by St. Paul's words, we
cannot suppose that the persons to whom these difficult

words were in the first instance addressed, were ignorant
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or uneducated men. Tlie soil must have been already

prepared for St. Paul's doctrinal statements as to the

meaning of the facts of the Faith once delivered to the

saints, before he could write a letter like this. That the

Eesurrection of Christ from the dead was thus accepted

bj the Church of Rome as an indisputable historical fact,

is made evident in the Epistle itself. This is shown in

the words with which it opens. St. Paul there describes

himself as an Apostle of Christ Jesus, Who is " declared

to be the Son of God with power, according to the Spirit

of holiness, hy the Resurrection from the dead.'' ^ He
writes " to all that be in Rome, beloved of God, called

to be saints," and says, " First, I thank my God through

Jesus Christ for you all, that your faith is s]3oken of

throughout the world." ^

The strength and orthodoxy of the Church had al-

ready attracted the attention of all the other Christian

Churches, and this is undoubtedly the reason why the

Apostle feels free to speak to its members about things

which other Christian communities would find it hard to

understand. He does not deem it necessary to prove the

Resurrection of Christ. On the contrary, he plainly takes

it for granted that this is a fact unanimously accepted

among them, and goes on to build upon that fact, by em-

phasizing certain doctrinal truths that follow from the

Resurrection. " Know ye not that so many of us as were

baptized into Jesus Christ Avere baptized into His death ?

Therefore we are buried with Him by baptism into

death ; that like as Christ was raised up from the dead

by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk

in newness of life. For if we have been planted together

in the likeness of His death, we shall also be in the like-

ness of His Resurrection. . . . Knowing that Christ

' Romans i. 4. ^ Ibid. 7, 8.
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being raised from the dead dieth no more ; death hath

no more dominion over Him." ^

Words like these are much stronger than detailed proof

itself, revealing as they do the positive faith of the Ko-

man Church in Christ's Kesurrection. If St. Paul had en-

deavoured to prove the Resurrection, it would have shown
that the Roman Christians needed to be convinced of its

truth. But taking it for granted, as he does, and urging

them, by all the earnestness he can throw into words,

to lay hold upon the poiver that the fact of the Resurrec-

tion infuses into the moral and spiritual life of believers,

he gives us the clearest kind of evidence that this far-off

Church of Rome had already, within twenty-eight years

of the Crucifixion, accepted the Resurrection of Christ as

an undisputed part of Gospel history.

(7) Coming back now to the First Epistle to the Co-

rinthians, we find another kind of e\ddence. St. Paul

writes to the Christians of Corinth, " Christ our Pass-

over, is sacrificed for us ; therefore let us keep the feast,

not with old leaven, neither with the leaven of mal-

ice and wickedness ; but with the unleavened bread of

sincerity and truth." ^

To what feast does he refer ? Is it to the Jewish Pass-

over ? The words " Christ our Passover " forbid this in-

terpretation. Is it, then, to the anniversary of Christ's

Crucifixion ? This also is excluded, for it is absolutely

inconceivable that the time which the whole Christian

Church for eighteen centuries has looked upon as the

one greatest day of the year for fasting and humiliation,

should be called by an apostle himself "The Feast." The
reference is undoubtedly and unmistakably to the Chris-

tian Passover, or Christ's Resurrection, as a spiritual

feast ; and if, in addition to this, we may go even fur-

' Romans vi. 3, 4, 5, 9. M q^^. ^ 7^ 3^
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tlier, and take St. Paul's -ss'ords as referring to the anni-

versary of the Christian passoyer (in contradistinction

to that of the Je^^dsh Passover which, of course, oc-

cuiTed on a particular day of each year), it becomes

stronger still.

A question has been raised as to whether the passage

1 Cor. V. 7, 8, is to be interpreted literally or figui-atively.

Was St. Paul, writing at the time of the Passover, speak-

ing of a spiiitual festival, which men were to keep every

day of their lives ; or had the Church already established

an actual Easter Feast ?

While the majority of New Testament critics hold to

the figurative interpretation, yet at the same time the

words have often been taken, by those whose decisions

are of weight, as fixing the date and time of the year at

which the Epistle was wiitten. We do not wish to

weaken our proof by lapng too great a stress upon this

point
;
yet, as part of a cumulative argument, it has its

place and weight ; and when we remember that the first

day of the week was generally kept at this time as a

weekly anniversary of oui' Lord's Eesurrection, the point

is too important to be omitted altogether ; for the same

impulse which would move the early Chiistians to keep

the weekly festivals, would move them to keep also the

yearly one.

'

These facts, gathered from the Epistles which all crit-

ics accept as genuine writings of St. Paul, are sufficient

to prove the Eesurrection of Christ as an historical event.

The evidence is equal to that which supports any other

' Other Xew Testament documents show us that the first day of the

week was kept instead of the Jewish Sabbath, and we should adduce

this change in a popular observance, as another proof, were the dates of

the other Epistles and the Book of Acts ascertained. The reference to

1 Cor. xvi. 2, will be to the point here, although it cannot be adduced

as further proof.
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historical event of the first Christian century, and the

character, trustworthiness, and truthfulness of the wit-

nesses who attest, is unimpeachable.

SCIENCE SHIFTS ITS GROUND.

If Christ's Resurrection were a natural instead of a

supernatural event, and if its miraculous character were

eliminated, it would be accepted at once and without a

question on the strength of such testimony.

But now the men of science shift their position, and

say that they want something more than simple histori-

cal evidence, to prove a miraculous event. This is un-

fair. They challenge the Church to bring forth ordi-

nary scientific evidence, and, when she meets them on

their own ground and gives them as full and satisfactory

proof as historians can desire ; when she submits her

proof to be tried by any and all of the rules of historic

criticism ; when she places her historic evidence beside

their historic evidence, her fact beside their facts, then

they retreat from their first position, and say that no

historic evidence can prove a miracle.

When objectors assume this position, it is necessary

that they make their own thought clear, so that Chris-

tians can understand it.

If the critic means that a miracle is inconceivable to

him ; that he regards it as an impossible violation of the

laws of nature ; that it is to his mind as much a con-

tradiction as the assertion that God had done an im-

moral act, or that twice one makes three, then the case

is closed. No kind of evidence can convince him, for the

scientific (shall we not much rather say ^^iscientific) bias

of his mind against all supernatural religion, makes him
a prejudiced judge. He has reached an a pinori con-

clusion and will consent to receive no proof whatsoever.
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THE INSUFFICIENCY OF EVEN SCIENTIFIC PKOOF.

But if tlie critic simply says that no scientific evidence

or historical proof is sufficient to establish so stupendous

a miracle as the resurrection of Christ from the dead,

unless it be supplemented by other kinds of proof that

are even more convincing ; then, he is only saying what

the Church itself has always persistently affirmed, and

has reached the very point at which the Christian thought

of the world arrived, ages ago.

The scientific proof of Christ's Eesurrection as an his-

toric fact is invincible. In establishing the historic basis

of Christianity as a supernatural religion, it goes as far as

any natural or scientific proof can go. But all the scien-

tific proof in the world is insufficient to convince men of

so unique a fact in human history as Christ's resurrec-

tion from the dead.

If a great pyramid, as large as that of Cheops in

Egypt, had been erected by order of the Eoman Senate

over Joseph of Arimathea's new-hewn sepulchre, mark-

ing the spot at which, on a specified day and hour, Christ

rose from the dead; and if this senatorial enactment

had been engraven on stone tablets sent to every great

city of the Koman Empire, to be inserted in the walls of

all religious temples, the historical evidence, though

cumulative, would neither be clearer than it is now, nor

Avould it be more conclusive. The objections made

against the inconclusive witness of the early Church

would only, in that case, be transferred to the inconclu-

sive witness of the Eoman Senate.

The proof of an occurrence like this is not to be gained

or fortified by any monuments of stone ; it depends en-

tirely upon the character and credibility of the actual

witnesses.
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THE WITNESS OF THE CHUECH GREATER THAN SCIENTIFIC

PROOF.

Therefore, God lias written the record, not upon mar-

ble, but upon the fleshly tablets of the human heart.

Therefore, Christ did not choose such uncertain, in-

accurate, careless Avitnesses as the sybarite Tiberius, with

his Roman Senators, but those who were educated to be

truthful as no men ever were before.

Observe with what care Christ selects those who are

to be the actual witnesses of His Resurrection. His

whole ministry may be described as a training of the

eleven Apostles for this work.

The very doubt and agony of mind through which

they passed at the time of the Crucifixion was the cli-

max of that training. He apparently deserted them, left

them to themselves—left them to be a prey to their

agonizing doubts for three days, to prepare them for

what was coming. Whatever date we may assign to the

Gospels, there is no possibility of counterfeit in the

truthfulness of the description there given of the Apos-

tles' state of mind. We see before us honest, truthful

men who had given way to abject despair. The more

that adverse criticism dwells upon the uncritical charac-

ter of the early believers, the stronger it makes that de-

scription stand out, for how could unskilled, uncritical,

inaccurate, untruthful minds fabricate, either consciously

or unconsciously, such a skilled, critical, accurate, and

truthful j)icture of human despair ?

Indeed, so awful was the cloud of doubt and uncer-

tainty hanging over the apostles' minds, when they heard,

and then saw, that Christ had risen, that they actually

anticipated all the modern explanations of His Resurrec-

tion. They thought it was an " idle tale ; " they believed
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it an apparition ; they refused to look upon his body as

the same body that had been crucified ; one of them

even insisted upon actual physical proof to eye and ear

and even hand, that Christ was risen indeed.

Previous to the Crucifixion the whole attitude of the

Apostles was that of believing men ; after the Eesurrec-

tion it was that of doubting men. Then, when they had

been entirely convinced, a revulsion took place, and the

conviction became the ruling thought of their lives. The

greatest privilege accorded to mortal man had been

granted to them. They had seen the risen Christ, and

this was more to them than anything the whole world

could give. They went forth with the consciousness that

they had beheld the gi-eatest and most stupendous mira-

cle of all nature and earthly history.

Through that consciousness the power of Christ's Res-

urrection entered into them. St. Peter, St. John, and

the rest are different men from what they had ever been

before. They are now a band of leaders with a great

responsibility resting upon them. They have been sent

forth by Christ as " witnesses of His Resurrection," ' and

wherever they go, this is the first news they have to pro-

claim. Though they soon learn by experience that the

message will be received by the majority of their hearers,

Jews and Gentiles, not only with incredulity, but with

scoffing and ridicule, they never falter. Though one of the

twelve became an apostate, even under Christ's own eye,

there is, after the Resurrection, no second traitor, no mem-

ber of the Apostolic company, who forsakes the despised

band of Nazarenes and joins the world. Though they

were continuously at variance among themselves, before

Christ left them, as to which of them should be the

1 St. Luke xxiv. 48 ; St. Jolin xv. 27 ; xx. 30, 31 ; Acts i. 8, 21, 22

;

ii. 32 ; iii. 15 ; iv. 20, 33 ; v. 32 ; x. 39 ; xiii. 31 ; 1 Peter v. 1 ; 2

Peter i. 16 ; 1 Joliu i. 1, etc.
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greatest, after His Resurrection we hear no more of such

disputes. This is remarkable. In the case of Alexander

the Great and other leaders who created empires, the

ambition of followers asserts itself, and the era of inter-

nal dissensions begins, at the death of the master. With
the followers of Christ it is the exact reverse ; after He
leaves them they become, at once, of one mind, and con-

tinue thus, though widely separated from one another, to

the end of their days. The only explanation of this fact

is the tremendous influence which the events of Christ's

Resurrection and Ascension exerted upon their lives.

Indeed, so much greater and more satisfying was the

knowledge of Christ after, than before. His Resurrection,

that St. Paul actually is able to say, " Though we have

known Christ after the flesh, yet henceforth know we
Him so no more."

THE ADDITIONAL PEOOF FROM CHURCH HISTORY.

Passing now from the Apostles themselves, we find the

same kind of moral and spiritual proof running through

the whole history of the early Church.

(1) The primitive Christians were willing to stand be-

side the twelve Apostles as witnesses for the truth of

Christ's Resurrection. Nothing less than the courage

which came from the certainty of a fact, could have

brought to them the cheerful willingness to face persecu-

tion and death, in the way that thousands of them were

obliged to do. The confession of the Christian faith

brought untold sufi'ering in its train. The confessor

often became an outcast from his family, an object of

suspicion to all his acquaintances, and even a branded

man to the officers of the government. Not only was he

shut out from every pathway to political and social ad-
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vancement, but his religion brouglit him no worldly com-

pensation. He had to substitute a crucified for a satisfied

ambition, and to live, for the sake of the cross, a life of

perpetual anxiety and unrest. Instead of gaining any-

thing by a belief in the Eesurrection, from a worldly point

of view, the early Christians had everything to lose, and
when they openly confessed that belief they took their

lives in their hands. This gives an exceptional value to

their testimony as witnesses. They showed their truth-

fulness by their sufferings and sealed their testimony

with their own blood.

(2) The natural effect of all this w^ould be a religion

of despondency and gloom. And such Christianity would

inevitably have been if the Gospel history had ended

with the Crucifixion. The terms Christian and pessimist

would have become synonymous. The moral of the Cross

Avould have been that the noblest and truest life ever

lived on this earth had ended in failure.

But the picture of the early Church, as given in the

Acts of the Apostles and elsewhere, is the reverse of pes-

simistic. Notwithstanding their life of continuous hard-

ship and suffering, the crowning characteristic of the

New Testament Christians is joyousness. The perse-

cuted are happier than their persecutors. The Acts of

the Apostles give us the outward history of the Church

:

their epistles disclose its internal history, and both com-

bine in showing that they were continuously breathing

the exhilarating atmosphere of love, joy, peace, long-suf-

fering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, and temper-

ance. Christianity was a fountain of youth to those who
embraced it, and there is nothing so inspiring and stimu-

lating in all the literature of the world, as those New
Testament writings in which this life is described. Even
if the Gospel records of the Resurrection had all been

lost, we should have had in the joyousness of the epistles
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the evidence that it must have occurred ; for nothing less

than such a convincing proof of the victory of the Cruci-

fied, could have changed Christ's followers from pessi-

mists into such optimists.

(3) But there is a higher proof still, and that is the

doctrine of the Eesurrection as it is set forth in the epis-

tles. The rising of Christ from the grave is not merely

accepted as an historical fact ; it is linked in with all

the previous history of the Son of man. It is studied

just as a scientific man studies a new fact of science. It

occupies the same kind of position in theology that the

law of gravitation, since the days of Sir Isaac Newton,

has done in astronomy. It is shown to be a moral ne-

cessity that follows inevitably all that has gone before.

It is dwelt upon as the necessary complement of the

Incarnation and the Crucifixion, and becomes the key

which unlocks the meaning of previous facts ;
explain-

ing that which would otherwise be inexplicable, not

only as regards Christ Himself, but as regards his fol-

lowers.

When St. Paul says :
" If in this life only we have hope

in Christ, we are of all men most miserable," ^ he is only

echoing that which every Christian feels instinctively,

who takes up his cross, honestly and sincerely, to live

the kind of life which Christ lived. The life of the

Christian is simply an impossible life Avithout the belief

in the historical fact of Christ's Eesurrection and its sus-

taining power. Eliminate that fact and Christianity,

as a system of philosophy, may survive, but Christianity

as a life and revelation from God will cease.

(4) The whole history of the Christian Church is a

witness to the Eesurrection of Christ, for it grows and

shapes itself out of that fact as the oak grows from the

acorn.

1 1 Cor. XV. 19.
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And Christians have for eighteen hundred years relig-

iously kept the first day of the week sacred in memory

of that event. While all other anniversaries have their

day and cease to be, this one survives from age to age.

The conviction of Christ's Resurrection has been the in-

spiration of the Christian ages. Through the power of

Christ's Eesui-rection the saints of all ages resemble one

another. Though they belong to different nations and dif-

erent centuries and are separated, as far as the east is

from the west, they all manifest a peculiar conformity to

type, and this unmistakable likeness is produced by their

unity of faith in the risen Christ. Their characters are

shaped by the power of one ruling idea. They have been

stimulated to live as the New Testament characters lived,

by the consciousness that they are risen with Him.

They have been able to put forth efforts that were beyond

their OAvn wdll power; and to do what the rest of the

world is utterly unable to do, by the power of His Ees-

urrection.

To affirm that the Resurrection, out of which all this

history and combination of high spiritual influences has

grown, was an appearance or a pious delusion of devout

minds is not only to make a delusion the origin of the

greatest moral force and the most persistent power of

holiness this world has ever seen, but to destroy the

value of moral evidence, and even of scientific reasoning

itself.

THE DILEMMA OF THOSE WHO DENY CHRIST S RESURREC-

TION.

Those who deny the miracle of the Resurrection on

the plea that it is a violation of physical law, are driven,

as the only alternative, to face another violation of law

which, to all truth-loving minds, is even more inconceiv-
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able. They see before them a religion which has brought

the highest blessings of civilization in its train, founded

upon a falsehood, and deriving all its power of propagat-

ing holy living from a false belief. To deny the Eesurrec-

tion and accept this alternative is not only the Nemesis

of faith, but of the moral law of cause and effect.

Professor Weiss, of Berlin, who was himself trained in

the Tubingen School of Theology, calls oui* attention to

this fact with great emphasis. He says, " The greatest

critic of our century (Baur) has acknowledged that, for

the disciples, Jesus' Eesurrection had become a firm

and incontestable certainty ; and that for them, this fact

of their consciousness had all the reality of an historical

event ; but the same critic has had to renounce any hope

of explaining the phenomenon. Historical inquiry, how-

ever, cannot rest content Avith this. The history of

Christendom cannot begin with an insoluble enigma

. . . either indisputable facts must be left unexplained,

or else the historical inquirers, who care nothing for this

philosophical dogma, loJiich declares miracle to he impossi-

hie, must be permitted to attempt tlieir explanation, even

when that cannot be done without the assumption of a

unique divine miracle."
'

Here, in the history of Christendom, are facts which

must be admitted by all as indisputable. The only ra-

tional explanation of these facts is that the Eesurrection

of Christ is a real historical event and a genuine miracle.

If science denies this on the purely dogmatic ground that

all miracles are impossible, then it must leave indis-

putable historical facts unexplained and must face the

dilemma of either retiring from a field to which it has

claimed an exclusive right, or else surrender its pet philo-

sophical dogma.

1 Weiss' Life of Christ, vol. iii., p. 383.
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For the Church claims the same field that science

does ; she holds her position there entrenched in a for-

tress which for eighteen centuries has proved itseK im-

pregnable, nor will she retreat from her stronghold until

she is forced back by demonstrable scientific proof that

Christ did not arise from the dead.

Christianity claims reason, and nothing could be

stronger than the way in which she fortifies and upholds

that claim. But while doing this she makes room for

something else beside reason, she shows that scientific

and philosophical proofs have their circumscribed limits,

and that they must be supplemented by another kind of

evidence that is satisfactory to the conscience and relig-

ious intuitions of mankind.

The Kesurrection of Christ is a stupendous fact, that

is too many sided to be grasped by reason alone. It de-

mands the assent of the whole nature of man—not only

of his senses and intellect, but of his moral and spiritual

convictions. And when men are faithful to the law of

their highest life and open themselves generously to

receive moral and spiritual, as well as scientific and

philosophical truth, then the Resurrection of Christ

receives the unanimous assent of these combined facul-

ties. It commends itself at once to reason, and con-

science, and faith in a personal God.

THE RESURRECTION CREATED A NEW GROUND FOR CER-

TAINTY.

Receiving such an assent from all that is highest and

truest in human nature, this fact of the Gospel stands

before us in an absolutely unique position. Instead of

being less certain, we become more certain of Christ's

Resurrection, than of any other event of human history.
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Looking backward, this sign becomes the seal and cor-

roborative proof of all His other Gospel Miracles. Look-

ing forward, it becomes the corroborative proof of His

Ascension into Heaven, and His coming again to judge

the quick and dead.

The ground of certainty in all this does not lie inside

but outside of us. It does not lie in science, or in phi-

losophy, or in human consciousness, but in an exterior

fact of Revelation, which lies half within and half beyond

the fields of science and philosophy and human conscious-

ness.

The Resurrection of Christ surpasses our human
thought, and when it enters into our whole being as a

certainty, then reason itself is lifted up by this new fact

to a different sphere of activity. It is no longer confined

to the lower field of scientific or philosophical investiga-

tion, it ascends to a higher plane of existence, where the

boundless horizons of the spiritual world stretch far and

wide around it, where its eyes become opened to other

new facts, and where it becomes conscious of spiritual

forces which are as real as the force of gravitation.

xls it gazes upon the Incarnation and Crucifixion, the

Resurrection and Ascension of Christ, it sees the correla-

tion and follows out the consequences of these facts ; and

draws new conclusions with the same powers of observa-

tion and logic which it displays in the lower sphere of

the natural world.

Revelation does not stultify reason, it sanctifies reason.

When St. Paul tells us that we are " risen with Christ

from the dead," and ascended with Christ "into the

heavenly places," he is simply tracing out the spiritual

laws of cause and effect in a higher world, after the same

manner that the scientific man does in the physical

world. Christian theology is just as much of a science

as any of those other branches of knowledge that are

21
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more popularly called by this name. Only it is more

worthy of the designation, because it moves in the higher

sphere of spiritual certainties, whereas those others are

confined to the cloudland of earthly uncertainty and

change.^

And the more one studies the cardinal facts of Chris-

tian theology as they are set forth in the New Testament

and the Nicene Creed, the more he will find, as his

knowledge increases and his reasoning faculties are

trained to accurate thought, that his mind gravitates

back into the old paths that prophets, apostles, and

Christian theologians have travelled before him.

BESUKEECTION CEEATES.

We have striven to show the relation in which the

Eesurrection of Christ stands to modern science. It

meets science on its own ground, and proves the his-

toric character of the Christian religion. It shows us

that the appeal of Kevelation to the reason is just as

strong as to the conscience, when its truth is spiritually

discerned. It discloses the true function and place of

reason in the plan of redemption. It establishes for the

Christian believer an impregnable historical basis among

the things that are seen and temporal, for his faith in

those things that are unseen and eternal.

To quote the helpful words of Bishop Westcott

:

" The Gospel of the Eesurrection harmonizes in itself

the objective and subjective elements of religion. On
the one hand it reposes on a fact which, however unique,

yet claims to belong to the circle of human experience.

On the other hand, the fact is such that its personal ap-

propriation offers the widest scope for the energies of

1 Heb. i. 10, 11, 12; Hel). xii. 26, 27, 28 ; St. Matt. xxiv. 35.
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spiritual life. The Resurrection is sufficiently definite

to take religion out of the domain of caprice and rest its

hopes upon a foundation external to the believer ; and it

is so far-reaching in its ultimate significance as to pre-

sent itself to every age and every soul with fresh power.

It gives faith a firm standing-ground on history, and at

the same time opens a boundless vision of the future de-

velopment of our present powers. ... It stands, so

to speak, midway between the seen and the unseen, it

belongs equally to the spiritual and to the material or-

der, and it reconciles both."
'

^ The Gospel of the Resurrection, p. 10.



CHAPTEK XIII

THE ASCENSION IN EELATION TO THE PROBLEM
OF THE DESTINY OF MAN

SYNOPSIS

I. Christ's work in its comiDleteness not fully recognized. Some
would end at the Cross. But then the Cross would be the

symbol of failure. Others hold that the Eesurrection was the

consummation of all Christ's work. Apparent support which

the full accounts of the Passion and Resurrection, in compari-

son with the brief mention of the Ascension, give to these

views. But from the nature of the case but little could be

said about the Ascension. The actual facts only are given, to

be interpreted by the spiritually- minded. The meaning of

the Ascension is found in St. John xiii.-xvii.

II. Christ's work is continuous. It was not ended by His Ascen-

sion, much less by His Resurrection or Crucifixion.

III. Christ's work was marked by one unifying principle, the

subjection of His will to His Father's will. The temptation

was a means of testing the completeness of that subjection.

The temptation appealed to him in three ways as, (a) The
Human Priest

;
(b) The Human Prophet

;
(c) The Human

King. As Son of God, Christ could at any moment have

rescued Himself, but this would have annihilated His human
will. This self-restraint was lifelong ; because as Man He
conquered, as Man He ascended and became the Victorious

Prophet, Priest, and King.

IV. That Christ's work was not finished at the Ascension is

prefigured in the Jewish sacrifices, {a) These were neces-

sarily imperfect ; {b) Christ unites and fulfils all types ; (c)

Christ's Blood is something more than the symbol of Christ's

death
;

{d) The Blood of Christ represents the Life that

passed through death.
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There are many Christians who believe that Christ's

work was practically consummated, when He cried upon

the Cross, " It is finished ; " and who, consequently, look

upon all that follows the Crucifixion, as little more than

an appendix to the Gospel history.

How false this view is, we showed in the last chapter.

The Cross becomes the symbol of failure, instead of vic-

tory, without the Kesurrection of Christ from the dead.

It is only through the power of the Resurrection, that

sinful men gain the courage to enter into the fellowship

of Christ's sufferings and be made " conformable to His

death."
'

With others, and perhaps a still larger number, the

Eesurrection marks the completion of Christ's work, and

the basis of their theology ends at that point where the

risen Christ sent forth His disciples to go and baptize

all nations. With these, the Resurrection and Ascension

go together. If the first is proved, the second, not only

follows, as a matter of course, but is nothing save the

natural conclusion to the work of redemption. When
Christ's earthly task is over. He goes back to His ever-

lasting home in the heavens, there to remain and rest

from His labours, until the Second Advent.

THE BEASONS FOR THE GOSPEL's RETICENCE.

And the emphasis that is laid in the Gospels them-

selves upon the story of the Passion, in comparison with

the small portion of the narrative devoted to the Resur-

rection and the exceedingly brief mention of the Ascen-

sion, lends apparent support to such views.

But the reason of this reticence is manifest at a glance.

If there is little recorded it is because there was little

to record. As Christ gradually withdraws from the seen

J Phil. iii. 10.
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unto the unseen world, and as the sphere of His work

becomes less earthly and more heavenly, it cannot be

described in earthly language. It is just as real but less

comprehensible to those who are of this world.

When we read of the two disciples on the way to Em-
maus, that they did not, at first, recognize the risen Jesus,

because " their eyes were holden that they should not

know Him," ^ we have here a plain intimation of the

reason why all the events attending the Kesurrection

and the Ascension are recorded with such brevity and

spiritual reserve. While they are protected as historical

facts by " infallible proofs " ^ which will stand the fire of

adverse criticism to the end of time, each New Testa-

ment writer is plainly filled with awe as he takes up his

pen ; his hand is holden as he writes about them. He
dares not enlarge upon the description.

The very portion of Christ's life regarding which there

will always be the greatest worldly curiosity and interest,

and which an ordinary historian would have dilated

upon with most graphic and minute detail, is thus passed

over by the New Testament writers with a bare record

of the events. And this extreme reverence and reserve

on the part of Christ's followers is, in itself, to all Chris-

tian minds, a moral and spiritual proof of their sublime

character.

If the Kesurrection and Ascension of Christ really

mean what the apostles hold them up as meaning, in

their New Testament epistles, the historical events them-

selves could not have been recorded by devout witnesses

in any other way.

The actual facts are given without human note or

comment, for the information of the world at large, but

the spiritual power of those facts is passed over, to be

communicated afterward to those spiritually minded be-

1 St. Luke xxiv. 16. ^ Acts i. 3.
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lievers in the apostolic cliurclies, who are capable of ap-

preciating that which the world cannot comprehend.

CHRIST S TEACHINGS REGARDING THE ASCENSION.

Especially is this true regarding the last historic event

of Christ's earthly life. AVhen, as Son of man, He was

about to leave this lower world and ascend to the unseen

heavens, the real ultimate meaning of the Ascension is

given to us by Christ Himself, in words which could not

but have awakened the deepest awe in those who first

heard them, after their mysterious import had been trans-

lated and made plain by the event itself. Those words

are recorded in the thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, six-

teenth, and seventeenth chapters of St. John's Gospel.

They were spoken, not to the outer world but to the

apostles, privately, in the upper room, on the night be-

fore the Crucifixion, and perhaps we have, in this fact,

the clew to the apostles' reticence about the Ascension.

They were simply following out Christ's own method.

It will be observed that in this discourse Christ treats

the Resurrection as though it were already an event of

the past.

" Now is the Son of man glorified," He says, plainly

intimating that His coming death upon the Cross, His
burial in the grave, and His rising from the dead, are all

part of His glorification. " Noio is the Son of man glori-

fied, and God is glorified in Him. Little children, yet a

little while I am with you. Te shall seek Me, and as I said

unto the Jews, Whither I go ye cannot come ; so now I

say to you." ' Then He goes on to say, " In My Father's

house are many mansions ; if it were not so, I would

have told you. I go to prepare a place for you." ^ " Yet

a little while and the world seeth Me no more, but ye

1 St. John xiii. 31, 33. a ibid. xiv. 2.
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see Me ; because I live, ye shall live also. At that day

ye shall know that I am in My Father and ye in Me, and I

in you." ' " If ye loved Me, ye would rejoice, because I

said, I go unto the Father, for my Father is greater than

I." ^ " Abide in Me and I in you. As the branch cannot
,

bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine ; no more

can ye, except ye abide in Me." ^ " It is expedient for you

that I go away, for if I go not away the Comforter will

not come unto you ; but if I depart I will send Him unto

you." '

Indeed it is impossible to read these chapters consecu-

tively without seeing that the plain reference throughout

is not to Christ's Resurrection, as is so frequently sup-

posed, but to His Ascension. And the strongest proof of

aU appears when we come to the seventeenth chapter,

the meaning of which is unnecessarily obscured in the au-

thorized version, but when we read the original Greek, or

the new and more literal translation of the original as it is

given in the Revised Version, it is as though we were lis-

tening to the very prayer that Christ is addressing to the

Father, not only subsequent to the Resurrection, but after

the Ascension itself, when the whole of His earthly life

has sunk back into the past.

By a true instinct, the Church of the Ages has always

looked upon this as the High Priestly Prayer, in which,

as the period of His glorification begins, the Son of man
offers up by anticipation the whole of His earthly work

as one full, perfect, and sufiicient sacrifice, oblation, and

satisfaction for the sins of the whole world. In all this

we have, from Christ's o^vn lips, the real meaning of the

Ascension as it was present to the minds of the apostles,

when the Holy Ghost brought back to their remembrance

all things that Christ had said unto them regarding it.

1 St. John xiv. 19, 20. ^ Ibid. xiv. 28.

= Ibid. XV. 4. ''Ibid. xvi. 7.
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While, from an earthly point of view the work of

Christ becomes less and less important after the Passion

itself is over, in the vision of the Apostles, it groivs in

spiritual power, and comj)rehensiveness of meaning and
eternal importance. It is one continuous work, in which

each event ushers in a greater event that follows ; mak-
ing possible what was impossible before. As the Cruci-

fixion leads up to the Eesurrection, so the Kesurrection

leads up to the Ascension, and all together form one un-

broken chain of life, as the Man of Nazareth passes out

of the natural world up into the spiritual world, to the

place at the right hand of God, which He has attained

by His merits in glorifying God on earth as the ideal

Man.

Let us reverently pause here to inquire how it was
that Christ glorified God on earth in His humanity, and

what that work was which leads to this sublime culmina-

tion of His destiny as Man.

THE PROBLEM OF HUMAN FREE-WHiL IN CHRIST'S OWN LIFE.

The connecting link which gives the meaning to these

different events is found in the manhood of Jesus Christ,

and the essential condition of all manhood, is freedom of

will to obey or disobey God's law. This is the profound

depth of meaning in that narrative on the first page of

the Bible with which the Eevelation of God begins.

Immediately following the statement that " God created

man in His own image " we find Adam placed in Para-

dise as a free agent, to sin or not, as he pleased.

God might have created him with no capacity to sin,

or He might have set him in a garden of Eden, in which

there was no tree of the knowledge of good and evil, and

thus have removed all temptation to sin ; or He might

have placed the cherubim with a flaming sword, that
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stood before the tree of life, before this other tree of

knowledge, and, thus, forcibly restrained him from sin.

But, in any case, his free-will would have been destroyed,

and with it his human personality also, for, as Dr. Dor-

ner truly says, when a man loses his freedom of will he

may become some other kind of a being, about which we

know nothing, but he ceases to be a human being Like

ourselves.

Now, when Christ took our nature upon Him, He as-

sumed the condition of Adam in Paradise before sinning.

For this reason He was born of a pure Virgin ; it was

that He might be free from the inherited taint of Orig-

inal Sin. His miraculous birth w^as absolutely neces-

sary that he might possess the kind of freedom of will

that Adam possessed in Paradise ; for every descendant

of Adam who is " born of flesh and blood " and " by the

will of man" is conditioned by the defective will and

hereditary sin of his ancestry, and, therefore, is absolutely

unable to live a perfectly sinless life.

He comes into this world predestined to evil. If

Christ had been born in the ordinary way He would

not have possessed Adam's equipoise of will. There

would not only have been in Him a liability to be

tempted to sin, but also the same irresistible bias toward

sin that there is in us, and to counteract this a constant

interposition of Providence and grace w^ould have become

necessary to restrain Him from sin. Without the mirac-

ulous generation by which the link of sinful entail was

broken off, and through which Christ became the Second

Adam, there must, therefore, have been a greater miracle

of spiritual power to keep Him sinless, and this, of itself,

would have destroyed His perfect humanity.

We read of no such miracle as this in the New Testa-

ment, in the case either of Christ or of other men. Phys-

ical miracles there are in abundance, but we find no
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moral or spiritual miracles tliat interfere with the free-

dom of the human will. Those who refuse to accept

the miracle of Christ's immaculate birth have, there-

fore, to face the dilemma of either presupposing a

greater miracle, different in character from any that the

Bible records, or else of denying the perfect sinlessness

of Christ. In escaping one kind of difficulty, they find

themselves, when they come to the question of a tempted

but sinless Christ, encompassed by overwhelming diffi-

culties of another kind, far harder to understand.

It was through the exercise of His human free-will in

doing God's will on earth as it is done in Heaven, that

Christ became the Ideal Man, revealing to us the bound-

less possibilities of human nature ; and the Old Testament

prophecies foretold that the coming Messiah, in doing

this work, would not only fulfil the hopes of the Jews

but become " the Desire of all nations " ^ as the Prophet,

Priest, and King of the whole human race.

Consequently, when Christ emerged from the seclusion

of Nazareth, this was the work before Him. While He
was bone of our bone and flesh of our flesh, one wdth

tempted, struggling humanity, He was to raise our man-
hood up to God by fulfilling this threefold ideal.

We do not propose to discuss here the possibility of

Christ's yielding to temptation, for this carries us, as all

experience proves, beyond the limits of human thought.

The reconciliation of God's Divine will and purpose with

human free-will, is a problem which has always baffled

inquiry, and the problem becomes still more insoluble

when it is not the human race but the Christ Himself

—

the God-Man, the Word made flesh—that is the subject

of the inquiry.

d ii. 7.
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WHAT CHKISTS TEMPTATION KEALLY MEANS.

On the very threshold of His ministry He was led up
of the Spirit of God into the wilderness, there to be
tempted by the same Spirit of Evil who had come to

the first Adam in the Garden of Eden. And it is in-

structive to note the comprehensiveness and many-sided
aspects of the three temptations that then assailed Him.
They bear more than a passing resemblance to the

threefold influence to which Adam succumbed, i.e., (1) The
tree "was good for food, and (2) pleasant to the eyes, and

(3) a tree to be desired to make one wise
;

" as they also

cover St. John's analysis of the power which caused his

fall :
" For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh,

and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of

the Father, but is of the world, and the world passeth

away, and the lust thereof." ' The coincidence of these,

furthermore, will be observed, with those three sources of

evil, which, under other names, the Christian, from time

immemorial, has promised to renounce in his baptism :

the flesh, the world, and the devil, {i.e., the evil of self,

the evil of others, and the Evil One) ; and these tempta-

tions assault man severally in his physical, intellectual,

and moral natui^e. But in the case of Christ Himself

the threefold temptation in the wilderness had a dead-

lier and more malignant purpose, for it had a special ref-

erence to the work that was before Him as tlie Pmphet,

Priest, and King, of humanity.

Let us look into these temptations a little more close-

ly, as illustrating this truth. (1) The tempter came with

the suggestion, " Command that these stones be made

bread." Its burden was, " If Thou art the Son of God,

use Thy divine power of working miracles to help Thy-

' St. John ii. 16, 17.
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self as Son of Man ; use Thy free-will as Man, to save

Thyself from the fleshly restraints and limitations of Thy
human nature, and thus escape Thy voluntary humiliation

as the Son of God."

The full meaning of this temptation does not come out

until we look back upon it from the Cross at the foot of

which the Scribes and Pharisees are crying :
" He saved

others, Himself He cannot save."

It was an assault upon His priestly life of self-sacrifice.

The tempter believed, the tempter knew, that Christ

was the Son of God, and that if He only loilled to do so,

He could break through the self-imposed barrier that lay

between His divine and human nature. Christ did not

deny the fact. The temptation becomes meaningless, if

He had not the power as the Son of God, to relieve His

own physical want as Son of Man. And in the Vv^ay that

He resisted this temptation, at the outset, we have a

glimpse of the kind of self-restraint that He was cease-

lessly putting upon Himself, until at last He cried, " It

is finished."

If Christ had yielded to the temptation to change stones

into bread for His own use, He would have nullified His
life-work ; for His meat was to do the will of Him that

sent Him, and to finish His work,' and therefore. His re-

sponse to the tempter was, " Man shall not live by bread

alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the

mouth of God." ^ His work was to give, not to receive

bread ; and if He had used His miraculous power to

save Himself here, He could never afterward have said :

" I am the living bread which came down from Heaven :

if any man eat of this bread, he shall live forever : and
the bread that I will give is My flesh, which I will give

for the life of the world." ^

And when the Jews murmured, saying, "How can this

1 St. John iv. 34. 2 gt. Matt. iv. 4. ^ g^ j^i^^ ^i. 51.
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man give us His flesh to eat ? " it is noteworthy that

Christ pointed forward to His Ascension, as the time

when that, which was now so hard to understand, would

be made plain :
" Doth this offend you ? "What and if

ye shall see the Son of Man ascend up where He was

before ? " ^

The second temptation appears to have assailed Christ

in His prophetic character.

In His coming ministry, the Jews would be perpetu-

ally asking from Him a sign from Heaven that would

prove at once, incontrovertibly to both eyesight and rea-

son, that He was " The Prophet." '

Therefore, the tempter took Christ up to the most pub-

lic and conspicuous point of the whole Jewish world,

the pinnacle of the Temple, and whispered, " If Thou be

the Son of God, cast Thyself down." The temptation

meant—" If Thou be the Son of God, prove to all those

priests and Levites, those Scribes and Pharisees that are

thronging the Temple courts below, and to the crowds

that are walking through the streets of the Holy City,

and to the multitudes of spectators which wiU behold

from the hills that stand like an amphitheatre round

about Jerusalem, that Thou art the Son of God. Give

them this sign from Heaven that Thou art The Prophet."

Our Lord's answer was, " Thou shalt not tempt the Lord

thy God." ^

' St. John vi. 61, 62.

2 St. John i. 21-25 ; St. John vi. 30. St. Matt. xvi. 1, seq.

3 The three quotations from the Book of Deuteronomy, with which

our Lord met and responded to the three temptations of Satan in the

wilderness, are all, as we find in studying the context, most apposite.

But this one is peculiarly so. The children of Israel were murmuring

against Moses and Aaron, (1) because of the destruction of the false

prophets, Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, and (2) because there was no

water. In answer to these murmurings, God told His Prophet to speak

to the rock, and the waters would flow. But Moses was angered at the

comparison between him and the false prophets. The children of Israel
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If Christ had yielded and descended to the Temple
courts with a protecting band of angels around Him, He
would have come suddenly to His Temple, not as the

Son of Man, but as the triumphant Son of God, His work
as a human prophet would have been abrogated, the Gos-
pel history would never have been written, His Cross

and Passion would never have been heard of; for not

only the Jews, but the whole human race, would have
greeted Him, at once, as the Son of God.

It is noteworthy, that all through His ministry Chiist

resolutely refused to give a sign that would coerce the

world, either by eyesight or reason, into receiving Him
as the Teacher sent from Heaven. When the Jews, in

those same Temple courts, afterward said unto Him,
'' What sign showest Thou unto us, seeing that Thou
doest these things ? " His answer was, " Destroy this

Temple, and in three days I will raise it up." ^ When the

Sadducees and Pharisees came to Him in Galilee, tempt-

ing Him and desiring " a sign from Heaven," His answer

was, '* A wicked and adulterous generation seeketh after

a sign ; and there shall no sign be given unto it, but the

sign of the prophet Jonas." ^

harassed him by their unbelief, and by their clamor for an unmistaka-

ble sign of his prophetic office, and he resolved to give them such a

sign. He therefore struck the rock with his memorable rod, instead of

simply speaking to it. His sin was (1) the sin of yielding to the people's

craving for an immediate, visible sign of his prophetic office, and

tempting God, therefore, to compromise with the spirit of unbelief, by
affording such an unnecessary sign

; (2) personal unbelief and impa-

tience at the slow and tedious way in which God was vindicating His

own work in the eyes of a murmuring multitude
; (3) a sin of pre-

sumption, in expecting and calling upon God to do something different

from that which He had directly promised to do.

It is a significant fact, that on account of this very sin, Moses, who
was a type of Christ, in the prophetic office (see Deut. xviii. 18) was not

allowed by God to lead the children of Israel into the Promised Land.
1 St. John ii. 18, 19. 2 g^^ Matthew xvi. 1-4.
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The one sign to which, in both of these cases, He
points is His Resurrection from the dead, as Man. In-

stead of " casting Himself down " as the Son of God, He
rises from the grave as the Son of Man.

The third temptation bears on its face a direct refer-

ence to Christ's kingly office, and, therefore, needs but

little comment. The tempter, taking Christ up into a

high mountain and showing Him all the kingdoms of

the world, said unto Him :
" All this power will I give

thee, and the glory oftliem, if thou wilt worship me." ^ The
temptation meant :

" Thine is the Messianic kingdom ?

Then make the kingdom Thine own at once, by coming

down to the world's ideas, by substituting the world's

conception of power and glory for Thine Own. Inter-

mingle expediency with principle, policy with righteous-

ness. Make room for the god of pride that this world

worships, beside the God of Heaven, and at once all the

kingdoms of the world will be at Thy feet."

It is noteworthy that in neither St. Matthew's nor St.

Luke's narrative is this temptation prefaced with the

words, " If Thou be the Son of God ;

" Christ had met

the other temptations as the Son of Man, and now, as

Son of Man He is tempted to gain His power as King

over His brother men by accommodating Himself to

human ideas of power and glory. When Christ refused,

the other alternative became inevitable, and our Lord
knew it to be so. The only earthly throne, hencefoi-th,

before Him was the Cross with the superscription writ-

ten over it, " Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews ;

"

and this temptation to set up the Kingdom by force in-

stead of by the Cross was life-long,^ as it was also, prob-

ably, the chief cause of the agony in the garden.

' St. Luke iv. G, 7.

- See St. Matthew xvi. 21, 33, 33, i.e.^ the same answer as in the

Wilderness.
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THE HUMHLIATION OF THE MAN CHRIST JESUS.

This threefold temptation Christ met and conquered

as Man. And this was essential. Christ, when He be-

came Man, submitted to the conditions of human ex-

istence. But, at no time, was He helplessly bound by

those conditions. At any moment He could have sus-

pended them and asserted His power as the Son of God.

And Christ Himself points to this fact when He said to

the Jews regarding His life :
" Therefore doth My Father

love Me, because I lay down My life, that I might take

it again. No man taketh it from me, but I lay it down
of Myself. I have power to lay it down, and I have

power to take it again." ^

All through His earthly life He was continuously ex-

ercising His human free will, not to exert His power on

earth as the Son of God but to live as the Son of Man.

Though " He saved others " by the display of a more than

human power at times, yet He could not, in the same

manner, " save Himself," or come down from the Cross,

without destroying the reality of His Manhood, the real-

ity of His temptations, the reality of the work He came to

do. Thus, while He was tempted in all points like as we
are. He was, at the same time, tempted infinitely more than

lue are.

And this brings up an apparent contradiction which

is part of the mystery of our Lord's earthly life. In a

former chapter we dwelt upon the way in which God re-

veals Himself in Christ, and pointed out how Christ, in

that earthly life, showed us the Father. His words to

St. Philip are conclusive on this point :
" Have I been so

long time with you, and yet hast thou not known 3Ie,

Philip ? He that hath seen Me, hath seen the Father." ^

1 St. John X. 17, 18. " St. John xiv. 9.

23
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Thus, in the most real sense, Christ's life on earth was

the life of the Son of God. Indeed, it must have been

so, if God's Kevelation of Himself is consummated in

Christ. But in this chapter we have been emphasizing

the opposite reality, that Christ's earthly life was just as

truly the life of the Son of Man.

The reconciliation of these apparently conflicting

truths is given in a passage of St. Paul's Epistle to the

Philippians which, from time immemorial, has been

looked upon as an inspired interpretation of the volun-

tary humiliation of Christ, and, from this passage, the

word Kenosis, descriptive of that humiliation, originated.

In it St. Paul states that Christ, Who was in the form of

God, emptied (i/cevcoa-e) Himself, taking the form of a

servant. The juxtaposition of those two phrases, "the

form of God " and " the form of a servant " is as signifi-

cant as it is bold. They borrow reality from each other.

The Son of God became really the Son of Man by a

Kenosis. He emptied Himself of His glory as the Son of

God 1 that He might glorify God as the Son of Man."^

' Phil. ii. 6-11.
"^ •' The subject of the whole paragraph is the historical Christ, rising

to glory through humiliation. But that this humiliation should take

place, that there indeed should be room for renunciation, it was cer-

tainly necessary that Christ should have been already, in Himself, and

by nature, of a higher condition. This original state the Apostle indi-

cates in the words, iv fji-opcp^p &eov vird.px<>}Vy which form the most exalted

metaphysical definition ever given by Paul to the Person of Christ.

They express a substantial relation to God, a relation that the expres-

sions 4iKwv Kai dS^a rod @eov (2 Cor. iv. 6), which are sometimes adduced

as a parallel, do not involve. Paul has said of man, in his present condi-

tion, that he is the image and glory of God (1 Cor. xi.7) ; he would never

have said of us, as of Christ, iv fJi-opcj)^ ®eov vndpxouTes. . . . Christ

is no more able than we are to go beyond Himself, to exceed the limits

of His nature. His development only makes manifest what was inher-

ent in Him in principle, and the goal, which is the Dicine state, implies

for a starting-point, a Divine nature and virtue. These two phases of

development are related to each other very much as potentiality is to
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THE EXALTATION OF THE MAN CHRIST JESUS.

The man Christ Jesus lived the common life of ordi-

nary men and was tempted in all points like as we are,

but while doing so, He subordinated His human will so

action. Christ was potentially from the first, that which He finally be-

came ill actuality. Thus the child, being bj its very nature kv fiopcp^

du6pu)irov^ finally attains full humanity. The /xoptprj @eov, therefore, in-

dicates the general form of Christ's being ; but is, if I may so speak, an

empty form which has to be filled—that is to say, spiritually realized.

There was in Him the cajmcity to receive and contain all the plenitude

of the Divine life {irX-fjpcojj.a eeSr-nros). . . . Christ, who was by the

order of His being (genere essendi) of Divine nature, renounces the

Divine form of His essence, and annihilates His personal will in the

presence of the Father's will. In a word, He sacrifices Himself. This

annihilation is not a metapliysical transuhstantiation^ which is an impos-

sible conception ; it is a moral act, analogous to that which every spirit-

ual being is called upon to perform, in order that he may become truly

himself and fulfil his destiny. The words f/ceVoxre kavrov are explained

by the three participles which follow, in well-marked gradation : ij.op(p^v

SovXov Xafiiou—Christ, who was by nature eV jUop</)7) fleoD, took upon Him
the fxop(t)w 5ov\ov, that He might develop Himself in this lower condi-

tion ; He sacrificed His dignity, He became like men ; and, finally, was
found as a mere man. The two remaining clauses, ev bjxoiwfxaTi avOpdiruv

yeuSiixei/os, evp€^e\s ws dv^pcaTTos^ are only the explanation, the objective

realization of the /xopcp^ 5ov\ov. The third stage, rising upon and above

the other two, is the obedience (yeuS/xeuos vtr fiKoos), an obedience which
found its goal and consummation in the death on the cross. This de-

velopment, therefore, is simply an ever-deepening humiliation. But
this humiliation is at the same time an exaltation ; and it is here that the

great law of the moral life is manifested. In His constant self-renun-

ciation Christ actualized the virtualities of His nature. Every sacrifice

left Him ennobled and enriched. Reaching the lowest depth of His

humiliation, in His death on the Cross, He attained the very height of

His glory. Thus Jesus fulfilled His original destiny, and arrived at

last at a condition of complete and actual Divine royalty. ' There-

fore,' as Paul has so finely said, 'God has supremely exalted Him,
and given Him a name above every name ; that at the Name of Jesus

every knee should bend, in heaven, upon earth, and under the earth
;

and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the

glory of God the Father.' "—The Apostle Paul, Sabatier, pp. 259-262.
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completely to God's will, that He was able to live on

earth the very life of heaven itself, yes, of God Himself,

and thus translated God's life into human actions.

Though He was from the first "in the Form of God" His

supreme effort was to live a human life in the Form of a

Servant, on this earth, until by perfect obedience He could

take His Manhood up to God. And so perfect and suc-

cessful was the effort to make His human will one with

the will of God, that He could say at the end, " He that

hath seen Me hath seen the Father." God and man are

one in Him ; He lived on earth both the life of the Son
of God and the life of the Son of Man. " Wherefore,"

St. Paul says, " God also hath highly exalted Him and

given Him a name which is above every name ; that at

the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in

heaven and things in earth and things under the earth,

and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is

Lord, to the glory of God the Father." ^

The name of Jesus is Christ's human name given to

Him at His birth, and this name is here emphasized with

a profound meaning. It is the 3Ian Christ Jesus Who
rises from the grave saying, "All power is given unto

Me in heaven and in earth." ^

It is the Man Christ Jesus Who ascends to heaven to

sit on the right hand of God. He ascends to be " where

He was before," not only as the Logos, the everlasting

Son of God, but in a new character. He is henceforth

not only the Son of God, but the Son of Man.

It is the Man Christ Jesus, Who now reigns as " King

of kings and Lord of lords," because He was faithful and

true," and because He was "clothed with a vesture

dipped in blood." ^

In those remarkable words, therefore, " At the name
of Jesus every knee shall bow, of things in heaven and

1 Phil. ii. 9, 10, 11. 2 St. Matt, xxviii. 18. ^ Revelation xix. 13.
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tilings on earth," St. Paul shows how Christ, by His vol-

untary humiliation and " His obedience unto death

—

even the death of the cross," became the King. The day

of His Ascension was His Coronation Day. At the very

time when His disciples, by a true spiritual instinct, were

asking, " Lord, wilt Thou at this time restore the king-

dom ? " ^ He assumed the sceptre, and He is now reign-

ing, not from a throne on earth, but from a throne in

heaven.

As St. Paul traces out for us the kingship of Christ,

so in like manner the author of the Epistle to the He-

brews shows us, how this same continuous self-restraint

and voluntary humiliation perfected Him for His office

as High Priest of the human race, and gave to His human
priesthood its reality and its power.^

' Acts i. 6.

- When lie (the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews) speaks of Christ

as perfected for His office, he adduces the proof of His perfection thus

:

" In that He Himself hath suffered, being tempted. He is able to suc-

cor them that are tempted, [Heb. ii. 18.] Xor is this faculty of help

connected with personal experience of temptation in a merely casual

way, as if it would have made little difference though the experience

had been dispensed with. On the contrary, a curriculum of temptation

is represented as indispensable, by way of training for office. ' Where-

fore in all things it behoved Him to be made like unto His brethren,

that He might be a merciful and trustworthy High Priest in things per-

taining to God, to make reconciliation for the sins of the people.'
"

[Heb. ii. 17.]

It seems a very legitimate inference that "being made perfect " (Heb.

ii. 10) means perfected in the virtue of obedience. . . . Christ's obe-

dience to His Father is regarded as a quality which fits Him for receiv-

ing in turn the obedience of others, and for being the author of eternal

salvation to all them that do obey Him. And this obedience of His is

spoken of as something learned. And, reading backward, we find that

the learning was by no means easy, but was very irksome indeed, to flesh

and blood. Thus we get the thought that, in order to perfect fitness

for the office of Saviour, as a Royal Priest, Jesus, in the days of His flesh,

in the school days of His earthly life, underwent a process of moral

training, whose end was to perfect Him in the virtue of obedience, and
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In doing this, the writer of that Epistle leads us along

a sacred pathway which no devout Cluistian mind would

dare to exjDlore, save under the shadow and protection of

his inspired authority
;
yet so clear are his statements, so

fearless, yet reverent, is his leading, so firm is his foot-

hold, as he passes on from step to step, and so strong is

his grasp upon the meaning of the Ascension of Christ,

that the different spiritual truths culminating in that As-

cension have to be but stated and interpreted by him, to

be seen and felt at once by the mind of Christendom.

That such an advanced development of Christian doctrine

wliicli was adapted to that end by the tremendous severity of the tasks

prescribed and the trials proposed. The official perfecting thus em-

braces within it a process of moral perfecting which leaves the subject

thereof in a higher moral state at the end than it found him at the be-

ginning. And this idea of a moral growth is by no means slurred over

by the writer (of the Epistle to the Hebrews) ; on the contrary, he em-

ploys all his powers of eloquence to give it the greatest possible breadth

and vividness. Starting from the general principle that no right-

minded man taketh to himself offices of honor and high responsibility,

above all such an office as that of the priesthood, but only in obedience

to a divine call [Heb. v. 4], he applies it to the case of Christ, by the

remark; "So also Christ glorified not Himself to be made a High

Priest." [Heb. v. 5.] Then, to show how utterly remote such a thought

was from the Saviour's mind, how utterly innocent He was of the spirit

of self-glorification, in connection with the office to which He was called

by the voice of God in Scripture, the writer goes on to describe the agony

in Gethsemane, endured by the Great Priest, just before He passed

through the rent veil of His flesh, to make an offering for the sin of

the world. [Heb. v. 17.] It is as if he had said : "Jesus took this

honor of the priesthood on Himself ? Ah, no! there was no temptation

to that, in connection with an office in which the Priest had to be, at

the same time, victim. Let the agony in the garden bear witness that

Jesus was in no mood to arrogate to Himself the sacerdotal dignity.

That agony was an awfully earnest, utterly sincere, while perfectly

sinless, Nolo Pontifex Fieri on the part of one who realized the

tremendous responsibilities of the post to which He was summoned, and

who was unable for the moment to find any comfort in the thought of

its honors and prospective joys."—The Humiliation of Christ, by Dr. A.

B. Bruce, pp. 276, 277, 278.
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slioiild have taken place iu the days of the apostles

themselves, and before the destruction of Jerusalem, is a

proof of the influence and illuminating power of the

Pentecostal Spirit's workings.^

The writer quotes as the crowning purpose of Christ's

life, that old-time prophecy : "In burnt offerings and

sacrifices for sin Thou hast had no pleasure. Then said

I, Lo, I come, (in the volume of the Book it is written of

Me) to do Thy will, O God." ' And then adds, "By the

which Will Ave are sanctified, through the offering of the

body of Jesus Christ once for all. And every priest

standeth daily ministering and offering oftentimes the

same sacrifices, which can never take away sins ; but this

Man, after He had offered one sacrifice for sins forever,

sat down on the right hand of God." ^

In this "one sacrifice " Christ stands forth as both the

sacrificing Priest and the Lamb that is slain ; and the

power of His priesthood becomes the power of self-sacri-

Jice, As the human Priest He enters into an eternal

oneness with His Father in Heaven ; on the other hand,

as the human Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of

the world, He enters into a closer oneness with men on

earth. All other priesthoods are "shadows," and not

"the very image of the things they typify," compared

with Christ's Priesthood ; and the writer of the Epistle

to the Hebrews shows how Christ not only merges into

Himself the priesthood of Aaron, but also appears in

Heaven as the royal High-Priest after the more ancient

order of that Melchisedec, whose very name means

King of Kighteousness. Again, all other sacrifices are

but shadows, and not the very image of the thing they

typify, compared with the sacrifice of the Lamb of God.

' It is to be proved, almost conclusively, from its own internal evi-

dence, tliat the Epistle to the Hebrews antedates the destruction of Jeru-

salem. '' Heb. X. G, 7. ' Heb. x. 10, 11, 12.
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THE BLOOD OF CHRIST MEANS THE LIFE OF CHRIST.

And here we must pause to guard against a modern
misconception as to the meaning of that phrase, " the

Blood of Christ "—a misconception which prevents many
Christians from gi-asping the full meaning and impor-

tance of Christ's Ascension. " The Blood of Christ " is

taken as signifying exclusively the deatli of Christ : and

through this mistaken interpretation, as we have said be-

fore (Chapter X.), most of those false and distorted views

of the Atonement have arisen, which have perplexed so

many minds in recent years. In the words of Bishop

Westcott :
" The interpretation of the passages in the New

Testament which refer to the blessings obtained by the

' Blood ' of Christ must rest finally upon the interpreta-

tion given to the use of blood in the sacrificial system

of the Old Testament. Our own natural associations

with blood tend, if not to mislead, at least to obscure

the ideas which it suggested to a Jew." ^

^ The explanation of this point by Bishop Westcott is so important

that we give his own words: "The place occupied by blood in the

Jewish sacrifices was connected with the general conception attached to

it throughout the Pentateuch. The blood is the seat of life in such a

sense that it can be spoken of directly as the life itself (Gen. ix. 4

;

Deut. xii. 23). More exactly, the life is said to be ' in the blood ' (Lev.

xvii. 11). Hence it was forbidden to eat flesh with the blood (Gen. ix,

4; Lev. vii. 26 f., xvii. 11 ff. ; Deut. xii. 23 f.). A man might not use

another's life for the support of his physical life. For it must be ob-

served that by the outpouring of the blood, the life which was in it

was not destroyed, though it was separated from the organism which

it had before quickened (Gen. iv, 10 ; comp. Heb. xii. 24 ; Apoc. vi.

10). This prohibition of the use of blood as food gave occasion for the

clearest declaration of its significance in sacrifice (Lev. xvii. 11), I will

even set My face against that said thai eateth hlood, and will cut Mm off

from among the people. For the soul-life of the flesh is in the blood; and

I have given it to you upon the altar to make an atonementfor your souls-

lives; for the blood, it atones through the souUife, i.e., its atoning virtue
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CHRIST FULFILS ALL THE JEWISH TYPES.

The ruling idea of all the Jewish sacrifices was that

the blood of the sacrifice was the life of the sacrifice, not

only before, but after it was slain. The people were for-

lies not in its material substance but in the life of which it is the ' vehi-

cle.' Moreover, the blood already shed is distinctly treated as living.

When it is sprinkled upon the altar it makes atonement in virtue of the

life which is in it. Thus, two distinct ideas were included in the sac-

rifice of a victim, the death of the victim by the shedding of its blood,

and the liberation, so to speak, of the principle of life by which it had

been animated, so that this life became available for another end. The

ritual of sacrifice took account of both these moments in the symbolic

act. The slaughtering of the victim, which was properly the work of

the offerer, was sharply separated from the sprinkling of the blood,

which was the exclusive work of the priest. The death was inflicted

by him who, in his representative, acknowledged the due punishment

of his sin ; the bringing near to God of the life so rendered up was the

office of the appointed mediators between God and men. Death and

life were both exhibited, death as the consequence of sin, and life made

by the divine appointment of a source of life, and it is worthy of notice

that these two thoughts of the shedding and of the sprinkling of tho

blood, which embrace the two elements in the conception of atonement,

were equally expressed by the one word, alfjLareKxva-ia, Sanguinis effusio,

out/pouring of blood (Heb. ix. 22). Thus the life was first surrendered

and then united with God.

" So far the thoughts suggested by the Jewish animal sacrifices seem

to be clear ; but they were necessarily imperfect and transitional. The

union between the offerers and the offering was conventional and not

real. The victim was irrational, so that there could be no true fellow-

ship between it and the offender. Its death was involuntary, so that

it could not embody in the highest form surrender to the divine will.

All that was foreshadowed by the Mosaic sacrificial system, all that was,

from the nature of the case wanting in it, Christ supplied. With Him,

the Son of man, all men are made capable of vital union ; in Him, all

men find their true life. His sacrifice of Himself, through life and

through death, was, in every part, a reasonable service. He endured

the Cross at the hands of men. He was at once ' offered ' and ' offered

Himself ' (Heb. ix. 14, 28) ; and hy His own blood He entered in oncefor

all into the holy place, having obtained eternal redemption for us (Heb.
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bidden to eat blood, because the blood represents the

energy of the physical life as it is, and as such was it

given upon the altar to make an atonement for men's

souls. The offerer of the sacrifice slew the lamb with his

o\7n hands for his own sins. Then the blood that was

released—representing the life that was liberated, and

thus made available for another end—was offered by the

priest upon the altar, and thus symbolically united with

God.

Great truths were typified here, but the types were

very imperfect, because (1) the offerer did not die for his

own sins ; he slaughtered a lamb to die for him
; (2) the

lamb did not die willingly, intelHgently, for the sins for

which it was sacrificed. There was no seK-surrender here.

(3) The human priest was separate and distinct, both

from the sinful offerer on the one hand, and the sacrifice

for sins on the other. His connection with each was not

a living union, but only through an outward and official

act. (4) The energetic life of the sacrifice departed when

ix. 12). Thus, in accordance with the typical teaching of the Levitical

ordinances, the Blood of Christ represents Christ's Life (1) as rendered

in free self-sacrifice to God for men, and (2) as brought into perfect fel-

lowship with God, having been set free by death. The Blood of Christ

is, as shed, the Life of Christ given for men, the Life which is the

Spring of their life (John xii. 24). In each case the efficacy of the Life

of Christ depends, from man's side, on the incorporation of the believer

'in Christ.' It will be evident from what has been said that while

the thought of Christ's Blood (as shed) included all that is involved in

Christ's Death, the Death of Christ, on the other hand, expresses only

a part, the initial part, of the whole conception of Christ's Blood. The

blood alvvays includes the thought of the life preserved and active be-

yond death. This conception of the Blood of Christ is brought out in

the fundamental passage, St. John vi. 53-56. Participation in Christ's

Blood is participation in His life (ver. 56). But at the sajxie time it is

implied throughout that it is only through His Death—His violent

Death—that His Blood can be made available for men."—The Epistles

of St. John, by Bishop Westcott. Additional note on 1 John i. 7, pp.

34-36.
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it was slain. It was not life itself, but only a symbol of

life that was symbolically united to God.

In Christ, however, all these separated features of sac-

rifice are united in one Life, and the type becomes a liv-

ing and reasonable reality.

(1) In Christ the offerer and the victim are united.

The man Christ Jesus is slain by sinful men, and at the

same time He offers Himself as a willing sacrifice for

their sins.

(2) In Christ the two distinct parts of the sacrifice are

united, i.e., the shedding of the life-blood in death for

sin, and then the offering and the sprinkling of the blood,

as a principle of life. For the victim that was slain lives

through death; the life that was poured out in death

continues in energy and being ; the Lamb that was slain

is alive forevermore.

(3) In Christ the victim and the Priest are united : the

life-blood that was poured out is in the Priest and be-

comes a vital force which He infuses through the power

of the Holy Ghost and the sacraments of the Church into

those who come to Him to be ransomed from sin.

When, therefore, Christ, as both Priest and Lamb, as-

cended into Heaven, " by His own blood He entered in

once into the holy place." ^

" It will be evident from what has been said that while

(through the union of Priest and Lamb in one life) the

thought of Christ's Blood (as shed) included all that is

involved in Christ's Death ; the Death of Christ, on the

other hand, expresses only a part—the initial part, of the

whole conception of Christ's Blood. The blood always

includes the thought of the life preserved and active

beyond death."

Christ Himself says :
" Yerily, verily, I say unto you,

Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink His

1 Heb. ix. 13.
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blood, ye have no life in you. Whoso eateth My flesh,

and drinketh My blood, hath eternal life, and I will raise

him up at the last day." ^

" Participation in Christ's blood is participation in His

life. But at the same time it is implied that it is only

through His death—His violent death—that His blood

can be made available for men."

The hfe-blood that was poured out in death w^as in

Him; in Him it is offered at the altar of heaven and

presented to God ; in Him it is the life-power which is

imparted to believers ; from Him it flows down into His

Church as newness of life.

The blood of Jesus Christ which cleanseth from all

sin ^ signifies, therefore, something more than the death

of Christ ; it means the " life which has willingly passed

through death " ^ to the power of the Eesurrection and

Ascension. It is the life of Him Who was dead and

Who now liveth to make intercession for us as the King

and High-Priest forever, after the order of Melchisedec.

1 St. John vi. 53.

'•' 1 John i. 7.

8 The Resurrection of our Lord, by Dr. Milligan, p. 278.



CHAPTEE XIY

THE HOLY GHOST IN RELATION TO SPIRITUAL
POWER

SYNOPSIS

I. The Ascended Christ is still the Son of Man. He continues in

Heaven the work degun here. This explains the brevity of

His earthly career.

II. The Ascended Christ did not leave His Disciples orphans.

He sent them another Comforter, the Holy Ghost.

III. The Holy Ghost has always been present on the earth, but

never in such fulness as at Pentecost and since.

rV. The Holy Ghost could thus fully be revealed as a Person only

when Christ had been glorified by His Passion, Resurrection,

and Ascension.

V. The Holy Ghost unites with the Church on Earth, her glorified

Head in Heaven, as : (a) Prophet ;
{b) Priest

;
(c) King,

(a) The Holy Ghost unites the Prophet in Heaven with His
Church on earth. It is the Mission of the Church, under
the guidance of the Holy Spirit, to complete Christ's pro-

phetic teaching. The Holy Ghost in guiding the Church
does not utter new truth, but only throws light upon the

contents of truth already revealed. The revelation of

truth was once for all.

{Ij) The Holy Ghost unites the High-Priest iyi Heaven with

His Church on earth. Our Lord's priestly work is of a

threefold character : (1) He makes constant intercession

there for His Church
; (2) He presents the prayers of His

people to God
; (3) He brings His people with Him into

the Holy of Holies in His Blood. The Holy Ghost thus

effects a Union which is closer than that of the Vine and
its branches. The Church on earth is the extension of

the Incarnation. Thus her members are in Christ in

Heaven as He is in them on earth.
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(c) The Holy Ghost unites the King in Heaven with His

Church on earth. If the Church would win dominion,

she must win it as her Lord did, by giving herself ujd to

do the Will of God on earth as it is done in Heaven.

She must renounce all selfishness, ambition, and j)ride.

Jesus Christ is in Heaven. But thougli now He is

glorified and all power is given to Him in Heaven and

on earth, He is still the Son of man : Jesus Christ, the

same yesterday, and to-day% and forever.

The work that was begun here is continued there.

This is the real explanation of the shortness of His

earthly ministry. The Gospels give but the beginning

of the wondrous story. They chronicle the way in

which He pj^ejjared Himself to be the Prophet, Priest,

and King, but they do not follow Him into the higher

sphere of His greatest activities.

But though Christ, in human Presence, bids farewell

to this lower world. He provides a way in which from

His throne in the Unseen Heavens He shall continue to

be as near as ever—nay, nearer than He ever has been

before—to His disciples on earth. " I will not leave you

orphans," He said to them before His departure ;
" I

will come to you. Yet a little while, and the w^orld seeth

Me no more ; but ye see Me ; because I Kve, ye shall

live also. At that day ye shall know that I am in My
Father, and ye in Me, and I in you." ^ And then and

there He told them of the coming of another Comforter.

This union between Christ on His throne in Heaven

and His disciples on earth was to be cemented by that

Comforter, and ten days after His Ascension the Holy

Ghost was sent down (1) as the sign that Christ in

heaven was remembering them, and (2) as the fulfilment

of His Promise that they should " be endued with power

from on high." ^

^ St. John xiv. 18, 19, 20. ^ gt i^^^q ^xiv. 49.
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THE PERSONAL REVELATION OF THE HOLY GHOST.

The Holy Ghost had, indeed, always been present

in the world. " The Spirit of Truth which proceedeth

from the Father " ^ had brooded over the waters of the

creation, and had striven with man ^ from the beginning.

Long before Christ's coming He is spoken of in the Old

Testament, and recognized as a pervading influence.

The recognition may be partial and indistinct, but it is

positive so far as it goes.

Again, He had inspired holy men of old to prophesy
;

had consecrated John the Baptist even from his mother's

womb ; and had come upon the Virgin Mary, overshad-

owing her with the power of the Highest, so that that

holy thing which was born of her was called the Son of

God.

But He had never come to humanity itself with that

fulness of power with which He w^as sent down by Christ

at Pentecost. The Gospels everywhere indicate that the

Pentecostal gift of the Spirit was a new gift, dependent

upon Christ's Ascension. Our Lord Himself says, " It

is expedient for you that I go away ; for if I go not away,

the Comforter will not come unto you ; but if I depart,

I will send Him unto you." ^

St. John, in a previous chapter, writes :
" The Holy

Ghost was not yet given, because that Jesus was not yet

glorified." ^ The Holy Ghost, the Spirit of God, was in

the world before Pentecost, as Christ, the Word of God,

was in the world before the Incarnation, but neither was

personally revealed. And just as the Word was made

flesh and dwelt in human nature, so the Spirit of God
was sent by Christ, and revealed by Christ as One Who

1 St. John XV. 26. '^ Gen. vi. 3.

3 St. Jolin xvi. 7. ' Ibid. vii. 39.
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would convert the band of disciples He left on earth into

an organism, into the mystical body of Christ, into the

Temple of the Holy Ghost ; and wonld dwell in this organ-

ism perpetually, making it a living thing, giving life to its

members, and distributing among them the divine gifts

of truth and love and power. But the Spirit of Truth

could not descend upon the Church until Jesus Christ

was manifested as the Way, the Truth, and the Life.

Christ was the One Mediator between God and man,

both as regards the Father and the Holy Spirit.

Though the Father had always been a Father to the

sons of men, through Christ's mediatorial work He be-

came, in a new and higher sense, a Father to the Christian

believer.

So, though the Holy Spirit had always been the Spirit

of God to the sons of men, through the same mediatorial

work of Christ He also became, in a new and higher sense,

a personal Presence to the members of Christ's Church.

" Before His Ascension our Lord was not in a position to

bestow the gift of the ' Holy Spirit.' It was only then

that He Himself was perfected. Until that time He had

been confined by the limitations and sinless infirmities

of His pre-resurrection state. During His life on earth

He had, by a constant exercise of His own will, main-

tained that condition of humiliation wliich St. Paul de-

scribes as an ' emptying of Himself.' He had constantly

exercised a self-restraining power. He had not reached

that complete development of His own Person which, in

the economy of redemption, was the appointed end and

issue of all He was to do." ^

It was necessar}^ therefore that Jesus should be " glori-

fied " by His Cross and Passion, His precious Death and

Burial, His glorious Resurrection and Ascension, before,

as Man, He became so completely one with the Spirit in

1 The Ascension of our Lord, by William Milligan, D.D., p. 211.
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divine life, that tlie Spirit could become completely one

with Him in His glorified human life. But when Jesus

was on the throne and had raised our manhood up to

God, then the Spirit of Truth was His to send. The
Pharisees had asked Him for a sign from heaven in His

eai'thly life, and He had said that the only sign He would

give the outer world was the sign of His Eesurrection
;

but now to His Church (not the outer world) He does lov-

ingly vouchsafe this sign from heaven. He had risen from

the dead saying, " All power is given unto me in heaven

and in earth," ^ and now He endues His Church " with

Power from on High " ^—the Power of the Holy Ghost

Himself.^ And the emphasis which Christ, and His

apostles after Him, lay upon this "Power" in connection

with our Lord's Ascension, shows that it is a personal

Presence corresponding in greatness and character with

God's gift of His only-begotten Son.

Henceforth, therefore, the Holy Spirit of Truth be-

comes the Spirit of Christ in His Church, and He is rec-

ognized and spoken of as such by the apostles in their

New Testament writings.^ His office, when He descends

upon the Church at Pentecost, is to unite that Church

on earth in the closest possible union with her glorified

Head in heaven.

Without the Holy Ghost, Christ is an absent Lord and

Saviour to the Church as well as to the outer world, and

His disciples must look back to His earthly life as it is

recorded in the Gospels, for inspiration and guidance.

With the Holy Ghost, the Church is brought in direct,

personal and present contact with Christ in His glorified

state, and is immediately influenced by what He is now
doing for her, as her Prophet, Priest, and King, in Heaven.

This is the assurance that Christ gave to His apostles

' St. Matt, xxviii. 18. ^ s_ Ly^e xxiv. 49.

3 Acts i. 8. ^ Gal. iv. 6 ; Phil. i. 10, etc

33
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when He pointed forward to the time after His Ascen-

sion and said :
" "When tlie Comforter is come, Whom I

will send imto you from the Father, even the Spirit of

Truth which proceedeth from the Father, He shall testify

of Me." 1 ''When He, the Spirit of Truth is come, He
will guide you into all truth ; for He shall not speak of

Himself, but whatsoever He shall hear that shall He
speak ; and He will show you things to come. He shall

glorify Me ; for He shall receive of Mine and shall show

it unto you." '^ And that Christ refers here, not to His

life on earth, but by anticipation to His ascended life in

Heaven, when " all power " shall be given to Him, is

clearly indicated by the words that follow :
" All things

that the Father hath are mine; therefore^ said I, that

He shall take of mine and shall show it unto you." ^

Let us now consider all this in connection with Christ's

present work as Prophet, Priest, and King, in Heaven.

CHRIST, OUR PROPHET IN HEAVEN.

I. Through the Holy Ghost the Church on earth is

brought in contact with Christ as Prophet.

The prophetic teaching of Christ was not completed

when He was in this lower world. This our Lord plainly

intimated on the night before His Crucifixion. " I have

yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear

them now," ^ He said, and then a little afterward He
added, " These things have I spoken unto you in prov-

erbs, but the time cometh when I shall no more speak

unto you in proverbs, but I shall show you plainly of the

Father." '

The full meaning not only of Christ's teachings, but of

His Life, of His Crucifixion, Eesurrection, and Ascension,

1 St. John XV. 26. ^ ^^^^ ^vi. 13, 14. ^ Ibid. xvi. 15.

* Ibid. xvi. 12. ^ Ibid. xvi. 25.
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could not be grasped by His followers until the period of

His humiliation was overpast and He sat down in His

glorified humanity at the right hand of God.

But the glorification was not complete until Christ had

left this earth and was separated from His followers.

The only way, therefore, in which He could speak to

them and show them plainly of the Father, was through

the Holy Ghost. That same Holy Spirit Who spake by

the prophets, now, in a higher and more exalted sense,

spake through the glorified humanity of Christ, and spake

for Christ in Heaven, " testifying of Him," " bringing

all things to their remembrance that Christ had said to

them ;
" " teaching them all things " and " guiding them

into all truth." Yet, through all, it is not the Holy

Ghost Himself Avho is the Prophet, but Christ. For the

Spirit of Truth does not come to " speak for HimseK."

Our Lord had distinctly said, " Whatsoever He shall

hear that shall He speak." His whole message is to

glorify Christ. He discloses nothing new. He does not

add to the revelation abeady given.

^

' As Dr. Milligan truly says, "Our Lord undoubtedly speaks of the

Spirit's guiding the disciples ' into all the truth,' and showing them the

' things that are to come.' But it is of the utmost importance to ob-

serve that the truths thus referred to are not really new. They are

old truths made new, expanded, unfolded, illuminated by history.

When history is read in the spirit of Christian insight, trust, and hope,

there will not be in them one revelation, strictly so called, that was

not in the Person or the teaching of Jesus Himself ; but their ever

greater depths will be seen as the relations of the Church and the world

become more complex. It has been so in the past ; it will be so in the

future. The treasure in the words of Christ will never be exhausted.

According to the seeming paradox of the apostle, it contains ' what we

are to know, ' although it ' passeth knowledge.' But no revelation given

by the Spirit may go beyond the revelation given us in Christ, or super-

sede the necessity of our seeing that its contents are involved in what

He was or is. The Spirit which we receive is the Spirit of Christ, be-

stowed by Him, descending upon us from Him, and so flowing as a new

life-blood, but still the blood of Christ, through the veins and arteries
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He is thus the Interpreter of Christ's earthly life

and the Eevealer of what Christ is now in Heaven. The
old truths are made new by the new light which the

Spirit throws upon their inner meaning ; by the new life

which the Spii'it draws out of them ; by the fresh inspi-

rations which, through the guidance of the Spirit, they

are ceaselessly outpouring ; by the wondrous adaptation,

which the S]3irit reveals in them, to the ever-changing,

ever-progressive conditions of the Church's life as she

gathers a Christian or semi-Christianized civilization

of our spiritual frame, that we sliall be 'new creatures,' yet new creat-

ures not in the Spirit, but ' in Christ Jesus.' To look at the niatter in

any other light not only opens the door to the follies and fanaticisms

which, in connection with the doctrine of the Spirit, have defaced the

history of the Christian Church, but overturns the rational character of

the Christian faith, eliminates the immediateuess of that human ele-

ment in the application of redemption which is essential to real media-

tion between God and man, leads to an undervaluing of those instru-

mentalities—the word, the sacraments, and the ministry—which have

been appointed by Divine wisdom for our edification and comfort, and

deprives the Christian life of that stability by which alone the aberra

tions of individual zeal can be corrected. Xay, more. To separate the

function of the Spirit from the historical Redeemer is nothing less than

'to substitute the Holy Ghost in the place of the Son,' or rather to

maintain that, whereas the work of man's government and salvation was

at one time discharged by God under the name of Christ, at a later pe-

riod there was a new title adopted, and the same Being reappeared un-

der the name of the * Holy Ghost.' The fundamental principle of the

New Testament, that the whole Trinity—Father, Son, and Holy Spirit

—co-operate in the work of our redemption, thus disappears, and the

doctrine of the Trinity itself is in danger of becoming a metaphysical

speculation, without any practical bearing upon our life and character.

It seems only necessary to add that, in speaking of the historical Christ,

we are not to think simply of our Lord as He was on earth. It is the

glorified Christ whom it is the peculiar function of the Spirit—that is,

of the Spirit of Christ as glorified—to reveal within us. To Himself as

glorified, our Lord obviously refers when, speaking of the aspect of the

Spirit's work now before us, He says, in words already quoted, ' What

He shall Jiear that shall He speak.' ' He shall glorify Me.' "—The As-

cension of our Lord, pp. 300, 201, 202.
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about her. But tlie revelation itself remains unchanged.

It centres in the Person and work of Jesus Christ—the

same yesterday, to-day, and forever, and reveals the life

of Christ as a fountain that is perpetually flowing, per-

petually giving out fresh streams of life and inspiration

to every age. " He that believeth on il/e," said Christ,

" shall never thirst." ^

The importance of this fact cannot be over-estimated.

The experience of the Christian ages shows us plainly

that those who have looked for and taught a further reve-

lation of the Spirit, supplementing the previous revela-

tion of Christ, have lost the reasonableness, the definite-

ness, and the proportion of the faith as it is set forth in

the Catholic Creeds. They have been led into all kinds

of extravagances and exaggerations, which have no foun-

dation in the facts of the Christian religion, and in con-

sequence the Risen and Ascended Christ Himself has

been lost sight of and forgotten. The truths involved

in these facts have been obscured, and the sacraments

ordained by Christ Himself have been ignored. If

the Church does not keep her eyes fixed intently upon

Her ascended Lord, the consciousness of His continuous

work and Presence will be lost, and the connecting links

that unite His life with her own will be broken.^

CHRIST, THE HIGH-PEIEST IN HEAVEN.

II. Our ascended Lord in His present office as High-

Priest, is united to His Church on earth through the

power of the Holy Ghost.

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, writing by

the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, shows us that this

priestly work of Christ in heaven is continuous.

1 St. John vi. 35.

^ Tlie writer is indebted to Dr. Milligan for some of these thoughts.
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It is true that the humiliation and suffering of Christ

are passed. In this sense Christ has offered one sacrifice

for sins forever. There is no repetition of the agony and

bloody sweat, of the Cross and Passion—and the writer

dwells upon this truth with greatest emphasis.^ But

Christ, as our great High-Priest, has a work to do for us,

there, in the holy place made without hands, that will

never end until He comes again.

This work, as described in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

is threefold.

(1) Our Lord ever liveth to make intercession for His

Church on earth, and is able to save to the uttermost

those that come to Him as their great High-Priest (Heb.

vii. 25, 27, ix. 24-26).

(2) Our Lord brings the prayers of His people to God
(Heb. xiii. 15).

(3) Our Lord brings His people with Him into the

holy of holies, where He is, in His blood, that is, in His

continuous life, at once the Sacrificing Priest and the

Lamb " that liveth and was dead." ^

Let us briefly consider these three points.

{a) Our Lord, then, is perpetuall}' interceding for His

Church, and if the High-Priestly prayer that He offered

up the night before His Crucifixion may be taken as the

type of the jDrayer that He is continuously offering up

in Heaven for His disciples, then we behold a length and

breadth of meaning in that word " Intercession," which

covers the whole life, and energy, and history of the

Church on earth.

Christ, as the Saviour of men and the Kevealer of God,

has " finished the work that God gave Him to do." He
has "glorified God on the earth." He has "manifested

God's Name to His disciples," and now He is " no more
"

1 Heb. vii. 27, ix. 24-26, x. 11-18.

- See Westcott's Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 229 (additional note.)
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in the lower world of sin and sliame. As onr great Higli-

Priest He has ascended to the Temple made without

hands, where He ever liveth to make intercession for us.^

That this intercession is not directly for the outer

world but for His Church and " those who come to God
through Him," seems to be indicated by that High-Priestly

prayer before His Crucifixion, for at the same time that

He said, "I am no more in the world," He also said, "I

pray not for the world, but for them which Thou hast

given Me ; for they are Thine, and all Mine are Thine,

and Thine are Mine ; and I am glorified in tliem."^

Indeed, it is difficult to see how it could be otherwise,

for, after His Eesurrection, Christ's contact with the un-

believing world is over. Henceforth Jesus is "no more

in this world." In the forty days that He remains on

this earth, He appears to the disciples only : the words

that He speaks are personal charges to them about the

things pertaining to the kingdom of God.^ And when

He, at last, ascends to Heaven, it is in their sight alone,

not in that of the outer world, that He ascends. No one

can read the accoimt of those hallowed Resurrection days,

without being solemnly impressed with the silence of

Christ about the Jews and Romans—those who denied

Him and those who crucified Him ; and the great gulf that

now seems to lie between Him and all unbelievers. The

contrast between Christ as He was in the days of His

ministry and Christ as He is now, is very marked. Our

Lord had shown, in that past, His great passion to seek

and save the lost. No man ever loved the poor, the out-

cast, the depraved, as Jesus loved them. On the very

cross He had prayed for His murderers :
" Father, for-

give them, they know not what they do." Now he leaves

the Cross to tell its story. For all time that Cross of

1 Romans viii. 34; Heb. vii. 25, ix. 24 ; 1 John ii. 1, 2.

2 St. John xvii. 9, 10. ^ Acts i. 3.
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Clu'ist will stand before the eyes of men as the proof that

" God so loved the world that He gave His only-begotten

Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish,

but have everlasting life." ^ Hereby they may perceive

His love because He laid down His life for them.^

But after that stupendous sacrifice Christ is "no more

in the world." He is separate hencefoiih from the un-

believing, the worldly-minded, the careless and indiffer-

ent. If they listen not to the message that comes from

the Cross ; if they come not to the Cross to have their

sins forgiven ; if they refuse to believe in a Saviour Who
is nailed to that Cross for them, then they cannot follow

Christ through the grave and gate of death to His joyful

Kesurrection and glorious Ascension. After the Cross,

with its one full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation,

and satisfaction for the sins of the whole world, there is

no more sacrifice for sins. But in Heaven, Christ "is

able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God
by Him, seeing He ever liveth to make intercession for

them." There is a sacredness about Christ's high priestly

work in Heaven that we dare not intrude upon with hu-

man surmisings, but from all this it would seem that His

only connection with an unbelieving world, after He rises

from the dead, is through the Church.^,

One thing, however, is sure. We know that Christ as

the great High Priest of His Church does pray in Heaven
for them that believe in Him. Here is Hght, here is re-

ality, here is peace. Those who leave the outer darkness

of the outer world and " come unto God by Him," come
under the shadow of Christ's protection, and are shielded

by the prayers of our great High Priest in Heaven.

1 St. John iii. 16. - 1 John iii. 16.

' Heb. vii. 25. But behind this there is, perhaps, another truth in

the shadowy background. See St, John x. 16. " So far the thought of

the priestly work of the Ascended Christ is expressed under the images
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We have spoken before of the exhaustless meaning in

that word Intercession, as it stands interpreted by Christ's

high priestly prayer in the seventeenth chapter of St.

John's Gospel. It covers the whole of the believer's per-

sonal life, with its joys and sorrows, its aspirations for

holiness, and its broken resolves. Nothing is forgotten

in His sight, by Whom the very hairs of our head are all

numbered. It covers also the life of the Church, as age

after age passes by ; its trials and persecutions ; its throes

and perplexities; its periods of temptation and back-

sliding, its times of revival and reformation.

It covers also the future of the Church ; its develop-

ment in the world ; its missionary work and home work
;

its longings for unity, and for the advent of that day

when, through the oneness of the Church and the reunion

of Christendom, the world will believe that the Father

hath sent Him.

{!)) Christ in Heaven presents the prayers of the faith-

ful to God. This appears to be the ultimate meaning of

that oft-rej)eated phrase of the Gospel :
" Whatsoever ye

shall ask in My Name,'' as it also interprets for us that

sentence with which so many of the Collects of the Prayer

Book end " Through Jesus Christ our Lord."

We know not what we should pray for as we ought,

but Christ, our Advocate at the throne of God, distin-

guishes hetiueen the ivords and inner spirit of each pray-

er. As our human Priest, who has shared all our hu-

man experience. He understands and rightly translates

of the Levitical Covenant as He works for ' the people ' (^ e/c/cAr/o-to)
;

but He has yet another work as * priest after the order of Melchizedek

'

for humanity. He does not lay aside this wider relation in completely

fulfilling the narrower. Rather it is through the fulfilment of His

work for the Church—the first fruits—that He moves towards the ful-

filment of His work for the world. We have no power to pursue the

development of this truth, but it is necessary to remember it."—West-

cott on the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 230.
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oui' true spiritual desires, and presents them before the

throne. Thus, while we are praying, we are not alone.

Two streams of prayer are intermingled—Christ's inter-

cession for us, and our prayers for ourselves. And St.

Paul adds, " The Spirit also helpeth our infirmities," and

"maketh intercession for us." ^

(c) But the most blessed part of Christ's priestl}'

work in Heaven is that which the author of the Epistle

dwells upon in those words :
" Having, therefore, breth-

ren, boldness to enter into the holiest by the blood of

Jesus, by a new and living way, which He hath conse-

crated for us through the vail, that is to say. His flesh,

and having a high priest over the house of God ; let us

draw near with a true heart in full assurance of faith."
^

We have dwelt before upon the distinction that is to be

ceaselessly borne in mind between the shedding of blood

for the remission of sins, and the sprinMing of blood as

the communication of a principle of life, giving to the

sinner power to overcome sin ; we have shown how, while

Christ shed His life-blood on the cross to atone for all

sin, salvation comes from the power of His life now

communicated to us, through that Holy Ghost Who
unites Christ in heaven with Christians on earth.

This union is of the closest kind. Christ referred to

it on the night before His crucifixion, when He said,

" Abide in me and I in you. As the branch cannot bear

fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine, no more can

ye, except ye abide in Me. I am the ^dne, ye are the

branches. He that abideth in Me and I in him, the

same bringeth forth much fruit ; for without Me ye can

do nothing."
'^

Christ could not before His death explain all that this

figure meant, but after He had risen from the dead and

ascended into Heaven—after the Holy Ghost came do\Mi

1 Romans viii. 26. ^ Heb. x. 19, 20, 21. ^ gt. John xv. 4, 5.
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bringing to the apostles' memory all that He had said

unto them about their union with Him through His flesh/

His body, and His blood ~—then the deeper truth was re-

vealed to their minds.

Believers are not only united to Him as the branches

are to the vine, but as the members of a human body

are to the head ; not only as by the sap that flows from

the vine into the branch, but by the blood of Jesus that

flows into them from Him.

The Church is the body of Jesus Christ on this earth.

The life-blood that was poured out, i.e., the Divine-Hu-

man Life, which was released from the human body of

our Lord on the cross, after His Eesurrection and Ascen-

sion, became available to all believers, through the power

of the Holy Ghost, and henceforth Jesus Christ became

incarnated in His Church. St. Paul lays the greatest

emphasis upon the fact that the Church is the body of

Christ. He dwells upon it again and again."^ It is a

ruling thought which appears in most of his greater

epistles ; it is a central truth from which he draws first

one kind of lesson, and then another ; he makes it the

corner-stone of all his sacramental teaching. By bap-

tism, he tells us, we are all made members of one body.

The cup of blessing becomes to us the communion of the

blood of Christ, the bread which we break becomes the

communion of the body of Christ. Those who receive

this communion are incorporated in Christ. "For we
being many, are one bread and one body, for we are all

partakers of that one bread."
*

This close and intimate union with Christ, whereby

the Church on earth, as His body, becomes the continua-

tion of His Incarnation, explains many words and say-

'St. John vi. 51. 2 St. Matt. xxvi. 26, 28.

3 Romans xii. 5 ; 1 Cor. xii. 13, 27; Col. i. 18 ; Eplies. iv. 4, 15, 16,

seq. n coj.. X. 17.
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ings, not only of the New Testament writers, bnt of our

Lord Himself which otherwise might seem vague and
mystical.

Christ is in us. How often do we meet this phrase,

and how perplexing it is to those who do not grasp

the central truth, to reconcile the thought of the Son of

Man, at one and the same time, in Heaven sitting at

the right hand of the Father, yet present " wher-

ever two or three are gathered together in His

Name."

They have no unifying thought which connects the

twofold Presence— His Presence in Heaven and His

Presence on earth—with one another. But when we
look up to Him as " the Head of the body, the Church "

'

all becomes harmonious at once.

Again, we are in Chkist. This is another phrase, even

more difficult to apprehend, if we do not rise to the

Apostle's thought. St. Paul tells us that " we are buried

with Him by Baptism," - " risen with Christ," ^ to newness

of life ; that we are ascended with Christ, and that " God
hath made us sit together in heavenly places in Christ

Jesus." ^

To affirm that the members of the Church on earth are

crucified with Christ, dead and buried with Christ, risen

with Christ, and ascended to Heaven with Christ, seems

a daring reach of metaphorical language to the outer

world. And to those Christians who substitute the

"spirit of Christ" or the "character of Christ" for the

supernatural facts of Christ's actual history, there can be

no real meaning in, and no justification of, St. Paul's

strong expressions ;—there is no room for St. Paul's teach-

ing in their Christianity. If a modern writer were to use

these expressions for the first time he would doubtless be

censured by such thinkers, as guilty not only of very exag-

» Col. i. 18. - Rom. vi. 4. ' Col. iii. 1. » Epli. ii. 6.
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gerated and imaginative language, but even of irrever-

ence. But when we follow " the Life that w^illinglj

passed through death " up to the Father's throne ; when

we realize, as the apostles did, the nature of Christ's

Priesthood in Heaven, and His imion as Priest and Lamb
with His Church on earth ; when we behold the conse-

quences that flow from Christ's Ascension and entrance,

by His own blood {i.e., His own glorified human nature)

into the Holy of Holies ; when w^e understand the nature

of that vital union between Christ in Heaven and His

Church on earth, w^liich is effected through the power of

the Holy Ghost, Whom He sends down ; when w^e grasp

the truth that Christ has joined our human nature with

His own, by His own blood, and " by a neiv and living loay,

which He hath consecrated for us, through the veil—that

is to say, His flesh," ^ then, w^e begin to comprehend that

Christ and His Church are so completely one, that the

members of His Church are in Christ as truly in Heaven,

as He is in them on earth. And the more w^e reflect upon

the underlying realities expressed by that phrase the

" Body of Christ," as applied to the Church, the more

we find ourselves irresistibly draivn on to adopt the vei^y

kind of language used by St. Paid in his epistles,

CHEIST, THE KING IN HEAVEN.

III. Christ in Heaven is our King, and through the

Holy Ghost, He is now^ ruling, governing, and shap-

ing the destinies of His kingdom on earth. And the

way in w^hich He thus influences and controls His uni-

versal empire on earth is plain. Though now He is

King, He is " Jesus Christ the same yesterday and to-

day and forever." The principles by which He rules are

those that governed Him in His wdiole earthly ministry,

iReb. X. 20. *
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and which brought Him to that cross upon which the

title was affixed "Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the

Jews."

As Son of Man on earth, Christ refused to propagate

His kingdom by any other power than the power of a

human will which gave itself up to doing God's will on

earth as it is done in heaven. For this He cried in Geth-

semane, " Thy will not Mine be done." For this He suf-

fered under Pontius Pilate ; for this He became obedient

unto death, even the death of the cross ; for this He sub-

mitted to the loss of all things, until, at last, even His

human body was taken from Him and given to others

;

yet He died with an unconquered will, and because that

human will of His was thus stronger than death itself in

keeping its union with the sinless, immortal will of God,

therefore. He was able to rise from the dead saying, as

Son of Man, "All power is given to Me in Heaven and on

earth," and to promise His disciples that they should

be endued with power from on high after that the Holy

Ghost had come upon them. This j^romise was fulfilled

at Pentecost.

But the Church must live the same kind of life that

Christ Himself lived on earth, if she would possess His

power. The kind of power that Christ rejected while in

this world, He rejects still ; the power of selfishness and

ambition, the power of human pride, wealth, or station.

All these are of the earth and earthly. And Christ re-

fuses, now, in His glorified state, as before, in the days

of His humiliation, to advance His kingdom by using

those things which this world calls great. The vox populi

is nothing to Him "Who wields supreme poAver over

all.

The power of the Church of Christ is a patent fact

recognized by all. The gates of hell can never prevail

against her, yet it is strangely unlike all earthly forms of
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power. When the Christian Church has been forced by

trial and persecution to cling most closely to her Lord,

then it is that her influence becomes most evident and

her progress most rapid. But when she allies herself, as

she has so often done in her times of prosperity, to the

strong arm of the state, or yields to the seductions of

wealth, then internal divisions arise and her life becomes

paralyzed.

The secret of the Church's progress is to be like

Christ. She can only hope to prevail by rejecting

those things which Christ Himself rejected. She must

take up her cross and follow Him. She must now pray

to Christ as He prayed to His Father, " Thy Kingdom

come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in Heaven."

Whether we look upon the Church as Christ's Univer-

sal Empire on earth, or as a Spiritual Temple in which

we are built as living stones, or as the Body of Christ of

which He is the Head, or as the Bride of Christ, she

must grow up to Him in all things, until by doing the

will of Christ on earth she attains to the measure of the

stature of the fulness of Christ. The only power from

on high that she can expect from that King to whom now
all power is given, is the power to live as He lived, the

power to conquer as He conquered, the power to per-

petuate His life on earth, by virtue of her spiritual

union with Him.



CHAPTER XV

THE CHUKCH IN RELATION TO SOCIETY

SYNOPSIS

I. The Christian Church is a Theocracy whose King is Christ and

whose Origin is of God.

II. The Christian Church is an Organism. This is proved by the

titles : (a) Body of Christ
;

{b) Family of God
;

(c) Kingdom
of Heaven

:

(a) As the Body of Christ, she is comparable with the hu-

man body, which is the most perfect organism in Nature.

The Body of Christ is of most comprehensive character,

*^filling all things''*

{b) As the Family of God, she possesses all the marks of the

earthly family but in a more perfect degree, including

within herself all the members of renewed humanity.

(c) As the Kingdom of Heaven, the analogy is not with the

Kingdom of men but with Nature. Baptism is therefore

the token of admission into an organism higher than nat-

ure and is not a rite of naturalization. This Kingdom is

of widest possible extent, universal %n its scope.

III. The Christian Church is the only Social Organism that can

reconcile the antagonistic forces at play in the Civilized World.

She reconciles the antagonism between the

{a) Secular and Religious life by assimilating the Secular

and spiritualizing it. It is a mistake to suppose the

reverse process possible.

[b) Individualism and Socialism by :

(1) Making spiritual and not natural progress the aim of

the Individual ; and

(2) Teaching men to be Altruistic and not Egoistic.

IV. The true Relation between Church and State.

V. Christianity and Civilization. Moral progress is in Advance
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of Civilization, which would be less moral, if it dared. The
progress of Civilization is, therefore, toward the Moral Stand-

ards of Christianity and toward the Kingdom of Heaven on

earth.

VI. The Christian Church is the continuation of the Incarnation.

Therefore, she centres in herself the natural and spiritual, as

Christ was the Bond of Union between the human and the

divine.

In contradistinction to all forms of human government
the Church of Christ is a Theocracy. In contradistinc-

tion to all that is of the earth, earthly, it is a Kingdom of

Heaven. It originates not in the natural world but in

the spiritual world. It starts not from beneath but from

above. Its growth is not upward from nature, but down-
ward into nature. Its King is the God-Man, Jesus

Christ. The whole Church first existed in Christ and
then drew its life from Christ. It did not exist apart

from (I'.e., exterior to) Christ Himself, until He ascended

to His throne in Heaven, as the Prophet, Priest, and
King, to Whom all power is given in Heaven and on
earth. Then from Heaven he sent down " power from

on high " to His Kingdom of Heaven on earth, and on
Pentecost the Church was born, as an organism, devel-

oped by the power of the Holy Ghost out of the life of the

God-Man, Who was born of the Virgin Mary, and cruci-

fied under Pontius Pilate, Who rose again the third day
from the dead, and ascended to Heaven.

And the three names by which the Church is most

frequently described in the New Testament—the Body
of Christ, the Family of God, and the Kingdom of

Heaven—unite in setting forth this organic life in the

plainest and most unmistakable manner.

These terms are expressly used to convey the idea that

the Church is an organism. This is the central truth to

which they all refer and Avithout it they are meaningless.

24
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The language applied by Mr. Herbert Spencer to the

social organism is exactly descriptive of these figures :

" Metaphors are here more than metaphors in the ordi-

nary sense. They are devices of speech hit upon to sug-

gest a truth, at first dimly perceived, but which grows

clearer the more carefully the evidence is examined." ^

The Gospels, after Christ's Ascension, do not end with

the foundation of a school of i^hilosophy like those of

Athens, or a school of prophets to promulgate religious

and ethical ideas, in a propagandist way ; they end

with the announcement of a life that is to be per-

petuated in other lives, by a power that comes from on

high, and that is to be a dominating influence in mens

souls and bodies, claiming singleness of aim, self-sacrifice

in action, time, means, strength, courage, suffering, co-

operation, unity of purpose, martj^rdom itself.

And the character and functions of this organism

which Christ called into being when He left the earth,

are very distinctly set forth in those three terms to which

we have referred.-

I. The Church is the Body of Christ. The analogy

here is with the human body, and the latter is the highest

and most perfect form of organic life to be found in all

nature. As Adam was the father of all flesh and blood,

from whom we trace descent by physical generation, so

1 The Study of Sociology, by Herbert Spencer, p. 330.

- It is with especial reference to the three classes of privileges herein

set forth, that the Catechism describes every child that is brought to

baptism as one who is therein made a member of Christ, the Child of

God, and an inheritor (citizen) of the Kingdom of Heaven. The Church

is called by other names in the New Testament. She is named as ""the

Bride of Christ,'^' " the House of God,'' " the Household of Faith,'' " the

General Assembly and Church of the First-born,'''' etc. ; but these are

merely other expressions that are identical in meaning, and which con-

vey the same threefold conception. The central idea of an organism

underlies them all.
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Christ is the Second Adam, from Avhom every son of God
traces his descent by spiritual generation. As the human
frame is the most wonderfully complicated piece of mech-

anism, in the correlation, adjustment, and unity of its vari-

ous parts, that is known to man ; as its various members
are animated, held together, and enabled to perform their

different functions by a single soul ; and as no scientific

research has ever been able to tell where the soul ends

and the body begins, so is the Church the Body of

Christ. St. Paul not only tells us that " By one Spirit

are we all baptized into one body," ^ but he dwells upon

the analogy, he recurs to it again and again in different

epistles, and he expands it, with such a minuteness of

detail, as could have been traced only by one who had
made this analogy a ruling thought of his theology,

which satisfied all the conditions of an organic spiritual

society.

Indeed it is hard to imagine how, at that early day,

when the Church was not yet thirty years old, any Chris-

tian mind could have described so accm^ately the un-

changing and permanent characteristics of that spiritual

society, amid the changing times, and used an analogy,

the force, correctness and exactness of which become

more and more apparent with the growth of centuries.

This is something more than a stroke of genius. It can

be nothing less than the Inspiration of God. And the

description becomes all the more remarkable, when we

remember that it is only within recent times that the full

meaning of St. Paul's words is beginning to be appreci-

ated. Whether Mr. Herbert Spencer borrow^ed his idea

from the New Testament, when he describes all human
society as a vast organism closely resembling the human
body in its structure, or whether it dawned upon his

mind after independent scientific investigation and syn-

1 1 Cor. xii. 13.
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thesis, tlie result in either case is the same. The very

fact that he and a multitude of other scientific thinkers

hold a conception of civilization which so closely resem-

bles St. Paul's description of Christian society, reveals

a striking parallel between sociological and apostolic

thought, and shows how they are impressed by the anal-

ogy-

Again, thousands of ordinary thinkers to-day, who are

neither scientific men nor Christian theologians, appreci-

ate its value so fully that they are applying it not to the

Church of Christ but to humanity itself. Without stop-

ping to think of the inconsistencies and contradictions

involved in their assertion, or of the glaring discrepancy

between their own and St. Paul's use of the figure, they

enthusiastically proclaim that the whole human race is

the body of Christ and that all men, through His Incarna-

tion, are united spiritually as well as naturally, to God.

Could we have a more striking example of the appropri-

ateness of the New Testament metaphor than the trend

of modern thought affords ?

Before passing on, it is to be observed that this organic

body, founded by Christ in the lower world, is to com-

prehend the highest life of humanity ; to bear all the

characteristics of a complete and universal social organ-

ism and to be immortalized in Heaven itself. The

Church is to " grow up unto Him in all things which is

the Head, even Christ
;

" " till we all come in the unity

of the faith and the knowledge of the Son of God, unto

a perfect Man, unto the measure of the stature of the

fulness of Christ." '

II. The Church is the Family of God. As in the

natural world the family exists amid and beneath all

forms of social government as the only institution which,

growing out of nature itself, can trace its origin directly

1 Ephes. iv. 15. 13.
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to God ; as it was created by God and not man ; as sons

and daughters are united together, not by the tie of

confederation but by that of blood, and as their bond

of union is descent from a common father, so is it

with the family of God. Indeed, the natural here is

but the earthly, transitory type of the heavenly, eternal

reality.

As Adam is the progenitor of the natural race, so was

Christ, the Second Adam, the head of a spiritual race

which are " born, not of blood, nor of the will of the

flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God." ^ As Adam
was the son of God, so, in a higher and eternal way was

Christ the Son of God. Again, an earthly father is but a

feeble, imperfect representative of the everlasting Father

in Heaven. The tie of blood, which to the world seems

so strong, is weak in comparison with that spiritual bond

of union and sympathy expressed by the phrase, " The
Communion of saints." The home on earth fades from

view in contrast with the eternal home which Christ has

gone to prepare for us in our Father's House of many
mansions, and, as the Christian child of God outgrows

the protection of an earthly home and the fostering care

of an earthly father, he finds awaiting him the eternal

relationship of which the earthly home was but a feeble

and transitory symbol ; he is encompassed by the loving

care of One Who, through all eternity, will be His

Father in Heaven, and Christ, Who has brought life and

immortality to light, and " of Whom the whole family in

Heaven and earth is named," ^ has revealed to us that

this Fatherhood of God is the reverse of a metaphor

—

that it is as organic as it is real, as universal as it is

eternal.

III. The Church is the kingdom of Heaven on earth.

It is not a mere kingdom of ideas and spiritual influences.

1 St. John i. 13. - Ephes. iii. 15.
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Neither is it an invisible kingdom of souls. It is true

that this notion might be gained from those passages of

the Gospel that relate to the utterances of Christ, before

the Church loas formed^ and before Christ spoke as King ;

but His work before the Crucifixion was only preparatory

to the revelations that were to follow after His triumphal

resurrection from death. It was then, after " He showed

Himself alive after His passion, by many infallible

proofs," that He taught the apostles more distinctly and

definitely " of the things pertaining to the kingdom of

God." ^ And at the very time when, as King, He said,

" All power is given unto Me in Heaven and in earth,"

He also said, " Go ye, iherefore, and make disciples [see

margin] of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost ; teaching

them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded
you ; and lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of

the world." ^

In order to grasp the full meaning of this " Great Com-

mission," as it is called, we must bear distinctly in view

that the Kingdom of Heaven is not like the kingdoms

of this world. The analogy, present in so many minds,

between the kingdom of Christ and such human organi-

zations as the Eoman Empire, is false and misleading.

The real analogy is not with any form of human govern-

ment whatever, but between the kingdom of Heaven and

the kingdom of Nature. Hence Christ's own explanation

of Baptism, the Magna Charta of His kingdom, refers not

to any rite of naturalization, but to a new birth into a

higher organism than that of nature.

And when Nicodemus rtiurmured at the statement that

a man must be born again {i.e., horn from above), Christ

explained His former words by saying, " Yerily, verily, I

say unto thee, except a man be born of water and of the

1 Acts i. 3. 2 St. Matt, xxviii. 19, 20.
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Spirit, lie cannot enter into the kingdom of God. Tliiifc

which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is

born of the Spirit is spirit." ^

Nothing could be plainer than that Baptism stands

here as the entrance into a realm that is above and be-

yond nature. The Christian is first born, and then born

again "from above." He is first born of the flesh, and

then born of water and of the Spirit. The kingdom of

Heaven here appears, therefore, as a higher spiritual or-

ganism overshadowing, and including, the kingdom of

nature.

Before the death of our Lord it appears as the king-

dom of Heaven on earth, but after His Eesurrection its

real proportions begin to manifest themselves. Christ,

then and there, declares that " all power is given to Him
in Heaven and on earth." And then, as He ascends to

the throne in Heaven itself, the bewildering truth bursts

upon the apostles' mind that this realm of Christ is not

merely a kingdom of God on earth, but an empire as vast

as the universe itself, and that in the dispensation of the

fulness of times God will "gather together in one all

^ St. John iii. 5, 6. Since the Reformation this text has been trans-

lated by some as referring not to Baptism, bnt to conversion; but for

the previous //tec;i hundred years it was universally interpreted by all

Christians as meaning Baptism itself, as no less an authority than Hooker

himself points out. (Baptismal Regeneration, vol. ii.,p. 2G3.) Nor would

any other translation have been given to the words, had not Protestant

Theology, in its reaction against the corruptions of mediseval Romanism,

and the exaggerated stress that had been laid upon the outward form, to

the neglect of the inward life, gone to the other extreme of dwelling

upon the inward life to the neglect of the outward form. This gave the

reformers a strong bias; they approached the words of Christ with a

personal prepossession and prejudice in their minds, and interpreted

them to square with a theory. Many Christians are still under the do-

minion of this prejudice, and therefore are blind to the fact that their

mistranslation destroys the connection between Baptism and the princi-

ple of the Incarnation itself.
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things iu Clirist, both which are iu Heaven, and which

are on earth." ^

Bearing in mind this principle of the universality and

comprehensiveness of the Church as the Family of God,

the Body of Christ, and the Kingdom of Heaven on earth,

let us now turn our attention to the relation of this

Church of Christ to modern civilization, and inquire how

it meets and reconciles those antagonistic forces, which,

as we have seen (Chapter VI.), manifest their presence so

plainly in the progress of the civilized world, and which

neither science nor socialism can harmonize.'

DUALISM OF NATURAL AND SPIRITUAL.

The first of these antagonisms to be considered is that

between the secular and the religious life, or, in other

words, that dualism between the natural and the spirit-

ual, Avhich has been recognized, from time immemorial,

in the philosophic thought of the world. The Church,

as the kingdom of Heaven on earth, cannot conflict with

the kingdom of nature, for both are of God, and conse-

quently both organisms must be recognized as obedient

to divine laws. There can be no real antagonism, there-

fore, between the two ; the higher must comprehend the

lower, and the kingdom of Heaven must harmonize

with the kingdom of nature. The Church must be both

natui'al and supernatural, both rational and super-rational,

both ethical and super-ethical, both social and individ-

ual, both human and divine. Indeed, one cannot read

the Gospels, or study the religious past, without seeing

that Christianity is both theological and sociological.

' Ephes. i. 10.

^ The reader, it is hoped, will forgive some repetition of thoughts

previously expressed. The repetition is necessary for the sake of plain-
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The spiritual was intended to plant its roots deep down

into the natural. It sanctifies every relation of life,

every need and aspii^ation of human nature.

But, on the other hand, the natural does not and can-

not comprehend the spiiitual. The secular man never

rises above the secular consciousness, and the reason for

this is truly given by Hegel, when he says, " No one is

aware of a limit or defect until he rises above it." The

natural belongs to the natural alone. The spiritual com-

prehends both. Hence, the dualism exists from the side

of nature, but not from the side of the Church. The

kingdom of Heaven can spiritualize the natural, but the

natural can never spiritualize itself. Hence arises that

popular confusion of thought regarding the relation be-

tween the secular and the spiritual, which is so constantly

manifesting itself in human intercourse. The secular

man and the spiritual man look at the same issue out of

different eyes.

When, for example, the common question is asked,

" Can the secular ever be spiritualized? " The spiritual

man at once responds, " Yes, for the religion of Christ

must be as catholic as the needs of human natm^e, and

we can consecrate whatsoever we do, in w^ord or deed, to

the service of Christ." And this statement is, and must

be, eternally true. The conventional and nominal Chris-

tian also responds in the affirmative. He replies, " Yes,

for in the progi*ess of civilization the secular life is

being continuously elevated to a higher ethical level.

Christianity is an evolution of the higher instincts of

man, in which the natural is gradually becoming the

spiritual," a statement which is not only grossly inaccu-

rate, but eternally false. It is just here that the danger

comes in of substituting a false for a true Christianity.

Science and philosophy, art and literature, music and

poetry, are not, in themselves, unchristian, but they be-
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come iincliristiau when tliey are made, in any way, a sub-

stitute for the spiritual life itself. All that belongs to

the natural life of man is divine, so long as it is confined

to its own sphere, but when it usurj)S the place of the

spiritual and resists the higher life it becomes an evil.

It is not nature itself that is evil, for nature is an organ-

ism formed by God. The spirit of sin or lawlessness is

noioliere to he found in nature. It does not exist apart

from man, and the evil, therefore, is not in nature but in

human nature.

This brings up the question of human personality in

its relation to the objective world, and the Summum
Bonum.

There are three " Goods," the Natural, the 3Ioral, and

the Spiritual, (1) If man knew nothing higher than nat-

ural good, he would find his fuUest life and happiness in

obeying the laws of nature. But (2) every man has a

moral sense ; this brings him in contact with a higher

world than that of physical nature, and, under these con-

ditions, his fullest life and happiness come from obedience

to both moral and natural laws. (3) Man is also a self-

conscious person, created in the image of God. His

personality is a reflection of God's personality, and ever

since God has revealed Himself to His earthly children,

man's highest life is not realized until he lives in union

with God. This union with God brings him in union

also Avith everything that God has made. Under normal

conditions, every higher good comprehends every lower,

and, therefore, by living in union Avith God, man receives,

at once, spiritual good, moral good, and natural good.

But no man is compelled thus to live. Freedom of choice

is an essential characteristic of that human nature which

was created in the image of God, and here sin comes

in. " Sin is laiolessness,'" it is the spirit of self-will

which sets itself up against God's will, substituting self
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for God, and human independence for dependence on

Him.i

If man refuses thus to live in union with God he en-

tails upon himself the following consequences : 1. He
isolates himself from God, for sin necessarily involves a

state of separation from God, in which he not only loses

his right relation to God but his true relation to both

natural and spiritual worlds. 2. He loses the highest,

i.e., the spiritual good, which is only to be gained by liv-

ing in union with God. 3. Losing this, he is obliged to

make a lower good take the place of, and stand as a sub-

stitute for, the highest good; and in thus placing the

natural above the spiritual he adds to his sin, by misusing

nature itself. 4. He violates the law of his own being,

for after having been made in the image of God, he re-

fuses to be God-like. The personal religious life of the

believer is the highest fulfilment of man's being, because

it is a self-fulfilment by oneself, in reaching out for that

which is highest through union with God. Sin is, there-

fore, the worst contradiction of nature because it is the

double contradiction of oneself, by oneself, and the result

is bondage—the slavery of one's will to that which is not

himself and which is contrary to self.^ This is the very

worst form of slavery conceivable, and as Christ Himself

has told us, it ends in deatJi.^ Here, then, we have con-

trasted, the true and the untrue relation of man to the

objective world and the Summum Bonum. If, on the one

hand, he wills to do God's will, he becomes one mtli God,

one with the Kingdom of Heaven, and one with nature

;

if, on the other hand, he chooses sin, he thereby not only

' ** In the clay ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened and ye

shall be as God knowing good and evil."—Gen. iii. 5, R. V.
^ The Soteriology of the New Testament, by the Rev. Professor DuBose,

p. 12 seq.

^St. John, viii. 24 seq.
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separates himself from God but violates the laws of both

natural and spiritual worlds.

And now that we have eliminated the element of Free-

will (and thus saved human personality) from his com-

parison, we can safely and helpfully use, for all that it is

worth, Mr. Herbert Spencer's analogy between human
society as an organism and the human body, for in the

way that Christianity deals with the body we have an

indication of the true Christian line of action with regard

to human society.

The human body was never regarded by the Church

as, in itself, evil. The powerful heresy of Manicheeism,

great as its influence once was, never gained a foothold

in the Church of Christ ; on the contrary, she unswerv-

ingly maintained that that organism which was portrayed

in the Bible as the climax of the creation recorded in

Genesis, and which was pronounced by God Himself to

be " good " cannot be evil ; and here, not only the Chris-

tian Church, but the whole of Holy Scripture also, ac-

cord with the teachings of science. The sacredness of

human life is one of the ruling ideas of the Christian re-

ligion, and Christ Himself says that the very hairs of

our head are all numbered.

The body with its needs is to be cared for, protected,

*' cherished." In making its wants and appetites known

to us it is only fulfilling the law of its own animal life, as

an organism framed by God, and that life is to be conse-

quently respected as God-given.

But when the wants and appetites of the body rise up

to conflict with, or assert in any way, a supremacy over

the higher life of the soul, then it is the duty of every

Christian " to keep his body under," and thus arises a

constant warfare. " The flesh lusteth against the spirit,

and the spirit against the flesh, and these are contrary

the one to the other." ^

' Gal. V. 17.
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So, also, is it with human society as an organism.

There are many factors in our modern civilization which
are, in no sense, the product of nature's laws. All that

part of civilization which is direct^ traceable to original

sin, and also to human free-Avill— on the one side,

exercising itself against nature in compromising with

the influences of sin or lawlessness, and, on the other,

exercising itself above nature in following the higher

influences of Christianity—stands outside of the natural

organism. But when this is eliminated, what is left in

civilization may rightly be looked upon as conditioned

by the law of evolution, which science traces everywhere

in the natural world ; and if in this sense, " the human
being is, at once, the terminal problem of biology and
the initial factor of sociology," then civilization is simply

obeying the law of its life in moving along its own
lines. It is useless to hope that it will ever move upon
any other lines. We must neither expect impossibil-

ities, nor condemn it for being faithful to the law of its

own being. The kingdom of Heaven cannot possibly con-

flict with anything that is natural—anything in human
society that really owes its origin and development to

God ; the conflict is only with what is unnatural in

human society, and to conquer what is thus unnatural

the Christian must not hold aloof from his fellow-men,

but strive in every way, through word and example, to

influence them against the spirit of lawlessness, show
them the contrast between the lower and the higher life,

and, if possible, lift them up from the lower to the higher,

without interfering with the lower, except in the matter

of sin.

Hence Jesus Christ Himself when He came into this

world, did not wait for men to come to Him, He went to

them in their homes, and blessed them in their occupa-

tions, and taught that His religion—as it did not, in any
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way, belong to the kingdom of this world—could not pos-

sibly interfere with any duty that men really owed to

others in family, social, or political life.

Thus, also, was it with St. Paul. He preached Chris-

tianity, not only in the villages, but in the crowded cities,

where social life was compact and highly organized, and

even went so far as to persuade a slave to go back to his

master.

Again, it was through the influence of Christians

working together mtli one common aim in every walk of

life—as soldiers in the army, as jailors in the prisons, as

members of Caesar's household in the palace, as buyers

and sellers in the streets—that the whole empire at last

became converted to Christ. On the other hand, if there

is any lesson stamped as a warning upon the church his-

tory of the past, it is that the hermits of the early days,

and those who subsequently retired to convents and mon-
asteries for the exclusive purj^ose of cultivating their spir-

itual life, lived a useless, selfish, isolated existence that

was plainly at variance with the spirit of the Gospel.

For the desire to be useful is the test of Christian

character ; as it is also the first impulse of the man into

whose heart the Spirit of Christ really enters.

In contradistinction to what this world calls manli-

ness, which is little more than the selfish spirit of self-

assertion, Christian manhood means the ability to be

useful and to bear the burdens of others.

In contradistinction to the world's idea of robustness,

Christian courage signifies the willingness to meet and

conquer the individual and the class temptations to sin

that belong to every sphere of action.

In contradistinction to the common, worldly notion,

that one can perform his work efiiciently only when he is

filled with the spirit of civilization, the Christian is to

show that every work can be done better and every re-
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sponsibility can be discharged more punctually and faitli-

fullj, when a man does all "in the name of the Lord

Jesus." These are truths to be constantly impressed by

the power of living examples upon the minds of men.

In no other way can a follower of Christ stand out as a

witness for God so well, as by meeting men on their own

ground, and showing them in the common walks of eyerj'-

day life—in law and politics, in science and art, in com-

merce and trade, at home and in social intercoui-se—how
to seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness.

His religion thus becomes Avhat Christ described it as

being, the salt of the earth, whose antiseptic properties

preserve all that is good in civilization, and the leaven

which leavens the whole lump with christianizing influ-

ences. But while Christianity thus meets all the needs

of the social organism as they reveal themselves in civil-

ized life, and while the Christian believer, as a member
of that organism himself, shares and sympathizes with

the life of every good citizen, the latter by no means

shares and sympathizes with the life of the Christian.

His highest aim is far below the Christian's highest.

As we have said before, civilization may develop the

qualities which make a good citizen, but here it stops,

and the stopping-place is immeasurably short of the

responsibilities which belong to a man whose " citizen-

ship is in Heaven," ^ or the aspirations of a soul conscious

^ " We are met at the outset by two widely differing conceptions of the

mode and direction in which Christianity acts as a regenerating influ-

ence on the life of mankind. On the one side Christianity is identified

with civilization, and the function of the Church is regarded as simply

the gathering up, from age to age, of the higher aspirations of mankind ;

her call is to enter into, to sympathize with and to perpetuate whatever

is pure, noble, and of good report in laws and institutions, in art, music,

and poetry ; in industry and commerce as well as in the moral and

religious usages and beliefs of mankind.
" Christianity is thus not a higher order standing over against and
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that it has been made in the image of God ; and, conse-

quently, when these inner ^s^ants of the soul assert them-

selves, the only answer that the spirit of civilization, by

its very limitations, can possibly make to them, is that

they must be treated, not as realities, but as unpractical

sentiments.

Here, then, the conflict with the flesh renews itself on a

larger scale. In place of the individual lusts of the flesh,

it is now the social body which lusteth against the

spirit and the spirit against the flesh; and the only

course for the Christian to pursue is still to observe the

old rule of " keeping the body under," for as surely as the

fleshly lusts of civilization gain the upper hand over the

spiritual life of Christianity, so surely will the followers

of Christ become slaves of the body.

The principle is the same whether we are dealing with

the physical organism itself, or its extension in the social

organism. The desires and appetites of civilization,

which are normal and lawful in their own limited and

lawful sphere, are to be kept down to that sjDhere and

never to be allowed to usurp the possession of the higher

sphere. What is immoral in the one case is immoral in

the other ; if the spirit of civilization rises up to interpret

correcting a lower, but is itself the product, or rather the natural out-

growth, of the progressive moral consciousness of mankind. The value

of this mode of thought is in emphasizing the sacredness of secular

interests and duties and in its protest against dividing the field of con-

science and assigning to the one part a greater sanctity than to the

other. ... Its weakness lies in its not sufficiently recognizing one

decisive fact of human nature—the fact of sin. No one, as it seems to

us, looking at human nature, in himself or others, with clear, open,

unprejudiced eyes, can doubt the existence of sin, its corrupting influ-

ence on the whole nature, yet its fundamental unnaturalness.

"But if states and societies are as the individuals who compose them,

then any theory of society must rest on a theory of man; and the

theory of man is imperfect unless it recognizes the fact of sin."—Lux
Mundi, p. 437.
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or modify, or, in any way to exert supremacy over the

spirit of the New Testament, it means that the natural is

placed above the spiritual, the earthly above the heav-

enly life.

Here, then, we have the real explanation of the conflict

between civilization and Christianity, and it is noteworthy

that the New Testament itself is constantly referring to

it as 2ifleshly conflict.^

The same difficulty which the Christian has in his

private life in knowing where to draw the line between

those needs of the body which he is bound to respect

and those whose gratification would work injury to his

spiritual life here reappears on the larger scale.

All this involves an interminable struggle on the part

of the disciples of Christ, in which a man is often set at

variance against his own father and the daughter against

her mother, and when his greatest foes are those of his

own household. But this kind of conflict is as Christ

Himself prophesied, the normal condition of Christian

living. And the whole Gospel rings with the charge that

whatever betide, nothing must be allowed to interfere

with the purity and the freedom of the spiritual aim.

As to how far the Christian shall participate in the

social life about him, no hard and fast line can be drawn.

The question is largely, if not altogether, a relative one,

depending upon the proportionate importance of conflict-

ing religious and social responsibilities. Some men are

conditioned in such a Avay by the duties and cares of their

earthly callings, that it is almost impossible to limit the

demands that these are ceaselessly making upon the time

and strength and means that ought to be devoted to God.

In such cases, if there is no other way of restraining

these demands, one ought to exercise the same care for

1 Eph. ii. 3 ; Gal. v. 16-25 ; Mark xiv. 38 ; Rom. viii. 4-7 ; 1 Pet.

ii. 11.

25
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the needs of the soul that common sense would dictate

in attending to those of the body, and retire from the

position. And it should never be forgotten that the loss

of usefulness in the worldly sphere, thus entailed, will be

more than compensated by the gain of a man's sj)iritual

influence, if he is seen devoting himself with the same

zeal to some kind of work for God. Just as in times

past, multitudes felt it their duty to God to Avithdraw

from a cloistered existence and occupations that were dis-

tinctively religious, for the sake of emphasizing the sacred-

ness of secular life and showing that every honest and

honorable calling might be made a sphere of Christian

usefulness, so it may be in times to come, that for the

sake of asserting the supremacy of the spiritual aim.

Christians, in increasing numbers, will be obliged to take

an opposite course—to devote themselves more exclu-

sively to spiritual matters and to withdraw from the en-

grossing cares of worldly life. No rule of life is laid

down in the New Testament about these matters, and no

rule can be ever prescribed, for the correlation between

secular and spiritual duties is constantly varying. It

not only differs with different persons, temperaments, op-

portunities, and spheres of activity, but it changes from

age to age.

The Christian line of action must, in every case, be

decided by the individual conscience, and in the last

analysis, everything depends upon the personal motive.

We pass now to some of those problems which, as we

have seen, are arising in the progress of modem civiliza-

tion to perplex the minds of men.

INDIVIDUALISM AND SOCIALISM.

Mr. Benjamin Kidd has shown, with masterly power,

that the growing tendency to assert the rights of the in-
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dividual, in making the best use of his capacities, on the

one hand, and on the other, the increasing necessity for

the subordination of individual interests to those of the

social organism, are two conditions present in civilization

which modern sociological thinkers are unable to harmo-

nize,^ and without Christianity it is a question whether

any reconciliation between them will ever take place ; for

the difficulty is not lessening, it keeps increasing as

society grows more compact and definitely organized.

Even in the United States, where universal suffrage pre-

vails and where the public land is not yet taken up, it

is making itself more and more widely felt. But luith

Christianity the difficulty completely disappears, and for

the following reasons :

(1) The chief aim of the Christian is not material but

spiritual advancement. His highest aim soars far beyond

the world's highest. Above the natural instinct to sur-

vive with the fittest, there leaps up the unquenchable

ambition to do right as a child of God, and let all lesser

things adjust themselves to this reigning motive. Christ's

command is " Take no thought, saying, what shall we
eat ? or, what shall Ave drink ? . . . but seek ye first

the kingdom of God, and His righteousness, and all these

things shall be added unto you." ^ To the follower of

Christ, any lowering of this aim (which appeals to his

^ " That social systems are endowed with a definite principle of life

seems to be taken for granted. Yet, what is this principle ? Where
has it its seat ? What are the laws which control the development and

decline of those so-called organic growths ? Nay, more : What is the

social organism itself ? Is it the political organization of which we
form a part ? Or is it the race to which we belong ? Is it our civiliza-

tion in general ? or, is it, as some writers would seem to imply, the

whole human family in process of evolution ? It must be confessed

that the literature of our time furnishes no satisfactory answers to a

large class of questions of this kind."—Kidd's Social Evolution, p. 98.

2 St. Matt. vi. 31, 33.
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deepest ethical and spiritual instincts) is not only less

than the ideal of Christian life, but a sinful lack of faith

in the word of the Son of God. The highest earthly suc-

cess to him would be no compensation for the sacrifice of

that divine ideal.

(2) The Christian, in following his aim, never stops to

weigh the relative proportion of the duties that he owes

to himself and the duties that he owes to others.

Whether he ought to love himself better than his neigh-

bor, or " to love his neighbor as himself" ^ is, for him, a

Jewish not a Chiistian question ; for Christ has intro-

duced a new factor which spoils the equation. Christ's

new commandment makes the old one obsolete, by pre-

senting a higher and stronger aim than either the indi-

vidualistic or " altruistic " one. AVe are neither to love our-

selves better than our neighbors, nor to love our neighbors

better than ourselves, hut to love others as Christ has loved

us. " By this," said Christ, " shall all men know that ye

are My disciples, if ye love one another as I have loved

you." ^ The division, therefore, between individualism

and socialism appears in the kingdom of nature, but it

disappears in the higher kingdom of Heaven on earth

;

for a personal Christ (who is also the Lord of nature)

is the centre of the spiritual organism from whom all

power radiates ; and personal loyalty and love for Christ

reconcile all differences. In Him both the individual and

the society attain their highest perfection. In love for

Him the " fittest " finds a higher stimulus to activity and

progress than the mere spirit of rivalry and competition.

In love for Him the " unfit " discover a life power, a peace

and satisfaction that more than compensate for earthly

inequalities ; for He is no respecter of persons. Thus, in

the higher organism all classes are bound together in a

harmonious whole. There is no division of interests.

1 See Lev. xix. 18. ^ St Jolm xiii. 34, 35.
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By a correlation of Sf)iritual forces, if " one member suf-

fer, all the members suffer with it ; or one member be

honored, all the members rejoice with it." ^ The omni-

present law of gravitation in the spiritual realm is love

from Christ and love for Christ, and under the influence

of this law the exaltation of every individual brings with

it at the same time the exaltation of all others. Each
makes the most of those powers God has given him, not

for his own sake, but for the sake of the rest ; while his

brethren in lower stations gladly co-operate in his ad-

vancement, knowing that they are sharers, step by step,

in his upward progress ; and all, living under the shadow
of Christ's will, in their effort to establish a kingdom of

Heaven on earth, have in their own experience a realiza-

tion of that ideal life of Paradise, so vividly and almost

prophetically portrayed by the poet Dante :

*' ' Tell me, ye who in this place are happy,

Are you desirous of a higher place,

To see more or to make yourselves more friends ?
'

First with those other shades she smiled a little,

Thereafter answered me so full of gladness,

She seemed to burn in the first fire of love ;

' Brother, our will is quieted by virtue

Of charity, that makes us wish alone

For what we have, nor gives us thirst for more.

If to be more exalted we aspired,

Discordant would our aspirations be

Unto the will of Him who here secludes us
;

Which thou shalt see finds no place in these circles,

If being in charity is needful here,

And if thou lookest well into its nature ;

Nay, 'tis essential to this blest existence

To keep itself within the will divine,

Whereby our very wishes are made one
;

So that, as we are station above station

Throughout this realm, to all the realm 'tis pleasing,

' 1 Cor. xii. 26.
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As to the King, who makes His will our will,

And His will is our peace ; this is the sea

To which is moving onward whatsoever

It doth create, and all that nature makes.' " ^

CHUKCH AND STATE.

The next problem which engages our attention in

modern civilization is the relation of the Church of

Christ to civil society. In order to understand this we
must first ask, what is the basis of human governments ?

Upon what authority do they rest? If all forms of civil

society were abolished, on what princij^les would fresh

governments of necessity be created ?

The ancient idea of Aristotle, that ci^dl government

originated in the family, and that from this origin it ex-

panded first into the patriarchal or tribal form of social

life, and then, by degrees, into kingdoms and empires, is

now generally discarded by political economists ; and in

its place, the social compact theory is rapidly gaining

ground. It would be out of place here to trace the

modern growth of this hypothesis from Hobbes and Gro-

tius to Locke, Warburton, and a host of other writers.

Suffice it to say, that it sets forth the underlying princi-

ple which rests at the basis of all civil society.

It is true that the historical genesis of the state, as the

story appears in the annals of the past, does not accord

with the social compact theory. Outwardly, the govern-

ments of the ancient world were paternal in form, and

the principle was taken for gi'anted, almost universally,

that the individual existed for the sake of the state. But,

as a matter of fact, the state itself existed, all the while,

through the consent of the governed, and the his-

tory of every country, without an exception, shows that

* Dante's Paradiso, Canto iii. 64-87, Longfellow's Translation.
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iu all great emergencies the people, time and again, up-

rose to take the law into their hands, to right their politi-

cal wrongs, and to substitute a new dynasty for the

old. The S. P. Q. R. emblazoned on the standards of

the greatest and most influential republic of the ancient

world, is an evidence that this truth was, even then, pres-

ent in human thought. The text that was thus carried

by the Eoman legions into every town and village of the

vast empire, preached its own deep lesson to myriads of

thinking minds, and told all that the strongest military

organization of the world derived its authority from the

power of the people.

The principle, however, was but feebly recognized in

those early ages, even in Kome itself. It w^as an era

when the common people were regarded and treated as

little better than slaves, when a large part of the popula-

tion was actually in the condition of slavery, and when
even the women and children of the upper classes were

looked upon more in the light of property than as hu-

man beings who had any inalienable rights of their own.

It was only in great emergencies that the masses be-

came conscious of their inherent power, and when cir-

cumstances ceased to call for action, they sank back into

their former lethargic condition. But under the influ-

ences of Christianity, a change has gradually been tak-

ing place. The sanctity of human life has become a rul-

ing idea in all civilized society ; the appeal of Christ to

men, as children of God, made in His own image, has

kindled the flame of self-respect and ambition. The
care which Christ and His followers always exercised

not to fetter or trespass upon the freedom of the human
will, the democratic tendencies which the Church has

not only stimulated but manifested,^ in preaching the

^ "If tlie Hierarcliy drew too imperiously, too sternly, too deeply tlie

line of demarcation between the hallowed and unhallowed castes of
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true liberty, fraternity, and equality of citizens of the

kingdom of Heaven ; all this has had a subtle, incalcu-

lable influence in emphasizing the sacredness of human
personality and the power of individuality. And, under
its spell, the old ideas of paternal government, the or-

ganic character of the state, and the divine right of

kings, are gradually giving place to the truer idea that

the government really exists through the consent of the

governed.

Every one, in these days, must see that the whole ten-

dency of modern civilization is toward democratic gov-

ernment and universal suffrage; but few are aware of

the causes which lie at the bottom of the movement. It

is largely on account of this ceaseless appeal of Christi-

anity to the individual, that the peoj)le are becoming

more and more conscious of their personal rights and
privileges as human beings. If personal freedom is be-

coming an ever-increasing factor in the growth of civil-

ization, it is simply because men are recognizing them-

selves in the light in which Christ portrayed them. And,

as the truth grows clearer, the notion that civil society is,

mankind, it had the inestimable merit of asserting the absolute spirit-

ual equality of all not in sacred orders. On the floor of the Church,

before the Priest, before God (however, there might be some and not

always unwise distinction in place and in the homage to rank), the king

and the serf, in all essential points, stood on the same level. The same sac-

raments were the common right of all. They were baptized in the same

font, heard the same masses, might listen to the same sermons, were

married by the same rites, knelt at the same altar before the throne of

the same God, received the body and blood of the same Redeemer, were

even buried (though with very different pomp of funeral) in ground

equally consecrated. The only distinction was excommunication or

non excommunication. The only outlaw was, it was believed, self-

outlawed by wandering beyond the pale of the Church. The faithful

were one people. Who shall estimate the value, the influence, the

blessing of this perpetual assertion, this visible manifestation, of the

only true Christian doctrine of equality—equality before God ?"—Mil-

man's Latin Christianity, vol. vi., pp. 383, 384.
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in itself, an organism, will be dispelled. The confnsion

of thought that still exists upon this subject, and which is

so prevalent, even among intelligent thinkers, arises from

the exaggeration of a half truth. Civilization is organic,

so far as it is connected with the organism of nature, but

not a step farther. In all other aspects it is an associa-

tion, a confederacy, a club, in which some men are fol-

lowing nature, others resisting nature, and others, still,

aiming for that Avhich is above nature.

The government simply refieds the average moral

tone of the community; its laws are the exj^ression of

a public opinion that has been already formed, and,

as the majority have no higher object in life than their

own secular welfare, the whole tendency of modern
political movements is toward the secularization of the

state. Apparently, therefore, the very power of free-will

which Christianity has fostered and stimulated, is exert-

ing itself against Christianity. Yet so far from this be-

ing an abnormal result, it seems to be the very end that

Christ contemplated and foresaw, when He contrasted

His Church with the kingdoms of this world, for the only

organism that He recognizes outside of the kingdom of

Heaven is the kingdom of nature. Of course it would

be a blessed consummation, if, under the influences of

Christianity, all men would will to do God's will on
earth as it is done in Heaven ; but if they choose other-

wise—even if the majority exercise their will power in

deciding against the spiritual life—it is better that the

choice should be purely voluntary than that it should be

coerced into external conformity. It is only to our hu-

man eyes that the secularization of the state seems to

militate against the progress of Christianity. In the end,

all that is contrary to the will of God in our modern civ-

ilization, all that is allied to the spirit of original sin or

lawlessness, all that has been created, in any way, by
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actual sin, all tliat is, in a word, a?ifi-Cliristian, will dis-

appear as belonging neither to the natural nor to the

heavenly order. The kingdom of Heaven is a theoc-

racy, an absolute monarchy, a universal empire. The

kuigdoms of this earth are associations of men, founded

largely on the principles of earthly policy and expedi-

ency.

And this we hold to be the true explanation of Christ's

answer to the Herodians, when they came to Him asking

whether it was lawful to give tribute to Caesar or not.

Christ simply ignored the distinctions which His adver-

saries made. In reply to their question, He could not

say that it was wrong to pay tribute ; first, because in so

far as the Koman government represented the physical

and social, ethical and political, instincts of man, it be-

longed to the organism of nature and was of God ; and,

second, because in so far as the " powers that be " repre-

sented the freedom of the human will, they were of God.

Yet, on the other hand, in so far as the Eoman govern-

ment was the product of a human will that resisted God's

will, of the human tendency to compromise with sin, of

human ambition and t^^ranny and lust for power, it was

not of God. Hence Christ's answer was, " Eender, there-

fore, unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's, and unto

God the things that are God's." ^ That reply became the

guide to the early Christians, as they spread abroad

through the Roman Empire. It clearly defined their

line of duty, in the very difficult part they had to play,

and it was such a steady beacon light that, widely sepa-

rated as they were from one another, by all the circum-

stances of* life, they became absolutely one in principle

and action.

And if the Church had preserved the same attitude

toward the civil government that the primitive Christians

1 St. Matt. xxii. 21.
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took in the first three centiuies, the whole after history

of Christianity would have been changed. The true line

of action, as here set forth by Christ, is for the Church

to ignore the state and form no coalition with it what-

ever. The kingdom of Christ is essentially distinct from

the kingdoms of this w^orld, and each must act indepen-

dently of the other. " The movement by which Christian-

ity was formulated was, in a certain sense, the opposite

of that which elaborated civil society. The latter began

with the individual, that is, from below ; the former be-

gan from above. The latter rests upon the consent of

men ; the former rests upon the command of God. The
latter depends upon a social compact between equals

;

the former depends on loyalty to a personal Lawgiver and

King. The state, or civil society, is not theocratic in

any sense. The Church is theocratic, and is the only the-

ocracy. This contradistinction constitutes the essential

separateness of Chiu'ch and State, and renders any at-

tempt to unite, or combine, or formally to ally them, an

emban-assment and a profound wrong to both. Uncom-
bined and unallied, left free to act and react on each

other, the relation may be mutually helpful. The mo-

ment constraint enters into this relation it becomes hurt-

ful. Here, then, are our two terms of relation—a theo-

cratic Church which is wholly non-political, and a social

compact state, which is wholly secular. "
^

The failure to recognize this principle is, we believe,

the key which unlocks the inner history of many a sad,

dark chapter of the past, many a disappointment in the

breasts of religious and political reformers, many a revo-

lution in the annals of Europe. By a logical retribution

the Church has lost her spiritual supremacy in grasping

at temporal power, and the state, in allying itself with

^ The Relation of Christianity to Civil Society, by Bishop Harris,

pp. 31, 32.
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the Churcli, has alienated the people, not only from the

government, but from God Himself. On the one hand,

the Church cannot form a healthful copartnership with

any government which rules by force, or exercises an

authority that coerces free will, or compromises with sin,

or reflects public opinion, or rests upon the consent of

the governed. Such a coalition, as all history proves,

compels the Church to lower her high ideal to the level

of popular thought ; and to employ a kind of power in

advancing her interests which Christ rejected. It dwarfs

her spiritual standard and fetters her liberty.

On the other hand, if the state forms a partnership

with the Church, it enforces a spiritual ideal that is

above the level of the people, commits them to dogmas

which many of them are not prepared to accept, inter-

feres with the freedom of the human conscience, and, in-

stead of creating a Christian unity, evokes bitter antago-

nism and the spirit of rebellion.

The only real modus vivendi between the two is the

complete and acknowledged recognition of the freedom

of the human will, on both sides. If civil government

rests on the consent of the governed, then the more un-

restrained the governed become (of course within ra-

tional limits) to exercise their liberty of choice, the

stronger the state mil be. If the Church's whole ap-

peal, in advancing Christianity, is to the individual con-

science ; if, by the law of Christ, every man must be left

perfectly untrammelled in his choice as to whether or not

he will live as a citizen of the kingdom of Heaven on

earth, then no coercion is ever to be attempted, and no

other motive can ever take the place of that personal

love and loyalty to Christ which is the central principle of

the Church's organic life. To appeal to any other motive

than this is to introduce an influence that is foreign to

the life of the organism itself, and the result always has
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been—nay always must be—friction, antagonism, and

religious imreality.

The more complete and irrevocable therefore, the di-

vorce between Church and State becomes, the greater will

grow the freedom of the Church in accomplishing those

very ends in the reform of social and political Hfe that

every patriotic Christian desires. If the community

recognize that she stands aloof from all political organi-

zations, not only from expediency but from lyrincijpley

that she has no favours to ask and no rewards to gain

from the state ; that she resolutely refuses to use her

enormous moral and spiritual power in coercing the in-

dependence of the citizen ; that her influence is wholly

moral ; that she recognizes virtue and utters her loud

protest against vice, without any respect of persons or of

social and political class bias, then the Church will exer-

cise an authority over the multitudes that will be irresist-

ible in the higher progress of civilization.

So far from becoming alienated from secular life and

interests, she will become more closely identified with

them, through the one channel through which she can

legitimately work. That channel is the individual. The
only connection which the organism of the kingdom of

Heaven has with the organism of the state is through the

individual, Avho is at once a citizen of this world and a

citizen of the kingdom of Heaven. And it is through the

personal conscience and personal influence that the

Church works. Every devout follower of Christ repre-

sents a power for good in the community about him.

His presence creates a healthful moral atmosphere. The
very fact that he stands among men as a citizen of the

kingdom of Heaven, makes him a good citizen and a man
of weight in secular life. By seeking first the kingdom

of God and His righteousness, he not only becomes a

man of inflexible principle, but one who is skilful in in-
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terj)i'eting the rule of right ; and because his ceaseless

prayer is " Thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth

as it is in Heaven," he takes a keen and active interest in

every reform movement of the community. He is not

only a good citizen, but a useful citizen. He becomes not

only a leader in his own sphere, but an unselfish leader.

While all recognize his power, none are antagonized by

it, for it is the power, not of selfishness, but of seK-sacri-

fice.

CHEISTIANITY AND CIVILIZATION.

A strange spectacle now presents itself to our gaze.

The whole tone of community life in these days is above

the moral level of the majority that compose that com-

munity.

While the citizens of Heaven are ceaselessly aiming for

a higher standard, they are but a handful among the

teeming masses. Among the latter there are thousands

who, if they could express their secret thoughts, would be

satisfied with a much lower code of morals. But they

dare not oifend against respectability. Each one is

free to go to Africa or the South Sea Islands if he likes,

and there break all the ten commandments at once with

perfect impunit}', but, if he remains at home, he must

conform, at least outwardly, to a social code that in-

wardly galls him, and to an ethical standard of civilized

life which is not only permeated with the ruling ideas of

Christianity, but which, through the example and efforts

of Christian reformers, is ceaselessly being elevated to a

still higher plane of organized social existence.

Thus, while this moral progress, in one sense, takes

place only through the consent of the governed, it is, in

reality, advancing along a line that is directly at variance

Avith the secret inclinations of many. Over and over again,

the spirit of lawlessness or sin uprises to oppose and
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thwart that progress ; the Christian reformer's part is

always one that evokes ridicule, misunderstanding, and
opposition. But, in the end, his efforts are, in one way or

another, generally victorious ; 1, because, when a real

moral issue is made, no prominent social leaders or po-

litical party dare declare themselves openly on the side

of immorality ; 2, because the whole experience of the

civilized world has proved the real worth of every moral

advance to the welfare of the community at large and
has shown clearly that those who oppose it are governed

by selfish and private considerations ; 3, because the citi-

zen of Heaven is always, in the highest and truest sense,

a citizen of the world at large. Something is there in

the universal, comprehensive character of his aims which

evokes a general sympathy ; something is there in the

unselfish quality of his life which commands the rever-

ence of men who are widely separated by private inter-

ests or mutual jealousies and who find no other leader

upon whom they can unite.

On their guard against one another, they are ashamed
to be on their guard against him. Public opinion is on
his side, not on theirs ; his life is an epistle known and
read of all men, and they must " truckle to public senti-

ment " in spite of themselves. It is thus that the Church
works through the individual. It is thus that she is all

the while accomplishing her great reforms in social life

and civil government.

We see, therefore, that a different kind of " prog-

ress of civilization " is all the while taking place from

that which the world itself imagines. It is a progress not

away/>'om but toward Christianity. It is a progress of

civil society, which takes place through the consent of

the governed, yet which is against their inward protest,

and in the teeth of all the opposition ihej dare make
openly. It is the growth of a higher social organism that
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exists, apart from the vast majority of the individuals who

apparently compose it.

This is unmistakable. Modern civilization bears all

the marks of organic life. It has a unity of functions

and of pui-pose, a continuous, orderly, and steady growth,

and a correlation of forces, that are self-evident to every

careful observer. And its oneness resembles the unity

of nature so closely that to many minds this developing

civilization is nothing but a higher evolution of natural

forces in the life of humanity itself.

What is this organism ? It cannot be nature, because,

as we have seen, the progress of modern civilization is

due to influences which, while they interpenetrate so-

ciety, come continuously from an outside source. It

cannot be civil government, because, as we have likewise

seen, this is not in itself an organism, but an association

of many men of many minds exercising a wdU power

that is sometimes in accordance with nature, sometimes

above it, and sometimes against it.

There is only one alternative left. Modern civiliza-

tion comes from the groivth of the kingdom of Heaven on

earth. The organic growth of the Church as the body of

Christ comprehends both the spiritual and the natural

worlds. Though—even in the two natures of Christ

Himself—the divine and the human are eternally dis-

tinct, nevertheless in the life of Christ they are eter-

nally harmonized, for Christ is at once the Lord of nat-

ure and the Lord of the Church. By Him were all

things made. 1 "By Him all things consist (or are pre-

served) and He is the Head of the body, the Church." -

He is at once the Alpha and Omega—the origin and the

culmination, the beginning and the climax of the life both

of the spiritual world and the natural world. And the

Church is the continuation of His Incarnation. Working
' St. John i. 3 ; Heb. i. 2 ; Col. i. 16. ^ Col. i. 17, 18.
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through human nature, as the instrument of the higher

organism, Christ is stimulating, using, and develojDing the

lower organism of nature for heavenly purposes. Thus,

the two organisms of the spiritual and natural worlds are

mutually reacting upon and influencing one another, as

both grow up unto Christ, the Head. In Him they are

unified. And this is in accordance, not only with all

Christ's prophecies regarding the development of His
kingdom on earth ; but also with those attributes of uni-

versality which are inseparably associated, in the New
Testament, with the Church as the Body of Christ, the

family of God, and the kingdom of Heaven on earth.

Those who are IN Christ, co-operate with Him in this

work.i By giving their mils to Him they gain for them-

selves both a spiritual and a natural (or human) immor-

tality. By their union with Him, they become His in-

struments in spiritualizing the natural. By the very

kind of impulse that comes from Him into their souls

and the infusion of His divine-human life, they are com-

pelled to love men as He loved them, to save not only

souls but society, to sanctify and develop all that is of

God in human society, to consecrate all that is useful

and beneficent in science or manufacture ; all that is

good and beautiful and true in literature or art, to the

service of Christ.

' " No book exhibits so profound a contempt for majorities, so star-

tling a refusal to consider the conditions of success on the average, as

the New Testament. Jesus Christ makes His appeal to the best ; upon

the selected disciples He spends His efforts ; for them He prays ; them
He trains in His own school as the nucleus of a redeemed humanity, to

act upon the world as ' salt ' or ' light,' or as a ' city set upon a hill ;

'

that is, as a body acts, the savour or appearance of which is distinct,

emphatic, unmistakable. So the Christian Church in the world is to

be a body coherent, based upon distinctive principles, exhibiting a

striking and emphatic ideal. It is to be in the world, and not of it

;

making its impression by its very distinctness."—Bampton Lectures,

Gore, p. 225.

26
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lu doing tliis work, they live and labour side by side

with men of other aims and other motives who are ivith-

out Christ.

The latter breathe the same social atmosphere, are

subjected outwardly to the same influences, and receive

the benefits of the civilization which Christianity has

thus created, yet are without any comj)rehension of its

origin, or of the character of its present development, or

of its ultimate destiny.

The dualism which from the Christian side completely

disappears through the divine-human life of Christ, cease-

lessly uprises from the natural side. Without Christ, it

looms up as an insurmountable obstacle, separating the

natural from the spiritual world.

For the secular man never rises or can rise above the

secular consciousness. He knows no greater reality than

that of the natural world, and the consciousness of the

latter is so strong, that, in comparison, the spiritual life

appears to him as a probability, not as a certainty. His

horizons are narrowed to the earthly existence. By his

refusal to do the will of God as Christ unfolded it, he is

shut out from the knowledge of the higher life,^ and is

fettered by the limitations of his own natural but un-

spiritual existence. He has eyes but he sees not, ears

but he hears not, what is really taking place around him.

He is constantly attributing every fresh advance in

the progress of civilization to the action of natural

forces, and when it is shown to him that there are

antagonistic forces and irreconcilable contradictions

developing themselves with increasing distinctness in

modern life, which can be accounted for on no scientific

or socialistic hypothesis, and w^hich stand out obstinately

against all theories of the unity of the natural organism,

he still clings to his opinions ; though in so doing he is

' See St. John vii. 17.
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obliged to acknowledge that nature is an unexplained, in-

soluble enigma.

Nor will the natural man ever be able to find the solu-

tion. He is precluded from thinking and judging oth-

erAvise, for his mind is as incapable of comprehending

the things of the spiritual world, as the physical senses

are of detecting the so-called fourth dimension of space.

Though he lives in the midst of a growing kingdom of

Heaven on earth, he will never see any further than the

natural side of the progress. By the limitations of his

nature, he is obliged to maintain that the development

of modern civilization is due solely to secular causes, and

on the Judgement Day itself, when the Archangel of God
is about to proclaim that the kingdom of this world has

become the kingdom of God, and of His Christ, the ma-
jority of those living in civilized lands will be asseverat-

ing more loudly than ever before that Christianity has

failed.

That " the kingdom of God cometh not with observa-

tion," ^ is Christ's own prophecy. Christ's spoken Avords

proclaim the power that is overcoming and assimilating,

by a correlation of spiritual forces, that play in that un-

seen universe, all the physical forces of the natural world,

all the intellectual and social forces of humanity, in spite

of the world, the flesh, and the devil. Those who do the

will of God on earth as it is done in Heaven, are hasten-

ing the coming of His kingdom, and are themselves in-

corporated into its organic life. Those who refuse to do

the will of God on earth as it is done in Heaven, though

they may retard the coming of the kingdom, cannot for-

fend or prevent the ultimate issue. And when the proc-

ess is complete, all that emanates from the spirit of law-

lessness, and all who have identified themselves wdth the

spirit of lawlessness, will be swept away.

1 St. Luke xvii. 20.
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The world of unbelief Avill discover in the end, by the

terrible irony of fate, that it has as little to do with civil-

ization, which it has falsely called its own, as Avith the

kingdom of Heaven itself. " For all that is in the world,

the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride

of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world. And
the world passeth away, and the lust thereof; but he

that doeth the will of God abideth forever." ^

1 1 Joiin ii. 10, 17.



CHAPTEE XVI

THE JUDGEMENT IN EELATION TO THE PEOBLEM
OF JUSTICE

SYNOPSIS

I. One cause for Dualism was the co-existence of a universal sense

oi justice with a universal consciousness of actual injustice.

II. The Jews were saved from this Dualism by the hope of the

Messiah. Yet their prophecies foretold (1) a suffering Mes-

siah, and (2) a reigning Messiah. Hence they believed in two
Messiahs. The Christian interpretation of these Messianic

prophecies : not two Christs, but two Advents of one Christ.

In Christ's first Advent the Revelation of God's Justice and
Love was complete, and was made plain to men of good will

to whom Christ was both Saviour and Judge, but not to men
of lad will who are wilfully blind. A plainer revelation of

judgement to these is impossible, because there would be then

no opportunity (or time of probation) in which to exercise their

free-will in faith.

III. This Revelation that God is Love is accepted by the Christian

world, yet the world misinterprets it by (a) substituting a

half-truth for the whole
;

{h) proclaiming universal pardon
;

and (c) denying the necessity of a Second Advent. This mis-

interpretation is encouraged by the teachings of scientific

evolution. Under the influence of this teaching many Chris-

tians now hold that the Second Advent means only : {a) an

Invisible and Spiritual Coming
;

(b) that the Christian Era is

itself the Judgement Day in which Christ judges and saves

the world.

IV. Consequences of this view : (a) It removes the opportunity of

choice, (b) It proclaims benevolence without justice, (c) It

substitutes a new God for the God whom Christ revealed, (d)

It eliminates the fact of Sin from human consciousness and
makes tlie Atonement unnecessary. The Final Judgement is
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foreshadowed by the judgement which the world pronounces

upon itself in denouncing the social evils of the present,

while it ignores the true cause—Sin.

V. The Second Advent is emphasized by Christ Himself, (a) He
compels attention to the Permanent Character of His Words ;

(Jb) He uses the language of, and sets His seal upon, the an-

cient Prophecies
;

(c) He tells us what history corroborates,

that the world will grow both better and icorse at the same time.

A crisis is inevitable ; (d) He warns us that His Second Com-

ing will be sudden ; (e) He tells us that it will be a Sight Keve-

lation.

VI. The Second Advent thus fulfils the great principles of

Christ's Incarnation, {a) Like the first it will be Spiritual and

Physical, Subjective and Objective, outward and inward
; (5)

Christ must at last appear enthroned above all Nature and

all Human Nature.

The sense of justice is one of the strongest and most

deeply rooted instincts of human nature, and it is as uni-

versal as it is strong. Whether we speak to a chieftain

of the South Sea Islands, or a Chinese mandarin, or the

professor of a European university ; whether we read

about the Medes and Persians, or the Eoman soldiers,

or the Pui'itans, we can trace the same inborn love of

justice in every breast. And if one could look straight

down into each human heart and see its inmost thoughts,

he would find that the heaviest trial of many a noble life

is the consciousness of perpetual injustice. Indeed, one

can scarcely take up an autobiographical sketch of ancient

or modem days, or the history of any country written by

one of its own citizens, in which this burning conscious-

ness is not uttered by a flaming tongue. That divine in-

stinct within us is ceaselessly being wounded, injustice

meets us at every turn. Moses, Jeremiah, and the long

line of Jewish prophets felt it in their day ; we feel it in

ours ; and the more the idea of justice is developed by

education, the more keenly the stab of pain is felt.
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Not only have almost all reformers, religious, political,

and social, been doomed to a life of persecution and con-

tempt, but even the laws of nature itself seem oftentimes

against us. Nature cruelly destroys the innocent child

or kills the just man before his work is done ; while,

quite as often, it leaves the unjust and profligate to live

on and propagate their evil.

THE OEIGIN OF DUALISM.

It was this sense of the injustice and imperfection of

all earthly things which was the origin in so many ancient

oriental religions of the belief that the Deity Himself

must be imperfect or limited ; and this was one of the

causes which gave rise to that dualism of which we have

spoken in other connections. The injustice was explained

by the supposition that two sets of gods were always

warring together, and that benign deities were being

constantly thwarted and hampered by malign ones.

We are accustomed to look upon dualism as a phase of

theistic philosophy belonging to a bygone age, but it is a

significant fact that one of the greatest among the modern

disbelievers in Christianity, Mr. John Stuart Mill, should

have reached the conclusion, after a lifetime of ponder-

ing, that the Creator of the universe was either not strong

enough, or not wise enough, to make a perfect world.

" There is not a shadow of justice," writes Mr. Mill,

" in the general arrangements of nature ; and what im-

perfect realization it obtains in any human society

(most imperfect as yet) is the work of man himself, strug-

gling upward against immense natural difiiculties, into

civilization, and making to himself a second nature far

better and more unselfish than that he was created with.

" These then are the net results of Natural Theology

on the question of divine attributes. A being of great but
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limited power, liow or by what limited we cannot even

conjecture ; of great and perhaps unlimited intelligence,

but perhaps also, more narrowly limited than his power

;

who desires and pays some regard to the happiness of

his creatures, but who seems to have other motives of

action which he cares more for, and who can hardly be

supposed to have created the universe for that purpose

alone. Such is the Deity whom Natural Eeligion points

to, and any idea of God more captivating than this comes

only from human wishes, or from the teaching of either

real or imaginary revelation." ^

If this escapes the dualism of the ancient Oriental

religions, it comes so close to it that the similarity of

thought is unmistakable, and it reveals how the human
mind, when, after a lapse of two thousand years, it gives

up Revelation, is logically driven to travel in the same

old, well-worn groove. And if, through the spread of

Western civilization in India and Persia, the characteris-

tic, long-forgotten thought of Asia is once more brought

up to the surface, w^e shall see in the AVest a revival

of those early Gnostic heresies which distiu'bed the

peace of the primitive Church.

THE JEWS SAVED BY HOPE.

The ancient Jews were rescued from the despair of the

heathen world, by the hope that when their Messiah came

He would right all wrongs. In His time, the Golden Age

would dawn: He would "judge the people according

unto right and defend the poor
;

" He would " keep the

simple folks by their right." " The very mountains would

bring forth peace and the little hills righteousness unto

the people." ^

^ Three Essays on Religion , by John Stnart Mill, pp. 194, 195.

" Psalm Ixxii.
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This vision of Ideal Justice was the mainstay of the

Jewish nation. Side by side with the bitter cry of their

prophets regarding the wrongs of their own times, we
find this hope persistently reasserting itself, and under-

lying all their dark utterances. It is not too much to say

that this was the real bond of union which kept the na-

tion together in those sad days when Jerusalem was suc-

cessively trodden under foot by the great nations of this

earth. In process of time the later prophecies about the

Messiah became more definite, and divided themselves

into two separate groups. In the first of these, the Mes-

siah is represented as a Saviour, Who will come "to save

His people from their sins, and suffer for their iniqui-

ties ; " Who will be " despised and rejected of men, a

Man of sorrows and acquainted with grief ;
" Who will be

" led as a lamb to the slaughter and make His grave with

the wicked." ^ In the second group, He is represented

as a Judge, who will " break the nations in pieces like

a potter's vessel, and rule His enemies with a rod of

iron." 2

And it is glowingly foretold that the day of His coming
" will burn like an oven, and all the proud and all that

do wickedly will be as stubble, and it will bum them up

leaving them neither root nor branch." ^

The ancient Jews recognized this discrepancy between

these two groups of prophecies, and to reconcile them,

they interpreted them as referring to two different Mes-

siahs, the one the Son of Joseph and the other the Son

of Judah ; a Messiah Who comes to suffer and to save
;

and a Messiah Who comes to judge and reign. It was

not until the long-promised Son of David Himself ap-

peared on this earth that the true meaning of these mys-

terious and apparently contradictory prophecies was

revealed. The Christ-light, when it dawned, made every-

' Isaiali liii. ^Ps. ii. 9. ^MaX. iv. 1.
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thing simple and plain. Instead of two different Mes-

siahs, there were to be two different advents of one Mes-

siah.

THE CHRISTIAN INTERPRETATION OF MESSIANIC PROPHECY.

When Christ was born, the first group of prophecies

was literally fulfilled, and the fulfilment utterly eclipsed

all anticipations. Instead of raising up a human prince,

God sent down His only begotten, everlasting Son, in the

likeness of human flesh.^ Instead of saving the Jewish

nation for all time, this Messiah came to save the whole

human race for all eternity ;
^ instead of suffering as man

alone for the sins of His people, He died on the cross

" as the Son of God Who loved them and gave Himself

for them." ^

From beginning to end, His coming was a revela-

tion of divine love that passes all understanding. But

through all, the Messiah Himself kept pointing forward

to a second revelation, which would be necessary to com-

plete the first, and fulfil all that the ancient prophecies

had foretold. In other words, the full Kevelation of di-

vine love and justice will not be consummated until that

day arrives, when the same Messiah Who appeared as a

Saviour will appear again as a Judge.

Christ nowhere claims that His first Advent is suflicient

in itself to make manifest the whole counsel of God.

Yet, though hidden from the outer world, this counsel

is sufficiently revealed to, and understood by. His own

disciples, through the teaching of that Spirit of Truth

whom the world cannot receive.' With Christ's follow-

ers, the two Advents are not only so intimately connected

that the first involves and necessitates the second, but in

' 1 St. John i. 14. ^ St. John iii. 14-18.

^ Gal. ii. 20. '*St. John xiv. 17.
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the first He already foreshadows the second, already

stands before them as a dying Saviour and an everlasting

Judge ; akeady claims their allegiance as One Who has

conquered, by suffering the death of the cross ; estab-

lished, by His resurrection, a kingdom of Heaven on

earth ; and, by His ascension, become their triumphant

King to whom all power in Heaven and on earth is given.

To them, the second Advent only consummates and estab-

lishes in the eyes of a disobedient and unbelieving world

that everlasting reign of glory which began at Pentecost.

When, after the lapse of ages, the angels of God de-

scended from Heaven to announce to a weary world the

Advent of the long promised Messiah, their proclamation

was " Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace

to men of good-ivill ;^ and all Christian experience, from

that day to this, is a fulfilment of this angelic prophecy.

To all men of good-will—that is, to all men who are

one with Christ in surrendering their human wills to

God's will—that peace of God which passeth all un-

derstanding has come. It is a twofold peace. First,

Christ, through the power of the Holy Ghost, fulfils their

highest aspirations for God's love, reveals depths on

depths of divine love that surpass knowledge, assures

them, notwithstanding their deep-dyed sins, of God's

personal love for themselves ; and, thus, tliey abide in the

jwace of His Love. Second, Christ answers their highest

aspirations for divine justice. He speaks with author-

ity. He appeals to their conscience with a matchless

power. His word is " quick and powerful, piercing even

to the dividing asunder of the soul and spirit and of the

joints and marrow, and is a discemer of the thoughts

and intents of the heart." They stand in His Presence

' St. Luke ii. 14. The Revised Version renders the phrase " Peace

among men in whom He is well pleased." The Vulgate has Bonae Vol-

untatis.
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convinced, by tlie power of the Holy Gliost, of sin, of

righteousness, and of judgement. They judge themselves

before they are judged of the Lord ; and, thus, acquitted

by their conscience—notwithstanding their sinful w^eak-

nesses and perpetual backslidings—of dehberate disloy-

alty to Him, they abide in the peace of His Justice. Thus,

they look forward to His second Advent, not with dread

but with joyful eagerness, in the s^^irit of those who are

ceaselessly praying " Thy kingdom come ;
" and as they

gaze upon the outer world and contemplate the lives of

those who reject Christ, they have the feeling so vi^ddly

expressed by St. Paul, when he said :
" Judge nothing

before the time, until the Lord come Who both will bring

to light the hidden things of darkness, and will make

manifest the counsels of the hearts, and then shall every

man have praise of God." ^ To such men the course of

this world is so peaceably ordered by God's governance

that they can joyfully serve Him in all godly quietness.

Watching, as Christ told them to w^atch, the signs of the

times, they see how the whole Christian era is a history

of the way in which Christ is judging the w^orld by the

law of His love, overcoming evil with good, conquering

the nations amidst their ceaseless opposition, and pre-

paring this whole wide world for His Second Advent.

They see that the rays of the Sun of Kighteousness

act, in the spiritual world, like those of the material sun

in the natural world—scattering darkness, pui'ifying the

atmosphere, rendering innocuous the fetid, poisonous

vapors of the night, and quickening and germinating the

seeds of life. To a believer's eye, the whole Christian

era stretches out as a map of universal history in which

Christianity has been making continued progress in up-

lifting mankind. The advance that has been achieved

from the condition of the Eoman Empire at the birth of

^ 1 Cor. iv. 5.
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Christ to tliat of modern civilized Europe or America, has

been toward ever-increasing peace and prosperity through

the observance of those divine laws which Christ empha-

sized. The experience of the world is gained by His

judgements. Ever since Christ appeared evil has been

retreating. In each successive age the standard of social

morality grows higher, and the folly of wrong-doing be-

comes more plainly seen ; what is thus manifest in the

past will become still more manifest in the future ; the

philosophy of each century becomes the common-sense

of the next ; and, thus, the world is constantly approach-

ing the ethical standard of Christ, which is the final mo-
rality of the world. ^

On the other hand, the full counsel of God is not and
cannot be revealed in the same way to men of bad or re-

bellious will ; and Christ Himself indicated the reason

for this in the plainest manner.

When, in response to the Jews, He said, " My doc-

trine is not Mine, but His that sent Me ; if any man
willeth to do His will, he shall know of the teaching

whether it be of God," ^ He unveiled the profound truth

1 " This aspect of Christ's coming, the trustful and reverent recogni-

tion of His manifestation in history and in society, is of the highest

moment to us now. . . . But it does not include the whole view of

the truth of our Creed. The reality and the meaning of these comings

are clear to faith, but like the Presence of Christ Himself, they are hid-

den from the world. None but believers saw the Risen Christ during

the forty days ; none but believers see Christ in the great changes of

human affairs. But beyond all these preparatory Comings there is a

day when ' every eye shall see Him, and they also which pierced Him.'
" In that Coming, that manifestation, that presence, the first coming

on earth and the later comings in history shall be shown in their full

import. Then all things, our actions and ourselves, shall be seen as

they are, seen by ourselves and seen by others. Then the whole course

of life, the life of creation, of humanity, of men, will be laid open, and

that vision will be a Judgement beyond controversy, and beyond ap-

peal."—Westcott, Historic Faith,

- St. John vii. 16, 17. R. V.
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that the human will is not only the largest factor in man
for acquiring spiritual life, but the principal organ for

acquiring spiritual hiotdedge. Indeed, in another place,

Christ goes farther and tells us that spiritual knowledge

and spiritual life are one and inseparable. To know God
and Jesus Christ, Whom He hath sent, is life eternal.

^

In the Christian religion everything depends upon the

attitude of the will, and the sj)iiitual truths which become

seK-evident to the men of good-will are necessarily hid-

den from the men of bad-will. The whole Christian

dispensation, therefore, bears a different meaning to

those who are separated from God, from that which it

bears to those who are united to Him ; for the former

do not believe in the unerring justice of God's love.

They do not acknowledge Christ as the Supreme Judge

of their innermost life, to A^Tiom they stand as responsi-

ble already ; and how can such disbelievers in the kind

of judgement that Christ has already revealed against

sin ever know what a believer knows ?

But there are other reasons equally cogent : (1) Christ

has spoken as plainly as He could possibly speak to

spiritually minded men. If He had gone one step fur-

ther and made His revelation just as clear and distinct

to men of bad-will as it is to men of good-will, the whole

character of the Gospel, as an appeal to faith and the

divine instincts of human nature, would have been al-

tered. It is quite conceivable that, at His first coming,

Christ might have appeared, at once, as a suffering Sav-

iour and an almighty Judge. Or, when He ascended in

the clouds of Heaven He might, then and there, have

seated Himself, in the eyes of a teiTor-stricken world, on

the " great white throne," as Judge of the quick and dead,

and thus have given to the human race such a proof of

God's unerring justice and judgement upon sin, that

' St. John xvii. 8.
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the whole wide world would have no more thought of

doubting it than of disbelieving in smishine. But, if

the whole truth had been thus revealed at once, the op-

portunity of choosing between right and wrong, the high

privilege of living a life of faith in the right, amid cease-

less temptations to do the wrong, and the growth in

grace and Christian heroism of life that comes from bat-

tling for right against wrong, would be closed forever.

(2) The rebellious world is not wholly given over to

evil. In it there are myriads of human souls who are in

a state of alienation from God, through ignorance or

thoughtlessness, hereditary bias, the conditions of their

environment, and numberless other causes for Avhich

they are either not responsible, or only partly responsi-

ble. These lost souls Christ came to seek and save, by

a manifestation of a love which passeth understanding.

Divine love must be given time to make its matchless

appeal to the heart and the conscience of all. The free-

will which rejects it to-day may accept it to-morrow.

Love must do its perfect work in the effort to rescue

each sinning soul, and the full judgement of God upon

sin is, therefore, held in suspense until the whole sinful

world has been given the fullest and freest opportunity

to turn from its sin to God.

(3) There is still another reason for this postponement

of the final judgement. The delay is not only for the

sake of the unbelieving ; it is also for that of the faithful

disciples ; for, in this work of everlasting love, Christ as-

sociates His followers with Himself. They are not only

to co-operate Avith Him in the conversion of the world,

but they are to continue with Him in His temptations,^

to suffer with Him at the hands of sinners, and thus " fill

up that which is behind of the afflictions of Christ, for

His body's sake, which is the Church." ^

1 St. Luke xxii. 28. ' Col. i. 24.
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It is not a token of seventy on the part of the great

Head of the Church, that the Apostles were martyred,

that Christian reformers have had to suffer, and that,

from the very beginning down to the present day, Christ's

disciples have had to bear His reproach ; on the contrary,

it is an indication of the most loving tenderness. For

there is no higher privilege accorded to mortal men than

to know the fellowship of Christ's sufferings, to be cruci-

fied with Christ to the world, and to have their human
lives so closely associated with His blessed life, that to-

gether they stand in the most vivid object-teaching be-

fore the gaze of the world, as a manifestation of the long

suffering of divine love on the one hand, and the hatred

of God toward sin on the other.

Thus the just must suffer for the unjust, that through

the influence of Christian heroism and love, the Gospel

may be brought straight home to the hearts of those who,

from ignorance or waywardness, or helplessness by rea-

son of sinful environment, are far from God.

The witness, not only of Christ Himself, but of the

Christian ages, to the reality of Divine love, must be

clear and distinct to all men of good-will ; faith must be

made almost perfect in sight ; the good must continue to

suffer with Christ for the sake of the evil, until every son

of man has been given every possible chance to enter

heaven, and if he fails, he does so through his own de-

liberate choice of evil in place of good, of darkness in-

stead of light.

THE GOSPEL OF LOVE RECOGNIZED BUT MISINTEKPRETED.

The world at large is now beginning to recognize this

manifestation of God's love in Christ and His followers,

as the crowning characteristic of the Gospels. Indeed,

it could not well do otherwise.
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With the history of nineteen Christian centuries and of

a civilization that has been chiefly created by the ruling

ideas of Christianity, before their eyes to-day, and with

the unmistakable influence, over human hearts, that the

love of Christ is ceaselessly exhibiting on ever}^ side of

them, men cannot but acknowledge the iiTesistible power

of that divine love which the Gosj)el discloses.

But the outer Avorld recognizes it only to misinterpret

it. It is said that Christianity, from beginning to end,

is a religion of mercy which rejoicetli against judgement

;

that there is no such thing as being lost from Heaven or

the great heart of God ; that the glad tidings of Christ

are a message of universal salvation ; that even unbe-

lief itself is no obstacle to the love of God ; and that

there is no future punishment, therefore, for those

who reject the Gospel ; that men who look forward

to a coming Day of Judgement and retribution, when

Christ shall appear in the clouds of heaven to sepa-

rate the wicked from the good, the just from the un-

just, are reading into the Gospel things that the Gospel

itself does not contain ; that the pictorial language of

Christ which apparently countenances such an interpre-

tation is only a parable, in which, to the untutored

minds of an ignorant age. He clothed His warnings

against the kind of retribution that is being continuously

visited, in this world, upon sin and wickedness ; and that

if the Gospel is really to be taken literally, the God of

the Bible is so much less a God of love than the Deity

whom this nineteenth century reveres, that the mass of

intelligent thinkers would be driven into disbelief of

Christianity itself.

The attitude of those who express such views is not

a little strengthened by the whole course of scientific

thought.

They can imagine no such an overwhelming disturb-

27
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ance of the settled order of the universe as the Day of

Judgement would inevitably entail, and it is inconceiva-

ble to them that, at the blast of the archangel's trumpet,

the sign of the Son of Man shall appear in the clouds of

heaven and the whole human race shall be swept out of

existence, the round world over, in a single day.

The time has not yet arrived when we read this pro-

nunciamento in the popular books of the day, but it is

coming fast, and the whole trend of modern thought

is hastening it. Nor, from the scientific point of view,

is such a catastrophe as a Day of Judgement neces-

sary for the elevation of mankind. Minor catastrophes

have occurred in the past physical history of the world,

but these only come in as stepping-stones to the general

development. Evolution rises above and makes use of

them all, in the progress of the human race.

Science surpasses Christianity in its earthly optimism.

It grafts its teachings on the glowing promises of Script-

ure, and makes the most of them, but it has no place

for the austere warnings of the Bible regarding the end

of the world.

On the contrary, it is radiant with hope for the future

of humanity. It sees advancement in the past, civiliza-

tion in the present, and a higher destiny of man in the

future.

Influenced by this tone of thought, the Christians of

to-day are insensibly reposing more confidence in the

teachings of the nineteenth century than in those of

Christ and His Apostles. There is a growing tendency to

empty the definite words of our Lord of all their mean-

ing by treating and translating them as mere Oriental

metaphors ; and when we hear, not only from the outside

world, but from Christian pulpits, and even a Bampton

Lecturer, the oft-repeated assertion that we are in the

midst of the Judgement Day at present, that the whole
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histoiy of the world is a fulfilment of Christ's prophecy,

and that there could be no greater assize at the end than

that which is continuously taking place, we see how fast

even the Christian world itself is drifting into a state of

disbelief in a Judgement Day.

A FALSE IDEA OF GOD.

The proper balance and correlation between divine

love and divine justice are becoming more and more ob-

scure to the popular mind. The God who is so widely

worshipped in Christian lands to-day is almost exclu-

sively a God of mercy in contradistinction to a God of jus-

tice, and people are never tired of pointing to the great

advance that has been made in the Christianity of the

present over the Christianity of the past, when Koman
Catholics threw heretics into the dungeons of the Inqui-

sition and Protestant Puritans burnt witches at the stake.

A great advance has, indeed, been made, and a side of

Christianity has been brought prominently forward that

was well-nigh forgotten in some of the periods of the

past. But it has attained an exaggerated prominence.

If the pendulum once swung too far to one extreme, it is

swinging to-day just as far to the other. If the thought

of God's mercy was once lost in the contemplation of

God's justice, the opposite result is now manifesting

itself. The world has become more " Christian " than

the Gospels themselves. It goes far beyond the Founder

of Christianity in its teachings about divine mercy and

universal salvation. It proclaims that the Creed of the

ages must be reconstructed and accommodated to the

new Gospel of the nineteenth century. The old religion

w^hich, in past days, was stigmatized by unbelievers as

an unreal optimism, is now, from this new standpoint,

regarded as an unreal pessimism.
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Tile question that arises at this juncture is a vital one.

Is the God of mercy, Who is now the object of popular

worship, the same God of love Whom Christ revealed

nineteen hundred years ago ?

It is a well-known fact that a man's character is shaped

by that of the deity he w^orships, and in whom is en-

shrined his highest ideals of ethical life. The whole his-

tory of Greek and Eoman mythology shows how disas-

trous was the effect upon pagan morality produced by

the worship of gods who practised themselves the vices

which the human conscience condemns. And as we noAv

read the inner history of these mythological tales, they

appear simply as crude anthropomorphisms in which

men not only created gods who were like themselves, but

created them as frail and sinful beings who w^ould not,

and could not, deal otherwise than leniently with human
vices to which they themselves, as gods, w^ere addicted.

We see a somewhat similar tendency manifesting itself

in the history of the Christian Church. Though it ap-

pears in a greatly modified and purified form, its genesis

is unmistakable.

The cultus of the blessed Virgin Mary arose, in large

measure, from the sinful human shrinkings from ideal

justice, and the demand for a mediator who w^ould be less

strict than Christ Himself. It was felt that the mother

of our Lord occupied this position ; that she would be

more human in her sympathy with the failings of man-

kind than her divine Son ; that sin could not offend her

in the same w'ay that it offends God, and that, through

her womanly tenderness and intercession, a pardon could

be obtained that otherwise it would be hopeless to expect.

Thus, the standard of the highest and purest Christian

life has been insensibly lowered in those countries where

the worship of the Virgin is prevalent ; banditti and

assassins have been known to kneel at her shrines while
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pursuing their unlawful callings ; and human nature,

taking advantage of the reprieve from strict justice, has

made God to serve with its sins.^

Here is a leaf from Christian history that we should

do well to ponder before taking another false step in the

same direction.

The attempt on the part of the Church herself to be

more merciful than Christ and to bring in another media-

tor between the eternal Judge and the human soul, has

borne unmistakable fruit in a type of Christian life in

which immorality hides itself under the cloak of religion.

The self-same tendency is now reappearing in a differ-

ent form. In the Middle Ages, amid all the moral aber-

rations that grew up under the cultus of the Virgin

Mary, the people were saved from false views of God
Himself. They did not attempt to alter or explain away

Gospel words. They recognized in Christ, One Who is

both the eternal Saviour and the eternal Judge.

But to-day a graver peril faces us. Many are putting

Christ Himself in the place that the Virgin Mary occu-

pied in mediaeval times, and this is an error far more

deadly in character, for it distorts the revelation of God
;

it dwells exclusively upon the idea of Christ as a Saviour,

while it obliterates or falsifies the equally plain idea of

Christ as a Judge ; and it can only end in substituting

the worship of a false Christ for that of the true Christ of

the Gospels. A heresy like this tampers with the very

foundations of the Christian faith, for it alters the whole

position of Jesus Christ as the one Mediator between God
and man.

MODERN ANTINOMIANISM.

The inevitable result of this alteration is to eliminate

sin from the human consciousness. This is an unmistak-

' See Dr. Salmon's Sermon on Nonmiraculous Christianity.
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able sign of the revival of tlie old spirit of antiuomian-

ism, lliat was so wide-spread in the first century, and

already we begin to see its fruits in prevalent ideas about

the nature of sin. Whatever exaggerations may have

been rife in the past regarding the mysterious doctrine

of the Atonement, they are more than counterbalanced

to-day by the way in which that doctrine is being ig-

nored. According to popular, modern ways of thinking,

there is no necessity for any Atonement whatever. God's

love for sinners is so exhaustless that it overleaps all ob-

stacles ; no sacrifice for sin is needed to bring any re-

pentant ofiender back to a state of acceptance with Him.
So also with that article of the Creed, " I believe in the

forgiveness of sins." It has lost its old-time influence

upon the lives of men. The joy of deliverance from sin,

which w^as once accounted as the most blissful experience

in the earthly life of a believer, is a lost experience. It is

looked upon merely as an unreal sentiment which came

to men through belief in a false system of theology.

God's forgiveness, men say, is as infinite as His inex-

haustible love. Nothing can stay it, nothing can thwart

it. It naturally follows from all this that sin ceases to

be sin, and its true nature will be more and more ignored

in the theological thinking of the times. But sin con-

tinues to exist, however we may ignore it or attempt to

explain it away.

Many progressive changes have, indeed, taken place

in the apprehension of the power of Christianity as a

religion of love. Many victories have been gained for

good, since we have learned to appreciate the fact that

love and not fear, trust and not distrust of human nature,

are the great moving influences of the GosjDel. But

amid all the advances made, the stern and ugly reality

stares us in the face that sin remains. It may not be so

open and blatant as it was in the days of the old Roman
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Empire, but, as we shall see further on, it has assumed

new phases, in which it stands as unyielding and as much
in antagonism to the spirit of the Gospel as it has ever

been, while unbelief itself was never so pronounced and

outspoken as it is to-day.

Another result is becoming more and more evident as

year follows year. While one class of men are preach-

ing upon the housetops a false Christianity, a religion of

mercy without justice, which they say is conquering

everything in this lower world, sin included, another and

larger class of men, beholding the actual sin that* is thus

glosse^l over and forgotten, are going to the opposite ex-

treme and proclaiming that Christianity, as a religion of

love, has failed to redress the wi'ongs of mankind. They
point to the class sins as well as the individual sins that

defy the law of Christ, to the selfishness and lust for

power, to the covetousness and greed for gain that are in-

creasing instead of diminishing, to the formalism in the

churches themselves, and the double dealing of Christians

who, on Sundays profess one thing and on week days

practise another. "With these (who, be it remembered,

are not men of good- will but of bad-will) the Christian

religion is looked upon as a fetter to the progress of

mankind. Instead of smothering, it has mcreased their

sense of injustice ; for they say that it has beckoned the

world onward, alluring it with false hopes of peace and

happiness, of liberty, fraternity, and equality, that have

never as yet been fulfilled.

Coming to men with the promise of justice upon its

lips, it has not been able to rectify the inequalities or

right the wrongs of civilized society, and therefore has

been weighed in the balances of history itself and has

been found wanting.

And thus it happens that the most dissatisfied nations

of this earth to-day are the so-called Christian nations

;
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and, if we should suddenly hear to-morrow of a great

outbreak of anarchy or socialism, our first involuntary

glance would be directed, not to China or India, but to

the continents of Europe and America. Scientific soci-

ologists are ready with their plausible explanations of

these conditions, but the real cause lies deeper down in

the constitution of modern social life than the knife of

any scientific analyzer can probe. It stands in the fact

that, while the masses are crying aloud against the social

wrongs of civilized life, sin as sin and as a spirit of law-

lessness that defies God, is ignored.

THE WORLD, BLINDED BY SIN, IS UNEEASONABLE.

The voices that are so loud in proclaiming the failure

of Christianity to bring peace and happiness, liberty,

fraternity, and equality to the civilized world, would be

hushed to silence if the truth were once clearly recog-

nized, that the burning injustice and incurable wrongs

Avhich disgrace civilization are due, not to the failure of

Christianity, but to the human sin which opposes Chris-

tianity. "We hear no such complaints from the disciples

of Christ, for these know and understand the real source

of the evil. Taught by Christ, and looking at this lower

world out of Christ's eyes, they see facts and real condi-

tions to which the outer world is blind.

It is human character itself that is at fault. It is there

that all the evil begins. The injustice and wrong origi-

nate not with God, but with man, and until character is

reformed the injustice and wrong will continue to exist

and propagate tliemselves. Even Christ Himself, so

long as He refuses to coerce the freedom of the human

will, cannot cure the evil. Kemove that one factor of

sin, or the spirit of lawlessness : let all men become men

of good-will, striving to do God's will on earth as it is
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done in heaven, and God's kingdom will come, bringing

with it the golden age of highest peace and happiness,

of the most lasting liberty, fraternity, and equality.

It is only to those Avho thus ignore the reality of sin,

even while they are blindly denouncing the outward effects

of sin, that Christianity appears as a weak and powerless

religion. When they say, as the unthinking multitudes

are so prone to do, that, with all its excellences, it is

destitute of the kind of authority and force which ought

to be present in a universal religion, and which challenge

the respect of the world ; when they affirm, as they are

so fond of affirming, that a universal religion should be

universally embraced by mankind ; that it should attract,

not antagonize, the masses, and that it should not, like

Christianity, be despised and rejected by men, it is their

o^vn perspective that is wrong. The actual facts of Chris-

tian history are distorted because they observe them

from beneath, not from above. Losing from their con-

sciousness the fact of human sin, they have lost the

clew which explains all these apparently contradictory

facts.

To those Christians who watch the signs of the times,

this attitude of a world which rejects Christ, stands out

as almost prophetic. At the very time when it is becom-

ing more and more blind to the reality of sin as sin, the

world is sending out a bitter, vengeful cry for judgement,

and branding the Christian religion as a failure, because

it has been unable to convict and punish at the bar of

God the injustice and wrong that sin creates. In all

this, is not a sinful world unconsciously forestalling a

coming day of retribution by judging itself before it is

judged of the Lord, and pronouncing against itself the

sentence of its own doom ?
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CHRIST S OWN DESCRIPTION OF HIS SECOND COMING.

After Divine Love has done its perfect work, the long-

expected, long-deferred end will come ; and, in the cli-

max and winding up of all earthly history, at the last

Judgement, every wrong shall be righted, every age-long

perplexity will be solved, every enemy of God and Christ

shall be rendered speechless, every soul that has suf-

fered for truth and righteousness sake shall be eternally

vindicated. Every cloud of darkness will be dispelled

by the joyous, full-orbed splendour of the Sun of Eight-

eousness.

The earnest and continued emphasis that Christ lays

on the Second Advent and the description that He gives

of its glories, show that it will be, in every way, the full

and perfect complement of the First. It will not only

fulfil all human expectations, but will utterly surpass

them. The frequency with which Christ, in His teach-

ings has recurred to this subject, as though He would

brand His Avarnings upon the hearts of the whole Chris-

tian world, is to be noted by every thoughtful reader of

the Gospels ; and the vividness and exactness with which

He clothes His description of the Judgement Day are

most significant facts. No teachings in the whole Gospel

are more strongly marked than these ; and when Ave come
to consider the description more closely, Ave discover that

there are four features in it Avhich stand out very promi-

nently.

(«) Chrisfs Prophecy of the Judgement Day.

Our Lord calls our attention—nay. He rivets our at-

tention—upon the permanent character of His words,

and warns His disciples against the tendency to explain

them aAvay.
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In the face of that modern thought which treats them
as imaginative or highly wrought descriptions, clothed in

the tropical language suited to the Oriental mind, but

never intended to be taken literally, Christ tells us dis-

tinctly :

" Behold, I have foretold you all things." " Heaven
and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass

away." ^ The reason of this warning is clear. The words

of Christ regarding the Second Advent occupy a unique

position.

In the revelation of divine love the Church has before

her as an objective reality a historic Christ, Who after

being crucified, arose from the dead and ascended to

Heaven. But in the full revelation of divine justice,

she has no such objective reality to fall back upon, and

is obliged to rest her belief in a future Day of Judgement
solely on the word of Christ. But this is enough.

Christ's word is no ordinary word.

Its credibility is guaranteed by the historic revelation

of the past. It comes to us as an austere warning from

Him, Whose whole earthly life was a manifestation of Di-

vine love, mercy, and forgiveness, and it derives an awful

solemnity and importance from that contrast. It issues

from the very lips that cried on the cross, " Father, for-

give them, they know not what they do
;

" which came

from the grave, saying, " All power is given to Me in

Heaven and on earth
;

" and which were parted in blessing

as Christ ascended to Heaven.

(h) Christ and fJie Old Testament Prophets.

Christ sets His seal upon all those predictions of the

ancient prophets which foretold His coming to judge and

reign. He not only tells us that His own word shall not

pass away, but also says, " Till heaven and earth pass,

' St. Matt. xxiv. 25, 35 ; St. Mark xiii. 23, 30 ; St. Luke xxi. 13, 33.
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one jot or oue tittle shall iu nowise pass from the law

until all be fullilled."
'

This is very noteworthy. Casting our eye back upon
those prophecies, we observe one familiar characteristic

that runs through almost all of them. They are wont to

speak of some near, impending crisis, that looms up on

the world's horizon, as though it were the very Judge-

ment Day itself.

The traditional explanation of this anomaly is that

God gave the impending national judgement as a lesson

in object-teaching, a prophetic type and pledge of the

last great Day of Judgement.

Against this stands the more naturalistic explanation

of out- modern Higher Criticism, that the Jewish prophets

had only what is called the historical perspective ; that

they were simply far-seeing men, who discerned the

signs of the times, and whose vision was filled with the

horrors of the approaching catastrophe.

Both explanations are probably true. Inductive criti-

cism, in approaching Old Testament records from the

purely human side, is throwing a great light upon many
hitherto inexplicable passages of Bible History. The

ancient prophets like Elijah " were men of like passions

as we are," and all the help that we can gain from the

examination and critical analysis of their characters,

their environment, and their unmistakable method of

writing, will be so much gain. But after modem criti-

cism has said its last word, it will be found inadequate

to explain all the facts without the aid of the traditional

explanation.^ This is becoming more and more evident

1 St. Matt. V. 18.

'^ " Another proof tliat the prophets were not the victims of halluci-

nation is supplied by the extraordinary consistency of their language in

regard to themselves and their mission. If one prophet here and an-

other prophet there had supposed themselves to be sent by God and to

have words put in their mouths by Him, it would not have been so
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as time advances, and we can " with patience possess our

souls " while the Higher Criticism does its work.

Among the indications that those prophets saw fur-

ther than an impending national crisis, is the exaggerated

language which they unanimously use regarding the char-

acter of that crisis.

Their very words show that they looked through the

present catastrophe as through semi-transparent glass,

and saw partly reflected and partly typified there, the

great catastrophe at the end. Thus, when Isaiah says

that, at the fall of Babylon, the stars of heaven shall not

give their light, and the sun and the moon shall be dark-

ened, and the whole world shall be punished for its

evil ;
^ when Ezekiel uses the same language regarding

the fall of Egypt,'^ and Joel regarding the fall of Jerusa-

lem,^ the language itself is out of correspondence alto-

gether with the actual event. It plainly refers to some-

thing beyond the event which the prophet's eye plainly

saw.

It is possible he might have believed that the fall of

Babylon, or Egypt, or Jerusalem, would synchronize with

the end of the world, for Christ plainly assures us that

of " that day and that hour knoweth no man." But the

question of time is of secondary importance.

The point to be observed is that the present historical

catastrophe was lost sight of in the terrific sublimity of

surprising. But, as it is, we find the whole line of prophets, stretching

over a succession of centuries, from Amos, from Nathan, from Samuel,

from Moses, to Malachi, all make the same assumption. The formulae

which they use are the same :
' Thus saith the Lord ;

'
' the word of the

Lord came ;' ' Hear ye the word of the Lord.' Such an identity of

language implies an identity of psychological fact behind it ; but, if an

individual may be subject to delusions, it is another thing to say that a

class so long extended would be subject to them—and to delusions with

so much of method about them."—Sanday's Bampton Lectures, p. 149 f.

1 Isaiah xiii. 10, 11. " Ezekiel xxxii. 7. ^ Joel ii. 10.
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the final one. The greater obhterated the less. It was

the end of the world that filled the prophetic vision.

And this is brought out more clearly Avhen we refer

to the words of Christ. He puts Himself in line with

the ancient prophets, and when He points forward to the

destruction of the world itself, He adopts and echoes

the very language they had previously used regarding

the destruction of Babylon, Egypt, and Jerusalem. The
description, of course, is partly figurative. It could not

possibly be otherwise. Metaphor here is absolutely

necessary. Picture yourself looking forward over the

whole history of the world to the " war of elements, the

Avrecks of matter, and the crush of worlds " which shall

take place at the Day of Judgement. Is there any

earthly scene of revolution and bloodshed which wiU

adequately illustrate that catastrophe ? Not only every

national crisis, but even the events of a whole century,

shrivel into insignificance in that sight. The combined

types from human history : the Fall of Babylon, Egypt,

and Jerusalem, are eclipsed. Nothing but the convul-

sion of nature itself, falling stars, a darkened sun, a

moon reflecting back the blood-red glare of a burning

world, can adequately portray it.

The very metaphor itself conveys the idea of a stu-

pendous convulsion, for a metaphor stands for something

that corresponds with it. It is chosen to explain and

exemplify in object-teaching an analogous reality.

So far from clashing with modern thought, the method

adopted by Christ and the old Jewish prophets com-

pletely harmonizes with it, so far as it goes. For it

is true that the judgement of God is all the while tak-

ing place. The downfall of Nineveh, Babylon, Egypt,

and Jerusalem, of Ephesus, Antioch, and the great Ro-

man Empire, were all premonitory judgements of God
upon men for violating His sacred laws ; and, therefore.
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the traditional interpretation of prophecy, that these were

types and reminders of the last Judgement, still holds its

own. Modern critical thought may supplement it and

make clearer the method of the prophets, but it does not

interfere with the ancient interpretation.

(c) The Growing Concentration of Evil.

In direct contravention to the growing opinion that in

the progress of the Christian dispensation evil will grad-

ually disappear, our Lord tells us that it will become

more concentrated and aggressive. Instead of prophesy-

ing that His religion will triumphantly overcome and

blot out sin, He prophesies that, as the last days ap-

proach, false prophets shall arise ; and that, " because

iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold." ^

Christianity will seem, then, to have failed in its mission

and, therefore, there will be a great backsliding and fall-

ing away in Christian lands. That phrase, " The love of

many shall wax cold," is very noteworthy. It does not

refer to the outside world. It plainly speaks of those

who have been born and bred under Christian influences,

and who have outgrown their own or their forefathers'

first love for Christ and enthusiasm for His religion.

Notwithstanding the blessings of civilization which

follow in the wake of the Christian religion ; notwith-

standing the visible fulfilment of the old time prophecy

that " the wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad
"

for its influences, and that " the desert shall rejoice and

blossom as the rose," ' the world will be ungrateful.

"It is observable that the Gospel prophecy of the

earthly future of Christianity is hardly what Ave should

have expected it beforehand to be ; there is a great ab-

sence of brightness in it ; the sky is overcast with clouds,

' St. Matt. xxiv. 12. ^ Isaiah xxxv.
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and birds of evil omen fly to and fro. . . . Prophecy

would fain presage auspiciously, but as soon as she casts

her eye forward, her note saddens, and the chords issue

in melancholy and sinister cadences. . . . And what

is the burden of her strain ? It is this : As soon as ever

Christianity is cast into the world to begin its history,

that moment there begins a great deception. It is a per-

vading thought in Gospel prophecy—the extraordinary

capacity for deceiving and being deceived that would

arise under the Gospel ; it is spoken of as something

peculiar in the world. There are to be false Christs and

false prophets, false signs and wonders ; many that will

come in Christ's name, saying, I am Christ, and deceive

many, etc.

" Gospel prophecy goes remarkably in this direction

as to what Christianity would do in the world ; that it

would not only bring out the truth of human nature, but

would, like some powerful alchemy, elicit and extract the

falsehood of it ; that it would not only develop what was

sincere and sterling in man, but what was counterfeit in

him too. Not that Christianity favors falsehood, any

more than the Law favored sin because it brought out

sin. The Law, as St. Paul says, brought out sin because

it was spiritual, and forced sin to be sin against light.

So in the case of Christianity." ^

CovTuptio ojjfimi jjessima—the blessing misused will

be changed into a curse and men will become Gospel-

hardened. Whatever interpretation we may put upon

Christ's words, their real drift is very clear.

At the very time when " the gospel shall be preached

in all the world for a witness to all nations," ^ and in

those places where Christianity has previously taken

root, iniquity shall abound and the love of many shall

^ Mozley's University Sermons, p. 73 et seq.

2 St. Matt. xxiv. 14.
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wax cold. And the verification of this strange prophecy

of Christ, in actual human history, is remarkable. How
little even those civilized lands which have basked in

the sunshine of Christian influences for centuries, have

availed themselves of the moral advantages thus afforded.

It is true that we do not discover the same amount of dii-t

and filth, of poverty and disease, of open lust and flagrant

crime, in Christian as in pagan lands. The restraining

power of law and order is everywhere seen in the former.

But those forms of vice which law and order are pow-
erless to reach, go on unchecked. They continue un-

checked, not because men and women are ignorant of

the higher Christian standard of morality, but because,

deliberately rejecting that standard, they prefer dark-

ness to light, vice to virtue. Where a pagan sins through

sheer ignorance, the civilized man sins through delib-

erate choice. He knows better and yet refuses to do

better. He avoids those crimes which would bring upon
him the penalty of law or social ostracism, only to in-

dulge in other acts of wrong-doing where he can escape

the power of the laAV and the eye of detection. As the

same sun which softens the wax hardens the clay, so

the same benign influences of divine love, which are so

irresistible in their power for good over men of good-

will, are productive of the opposite effect in men of

bad-will. And the effect is cumulative. The stronger

and clearer the light of Christianity grows, the more it

intensifies the guilt of the successive generations Avhich

sin against the light. As an illustration of the truth

of this, contrast the kind of corruption which character-

izes the large cities of Europe and America to-day, with

that of similar cities of Asia, and the facts speak for

themselves. The civilized metropolis presents, in com-

parison with the other, both a higher type of virtue and

a deadlier, more soul-destroying type of sin. If its

28
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powers for good are more conspicuous and numerous, its

powers for evil, hidden beneath the surface, are more

subtle, more skilful in falsehood, more carefully organ-

ized and persistent in opposing all moral reform. No-

where in heathen lands do we behold such deliberate,

intelligent perseverance in espousing the cause of vice

against that of virtue.

Throughout the Old and New Testaments there are

two distinct classes of prophecies regarding the last days

of the world ; the one optimistic and the other sorrowful.

The first proclaim the universal spread of the Gospel, and

Christ sets His seal upon Isaiah's prediction that " the

earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the

waters cover the sea." ^ The second range themselves

under that austere prediction from Christ's own lips :

" Wide is the gate and broad is the way that leadeth to

destruction and many there be which go in thereat ; for

strait is the gate and narrow is the way that leadeth

unto life and few there be that find it." ^

The reconciliation of these seemingly conflicting classes

of prophecy has been a perplexing problem to many,

from time immemorial ; but is not Christian history itseK

affording the true interpretation of the contradiction in a

manner that is unmistakable ?

The world is to grow both better and worse at the

same time, and while outwardly a developing civiliza-

tion is obliged to conform more and more closely to the

standard of Christ, adopting and assimilating for its

o^^TL self-preservation the ruling moral and social ideas of

Christianity, the numbers of those who deliberately re-

ject the spiritual and religious side of Christianity will

continuously increase.

As we gaze about us, and see what is actually taking

place in the world, contrasting the remarkable growth of

1 Isaiah xi. 9. ' St. Matt. vii. 13, 14.
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the Christian Church and especially of Christian mission-

ary work in this century, with the equally remarkable

falling away and decay of faith in Christian lands, it

seems as though we were looking upon something very

much like a fulfilment of Christ's prophetic words.

We would not imply by this that the end itself is near

at hand. There is a timelessness about everything per-

taining to the spiritual life, and about all Christ's prophe-

cies regarding the future of His kingdom of Heaven on
earth, which cannot be measured by any chronological

sequence of events.

There is a truth, which in itself is prophetic, in the

words of that New Testament writer who tells us that

" one day is with the Lord as a thousand years and a

thousand years as one day."
'

We affirm only that the meaning of Christ's prophecy
regarding the characteristic marks of the last time grows

clearer and clearer as we watch the " signs of the times
"

in the development of human history ; and that it was
never so clear as it is to-day.

If the world is thus, before our very eyes, growing bet-

ter and worse at the same time, and if, as all things go

to prove, each of these tendencies is growing stronger

and stronger, then human history itself indicates that, in

the end, some great catastrophe must come which will

separate the good and the evil.

(d) The Suddenness of Chrisfs Coming.

Christ plainly tells us that His coming will be sudden.

This is a point that is passed over and forgotten by
those who substitute for a Judgement Day a gradual evo-

lution of justice, wherein, through the influence of Christ,

' 2 Peter iii. 8.
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right slowly manifests its power over wrong, in the prog-

ress of the human race. Whatever else may be meta-

phorical in Christ's words, suddenness can mean nothing

else but suddenness. "When He said, in language that

His own apostles took literally and quoted again and

again, that He would come as " a thief in the night," the

only possible meaning of His simile is unexpectedness.

There is no other point in which Christ and a midnight

thief resemble one another. Again, He speaks repeatedly

of the day and the hour when He will come. " Watch
therefore, for ye know not Avhat hour your Lord doth

come." ^ "Be ye also ready, for in such an houi' as ye

think not, the Son of man cometh." ^

No one can read the discourse of om- Lord on the after-

noon when He left the temple for the last time, as it is

recorded in the three Synoptic Gospels, and mark the

very impressive way in which He kept reiterating the

charge to " watch," without seeing that the emphasis

throughout is laid upon the unexpectedness of His com-

ing.^ Certainly this was the idea conveyed to the minds

of the apostles who heard His words, and consequently,

in the epistles of the New Testament, the unexpectedness

of the Second Advent is the ever recurring thought. The
only way to get rid of these prophecies of Christ about

the suddenness of His coming, is to throw doubt upon

the authenticity of the record.

' St. Matt. xxiv. 42. - Ibid., xxiv. 44.

3 " In the last time a great and wide-spread apostasy from Christianity

will take place and Christendom will become a complete Babylon. . . .

Worldly luxury combined with wealth, trade, and extensive commerce

exercises a wide-spread dominion. . . . but 'in one hour,' i.e.,

suddenly, Babylon will fall, a sudden catastrophe will ensue, an over-

throw of the social condition of this whole world, of ndture and civiliza-

tion, with lis sham Ghnstianityy—Christian Ethics, Martensen, p. 352.
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(e) Christ's Coming a Revelation to Sight.

Christ prophesies that the Christian dispensation will

end in a visible Revelation of the Judge. " Then shall ap-

pear the sign of the Son of Man in Heaven, and then shall

all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the

Son of Man coming in the clouds of Heaven with power
and great glory." ^

Compare with this the account of the trial of Christ

before the Sanhedrim on the morning of the crucifixion.

He stands before the supreme court of the Jewish
Church and nation on the charge of being a blasphemer
against God. One witness after another is brought forth

to prove his guilt, but no two can be found who agree to-

gether in their testimony. Then comes a pause. The
case has broken down ; there are no grounds for a trial

;

the accused is exculpated before the Sanhedi'im itself, as

an innocent Person Who has a right to claim His dis-

charge at once and to be set free. But now, as a last

resort, the High Priest turns to the prisoner, and says :

" I adjure thee by the living God that Thou tell us

whether Thou be the Christ, the Son of God ? " Up to

this moment Jesus has held His peace, and if He still

continues mute, now of all times. He is justified in re-

fusing to answer. No prisoner is expected to crimi-

nate himself, and Christ's very silence will speak louder

than words in showing the glaring injustice of His ac-

cusers ; for a judge, sitting on the bench, has no right to

address such a question to any prisoner and compel him
to condemn himself. But Caiaphas has carried the case

up to a higher court than that of this earth. He has ap-

pealed to the bar of God, and Christ, as the future judge

of all before him, makes answer :
" Thou hast said ; never-

theless I say unto you. Hereafter shall ye see the Son of

' St. Matt. xxvi. 64.
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Man sitting on the riglit hand of poAver, and coming in the

clouds of heaven. Then the High Priest rent his clothes,

saying, He hath spoken blasphemy ; what further need

have we of witnesses ? Behold, now, ye have heard His

blasphemy. What think ye ? They answered and said,

He is guilty of death." ^

Christ was tried, convicted, condemned to death and

crucified, not only because He said He was the Son of

God, but because He proclaimed that as the Son of

Man the members of the Sanhedrim should hereafter

see Him sitting on the riglit hand of power and coming

^n the clouds of Heaven. A few weeks after, the Ascension

took place, and while the disciples stood gazing after

their Lord, as a cloud received Him out of their sight,

suddenly two angels stood by them and said :
" Why

stand ye gazing up into Heaven ? This same Jesus which

is taken up from you into Heaven shall so come in like

manner as ye have seen Him go into Heaven."^

And St. John, the last surviving apostle, writing sev-

enty years later, says :
" Behold, He cometh with clouds

;

and every eye shall see Him, and they also which pierced

Him, and all the kindreds of the earth shall wail because

of Him. Even so, Amen." ^ Words could not be plainer,

and there are no words of the whole New Testament more

solemn than these. The second Advent of the Son of

Man will be a Sight Revelation in which He will appear

in the clouds of Heaven, to judge both the quick and

dead. And the only way in which we can get rid of

these prophecies of Christ and His Apostles about that

Sight Eevelation of the Son of Man at the Judgement

Day is, again, to doubt the authenticity of the record.

» St. Matt. xxvi. 63-66. ' Acts i. 11. ^ r^^^ i^ 7,
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THE SECOND ADVENT AND THE INCARNATION.

We pass now to another reason for sucli a consum-

mation of all earthly history. This Sight Revelation of

the Son of Man as the Judge of quick and dead is nec-

essary to fulfil and complete the work of the Incarna-

tion.

Christ is both Son of God and Son of Man. He brings

Heaven and earth, divine life and human life, together.

The Incarnation is both subjective and objective, inward

and outward, spiritual and physical. St. John tells us

that Christ is the Lord of nature :
" All things were made

by Him, and without Him was not anything made that

was made." ^

This truth has not yet been manifested to the outer

world in all its clearness. The ResuiTection of Christ is

its proof, yet up to this time the Eisen Jesus has ap-

peared not to all people, but unto witnesses chosen be-

fore of God.^ The ResuiTection, therefore, is as St. John

shows supplemented by a manifestation in the sight of all

men of the truth that Christ is the Lord of nature. Not
merely by a few miracles which, to-da}", derive historic

support from the greater miracle of the Resurrection

of Christ ; not only by the Resurrection of Christ, which

is guaranteed by chosen witnesses, but by a universal

manifestation in which all the physical forces of nature

will be ultimately revealed as culminating in Him " by
whom all things were created that are in Heaven and that

are in earth, visible and invisible—and by Whom all

things consist,"" can the truth be displayed in its fulness

to the eyes of men.

But the Word made Flesh is not only the Power be-

hind Nature "by Whom all things consist," He is also

' St. John i. 3. 2 Acts X. 41. ^ Col. i. 16, 17.
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the " True Liglit which lighteth every man that cometh

into the world." ^ The principle of the Incarnation not

only requires that the Son of Man must be witnessed by
the whole human race as enthroned above nature, but en-

throned above human nature also. As in His first Reve-

lation He satisfied and fulfilled every human instinct of

love, so in His second Eevelation He must, as the same

Son of Man, satisfy and fulfil every human instinct of

justice. Such a revelation becomes absolutely necessary

now, to satisfy the human reason and intellect. For the

human cry for justice is, in itself, a divine cry. It could

not be silenced for all eternity, if justice were not done.

What humanity needs and calls for, with a cry that can-

not be silenced and which grows louder and louder as

time advances, is a Revelation from God of the victory

of ideal justice, and of the supremacy of good over evil,

that will be just as full and inspiring, just as complete

and satisfying, down to the smallest particular, as the

former Revelation of ideal mercy has been.

To answer and fulfil these qualifications, this Revelation

must apply to human motives as w^ell as to human actions,

and bring every secret thing to judgement whether it be

good or whether it be evil ;
" ^ it must be the ultimate court

1 St. John i. 9.

'^ " The judgement of Christ, the Son of Man, is the revelation of

things as they are. His judgement does not change the judged, it sim-

ply shews them. It is not, as far as we can conceive, a conclusion drawn

from the balancing of conflicting elements or a verdict upon a general

issue. The judgement of God is the perfect manifestation of truth.

The punishment of God is the necessary action of the awakened con-

science. The judgement is pronounced by the sinner himself, and he in-

flicts inexorably his own sentence. In our present state a thousand veils

hide from us the motives, the thoughts, the conditions which give their

real character to men and the conduct of men. We judge others by

what we see in them ; and what is more perilous still, we are tempted

to judge of ourselves by what others can see in us. But in the perfect

light of Christ's Presence everything will be made clear in its essential

nature.—The Historic Faith, by Bishop Westcott, p. 90.
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of appeal which will reverse all false human judgements,

and right all wrongs, not only between man and man,

but between class and class, between nation and nation,

between one generation and another ; it must give to

every soul, every social class, every nation, every genera-

tion and age, its true position in the universe ; it must

show before the eyes of all men of all ages, just and un-

just, that there is no power so supreme as that wielded

by Him, Who rose from the dead, saying, " All power

is given to Me in Heaven and on earth."

Ideal justice requires nothing less than this :—that He
Who is the chief Sufferer, Who was despised and rejected

of men, and Whose followers, for all the intervening cen-

turies, have suffered His reproach, should become Him-
self the Supreme Judge Who shall decide the destiny of

men.

ALL MUST STAND BEFORE THE JUDGEMENT SEAT.

Must not this vision of eternal justice be witnessed,

not only by those who are saved, but by those who are

lost ? We have seen that when the kingdom of nature

and the kingdom of Heaven are at last revealed as one

harmonious realm, by the Second Coming of Him, Who
in the dispensation of the fulness of times shall gather

together in one all things "both which are in Heaven
and which are on earth," ^ sin and all connected with sin

shall be left out. In what position does this leave human
beings who have identified themselves with sin (or the

spirit of lawlessness ) ? On the one hand, they do not be-

long to the kingdom of Heaven : on the other hand, they

do not belong to the redeemed kingdom of nature, for they

have sinned irretrievably against the laws of both. They
remain an outside class—beings who once had boimdless

^ Ephes. i. 10.
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opportunities before them and possibilities within them-

selves, but who have lost Heaven and lost their own higher

life through their oiun deliberate choice. Are such beings

simply to drop out of existence ? Is their existence, from

the moment of death, to be simply that of Nirvana—the

Buddliists' Heaven? Are they to lose eternal life in

Christ, without ever hiowing that they have lost it ? Are
they to remain in a state of ignorance—of supreme un-

consciousness—of all from which they have been shut

out? Are they simply to "die in their sins," without

ever witnessing or realizing what this death in sin, this

state of separation from God, means ?

Remember that they were once human beings : they

had once a free will of their own, and now they have a

human nature in ruins. Is it not just to them, before all

is over, that they should be made to see their own state

by contrast with the state that they have lost ; to hear

the Judge's own sentence against themselves, and to stand

in His Presence as self-convicted—^judging themselves, as

unworthy of eternal life—before they depart into that

mysterious " outer darkness " to which Christ so fre-

quently refers ?

And this, perhaps, is the real explanation—or part of

the explanation—of His oft-repeated warnings that there

shall be a resurrection both of the just and of the un-

just ; and that all, whether their deeds be good or evil,

must stand before the judgement seat of Christ. The
theology of the past, in dwelling upon this part of Reve-

lation, has dwelt almost exclusively upon the thought of

the sovereignty of God, but the Revelation stands out

just as prominently when we j^ause to consider and pon-

der it in its relation to the problem of human free will.

The Son of Man came to seek and to save that which

is lost ; and, in the outpourings of His unutterable love.

He is able now in Heaven to save to the uttermost
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tliem that come unto God by Him, seeing that He " ever

liveth to make intercession for them." ^ He has assured

us that, in that Judgement Day, " the first shall be last

and the last first
;

" ^' that many shall come from the East

and from the West, and shall sit down with Abraham
and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of Heaven," while
" the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer

darkness ;

'^ that when those who have ministered to the

hungry and thirsty, the sick and the stranger, shall say,

" Lord, when saw we Thee a himgered ? " He will answer,
" Come, ye blessed of My Father, inasmuch as ye have

done it unto one of the least of these. My brethren, ye

have done it unto Me."^ We may be sure, from these.

His own promises, that He will never leave a single hu-

man soul, until He has used every means that divine

wisdom and love can employ to save it. But we must
not, as so many in these days are doing, single out the

promises and leave out the awful warnings that stand

side by side with them in the same chapters.^

After a soul has deliberately rejected Christ, and lost

its sense of responsibility to God, it must face the awful

consequences. At that last great day, the Son of Man
shall come in His glory, with all His holy angels, and

before that great white throne upon which He is seated

shall be gathered all nations."' If, then and there. He
shall separate them, one from another, as a shepherd

divideth His sheep from the goats, we must remember

when He sentences those on His left hand to an exist-

ence of separation from God, that He is the same Son of

Man who once warned the Jews. "If ye believe not

that I am He, ye shall die in your si7is ; " ^ and Who,
afterward, said to His own disciples, the night before

1 Heb. vii. 25. 'St. Matt. viii. 11, 12. ^ibid., xxv. 34-40.

* Ibid., viii. ; Ibid., xxv., et al. ' E.g., St. Matt. xxv. 31, 32.

« St. John viii. 24.
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His Crucifixion : "I am the vine, ye are the branches.

. . . If a man abide not in Me, he is cast forth as a

branch and men gather them and cast them into the fire

and they are burned." ^

What are we obliged to do with the bodies of our near-

est and dearest friends when life is over? We commit

—we are compelled to commit—them to the ground, earth

to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust. And what is to

be done with a soul that has " died in its sins ? " If

Christ says to the wicked, " Depart, ye cursed, into ever-

lasting fire, i^repared for the devil and his angels," ^ it is

because there is no alternative left ; it must he because it

is the best thing for them.

Such are some of the manifold lessons in this eschato-

logical fact of the Judgement Day, and it is a Revelation

from God intended to educate not only the outer world

but the Church of Christ itself. That day is not yet, in-

deed, revealed as a fact to the eye of sense, but it is re-

vealed, as a future fact, to the eye of faith ; and, as such,

it has exerted an incalculable influence for good, on the

formation of Christian character. The church may not,

as yet, fully comprehend its inexhaustible meaning, but

it has been made known to us in order that we may learn

from it, not explain it away. It is part of the history

of the Incarnate Christ. It takes its place, side by side

with the Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascension of

Christ, as one of the facts of Christ's life ; and here, as

elsewhere, the Revelation of God's Personality, of God's

relation to nature and God's relation to man will be in

the fact.

1 St. John XV. 5, 6. - St. Matt. xxv. 41.
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WHAT IS A CHRISTIAN?

'
' It cannot, so far as I can see, be finally questioned by any student

of the apostolic records, that the earliest description of a Christian is

^one icJio believes on Christ,' not one who ' believes CJirist,' or, in other

words, a Christian is essentially one who throws himself with an abso-

lute trust on a living Lord, and not simply one who endeavours to obey

the commands of a dead teacher."—Gospel of the Resurrection by

Bishop Westcott, p. viii.

" Truth lies, and must lie, deeper than human certainty. Certainty

rests upon truth, not truth upon certainty. Our grasp upon truth can

never be worth much ; it is the grasp of truth upon us that men are

willing to die for."—Button's Theological Essays, p. 219.

" And we know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us an

understanding, that we know Him that is true and that we are in Him

that is true, even in His Son, Jesus Christ. This is the true God and

eternal life.''—1 John v. 20.



CHAPTER XVII

THE CHRISTIAN'S COURAGE

SYNOPSIS

I. All men of all shades of belief to-day claim the name of Chris-

tian. Hence, perplexity of believers as to where to draw the

line between what is true and untrue.

II. That line of Distinction is between the Acceptance or Rejec-

tion of the Apostles' Creed. The Creedless Gospel holds that the

essence of Christianity is found in
;
{a) The moral character of

Christ
;

{h) The Spirit of the Gospels ;
(c) Love of humanity.

This releases us from faith in supernatural facts of Gospel.

The Gospel Creed sets forth («) The Incarnation, Resurrection,

and Ascension, as the Essential Facts of Christianity
;

{h) Faith

in these supernatural facts as the condition of life in Christ

;

and (c) It stands as the Belief to which the Church of the

Ages has committed herself irrevocably.

III. The Spirit of the Age is now attacking other creeds ; these

only preliminary skirmishes ; the final assault will be upon

the Ai)ostles' Creed. Responsibility and work of the Church

is to hear witness to Christ.

IV. In bearing such witness, the Church must (a) Put Christ first

and the conversion of souls second
;

(b) Seek no longer to

please the majority. Christ cared not for human majorities
;

(c) Relieve believers who are now distressed and scattered

by the uncertain witness of the Gosj)el of the Age, and

by being unequally yoked together with unbelievers ;
(d)

Emphasize the issue as the witness for the Historic Facts of

Christ's life against a vague Spirit of the Gospel and human
speculation.

Let us now, gathering together the themes of preced-

ing chapters and summing up their lessons, consider

their practical application.
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The reaction against materialism, so long foretold, has

already begun to set in, and the tide of popular thought

is flowing more and more strongly in the direction of

Christianity. On all sides of us we behold classes of

thinkers who, forty years ago, espoused the cause of un-

belief, now ranging themselves on the side of Christ.

For the length and breadth of Christ's religion have never

been so thoroughly understood as they are to-day. The
more other religious systems are studied and compared,

the more clearly they are seen to be but dim reflections

of the Christ-light, and the recent Parliament of Kelig-

ions expressed a growing conviction in proclaiming that

there is but one religion in w^hich Brahmans and Buddh-

ists, Parsees and Mahommedans, Jews and Christians

are brethren, and that, in the universality of the last, all

the former will ultimately recognize their own narrow-

ness. Again, political economists are emphasizing the

advantages to the state to be derived from religious insti-

tutions, and socialists are preaching Christ versus the

Christian Church. Jewish artists are painting devotional

pictures of the Crucifixion. Kichard Wagner, the unbe-

liever, cannot find expression for his highest musical

ideals without portraying Parsifal, the hero of his great-

est opera, as a Christian knight of the Holy Grail, and

employing in vivid dramatic representation the divine

sacraments of the Church. Mrs. Humphry Ward, who
denies the supernatural in religion and challenges Chris-

tians, if they dare, to stand up for that obsolescent sym-

bol of belief, the Apostles' Creed, ^ proclaims that spiritual

life comes only from the union with Christ in doing God's

will.2

Everywhere a passionate, all-mastering desire is mani-

1 The Apostles' Creed, by Professor Harnach (with an introduction by

Mrs. Humphry Ward) The Nineteenth Century, July, 1893, p. 152.

2 Marcella, vol. ii., p. 416.
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festing itself among many men of many minds, to wear

the livery of Christ, to cover their views and opinions,

their beliefs or disbeliefs, with the broad mantle of the

Christian name, and those who refuse to extend to them

the right hand of fellowship, are looked upon as men who
know not the spirit of their own Master. To meet this

tone of thought a growing number of Church members
and Christian teachers, animated by a generous but mis-

taken and ignorant desire to make Christianity as com-

prehensive as possible, are giving a new^ and false inter-

pretation to the language of the Catholic Faith itself by
setting forth half truths as the whole truths of the Gos-

pel. Because all men have in themselves the capacity

for life in Christ, it is said that they are, by virtue of

their humanity, already in possession of that life. Be-

cause it is true that all men are ijotentially members of

the Church, it is proclaimed that they are actually so.

Because all men are created in the image of God and

can claim Him as their Father in Heaven, it is asserted

that they are sons of God in the same w^ay that Christ

was the Son of God. That this is no exaggeration or

overstatement of a kind of doctrine that is now being

widely taught, will be seen from the following extract

from a recent publication : "It will be said that man is

not a child of God by ' nature.' Now, that is true if by
' nature ' you mean ' custom,' the hahit of his life, in

which sense St. Paul uses the word ; but if by ' nature
'

you mean essential substance, which is the way the word

is used in the theology of the Incarnation, then man is

by ' nature,' in vii-tue of his essential humanity, made in

the image of God and j)artaker of the life of the Eternal

Word. So that there is a sense in which the words of

the Nicene Creed apply to humanity, ' God of God,

Light of Light, very God of very God, Begotten not

made, of one Substance with the Father.' Now, if this

29
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be true, and without it I do not believe the doctrine of the

Incarnation can be justifed, or at least can have any vital

meaning for us, then it follows that every human being

is a member of the Church, and that the supreme work

of that portion of the human race which is conscious of

this truth, and therefore is technically called the Church,

is to make it known to all the w^orld."
'

This is a most startling announcement. It contains a

half-truth which makes its error all the more subtle and

dangerous. The doctrine that " the soul of man is con-

substantial with God "
(p. 21) is not, as the writer imag-

ines, a development, but the denial of the Nicene Faith.

Carried out to its logical conclusion—however far this

might have been from his mind— it is a phase of Panthe-

ism, the doctrine that God is all and all is God, and the

deification of humanity. Neither is it a new thought.

It represents an old idea, which directly or indirectly

appears, now in this phase and then in that, in more than

one of the heresies of the Nicene period.^ And when we

reflect that the words we have quoted appear as the for-

mal theological statement of a clergyman of the Church,

1 The Theology of Phillips Brooks, by the Rev. Leighton Parks, D.D.,

pp. 28, 29. (The italics are ours.)

^ Strangely enough, though Apollinaris and Dr. Parks approach this

subject from different sides, the similarity of their words is unmistak-

able. " Apollinaris viewed the irv^vfxa or Logos in Christ as the eternal

humanity : probably on the ground of His being the archetype of uni-

versal humanity. To him the Logos was both God and archetypal

man : and that, in the sense of His having become man in an historical

form. The Logos thus revealing that which had been latent in His

nature from the beginning." Apollinaris taught that Christ's humanity

was " of one substance with God {bjxoovaios, avjxcpvros) prior to the birth

on earth, yea, prior to the universe, and was the Companion of God."

(The Doctrine of the Person of Christ, by Professor Dorner, Div. I.,

vol. ii., pp. 372, 373.) Furthermore, though Eutyches himself, ap-

proacliing the subject from still another side and dwelling only upon

the Personality of Christ, distinctly repudiated the doctrine that God

and the human soul were consubstantial (Synodicon Actio i. , ap. Mansi,
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the publication of which was deliberately requested by a

number of other prominent clergymen, the fact is appal-

ling. If such are the teachings of authorized Christian

ministers themselves, Avhat can be expected of the peo-

ple ? Is it any wonder that when the trumpet gives

such an uncertain sound there is confusion in the camp
of the faithful, that the spirit of doubt is on the increase,

and that earnest, straightforward men are asking, " What
is truth ? " Yet this, in itself, is a temperate statement

compared with those of other so-called Christian teach-

ers. It is only one out of many signs of the times, as

it is also only one of the many ways in which the very

language of the Church is being used against the Church

herself. Ileal catholicity, it is said, is not to be tram-

melled by theological distinctions, or belief in the su-

pernatural ; the Orthodox are the heretics ; the Ni-

cene Christian is the sectarian and schismatic ; all men,

whether their creed be Christian or pagan, are one in

Christ Jesus, and the boundaries of His Church are

coterminous with those of the human race. Such is the

confusion worse confounded which, at the present day,

imperils the Faith once delivered to the Saints, and,

when there is so much that is Christlike in the present

attitude of the world itself, when old words have lost

their old meanings, when the genius of the Gospel is

so plausibly arrayed against the historic genuineness of

the Gospel ; when the Church is fought with her own
weapons, when the outer world has become more " Chris-

tian " than Christianity itself, and the moral standards of

unbelief, borrowed from Christianity,^ are held up as

p. 741), we behold in Dr. Parks's statement tlie same confusion of

thought as to the distinction between the divine and human natures

that characterized Eutycliianism.

' ''Yet when we look at them more closely, do not the teachings of

Jesus seem thin and abstract beside the fuhiuss and sweep of modern
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being higher than those of belief, the perplexity of the

most loyal followers of Christ as to where to draw the

line between what is Christian, and what is less than

Christian, becomes great indeed.^

" Breadth " has become the watchword of the times.

There is no stigma more withering in its contempt than

narrowness ; no imputation which men resent or are

more desirous of escaping than the charge of holding

contracted views. In the effort to be broad-minded and
liberal in religion, all ban*iers are being swept away and
the most vital distinctions are being ignored.'^

life and thought ? Has not the world developed a religion and a mo-
rality more complex and many-sided than those which Jesus taught ?

Take, for instance, the general matter of religion. He spoke, as we
have seen, of the loving Father. Have we not learned to know God
as something more vast than this ? Have we not learned to know Him
as manifested in the perfect order of the Universe, in the sublime and

inflexible law which holds the dust of our streets and star-dust and hu-

man souls alike in its grasp ? Does not religion demand a recognition

of this truth also, and must it not shape itself to its demands ? Does

the thought of Jesus in truth furnish more than one factor in that

greater and more complex whole which we call religion to-day ? Have

we any right to call this greater and more complex whole by his name ?
"

—C. C. Everett : The Historic and the Ideal Christ ; The New World,

March, 1892.

' " To suppose that Christianity, as it at present exists among us, is to

supersede all other systems and ideals, would be to narrow fatally the

life of mankind. But to believe that the central moral and spiritual

principles which spring from the lips of Christ, those which make us

conceive of the supreme power as fatherly love and righteousness, and

of man's true life as a communion with that righteous and loving

power ; to believe, I say, that these principles must eventually be recog-

nized as supreme is not only reasonable, but seems to be demanded by

experience."—Fremantle's Bampton Lecture, p. 8.

^ " We are all so eager to be acquitted of narrowness that we are ready

to say there may be a world in which two plus two is not four, and so

give up absolute truth altogether. Who knows, says the new man of

ideas, what we should think about theft if we were poor ? ' Is crime

crime,' asks the questioner, from another point of view. Is there not,

in fact, want of breadth in assuming any data for decision at all ?
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Not only the laity but the clergy themselves, who are

appointed to be the religious instructors of the people,

betray doubt and hesitancy in drawing lines or commit-

ting themselves to definite opinions regarding the issues

that are now constantly arising. When unbelief takes

on the very color of Christian charity and is united so

closely, to all outward appearance, with the solid rock of

Christian truth, it is hard even for the theologian and

Bible student to point out the plane of cleavage between

what is true and what is false in modern Christianity,

and it requires concentration of mind with the hammer
and chisel of individual thought to discover it. But
when once seen it becomes clearer and more evident,

the more closely it is examined. It is to be found, as

we said in the beginning, in the distinction between a

creedless Gospel and the Gospel Creed.

We reply that, while most of the problems of hydraulics remain to be

solved, still the assumption that water will run up hill marks not

breadth of thought, but when it is sincere, incapacity for thinking.

And it is so seldom sincere. Of stupidity let no man complain ; for

man cannot cure congenital deficiencies ; nor shall we, at least, ever

complain of the most determined effort to ' see the other side ;
' but

there is in so many cases no such effort, but a mere affectation of belief

that another side must be. . . . Half the directing classes are talk-

ing as if they did not know whether crime should be punished or no
;

whether the redistribution of property would be beneficial or not

;

whether there can or cannot be anything, even a commandment from

heaven, above a popular vote. They would listen to speakers on a

platform advocating all sides of those questions, just as the audience

did at Chicago, and go away, saying, ' there are two sides even to things

like that.' If they thought so, we could only lament the pulpiness of

the modern brain ; but they do not think it. . . . We are not half

so broad-minded as we pretend to be, and it is a very good thing we are

not ; for if we were, we should by and by be unable to add up accounts

or sow corn, because, perhaps, addition might involve a radical fallacy,

and the expectation of corn from seed was merely an assumption found-

ed on nothing but the long tradition of exceedingly ignorant men."

—

" The Affectation of Breadth," The Spectator, January 20, 1894.
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THE CEEEDLESS GOSPEL.

These modern teachers are now triumphantly declaring

that they have climbed up to a mountain fastness, formed

by nature itself, among the everlasting hills, which

stands above all man-made creeds and which will survive

as an impregnable fortress for the Christian Faith

when these human fabrications fall around it, a mass of

dilapidated ruins. That fastness is the character of

Christ combined with His ethical teachings. We may be

thankful for this as far as it goes—thankful, indeed, that

this outlying stronghold of the Gospels has been dis-

covered and occupied by the outer world, for it means

that ethical evidence is being recognized as a higher

ground for certainty than mere physical evidence. This

is a most significant change in the attitude of unbelief.

When moral proof is regarded as more convincing than

all other kinds of proof, it betokens a great and lasting

advance in the education of the world. But when this

moral proof is triumphantly held up as a substitute for

faith, when it is made the exclusive ground for certainty,

when the moral character of Christ as a religious re-

former becomes the sole criterion of the truth of Chris-

tianity, irrespective of the supernatural facts of Christ's

life, as manifestations of the Son of God, then the Gos-

pel is emptied of its meaning as the Self-Revelation of

God to the sons of men. By all means let us welcome

the advance in the religious thought of the day for what

it is worth, but at the same time, let us remember that

Avhat constitutes a progressive movement in the state of

heathenism, or Nineteenth Century Judaism, or Ethical

Culture, becomes a retrograde movement when it is made
a substitute for faith in any evangelical Christian denom-

ination.
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For what is the certainty of which they boast ? It is

a treacherous guide, which while promising to lead us

along the pathway of highest truth, really conducts us,

not to the Rock of Ages, but to the shifting sands, and

leaves us there surrounded by clouds.

AVhen Ave hear Christian teachers and writers wax-

ing eloquent over the rapid spread of Christianity in

these enlightened days, eulogizing the "splendid, manly

faith in Christ " that is now manifesting itself every-

where ; contrasting the " larger faith " of the times with

the " contracted views " of those who are enslaved by
" dead creeds and institutional religion," and quietly in-

timating that they themselves can dispense with the

miraculous element in the Gospels so long as the mag-

nificent ethical teachings of the Sermon on the Mount
and the unique character of Jesus Christ remain, these

disciples of Christ and religious teachers of the Church

should pause and reflect upon all that is logically and
spiritually involved in these reckless assertions.

. Unconscious as they may be, and often are, of the

fact, these modern apologists for the " larger faith " that

is untrammelled by "dead creeds" are tacitly coming

down to the world's level of thought in denying the

supernatural facts of Christianity as a Revelation from

God of His only begotten Son. We frequently hear

Christian ministers say in reply to this :
" Personally, I

have no difficulty in accepting the Creed. If I did not

believe in the miraculous birth, and physical resurrection

of Jesus Christ, I could not and would not remain in the

ministry of the Church. But I do not see the necessity

of forcing this belief on others. There is an allowable

difference of opinion in the Church upon these matters.

If I have my own personal views they also are entitled

to theirs. The age of dogmatizing has gone, the age of

toleration has come."
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But this is something more than " toleration." It is

playing fast and loose with the fundamental principles of

the Christian religion. In one breath the speaker tells

us that if he could not accept the creed he would leave

the ministry of the Christian Church ; tells us, in a word,

that if he personally denied the Creed, he could not hon-

estly retain the position of a Christian teacher ; in the

very next breath he affirms that those who do not think

as he does may stay in the Church, and some will even go

so far as to state, with John Stuart Mill,^ that they

ought to stay until they are put out. Now what does

this mean ? It means that a man has two entirely differ-

ent standards of Christian belief, one for himself and a

second for others. It means that what would be disloy-

alty to the standards of the Church in his case would not

be disloyalty or dishonesty in theirs. Looking deeper,

it means that the kind of belief which is essential to his

own highest spiritual life and well being is not equally

essential to the spiritual welfare of other men's souls.

At the surface it seems as though this attitude of tolera-

tion were Christlike and generous, but, when we pause

to analyze its meaning, it is found to be the reverse of

real Christian charity. It is in fact, under a new guise,

the old individualistic spirit :
" What must I do to be

saved," regardless of the salvation of others. It is, in a

word, the attitude of a man who, as long as he is safe on

the side of truth himself, is comparatively indifferent

whether others are false or not. But perhaps the speaker

will reply to this, "No ; that is not a true statement of

my position, I lay no such stress upon the supernatural

facts rehearsed in the Apostles' Creed as you imagine,

nor do I hold that the highest spiritual life is dependent

upon belief in them. I simply hold that my convictions

1 Twenty-five Years of St. Andrews, by the Rev. A. K. H. Boyd, vol.

i.
, p. 70.
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happen to coincide with the traditional belief of the

Chui'ch, while those of others do not ; and that it is not

for me to pronounce judgement upon men who have an

equal right with myself to their personal opinions." If

this means anything, it means that the truth of the facts

of the Apostles' Creed is a mere question of opinion. If

so, is it not a mere juggling with words to call an opmion
" a religious conviction " or " belief in the articles of the

Christian faith?" Does not the speaker, by his own
statement, proclaim his own unconscious disbelief in the

supernatural facts of the Gospel ? How can any man
who honestly and religiously believes in the miraculous

Birth, Resurrection, and Ascension of Jesus Christ, be in-

different as to whether others regard these events as only

myths? Is it possible to "tolerate" their belief as on

the same level with his own ? And does it not stand to

reason that the religious teacher who proclaims this kind

of toleration is, all the while, undermining other men's

faith in the truth of the Gospel ? For facts are facts

;

facts are sacred things. Facts, to a man of science, are

worth their weight in gold. We cannot conceive of any

truly scientific man being willing or even able, to tolerate

the opinions or convictions of any other professedly sci-

entific man who denies the force of gravitation. But to

a Christian, the Resurrection and Ascension of Christ

are facts which, in their relation to Christianity, are in-

finitely more sacred and important than any fact of nat-

ure can possibly be, for they stand before him as the es-

sential facts of God's self-revelation to man.

Fm'thermore, when men say, as many among our modern

Church members are so fond of saying, that if some new
Gospel were discovered,^ proving conclusively that Jesus

' Tliis supposition is untenable. Those who are familiar with the

formation of the New Testament canon will see at a glance, the impos-

sibility of the existence of any other Gospel than the Four which have
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Christ was not born of a pure virgin, that He did not rise

from the dead in His human body and afterward ascend

to Heaven, their ground of certainty would remain, while

that of the orthodox Christian would be completely swept

away from beneath his feet, they are simj^ly " hedging."

They stand convicted by their own words as men who
are afraid of the progress of modern criticism and are

cowardlike seeking, before it is too late, to save them-

selves a place of refuge from the coming storm, which,

(as they think) is going to sweep away all the supernat-

ural elements of the Gospel. The Christianity of such

apologists for the faith is not the Christianity of the

twelve apostles, or of the confessors and martyrs of the

early Church, or of the believers of all ages. Whatever

their belief in Christ is, it stands far below the level of

the Faith once delivered to the saints, and when tried by

the Gospel's own tests it will be found wanting.^

always been recognized in the Churcli. Bishop Lightfoot's words on

this point are very emphatic.

"All diligent students of early Christian history must have derived

the greatest advantage on special points from the conscientious research,

and frequently also from the acute analysis, even of writers of the most

extreme school. But it is high time that the incubus of fascinating

speculations should be shaken off and that Englishmen should learn to

exercise their judicial faculty independently. Anyone who will take

the pains to read Irenseus through carefully, endeavouring to enter into

his historical position in all its bearings, striving to realize what he and

his contemporaries actually thought about the writings of the New
Testament and what grounds they had for thinking it, and, above all,

resisting the temptation to read in modern theories between the lines,

will be in a more favourable position for judging i-ightly of the early his-

tory of the canon than if he had studied all the monographs which

have issued from the German press during the last half century,"—Es-

says on Supernatural Religion, Bishop Lightfoot, p. 141.

' "The deliberate unbeliever in'deed, assumes that the creeds mean what

they say and that the Church understands the creeds. Assuming this he

parts company with the Church, because he holds that the statements in

her creeds are, in fact, fictitious. But it may surprise us to find that

there is another form of this view of the fictitiousness of the creeds, and
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THE GOSPEL CREED.

There is a certainty, unknown and inexplicable to tlie

outer world, that comes to the true believer; but the

only pathway to this certainty is faith in Jesus Christ as

the Son of God, and in those supernatural facts of Christ's

life which are rehearsed in the Apostles' Creed.

The Catholic Church of the ages has not been afraid

to commit herself irretrievably and irrevocably to this

belief, and no man can follow on in the footsteps of the

glorious company of the Apostles or the noble army of

that here the critic speaks, not at all in the character of an unbeliever,

but rather in that of an enligMened churchman. All Christian truth,

he says, is true ; even the creeds, in a real sense, represent the truth.

But the Church's understanding and expression of Christian truth in

the creeds, is none the less strictly a misrepresentation of the truth.

Though the truth of Christ lies behind the Church's Creeds, yet they

have so overlaid, and thereby, in strict speech mis-stated it, that it is

only the patience of criticism which, cutting bravely adrift from the

authority of traditional interpretation, has succeeded in discriminating

between the creeds and the meaning of the creeds, and behind what are

practically the fictions of dogmatic Christianity, has re-discovered the

germs of Christian truth. Neither the facts of the life of Jesus Christ,

nor His teaching, nor His consciousness in regard of Himself, were as

we have been taught, but were something different. He never thought

nor taught of Himself as personally God, nor did He perform any mir-

acles, nor did He rise on the third day from the dead. Whatever

scriptures state these things explicitly are proved by that very fact to

be glosses or errors. And yet, all the while, everything is true spirit-

ually. The record of the Incarnate Life is true literally, it may be, at

comparatively few points ; certainly not the story of the Birth ; cer-

tainly not the story of the Resurrection ; certainly not any incident

which involves, or any expression which implies, miracle. But the

Birth, the Resurrection, the miracles, every one of them, represent, in

the most splendid of imaginative language and portraiture, essential

spiritual truths They are fictions, but vivid representations, in fiction,

of fact ; splendid truths, therefore, so long as they are understood to be

literally fictitious, but perversions of truth, if taken for truth of fact."

—

The Rev. R. C. Moberly in Lux Mundi, pp. 262, 263.
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martyrs witliout making their venture of faith. He must

not be afraid to face the consequences of that venture
;

he must boldly proclaim to the world that if the super-

natural facts of the Gospel fail, then everything fails
;

he must have the courage to say, " If Christ be not risen

then is our preaching vain, and your faith is also vain,

yea, and we are found false witnesses of God because we
have testified of God that He raised up Christ. If Christ

be not raised, your faith is vain, ye are yet in your

sins, and they also which are fallen asleep in Christ are

perished."^ He must stand up unfalteringly in the

broad sunlight of the Nineteenth Century, and tell the

people of this age that, without Christ's Resurrection and

Ascension, his religion is gone and Christianity, for him,

ceases to be a Revelation from God.

This, as we said at the beginning, is the issue now
looming up between the Church and the world, and

Christian believers should not shrink from meeting it

face to face. The recent attacks upon the Thirty-nine

Articles, the Westminster Confession, and other symbols

of belief are simply the first skirmishes of the coming

war. The ease with which many of these outworks have

been stormed and carried has given courage and enthu-

siasm to the enemy, and, because many of these posi-

tions were found, even by Christians themselves, to be

indefensible, the cry has gone up that all creeds must

yield to the overwhelming pressure of modern thought.

Events in these days are following one another with a

rapidity that eclipses all expectation ; and before be-

lievers themselves are aware of it—indeed, before they

have begun to realize the nature of the warfare—the ad-

vancing columns of the foe will appear on all sides sur-

rounding the last citadel of the ancient faith. And Chris-

tians of every name will find themselves driven to take

' 1 Cor. XV. 14, 15, 17, 18.
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up arms in defence of the Apostles' Creed itself. He
who would surrender this stronghold might as well go

over at once to the enemy, for if he has any doubt about

the truthfulness of this creed, or its necessity to the integ-

rity of the Christian religion ; if he regards it only as a

relic of the past, or a fetter upon human thought, or the

expression of a faith which the world is rapidly out-

growing, or an outer husk—an historic envelope—which

will be stripped off when the inward germ and kernel of

Chi'istian truth has reached maturity, then he has no

business to stand side by side in the same citadel with

the defenders of the ancient faith, and, to be honest, he

should go where he belongs. The day has come when
Christianity needs to be rescued, not so much from its

enemies as from its friends. There is no neutral ground

between those who hold and those who deny that the

Apostles' Creed contains the essential truth of the Gos-

pels, and the sooner this plain fact is recognized by all

parties the better it will be for the Church and the world.

Nothing is to be gained by glossing over and evading

the issue that is before us. Christian ti'uth is too sacred

a trust to be made the subject of a compromise, and no

man has a right to the ancient name of Christian who is

not willing to fight loyally for the faith once delivered to

the saints as it appears in that ancient confession of the

Church. And if it be objected here that we know more

even of Christian truth itself than those who lived fifteen

hundred years ago ; or that the progress of Christian

thought cannot be fettered by any " static creed," we re-

ply that there is the widest distinction between the Apos-

tles' Creed and such confessions as the " Thirty-Nine

Articles " or the " Westminster " and " Heidelberg Cate-

chisms." For the first is a statement of the sui^ernatural

facts in God's Self Revelation to man ; whereas the lat-

ter are only a human rationale or explanation of the
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consequences that flow from these facts. Indeed, it is

only by a confusion of thought and by a very loose use

of language on the part of those who are ignorant of

theological or ecclesiastical history that such symbols

have ever been called " creeds'' Certainly this name has

never been applied to them in the Christian bodies from

which they emanated. They are strictly supplementary

to the Creed itself. They are professedly of modern ori-

gin, nor has it ever been claimed that they have the sanc-

tion of the Universal Church (unless it be in the case of

the decrees of the Coimcil of Trent). We freely grant

that there may be, nay, that there must he, progress in

doctrine
;

progress in the apprehension of Christian

truth
;
progress in theology ; but, amid all this progress,

the facts of Revelation as set forth in the Apostles' Creed,

stand as fixed and changeless as the facts of nature.^ To
tamper with, or attempt to explain away, those facts is

to alter the whole character of the Christian religion.

And this is the danger that believers must face, in these

times, not only with a clear understanding of its mean-

ing, but with a clear consciousness of the responsibility

that is resting upon them individually. For " personal

belief alone can leaven society. Popular oj)inion de-

pends for its vitality upon the intensity of individual

opinion. And though an opinion that has once found

acceptance commonly retains its form, for a time, when
its real supports have been removed

;
yet, if it be so, the

collapse, when it comes, will be more startling and com-

plete. The reflection needs to be laid to heart at the

' We do not enter liere into the question of the authority of the Ni-

cene Creed. That subject has been briefly touched upon in Chapter X.

Important as it is, it would be aside from the purpose of this work to

devote more space than what has ah-eady been given to that question.

Suffice to say here, that the Nicene includes the Apostles' Creed, and

that it is simply the authoritative interpretation put upDn its facts by

the Universal Church.
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present time, because there is a growing inclination, on

the part of many influential teachers, to represent the

morality of Christianity as independent of the theology

of Christianity. No judgement can be more at variance

with the teachings of history. Our civilization, both in

its gentleness and its strength, is due to the Christian

Faith, and has been supported by Christian institutions.

Whatever we owe to non-Christian sources comes to us

through a Christian atmosphere, and is steeped in Chris-

tian thought. The form must soon pass into corruption

if the spirit be withdrawn. We may then be reasonably

stirred to self-questionings, when we observe everywhere

a general vagueness in religious thought, an unconscious

appropriation of results apart from their conditions.

The necessity of analyzing our convictions and of testing

the application of them is forced upon us. Our Creed

may be a mere vestment cast over a dead figure, and not

an inspiring power ; it may be only the ghost of a faith

which we have killed." ^

CONVERSION OF SOULS NOT THE FIRST RESPONSIBILITY OF

THE CHURCH.

The apostles were sent forth by our risen Lord not to

proclaim the worth of His moral character as a human
reformer or to hold up the ethical value of His moral

teachings as an evidence of the truth of Christianity, but

to be WITNESSES OF His resurrection to the uttermost

parts of the earth ; they were to be inspired and directed

by the Holy Ghost in doing this especial work, and this

is the highest function of the Church. Led by her bish-

ops, she is first of all to bear witness that the Revelation

of God centres in the facts of Christ's life—in His Incar-

nation and Crucifixion, in His Resurrection and Ascen-
^ Gospel of Life, by Bishop Westcott, p. 54.
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sion, and every other duty she has to perform is subor-

dinate to this paramount duty of witness-bearing.

We are in great danger of losing this thought at the

present time. According to the popular idea, the para-

mount duty of the Church is to convert souls : as a natu-

ral result, men put souls first and Christ Himself second,

and endeavour to make the strait and narrow path broader

and wider than Christ Himself made it. In their zeal

to convert as many souls as possible their so-called love

for humanity has outstripped their love for God, and

made them disloyal to Christ. Is there not a false ring

about this enthusiastic modern love for humanity, of

which we hear so much, which will not stand the search-

ing test of the Gospel ? The truest love for our brother

man is to desire that he shall have life eternal by know-

ing the only true God and Jesus Christ Whom He has

sent. We will not help our brother man, nor will the

Church convert a single human soul, by hiding the truth

as it is in Christ Jesus ; for all the most essential facts

of Christianity are directly and immediately divine. The

apostles went forth, the Holy Ghost bearing them vdt-

ness, and converted human souls by preaching the Cruci-

fixion, Eesurrection, and Ascension of Christ. They sim-

ply bore witness to Christ and then left the truth of the

Gospel to do the work of converting souls. Only the pure

Gospel itself can bring divine life to sinful men out of that

fountain of perpetual life which is hid with Christ in God.

There may be those who will reply to this, " then, there

is no hope for the Avorld, for the world will never receive

such teaching. If it be so, then there is no help for it

;

the Church is not responsible for the saving of the world

;

she is responsible for holding up to the world what is

alone a real salvation : if the Avorld will be ignorant let

it be ignorant." ^

^ Milligau on The Ascension of Our Lord, p. 256.
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The Cliurcli cannot tolerate any rival faith, or compro-

mise, in any degree, with unbelief or human sin. So far

from this being an iin-Christlike attitude, the Church of

Christ in thus standing fearlessly against the time-sei-ving

spirit of the age and the power of human majorities, as

an unfaltering witness for the truth of God and the right-

eousness of God, is following closely in the footsteps of

Christ Himself ; so far from manifesting in this an un-

christian spirit, she is drinking in inspiration from His
own fearless and sublime example.

A FORGOTTEN SIDE OF CHRIST's CHARACTER.

The Gospels show on every page Christ's love for hu-

man souls. His passion to save the lost revealed itself

even on the cross. Yet our Lord was constantly offend-

ing the multitudes by His fearless, uncompromising as-

sertion of the truth : and with those who deliberately

clung to their sin and consciously lived untruthful lives,

He could have no dealings. This is the real explanation

of His silence when He stood before men like Annas and
Caiaphas, like Herod and Pontius Pilate. It was no
mere self-restraint. He had absolutely nothing in com-
mon with these men. The whole atmosphere in which
they lived was so false and artificial and foreign to Him i

that He could not speak.

This is a side of Christ's character which is lost sight

of in these days when the world is taking upon itself the

office of preaching a Gospel of love. Christ never sacri-

ficed Divine Justice to Divine Mercj^

Where, in all the writings of the Old Testament proph-

ets, do we find warnings more austere than these words

of the Sermon on the Mount :
" Except your righteous-

ness shall exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and
Pharisees ye shall, in no case, enter into the kingdom of

30
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Heaven ;
" ^ or this charge regarding sin : "If thine eye

oiiend thee, pluck it out, for it is better for thee to enter

into the kingdom of God with one eye than having two

eyes to be cast into hell fire
;

" ^ or this description of

the road to Heaven :
" Enter ye in at the strait gate, for

wide is the gate and broad is the way that leadeth to de-

struction, and many there be which go in thereat, be-

cause strait is the gate and narrow is the way that lead-

eth unto life and few there be that find it
;

" ^ or these

strong statements of theological truth :
" Except a man

be born again he cannot see the kingdom of God ;

" ^

" Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink

His blood, ye have no life in you ;

"
^ "If ye believe not

that I am He, ye shaU die in your sins." ^

It was by such plain, definite, and fearless teachings

as these, in which the sharpest distinctions were pur-

posely drawn, that Christ showed the limitations of a

Gospel of love, and thus aroused the anger and oj)position

of the Scribes and Pharisees. His call was imperative
;

His religion was absolute ; His service demanded such

a complete self • surrender of heart and soul as can be

given to God alone. And there was no promise of salva-

tion to those who rejected that call. It mattered not

whether the multitude listened or turned away from

His message ; with all Christ's intense passion to save

the lost. He paid no attention to human majorities. If

it be asked here what, then, becomes of the majority ?

the reply is that God Himself will take care of the ma-
jority. " ShaU not the Judge of all the earth do right?

"

It is not for the Church to be more merciful than

Christ, her Master, was, or to dogmatize where that Mas-
ter was silent. She has already, as we have said (see

' St. Matt. V. 20. - St. Mark ix. 47.

3 St. Matt. vii. 13. 14. * St. John iii. 3.

^Ibid. vi. 53. ^'Ibid. viii. 34.
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Chapter XIY.), acted upon that principle in her minis-

trations, and has failed ; and every time she renews the

attempt she will repeat the failure.

This undue regard for the majority is one of the

snares of the times. This continual effort to make
Christ's religion liberal enough to embrace all sorts and

conditions of men, and attractive enough to please the

masses who reject Him, is the bane of modern Christian-

ity. The impression has gone abroad that the majorit}^

rule, and that even the religion of Jesus Christ must be

changed and adapted to the ever-changing conditions of

the world, lest it should lose its hold upon the masses.

If ever there was an era when it is needful for the

Church to take her stand against the slavery of mere

social influences, to show all that her aim is not to

please men but to please God, to appear in the eyes of

men as a city set on a hill, and as a beacon light, il-

lumining the surrounding darkness with steady and un-

obstructed radiance, it is in the ending of this nine-

teenth century.

In an age like this, when the " very elect" are in dan-

ger of being deceived,^ of substituting a false for the true

Christ, and of mistaking an unreal for the real Gospel, it

becomes the bounden duty of the Church to dispel this

confusion of mind. For these are days which try men's

souls in a most searching Avay ; when we behold one

Christian sect after another going to pieces before our

eyes ; when the divisions of Christendom are, in them-

selves, one of the most fruitful causes of unbelief in the

outer world ; and when thousands upon thousands of

earnest men are looking for some leading authority

1 St. Matt. xxiv. 24.
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among these disjecta memhra wliicli, faithfully, unfal-

teringly, and consistently bears witness to the highest

truths of Christ's Religion.

Such an authority is to be found in the witness of

the Church, and she must point out the distinction

between a Creedless Gospel and the Gospel Creed, and

make it so clear that all men may see exactly where

and on which side they stand. Of course, in so doing

she will set herself in opposition to the whole tone of

modern thought. On every hand her members will be

told that the spirit of sect-making and division is gone,

that in its place a loving spirit of Christian charity

which emanates from Christ Himself is spreading over

the world, drawing together and unifying not only the

dismembered fragments of Christendom, but also the re-

ligions of the world.

It is true that the days of sect-making and division

are passed and gone, and that the blessed, unifjdng spirit

of charity is accomplishing wonderful results for the

cause of Christ ; but that spirit is now passing—nay, it

has already passed—into an utterly unreal exaggeration,

and the sooner the Church utters her protest against that

exaggeration, the sooner the clouds that hide the truth

of God will be dispelled.

So far from creating a new sect, such action will in-

duce a contrary effect. It will reunite and draw to a

common centre, as defenders of the faith, those now dis-

membered fragments of Christendom. For the old his-

toric Creed is a symbol broad enough and comprehensive

enough to embrace all believers in the supernatui'al Gos-

pel.i

' Already tlie Nicene Creed is the acknowledged expression of faith

in the major part of Christendom, and one can scarcely take up a Chris-

tian serial in these days, which expresses the mind of orthodox believ-

ers in any evangelical denomination, without finding there the cry for
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THE BATTLE-GROUND : FACTS VERSUS SPECULATIONS.

In meeting the issue and proclaiming that no sect or

school or religious teachers have a right to the name of

Christian who deny the supernatural facts of the Gospel/

the Church is occupying an impregnable fortress, and

her members should realize the strength of their own
position. Not only have they the expressed belief of the

Apostles and the plain and simple meaning of the New
Testament on their side, but they have also the unani-

mous voice of the Church. For nineteen hundred years

the unfaltering testimony of all Christian experience has

expressed itself in the same way. The trumpet has

never given an uncertain sound, and everyone who has

ears to hear will distinguish that same sound rising clear

and distinct to-day above all the uncertain and discord-

ant voices that greet our ears in this nineteenth century.

Even those who deny the Creed hear it ! The very man-

ner and tone of voice with which they approach the de-

fender of the ancient faith—much as they profess to pity

his narrowness—show that they accord to him inwardly,

not only the stronger position, but the stronger religious

some such action on the part of the defenders of the faith. And it is

one of the most significant signs of the times, that devout and earnest

Christian believers are becoming more and more impatient of condi-

tions in which they are unequally yoked together with unbelievers, and

have to welcome and receive, as of the household of faith, those who
preach a different Gospel from that of St, Paul and the Apostles. Every

year the tension and strain is growing greater, and the open acknowledg-

ment of irreconcilable differences that really exist, and which no exer-

cise of charity can cover up, will be an inexpressible relief to thousands

of Christian men who now feel that they are placed in a false position,

where they are obliged to ignore, for charity's sake, the Faith of the

^ " I do not deny that Unitarians may be Christians, but I am sure

that Unitarianism is not Christianity."—S. T. Coleridge.
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convictions. He is certain ; they are uncertain. Again,

tlie battle is a battle for historic facts against modem
theories. These facts are all on the side of the defender

of the faith, not on theirs who oppose the historic Gospel

;

and the opposers have nothing to set against them but

human surmisings about probabilities ; nothing to bring

up on the other side but scientific, ethical, and philo-

sophical reasonings Avhich relate to a lower sphere of ex-

istence than that of Christ, the Son of God ; nothing to

substitute in their place but human speculations.

The issue is one in which the believer in every way

occupies the coign of vantage. It is for him an issue in

which he has on his side Bible history. Christian his-

tory, and all religious experience ; an issue that the

simplest and most uneducated can comprehend, and in

meeting which he may have the joyous consciousness that

the difficult burden of proof—or rather of disproof—lies

altogether, through the providence of God, on the oppo-

site side.

WITNESSES FOR CHKIST.

Our Lord was arraigned before the high court of the

Sanhedrim, not on account of His ethical teachings or

because He stood forth as a human reformer, but because

He claimed to he the Son of GocU And when, tried and

condemned to death under this charge. He stood before

Pilate and was asked to give an account of Himself,

His answer to the Roman governor was, " For this cause

came I into the world, that I should bear witness to the

truth ; every one that is of the truth heareth My voice."
^

Then He died and rose again from the dead, showing by

this sign, for all time, that He was the Son of God ; and,

as we have said before, the Apostles were sent forth and

1 St. Matt. xxvi. 63 ; St. John xix. 7.

' St. John xviii. 37.
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tlie Christian Cliurcli was raised up to be a perpetual

witness to the truth of His Resurrection. Before the

gaze of the early Christians there stood those never-to-

be-forgotten scenes, of Christ Himself facing the whole

world in Pilate's Judgement Hall, and dying and rising

again as a Witness to God's truth, and then calling upon
them to stand at His side. Hence, the whole energy

and life of the primitive Church concentrated itself into

this one aim of bearing unfaltering witness, and every

article of the Creed was promulgated, consecrated, and

sealed with the blood of the early martyrs.

The Christian witnesses (i.e., " martyrs ") of the nine-

teenth century may not, like those of the first, be re-

quired to seal their testimony with their life-blood, but

the duty of bearing witness to the primitive faith in the

same way that the Apostles and first Christians did, re-

mains and is as needful in these times as it ever was.



CHAPTER XYIII

THE CHRISTIAN'S KNOWLEDGE

SYNOPSIS

I. The need of Educated Witnesses becomes an imperative neces-

sity to-day, when the fundamental principles of Christianity

are being assailed. This need to be met (a) By Catecheti-

cal Instmction of the Young
; (6) by the Character of Pulpit

Teachings
;

(c) by Frequent Meetings for Communicants.

II. The Value of Communicants' Unions : {a) As an opj)ortunity

for more effective co-operation between clergy and people
;

{b)

in creating that bond of brotherhood and sympathy between

Communicants themselves, that existed in the Primitive

Church ; (c) in studying how Christian believers may follow

the Sociological Teachings of the Sermon on the Mount, in

the complex conditions of modern civilized life.

AYe have thus far dwelt only upon the attitude of the

defender of the faith and the moral courage required of

him in these times. There is another need that is equally

important. As a witness for Christ the believer should

" be ready always to give an answer to every man that

asketh him a reason for the hope that is in him," ^ and

know how to defend his position whenever it is assailed.

And here the duty of the clergy themselves comes to the

forefront. In these days, no other work that a pastor has

to do can, for one moment, vie in importance with the

careful and systematic instruction of his people in those

principles of the Christian faith that are set forth in the

Creed.

In the Episcopal Church perhaps a larger opportun-

1 1 Peter iii. 15.
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ity for doing this work is afforded, than is possessed

by most other Christian bodies :

First, because the Apostles' Creed is the baptismal

Creed—the Faith that is explicitly professed when every-

one by baptism is made " a member of Christ, the Child

of God, and an inheritor of the Kingdom of Heaven."

This brings the great facts of the Gospel home to every

child's heart, and applies them to its own life in the one

way of all others that will awaken its strongest interest

and attention. The pastor should take advantage of,

and utilize, the golden opportunity thus afforded to im-

print the teachings of the Church Catechism and these

articles of the Creed upon the minds of the young so in-

delibly that they can never lose sight of them ; to ex-

plain them so clearly that Christ's life will ever stand

before them as a living, eternal reality ; and to impress

upon the consciences of the children the fact that they

who, in their baptism, were signed with the Crusaders'

sign, are to stand forth in defending this faith " as

Christ's faithful soldiers and servants to their life's end."

Second, because, for the older members of the congre-

gation, this same faith is interwoven with all the teach-

ings of the Christian Year, which, in itself, is nothing

less than a series of festivals and fasts commemorating

in order the Gospel facts which the Creed enumerates.

And, although no fixed rule can be laid down about such

matters, it would be well if our pastors, in these days,

instead of preaching on Sundays to the unconverted

world, would take it for granted, as the Church service it-

self does, that the majority of those present are already

Christian believers. Instead of dealing Avith negations,

or endeavouring to accommodate their sermons to the

ears of unbelief, they should direct all their efforts to the

positive work of strengthening and developing the faith

of the faithful. If warnings and denunciations are need-
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fill, and they are needful in these times, it is better that

the preacher should denounce the unbelief and warn

against the example of an outside world, than that he

should treat those who are with him in the House of God
itself as the actual offenders. The latter course would

be the more sensational, but surely, except on very rare

occasions, it is the less helpful.^ We are persuaded that

if our clergy acted more firmly on this principle of preach-

ing positively the Gospel of certainty through faith in

the Facts of Christ life, and spent less time in dwelling

upon the difficulties of unbehevers, there would be a help-

fulness in their instructions that would not only stimulate

the spiritual life of believers themselves, but also come
as a genuine message of the Gospel to those unbehevers

who are present as outsiders, but who, notwithstanding

their habitual outward demeanor and language, are, in

their souls, secretly hungering and thirsting for right-

eousness. But even thus the preacher will be hampered
and paralyzed by the consciousness that he is addressing

a mixed audience of many men of many minds regarding

' Many of our clergy in these days are afraid of the charge of " pro-

fessionalism," and, to avoid it, are preaching "the layman's Gospel."

It used to be said that the Church pulpit is " coward's castle," by which

it was meant that the Church clergy there took the opportunity, when
no layman could answer them, of making assertions that, in the outside

world, every unbeliever would instantly challenge and brand as false.

But the Church itself is no place for such arguments. On the contrary,

it is the place, of all others, where the clergy are expected to deliver

with unfaltering voice Christ's own message to human souls, leaving for

the lecture-room, discussions with others about Christian evidences.

The Christian pulpit has come to be in these daj'S, in a new and differ-

ent sense, " coward's castle." The devout and earnest laity expect their

pastor to be their courageous religious leader and teacher in things per-

taining to God, and if. through fear of newspaper criticisms or the opin-

ions of an outside world, he hesitates to deliver the message, or trims it

to suit the popular taste, or speaks with the ever-present consciousness in

his mind of the way in which an outside world will receive his words,

he is cowardly shirking the very work which Christ gave him to do.
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the one thing needful. Indeed, Christ Himself was

obliged to exercise a certain reserve and to clothe His

spiritual instructions in the form of parables when He
was speaking to the careless multitudes. His more

spiritual instructions in regard to the inner meaning of

the Gospel He imparted to His Apostles privately.^

In this every pastor should follow Christ's example.

communicants' unions.

The greatest opportunity that he has for strengthen-

ing the spiritual life and educating the minds of his

parishioners, lies in an instrumentality which should be

far more widely and systematically utilized than is now
the case ; and that is the Communicants' Union. There

should be one of these unions in every parish. Its rules

should be so few, so simple and elastic, that all may join

it without feeling that there is any greater tax upon their

time or means or conscience, than the Gospel itself re-

quires, and yet strict enough to make the Communicants'

Union a help and bond of brotherhood to all its mem-
bers .^

The rules, such as they are, should relate only to gen-

eral principles of action and those duties which are ob-

served by most conscientious communicants.^

1 St. Matt. xiii. 10-18.

' Of course there is the temptation to spiritual pride, self-righteous-

ness, and Phariseeisra to be guarded against ; and the great danger of

drawing a line between communicants and communicants is to be ever

borne in mind. But so long as the rules do not relate to details about

religious acts, almsgiving, attendance upon the Holy Communion, de-

votional study, etc., there will be little or no opportunity afforded for

such pernicious distinctions in the household of faith.

^ In some parishes the following few rules have been found helpful

:

Every member of the Communicants' Union is expected :

1. To come to the Holy Communion frequently—as often a.s circum-

stances permit and the sense of duty calls.
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Here, in the Communicants' Union, the pastor has a

working body of earnest-minded men and women, in

every sphere of life, whose loyalty to Christ is unques-

tioned, whose sense of the Christian responsibilities of

life is developed, who are striving, like the parish priest

himseK, to follow the pattern of life that is held up in the

New Testament, and who share and sympathize with his

own hopes and anxieties regarding the spread of Christ's

kingdom on earth. There should be regular monthly

meetings of this Communicants' Union, and all the com-

municants of the parish should be invited to attend these

gatherings, whether they belong to the Union or not.

The parish priest now stands in the midst of his own
spiritual family. Those present are the earnest few

among the careless, lukewarm masses, who by a process,

not of religious election but of religious selection, are

most fitted to be witnesses for Christ. The doors are

closed, not because these have shut the world out, but

because the world has separated from them. The little

band of faithful ones within are of one heart and one

mind, and in such a presence the pastor feels that he can

speak to sympathizing ears and responsive hearts on the

subject of loyalty to Christ. Here, then, there is the

golden opportunity of forming a trained band of wit-

nesses for the Master. All are willing to work for Him>

if the way is only pointed out, anxious to learn more

about the definite principles of the Christian faith, filled

with the spirit of self-sacrifice for Christ's sake, and glad

to bear the reproach of the cross. And in proportion

to the greatness of the opportunity is the degree of re-

2. To endeavor to read the Word of God daily.

3. To remember, in daily intercession, tlie work of the parish, and es-

pecially the spiritual influence of the Communicants' Union.

4. To remember every morning, in an act of faith, the responsibility-

resting upon every communicant as a Witness for Christ.
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sponsibility resting upon the pastor himself in conduct-

ing these meetings. Of all places this is the very last,

either for indulging in vague platitudes and generalities,

or for dilating upon unimportant doctrines and minute

directions regarding ritual observances. The meetings

should be half educational, half devotional. The pas-

tor's instructions should be very carefully and prayerfully

thought out and prepared beforehand—very practical in

character—and they should be explanatory of the kind

of life that a witness for Christ, in these days, should

live, especially in defending the faith of his baptismal

Creed. This, of course, will necessitate a thorough

series of instructions upon the different articles of the

Creed, following somewhat the line laid down in the

preceding chapters ; showing plainly the supreme im-

portance of these supernatural facts of the Gospels, if

Christ's religion is really a revelation from God, and then,

setting forth suggestions as to the attitude and actions

of those who stand before the world as witnesses for

these facts. In this way the communicants of the Church

will be gradually led to see for themselves, and gain an

intelligent comprehension, of the true position of Chris-

tianity in relation to the world, and a helpful conscious-

ness both of what is required of them as its defenders

and the way in which they are to meet the world. In

the language of Canon Gore, " Jesus Christ undoubtedly

intended religious belief to rest upon a double basis. If

we watch the method by which, in the Gospels, conviction

is represented as being generated in the minds of the

Apostles, we find that it includes both inward faith and

outward evidence. On the one hand our Lord, more

perhaps than any other master, caused His disciples to

be educated by external events, ordering circumstances

and letting them teach ; and He chose for His apostles

men of such sort as are most simply receptive and least
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possessed by a priori ideas. Christianity in a unique

sense is a religion produced by outward facts, and pro-

moted by the witness of those who saw. On the other

hand, Jesus Christ deliberately made His appeal to faith,

properly so called, and educated in His disciples the

faculty of faith, and challenged and welcomed its spon-

taneous activity, and refused to demonstrate mathemati-

cally what He wished men to belieye ; nay, rather He ap-

pears as giving men loop-holes for escape and not press-

ing conviction too forcibly upon them. He did not, for

example, ajopear after His resurrection to unbelievers,

but to believers ; which means that this crowning miracle

-was to be used to confirm an existing faith, not to create

it where it did not exist.

Jesus Christ then taught by events, He made His apos-

tles not so much prophets as witnesses ; but He also pos-

tulated a will to believe. It is faith based on evidence

that He wishes to generate, but still faith." ^

A LONG-FELT NEED.

Dean Church in his writings has again and again told

us that the Oxford movement of fifty years ago origi-

nated in the deep dissatisfaction of its leaders Avith the

low level of modern conventional Christianity, in the

sharp and painful contrast that it presents to the kind

of life w^hich the New Testament portrays, and which the

early Christians lived ; and in their earnest desire to in-

fuse into a lukewarm and backslidden Church somewhat

of the spirit of New Testament times.

Those leaders have gone, but the work that they have

done lives after them, and however widely men may differ

from them on theological questions, never was the purity

of their aim so widely appreciated as it is to-day. If

' Gore's Bamptou Lectures, pp. 62, 63.
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their appeal was understood by but few of the men of

their own generation, it has influenced the Hfe of the

whole Anglican branch of the Church, not only in Eng-

land but iu America and the colonies, in a succeeding

generation, and the contrast which they felt so keenly

between the high level of the Christianity of the New
Testament and the low level of the Christianity of mod-

ern civilization, is now a subject that is being earnestly

and prayerfully considered by many thoughtful Christian

leaders.

The question to be solved is one of no little difticulty,

and the more it is pondered the more perplexing it

grows. How can a follower of Christ, in the altered

conditions of these days, and amid the constant demands

that modern civilized society is making upon his time

and means and strength, live such a life as is described

in the Sermon on the Mount? It is plain that there

should be no lowering of the high aim that is there en-

joined by Christ. It is equally plain that when social

life has become so complex and the right proportion,

not only of conflicting social duties, but of the rela-

tion of religious to social duties, has become so difiicult

a question to decide, that the most earnest Christian

believers are often greatly perplexed as to how they shall

live consistently with that high aim, without forsaking

that state of life in which it has pleased God to call

them. It is with them not a question between right and

wrong, but between two rights, and what is now needed

is a general consensus among conscientious Christian

men and communicants of the Church, as to the way in

which the principles of the Sermon on the Mount are

to be practically applied to the conditions of modern civil-

ized life.

Yet while that life, with its varied obligations, has now
become so exceedingly intricate that no one man or class
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of men can decide for another, or measure the relative

value of conflicting responsibilities which others have to

assume, the conviction is becoming stronger and stronger

that a higher standard of Christian living is needful, and

that there ought to be a more definite line than is now
drawn between those whose citizenship is in Heaven

and those who are merely citizens of this world.

It is the pressure of this conviction which has given

rise to the " Christian Social Unions " of England and

America, and the numbers who have joined these unions

on both sides of the Atlantic are an evidence as to how
widely the need of some such organization is realized.

As another step in the same direction. Bishop Westcott,

in his recently published book on " Social Christianity,"

has set forth some very valuable suggestions regarding

united social effort on the part of Christians.^

Again, the Eev. Charles Gore, writing for the Oxford

Christian Social Union, goes even further than this, and

sketches a more definite plan whereby the Christians of

these days may interpret the Sermon on the Mount, and

apply its principles to the conditions of life in this cen-

tury.^

^ Bisliop Westcott's words are too long to be quoted liere, but as they

are too helpful to be abridged, we have placed them in an appendix, to

which the reader is referred. (See Appendix II.)

'^ " 1. We need a careful organization of Christian moral opinion—that

is, a new Christian casuistry. The new casuistry will be a formulating

in detail of Christian moral duty, with a view to seeing, not how little

a Christian need do in order to remain in Church Communion, but how
a Christian ought to act. It will need combined labour of experienced

men, who are before all things Christians, in the different walks of life.

I think it would be possible, perhaps, for the Christian Social Union to

form small circles of representative men in each district, where special

occupations prevail, or within the area of special professions, to draw

up a statement of what is wrong in current practice, and of the princi-

ples on which Christians ought to act. A central body would mean-

while be formulating with adequate knowledge the general maxims of
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All these suggestions are valuable, and they show
unmistakably the way in which the wind of Christian

thought is blowing. The kind of organization which

they indicate is undoubtedly needed, and those bodies

which have been already formed have been blessed in

their efforts to unravel the tangled skein of Christian

duty, by throwing not a little light upon some of the

larger social problems that are now perplexing us. But
when it comes to the more practical side of daily Chris-

tian life—the life which most Christian men and women
are living—these larger organizations, which are formed

to deal with more general social questions, afford less

help ; and it is quite possible that here, in the Com-
municants' Union of every parish, may be found the

very agency that is needed to produce the most practical

and lasting results. For here we have a body of earnest

believers taken from every rank of society, and created

by no artificial process, but by the normal and natural

Christian living. I do not see why ten years' work should not give us

a new Christian casuistry, that is, a general and applied statement of

Christian moral principles. To what better work could the Christian

Social Union devote itself ? When it was done by private means, it

might come under more ofl3.cial sanction.

"2. So far as we have our Christian code now, or are on our way to get

it, we shall league ourselves together to observe it. I do desire that the

Christian Social Union shall become a widely ramifying league, through

all classes, of persons anxious before all else to prove to themselves, and

so to others, that they really own Jesus Christ as their moral Master.

They would, therefore, be bound to protect one another in cases where

loyalty to principle means loss of work. And masters and men anx-

ious to serve Jesus Christ would be drawn together. I believe we un-

der-estimate, not over-estimate, the number of such persons.

''3. We should do again what was done in the early monastic move-

ment, as it is represented in St. Basil's rule. We should draw together

to centres, both in town and country, where men can frankly start

afresh and live openly the common life of the first Christians."—The

Social Doctrine of the Sermon on the Mount, by the Rev. Charles Core,

p. 14 ff.

31
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conditions of parish life. It is composed of men and

women who are striving to live the life of the A'postles'

Creed, and this is the only way in which Christians can

attain that standard of spirituality described in the Ser-

mon on the Mount, for the latter is simply an effect of

which faith in the facts of the Creed is the energizing

cause. And if, connected with the monthly meetings of

these Communicants' Unions, Christian conferences could

be held in which these earnest-minded believers, coming

with their rich, accumulated experiences in every sphere

of life, could consult together regarding the practical line

of action which should be taken by those who would con-

sistently live as citizens of the kingdom of Heaven, the

effect would be very invigorating upon all who participate

in the discussions.^

' Of course there would be an obvious danger in sucli conferences

of a spirit of censoriousuess, tlirougli force of whicli, harsh, and un-

kind judgements might be made upon those communicants who are

satisfied with the present low standard of conventional Christian living

;

but no advance movement can ever be made in this world toward any

definite good without giving rise to, and becoming the occasion for,

correspondingly definite evils. In this instance, the good far out-

weighs the possible evil ; and for the following reasons : (1) Those who

are present are responsible men and women who are loyal in heart and

conscience to the law of Christ. (2) However uneducated they may be

in worldly Ways, they have a cultivated moral sense, and the lessons of

their own Christian experience to guide them and keep them from evil

speaking. (3) They have a positive aim which, by its very positive-

ness, will lift them above the contemplation of mere negations ; they

have a high ideal of life before them, and the first duty of those who

are to be witnesses for Christ is to fulfil His New Command, '* By this

shall all men know that ye are My disciples, if ye have love one to an-

other." (4) In the Sermon on the Mount itself the wickedness of judg-

ing others is most strongly and earnestly emphasized by Christ. (5)

The parish priest, in conducting these meetings, will be keenly alive

to the dangers of censoriousuess to which they will give rise, in propor-

tion to the definiteness of the discussions regarding the daily actions of

men or classes of men, and, therefore, cannot fail to warn those pres-

ent against lowering their high ideal by yielding to a censorious spirit.
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In this way the rectors of parishes could not fail to be

brought in closer contact with the inner life and tempta-

tions of their people. In this way many side lights

would be thrown by many men of many minds upon the

difficulties and obstacles, the temptations and misrepre-

sentations, the opportunities and advantages, that arise

in different walks of life, in aiming for a higher standard

for Christian living. In this way the preacher of the

Gospel would gain, from the actual experiences of his

own people, many practical and useful hints regarding

the true rule of action in following that standard. In

this way the attention of the people themselves would be

concentrated upon the pre-eminence of Christian duty,

upon the importance of their conscious and unconscious

influence as communicants of the Church, and ujDon their

responsibilities as citizens of the kingdom of Heaven, in

standing forth as witnesses for Christ in that sphere of

worldly activity or that state of life in which it has

pleased God to caU them. In this way those communi-
cants would be able to feel, without any unnatural sepa-

ration from their earthly environment and friends, that

they and the little band of their fellow-communicants

are really of one heart and one soul with the Communion
of Saints, and belong to that organic body Avhich com-

prises the glorious Company of the Apostles, the goodly

Fellowship of the Prophets, the noble Army of Martyrs,

and all who have lived, or are now striving to live, the

New Testament life. In this way our modern believers

would find the kind of help that the early Christians had,

when they met together in caves and catacombs as a lit-

tle band misunderstood by, and separate from, the outer

world. Like those witnesses of the primitive Church,

they would gain the inspiration and stimulus which comes

from association and concentrated effort in following a

high religious aim ; they would be brought face to face.
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tlirougli the interchange of Christian sympathies, with

the realities of Christian discipleship, and not feel that a

spiritual atmosphere is so unreal as it seems to the outer

world. ^

Last but not least—when we pass beyond the limits of

every individual parish, and consider what the effect will

be if, in multitudes of parishes, pastors and people to-

gether are definitely and systematically, earnestly and

perseveringly aiming to live the life of the Apostles'

Creed—in this way, and through the accumulated wis-

dom of so many Christian lives, many practical and help-

ful suggestions could not fail to be evolved regarding

the practical interpretation of the Sermon on the Mount

in relation to the needs, the complex conditions, and so-

cial demands of the nineteenth century, without in any

way lowering its high ideal of Christian duty.

' In modern Christian life the Methodist system of "classes" and
" class leaders," with all its crudeness, gives ns a glimpse of the kind

of spiritual influences that accompany such associated Christian efforts

in the cause of Christ.



CHAPTER XIX

THE CHEISTIAN'S JOY

SYNOPSIS

I. Christianity is a Religion of Optimism. The Joy of Believing,

however, has been dimmed in these latter days, because a

Cloud has come between us and the broad sunlight of the

Gospel. The reasons for the appearance of this earth-cloud

are {a) the False Optimism of the world
;

(b) a one-sided

Christianity.

II. The False Optimism is due to the fact that the World itself

is now preaching Divine Love and Human Salvation in a false

way. The progressive Gospel of the Age, accordingly, charges

the old Faith with being Uncatholic, Uncertain, and Un-
changeable.

The Church meets the charge of {a) Uncatholicity by show-

ing that the Gospel of the Age gains a false Catholicity

by compromising with sin, and that no unrepentant sinner

can know either the Peace of God or the Joy of Deliver-

ance
;

{b) Uncertainty, by showing that the real uncer-

tainty is on the side of the world itself, not on that of the

Christian believer. If the world preaches the Gospel, it

must, perforce, preach a Religion of Uncertainty, and
Perplexity is the painful result. This is a sorrow not of

God ; {c) Unchangeahleness, by showing that the world

has substituted the Sovereignty of Man for the Sov-

ereignty of God. The result of this is to make the high-

est truths appear unstable and dependent upon the prog-

ress of human knowledge. The Christian believer re-

poses in the sure confidence that the Self-Revelation of

God in Christ can never change. This alone brings

Peace.

III. Modern Christian thought has become one-sided. In dwell-

ing, almost exclusively upon the thought of a Crndfied Christ,
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it has lost sight of the Reigning Christ. Thus the Analogy of

the Faith is destroyed. This is seen when we contrast the

Gospel of the Age with the Epistles of the New Testament.

IV. Christ is on the Throne. The Triumphant Consciousness of

this truth makes Joyousness the Crowning Characteristic of

the believer's life.

The Christian's joy—We have left this subject to the

very last that it might be presented in all the heavenly

light of those eternal truths of God that we have been

pondering in preceding chapters. Christianity from be-

ginning to end is a religion of optimism. Its sublime

evangel is that God is Love, that Christ is the Light

of the World, and that the kingdom of Heaven is at

hand.

The Gospel is "God's Story ;
" the Gospel is " Glad

Tidings
;

" the Gospel has come as good news from

Heaven, to high and humble, to rich and poor, to young

and old, for nineteen hundred years. This optimism

of the Gospel, however, finds but a feeble echo in the

breast of the present generation. The triumphant con-

sciousness it should create is a lost experience. Chris-

tians of other days breathed an atmosphere of praise and

thanksgiving and joy in the Holy Ghost, but the bright

sunshine of that atmosphere has somehow gone, and

when we contrast the comparatively joyless life of the

modern believer, with the typical Christian life described

in the New Testament itself, it almost seems as though,

in this particular respect, we were passing through one

of the " dark ages " of the Christian era. Yet the cloud

which has temporarily intervened between us and the

open heaven is wholly earth-born and unreal ; and every

Christian believer should recognize, and see for himself,

the causes which have produced it. Those causes are

two : the first is
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THE FALSE OPTIMISM OF THE GOSPEL OF THE AGE.

We are living in days when the outer world has caught

the inspiration of the Gospel message. It has witnessed

the ever-growing power of Christianity, as age follows

age. It has seen that this power over human hearts lies

in the joyousness of its proclamation, and the world it-

self, in these latter days, is enthusiastically preaching

divine love, universal salvation, and the progress of

Christianity, in such a way as to seem to throw the an-

cient faith into the shade, and make it abnost pessimistic.

We said, in the beginning, that the followers of this

modern Gospel object to the Church's Creed on the

grounds (1) of its uncatholicity ; (2) of its uncertainty

;

and (3) of its unchangeahleness ; (see Synopsis of the

First Chapter) and when orthodox believers are thus

charged with a want of charity and appreciation of God's

mercy, with substituting mere speculations for eternal

realities, and with clinging to a rigid Creed which fetters

aU development of religious thought, it is no wonder

that to the world the old faith appears narrow, austere

and sad. But it is only by contrast luitli an utterly unreal

optimism that it appears to lose its hriglitness ; for let us

examine into these charges.

ici) Tlie Charge of Uncatholicity.

If there is one characteristic which, more than all

others, shines out in Christ's words and actions, it is

His passion to save the lost. He wiU have all men to

be saved. The moment, therefore, any believer becomes

filled with the spirit of his Lord, his one supreme, all-

mastering desire thereafter is to love others as Christ has

loved him, and bring the blessed truth of the Gospel

home to every heart. But here, at once, an obstacle
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looms up in a spirit of antagonism on the part of tlie

world itself. The (iospel of Christ is catholic, but

sin is separation. The world clings to its sin, and no
Christian believer can overlook or compromise with

human sin ; on the contrary, the more he breathes the

spirit of Christ the more he realizes the curse and false-

ness of sin. It is because the Church echoes the Gos-

pel message of Christ Himself :
" Bepent ye for the King-

dom of Heaven is at hand " that she seems uncatholic.

Her so-called "narrowness" comes from the fact that she

denounces sin and proclaims that the only possible way
of escaping sin is through repentance, and faith in a cruci-

fied and risen Saviour. The Gospel of the Age, on the

contrary, gains a false catholicity by completely ignor-

ing the sinfulness of sin, in its proclamation of divine

love and universal salvation. Then, when the blackness

of sin has been veneered with a gilded glory, and its

dark shadows painted out, the Gospel of the Age con-

trasts its own generous freedom, attractiveness for the

people, and hopeful tone, with the older type of religious

life, in which repentance, and conversion from sin to the

will of God form so prominent a place.

But all the while the sin is there, and the conscious-

ness of this sin persists in the heart of humanity. The
only peace that can come to a man who denies his sin is

the peace of a dead conscience. He shuts himself out

from knowing the truth. Ignoring that which separates

him from God, he thereby becomes ignorant of a life of

union with God, and of the joyous power that comes

from conscious deliverance from sin. Here, the limi-

tations of the Gospel of the Age become so sharply

defined that we can try its spirit " whether it be of

God." While, on the one hand, the Christian's sorrow

for sin is portrayed as unreal, and orthodox believers

are looked upon as an introspective class, who, from
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some defect in constitution or temperament, take un-

liealtliy views of life, and have a morbid, exaggerated

sense of wrong-doing, on the other hand, the joys of

the Christian Hfe are described as equally unreal. They
are regarded by some as the result of a poetic tempera-

ment, by others as sentiments that are created by looking

too fixedly upon the " mystical," and neglecting the prac-

tical side of life, while others still, even go so far as to say

that the only real happiness of life comes to those who
have learned to outgrow the high ideals of their youth.

The believer knows, from his own experience, that the

highest, holiest joy of earth comes only to those who live

in conscious union with God, by a complete surrender of

their wills to Christ, and that the peace which passeth

understanding belongs to him alone who is at peace with

God. But he cannot explain these realities to men, who,

by clinging to their sin, are in a state of separation from

God, for it is a law of human nature that no man can

comprehend a quality of life that is higher than his own
consciousness. On which side, therefore, is the real nar-

rowness ? And on which, the real catholicity, the real

brightness ? Which can most truthfully lay claim to the

true optimism—the Gospel of the Age, or the Faith once

delivered to the Saints ?

(b) TJie Charge of Uncertainty.

The world is imperiously proclaiming to-day that the

Orthodox Faith emphasizes as indisputable facts, those

things that are merely human speculations about an un-

known God. With an exultant pride in human progress,

which apes humility, it preaches humanitarianism and
loudly asserts that thinking men, if they become Chris-

tians, must narrow the circle of their beliefs to a practi-

cal basis. To meet this tone of thought, and convert the
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world, the Gospel of the Age is holding up "the New
Theology," of which we hear so much. This is nothing

less than a substitution of an ardent glorification of hu-

man wisdom for the sober knowledge of God, and al-

lowing the world to usurp the place of the Church as a

Christian teacher. The result might have been foreseen.

The world, in its ignorance, knows not God. This is a

truth which rings through the New Testament. St. Paul

tells us that the true knowledge of God is foolishness to

the worldly wise,^ and Christ Himself warns us that the

Holy Ghost is " the Spirit of Truth AVhom the world

cannot receive, because it seeth Him not, neither hioiveth

Him." ^ If Agnosticism becomes the popular creed of

the world, this is no more than might be expected. It

is only a corroboration of what the New Testament it-

self teaches regarding the conditions of worldly life.

When, therefore, the Gospel of the Age accepts the

world's interpretation of Christian truth, it must, amid

all its enthusiasm for breadth, paradoxically submit to

the narrow limitations of a worldly apprehension of

God, and hence arises the modern confusion of rehgious

thought regarding the truths of Eevelation.

It stands to reason that if the world preaches Christ

and becomes our authoritative teacher as to the verities

of the Christian faith, its preaching will be the glorifying

of uncertainty. It must, perforce, proclaim uncertainties

instead of certainties, and throw the burden of its own

ignorance upon the Church of Christ. Such uncertainty

may seem to the spirit of the age, in the falseness of its

boastful pride, to be satisfjdng truth, but in reality it

means dissatisfaction, perplexity and gloom. And this is

the penalty visited upon those who subject themselves

to the influences of the Gospel of the Age. So surely as

Christian believers yield to its seductive spell, so surely

^ 1 Cor. i. 18-29. ' St. John xiv. 17.
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will tliey become separated from the realities of the

spiritual world and tind a dark cloud of perplexity com-
ing between them and the open heavens. That weary,

disturbed state of uncertainty regarding revealed tiiith,

which is now so prevalent, is wholly earth-born. As the

flame of a candle throws a shadow in the sunshine, so this

is the shadow cast back upon Christian ground by an

earth light that is interposed between it and the Sun of

Righteousness. It is a sorrow that is not of God : it be-

longs to the world itself, not to the Christian life.

There may be, indeed, honest and sincere seekers

after God, who are perplexed in mind by the scientific

or philosophical speculations of the day, and yet who
have never had the oppoi-tunity of breathing a clearer

atmosphere of religious truth. We should be the

very last to condemn such men as "heretics." Even St.

Thomas Aquinas, the " Angelic Doctor " of the Roman
Church itseK, tells us that " if a man is not joertinacious

in his disbelief, he is, in that case, no heretic, but only a

man in error." ^ A "heretic" means "a chooser," and
not until one deliberately and knowingly sins against

the light, by substituting his own opinion for revealed

Truth, as the Scriptures teach and the Church of God
has received the same, is he to be classed as such. But
all this while the Christian believer is not, for the sake

of charity, to come down to the level of those who know
not God ; he is to be a witness, and, if possible, an

instructor to them, of the things pertaining to God,

especially as regards the need of faith. The Apostle

St. Thomas has become the tutelar saint of the present

day, and the way in which a spirit of doubt is now ideal-

ized as a spirit of truth confuses many. The doubter

is the hero even of the modern sentimental novel. But

St. Thomas was rebuked by the risen Christ for his un-

1 Summa Theologica, Part II., Divis. ii., Q. V. Art. 3.
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belief, and tlie last beatitude of the Gospel, as Bishop

Westcott points out, was breathed upon those " who
have not seen and jei have beheved." And was there

not, at that time present, another apostle upon whom
this blessing came ?

The really heroic life is not that of St. Thomas, but ol

St. John, who believed in the Resurrection even before

our Lord was seen by any human eye.^ It is the life of

faith, not that of doubt, and its heroism is joyous, not

sad. For to the eye of faith the risen Christ reveals

Himself in the Power of His Eesurrection and His di-

vine life. Instead of being, in any way, uriknowBhle, God,

and Christ as God, are inoj^e knowable to the Chris-

tian believer than any other being or thing in the whole

world. This thought runs like a golden thread—a clew

to the highest truth—through St. John's Gospel, and it

reaches its climax in those words of Christ's High-

Priestly prayer: "This is life eternal, that they might

know Thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, Whom
Thou hast sent." ^

(c) The Charge of Unchangeahleness.

The cry of progress is the very watchword of the

times. Our whole atmosphere is charged with the elec-

tricity of hope, and when the storm-clouds gather, the

thunderbolt falls on all kinds of teaching which seem to

impede the onward progress of humanity to its goal.

Hence narrowness is the invective, of all others, which

thunders most loudly against the Creed of the Church.

And from the side of unchristian thought it has great

apparent force. The world of to-day is, in every way,

far in advance of the world of Martin Luther's day, of

Athanasius's day, and of St. Paul's day. " Why should

1 St. Jolni XX. 8. - Ibid. xvii. 3.
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we be trammelled by what men thought of Christ and

Christianity in the times of the Caesars ? " is the popu-

lar cry ;
" Inspiration comes not from what men thought

and knew centuries ago, but what they think and know
now ; not in looking backward but forward ; the civili-

zation of the present is far in advance of all that bygone

ages ever dreamed ; their highest flights of fancy did not

soar so high as that social state in which we live ; why,

then, should we be fettered by the rehgious ideas of a

dead and buried past ? " Under the pressure of this rul-

ing idea there is not only a present feeling of antag-

onism against all forms of Church dogma, but even

against the belief that Christianity is an unchangeable

Revelation of God ; and the Apostolic Faith itself is

condemned as a " static creed."

Let us pause a moment to see what this means. As we
have said before, there are two ways of regarding Chris-

tianity. Either it is a religion in which man seeks God,

or one in which God seeks man. If it is the former, then

the Gospel of the Age is right. It is irrational under

such conditions to look any higher than the progress of

human thought, for highest truth, for the Revelation of

God is in the evolution of the human race, and Christian-

ity, like all other things, must keep pace with the chang-

ing conditions of human advancement.

But if, on the other hand, Christianity stands before

us as the religion in which God seeks man, then it cannot

possibly change. It is fixed and unalterable as the laws

of nature, for it is the SeK-Revelation of the God of

Nature. If it occupies this position there can be nothing

above it, nothing beyond it. We are to be influenced

and governed by the facts of Christ's life just as abso-

lutely as we are by the facts of nature ; we are to draw

aU our highest inspirations from them, and not from the

progress of the world, in reaching a solution of all the
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religious and ethical, political and social problems o£ the

time ; and so far from a fetter, this will be the highest

stimulus toward the advancement of civilization. For
the Christian feels and resj)onds to the cry of progress

as earnestly as those about him ; he keeps echoing as he

moves onward the very words of St. Paul, "forgetting

those things that are behind, and reaching forth unto

those things that are before, I press toward the mark ; "
'

but the mark is not, as with the world, the evolution of

the human race, it is "the high calling of God in Christ

Jesus :
" it is progress, not away from Christ, but toward

Christ. As Christians, we are to grow up unto Him in

all things Who is the Head of the natural and spiritual

worlds, and to look forward to the day when, in the dis-

pensation of the fulness of times, God will gather to-

gether in one, all things in Christ both which are in

Heaven and which are in earth. If our religion is any-

thing less than this ; if the Incarnation and Crucifixion,

the Kesurrection and Ascension, are not to us the mys-

tery hidden from the foundation of the world,^ and the

steps by which the Man Christ Jesus ascended to His

throne in Heaven, then we unseat Him from His throne,

and must, perforce, deny the meaning and resign the

inspiring power of all these fundamental truths of the

Christian religion. Such is the strong, positive, ener-

gizing, comprehensive faith in Christ that breathes in

the writings of St. Paul and all the apostles,^ and it is

altogether different from the temporizing and flaccid kind

of belief proclaimed by the Gospel of the Age.

Has not the cry of progress, which is so exhilarating

to the multitudes, passed into an exaggeration and. an

utterly unreal sentiment ? Is it not, in that form, a

1 Phil. iii. 13, 14. ^ gee Eplies. i.

^ Commentary on the Epistle to the Colossians, by Bishop Lightfoot,

p. 124.
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mere passing expression of present-day thought, and an

enthusiasm generated by the discoveries and inven-

tions of this past century, and by that subtle spirit of

pride in the achievements of humanity which they have

created ? And can such an exaggeration last long ? It

is true that the desire for progi-ess is a universal in-

stinct, but deep down in the human heart there is an-

other craving that is just as importunate. It is the cry

of a soul which longs for rest, for security, for the repose

of a life which has found the highest truth. It is the

cry of a man who looks up to God and says :

" Change and decay in all around I see,

O Thou who changest not, abide with me."

It is the cry of him who turns from the successes, the

experiences, the shallow enthusiasms, and boasted knowl-

edge of men, with the prayer :

" O God, Who art the Truth, make me one with Thee

in everlasting love. I am weary of reading, weary of

hearing others. In Thee alone is the sum of my desires.

Let the whole world be dumb before Thee, and do Thou
only speak to my soul."

For, amid all its boasted progress, its enthusiasm for

humanity, its glorification of the sovereignty of man, this

age has lost its hold upon, and its appreciation of, the

sovereignty of God. Before the majesty of that truth the

very heavens and earth shall flee away. It is not oblit-

erated because it has thus di'opped out of the conscious-

ness of those about us. The Christian believer, as he

recites his Creed, finds comfort in that very unchange-

ableness which the world stigmatizes. He reposes in

the joyous conviction that Jesus Christ is the same yes-

terday, and to-day, and forever. His only fear is that

the rising, fitful mists of an unbelieving age may obscure

to his eyes the vision of the eternal throne in heaven

;
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or that the hoarse shout of the multitude on earth below

may drown in his ears that sound of praise from the

multitude above, which is rising afar, " as the voice of

many waters and as the voice of mighty thunderings, say-

ing, Alleluia, for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth." ^

And this brings us to the second cause for the joyless-

ness of oui' modern religious life

:

A ONE-SIDED CHRISTIANITY.

St. Mark's Cathedral in Venice is popularly regarded

as one of the wonders of the world, and thousands are

the travellers who now make a pilgrimage to this his-

toric shrine of art and beauty. But there is in St. Mark's

a spell that surpasses even its artistic attractions. Its

atmosphere is that of the Te Deum itself. As we enter,

we behold, on all sides, the Bible written in stone. As
we gaze upon the pictured mosaics on walls and roof we
are surroimded, everywhere, by the men of whom the

world was not worthy. While high above all, amid the

molten gold of the domes overhead, stands the Saviour

of the world ; and, as we pass from porch to altar, we

pass under the shadow of His life, and walk with Him
from Bethlehem to Calvary. But here comes a surprise.

In this duomo of the Middle Ages the Crucifixion scene

is not where we should expect to find it, nor where we,

with our modern ideas, would place it—in the highest

and most conspicuous part of the sanctuary. The Cru-

cifixion and the Eesurrection itself are portrayed on the

soffit and spandrel of the low bending arch between the

domes of the nave, while high up, in the golden sunshine

' Rev. xix 6. When this truth of the omnipotence of God in Christ

is realized, how utterly strange and unreal seems that kind of faith

which is bolstered up by an expression of public opinion ; or by a sen-

tence in praise of Christianity from the lips of an unbeliever !
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of the central dome itself, sitting upon the throne of

heaven in glory, is the ascended Christ—our reigning

Prophet, Priest, and King.

We are wont to look back to the days in which this

venerable cathedral was built, as the dark ages of the

Church and the world ; and dark they undoubtedly were,

in many respects, when compared with the enlighten-

ment of the Post-Eeformation era ; but is there not, in

this shrine of the olden time, a lesson of faith ; a lesson

of triumphant joy ; a lesson regarding the inner meaning
of Gospel truth, which Christians, in these days, may
well ponder and lay to heart ?

View the contrast between past and present. The
Sa^dour of the world to whom the believer of present

times almost exclusively looks is the dying Christ. In

the most realistic sense he knows nothing in his religious

life but Jesus Christ and Him Crucified. There is little

or no place either in His theological thinking, or His
devotional life, for the Kisen and the Ascended Christ.

The Saviour of the world, to whom believers of past

times, with St. Paul and the whole Primitive Church

looked, was the Eeigning Christ,^ and St. Paul's circu-

' The strongest emphasis is laid upon this truth in a work by the

Rev. Professor Briggs that has been published since this book was placed

in the hands of the printer. We quote here the following striking pas-

sage from Dr. Briggs's book : "The Catholic Faith of Christ's Church is

expressed in the earliest of the Creeds, that which bears the name of

the Apostles. The proportions of that Faith have been destroyed in

most of the modern systems of theology, which exaggerate one-third of

its clauses and depreciate or neglect two-thirds of them,

. . .
" The faith of the Apostolic Church was fixed upon the Mes-

siah, enthroned at the right hand of God, ruling over the Church, and

soon to come in visible presence to reward the faithful and to condemn

and punish the unfaithful and the wicked. This is the normal Chris-

tian attitude at all times, looking upward to the enthroned Christ and

looking forward to His Parousia.

'•The Christian Church of Western Europe, under the influence of

32
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lar letter addressed to the different churches ^ in the vi-

cinity of Ephesus, began with the prayer that they might

know " what is the hope of God's calling ; what the riches

of the glory of His inheritance in the Saints ; what the

exceeding greatness of His power to us-ward who believe

;

according to that working of the strength of His might

which He wrought in Christ, when He raised Him from

the dead, and made Him sit at His right hand in the

heavenly places, far above all rule, and authority, and

power, and dominion, and every name that is named not

only in this world, but also in that which is to come,

. . . and gave Him to be the Head over all things to

the Church." '^ And second, that they who are in Christ

might have the eyes of their understanding opened to

see and know "how God hath quickened us together

with Christ, and raised us up with Him, and made us

to sit with Him in the heavenly places, in Christ

Jesus." ^

This conception of the Eeigning Christ and the union

of the Chm^ch on earth with Him, was a dominating con-

sciousness with the Apostolic Church. The New Testa-

ment Christians not only lived in the Presence of the

King, but they were in daily expectation of His coming

again to judge the quick and the dead. And so far from

this being a misapprehension of the truth, as it is so often

the Augustinian theology, has been looking backward and downward in-

stead of upward and forward. . . . Accordingly, religion has been

sad, gloomy, and sour. In the doctrine of Christ it has been living in Pas-

sion Week, following the Stations to the Cross, and bowing in penitence

before the Crucifix. This is a very inadequate and one-sided Christi-

anity. It is not the Christian faith of the Apostles. It is not that form

of Christian theology which is to transform the world."—The Messiah of

the Gospels, by the Rev. Charles A. Briggs, D.D., Preface, pp. ix., x.

' We have adopted here Bishop Lightfoot's explanation of the Epis-

tle to the Ephesians. See Commentary on the Epistle to the Colos-

sians, et al.

' Ephes. i. 19, 30, 21 ; R. V. 3 ibid. ii. 5, 6; R. V.
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described by oiu* modern critics, it was the exact reverse.

For Christ Himself portrayed such watchfuhiess as the

normal condition of mind in His followers. It was the

result of Christ's own training, when He was with them
on earth. And even after the Ascension itself—after Je-

rusalem had been destroyed and a half-century or more

had passed away—the message sent down from the

throne in heaven is the same in character. The last

words recorded in the Xew Testament as having been

spoken by the Lord Jesus are: "Yea, I come quickly;

Amen !
" ^ When St. Paul tells us that the Christian is

dead with Christ, risen with Christ, in the "Heavenly

places with Christ," he means not only that the believer has

begun on earth the life of heaven ^ but that he is already

surrounded by the issues of eternity, and that these real-

ities will be obscured—falsified—if they are measured by
earthly ideas of life and death, or space and time.

This eager anticipation of Christ's speedy coming is

characteristic of the Christian life, and he who has it not

is sure sooner or later to lose the right perspective, or

rather the right relations of natural to spiritual truths.

Moreover, that feeling of expectation, it will be observed,

was shared in common by all the prophets of the Old Tes-

tament and all the Apostles of the Kew.^ It is, in fact,

the only attitude in which we are able to see and appre-

hend the highest truths of Christ's Kingdom ; the only

attitude in which we may realize how continuously " the

^ Revelation xxii. 20. - See also St. John. iii. 36.

^ It is true that the Apostles eagerly expected Christ's coming, but it

is also true, on the other hand, that, taught by Christ Himself, they sadly

looked forward to a great backsliding, a falling away from the faith of

the Gospels, until the time of the Gentiles should be fulfilled before

Christ's Second Advent. The two truths were present side by side in

their minds, and we should never forget this. See and compare St.

Matt. xxiv. 4-28
; St. Luke, xxi. 8-25

; Romans xi. 12-28 ; 2 Thess. ii.

1-9 ; 2 Tim. iii. 1-14 ; 2 Peter iii. 1-10.
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Lord is at hand " in all that we say or do ; the only atti-

tude in which we can, while walking this earth, live in

possession of the unsearchable riches of Christ, and know
and feel the highest joy of believing.

THE LIFE OF PRAISE.

Hence, when we read the writings of those men who
were taught by Christ Himself, we are lifted up above

ourselves and the lower world. We are in the company

of those who, on this earth, are breathing the atmos-

phere of Heaven, and living in the very Presence of the

unseen King ; and the Epistles of the New Testament

resound from beginning to end as one hymn of thanks-

giving, in which is constantly heard the clarion call of

Faith, Hope, and Charity. The same note is heard, sub-

sequently, in the writings of the Post-Apostolic Fathers,

as, in the second century, they keep looking up to Him
" Whom, having not seen, they lo^«e, and in Whom,
though now they see Him not, yet believing, they rejoice

with joy unspeakable and full of glory." And so it con-

tinues, on through the Christian ages. When we turn to

the Book of Common Prayer, in which the devotions of

those ages are crystallized and handed down to us, we find,

that though the public services begin with the confession

of sin, they soon lift us up out of ourselves into an at-

mosphere that is charged with praise ; while the Com-

munion Office itself—the only service of public worship

which traces its origin back to Christ's own institution

—

is an unending Eucharist and thanksgiving feast.

Here, we have the normal life of real witnesses for God
and His Christ ; anything less than this is abnormal, less

than the New Testament life, less than the life that the

saints of all ages have lived, less than all those have felt

who have walked " by faith and not by sight."

The Christian life may have its sorrows and its trials,
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but its joys are always more tlian its sorrows, its vic-

tories come from its very defeats ; and the sufferings of

this present time are not worthy to be compared with

the glory that shall be (nay, which is notu) revealed in

Christ's disciples. Thus, in the varied fulness of its ex-

periences, its commingled joy and sorrow, glory and suf-

fering, divine strength in the midst of human weakness,

divine triumph wrung out of human failures, divine

Fellowship in the midst of worldly loneliness—it stands

before us as the richest, freshest, most heroic of all lives.

The consciousness of power grows stronger and strong-

er in the believer's heart. He is ceaselessly discover-

ing that God is right and that the world, when it

opposes God, is wrong ; ceaselessly discovering that the

horizons of eternity are wider than those of earth, and

that he is in possession of " the powder of an endless life

noioy This discovery means ever-increasing joy and

satisfaction. Anything less than this is, as we have just

said, unnatural. The Christian believer soon finds in

his own experience that if he would have true views of

life and duty he must cultivate a joyous and thankful

state of mind, for the moment he yields to doubt or

gloom his vision becomes distorted and his perspective

false. Even his repentance and sorrow for sin are clouds

with a silver lining. In the background is always the

consciousness of being forgiven, and of living in union

with the reigning Christ. He is in Christ in the heav-

enly places. Whatever his human mistakes, shortcom-

ings, perplexities may be, he is being surely led by the

Spirit of Truth into all truth ; whatever his sorrows and

trials are, he has the indwelling Presence of the Com-
forter, inspiring him with an unending spirit of thanks-

giving and bringing the remembrance of Christ's Avords

of " good cheer " ^ to his heart.

^ St. John xvi. 33.
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Tims, the " New Song of the Redeemed " ^ is begun

ah'eady on the earth by the Church Militant ; and its

ringing keynote is sounded by St. Paul, when, as his eye

scans the scene of the conflict here, and then the far

horizons beyond, he breaks forth in that triumphant out-

burst of praise :
" We know that all things work together

for good to them that love God, to them who are called

according to His purpose. What shall we say then to

these things ? If God be for us who can be against us ?

He that spared not His Own Son, but delivered Him up

for us all, how shall He not, with Him, also freely give

us all things ? Who shall separate us from the love of

Christ ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or

famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword ? Nay, in all

these things we are more than conquerors, through Him
that loved us. For I am persuaded, that neither death,

nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor

things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth,

nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us from

the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." ^

' Revelation xiv. 2, 3, 4. ^ Romans viii. 28 seq.
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THE apostles' CREED

In answer to Prof. Hamack's recent pamphlet upon

the Apostles' Creed and its late origin, we here append

some of the more ancient creeds of Christendom, in order

that the reader may see for himself how little foundation

there is really for the charge.

The facts enumerated by Prof. Harnack are a twice-

told tale to all theologians, but for those who have no

time or opportunity to examine the truth for themselves,

we would here state that the idea or tradition that the

Creed was the actual production of the Apostles them-

selves, has been rejected, since the Keformation, by all

competent scholars. Thomas Cranmer was particularly

anxious that this tradition should not gain credence in

the English Church. And Nowell's Catechism allows

the alternative view that it " loas first received from the

Apostles' oion' mouths, or most faithfully gathered from
their luritings.'" It has been in accordance with this

supposition that the Creed has been received everywhere

in recent years. The old traditional name of the Apos-

tles' Creed was retained, (1) because the New Testament

shows us that the Apostles actually had some " form of

sound words;" and, (2) because every article of the Creed

in question can be proved from their own words as re-

corded in the Gospels, the Book of Acts, and the Epis-

tles of the New Testament. It is a veritable resume of

New Testament teachings, and, therefore, may fitly re-

tain its ancient name of the Apostles' Creed. One word
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more : in comparing this Creed with others that are given

below, it will be observed that, though there are verbal

variations, the sense is the same, and that the great facts

of om* Lord's life stand out in all, with the same sig-

nificant distinctness. The very variations in other re-

spects bring out the unity of faith regarding these great

facts.

The comparison, for example, between the Apostles'

Creed and the Old Roman Creed, of which Prof. Har-

nack makes so much, reveals only the following differ-

ences : In the Eoman Creed (1) the words ^^ Maker of

Heaven and earth " are omitted. (2) The phrase " Who
teas horn of the Holy Ghost from the Virgin Mary " is

used, instead of "Who was conceived of the Holy Ghost,

born of the Virgin Mary." (3) The phrase " Crucified un-

der Pontius Pilate and buried " is used, instead of " Suf-

fered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and bur-

ied." (3) The words "He descended into Hell" are

omitted altogether. (4) "m" is used for "to" in the

article "He ascended into Heaven." (5) " Sitteth at the

right hand of the Father'' is used instead of "Sitteth at

the right hand of God the Father Almighty.'' (6) " And
in the Holy Ghost, the Holy Church, the Remission of sins,

the Resurrection of the body (carnis) " is used instead of

the articles / believe in the Holy Ghost, the Holy Catho-

lic Church, the Communion of Saints, the Forgiveness of

Sins, the Resurrection of the body (carnis), the Life

Everlasting.

The wording of the two may be different, but is there

any alteration in meaning ? any change in doctrine ?

One might as well say that because we render the

words Carnis Resurrectionem in English as the " Resur-

rection of the body," and say " And the life everlasting
"

instead of " The life everlasting," we have a different

creed from the Apostles' Creed.
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We will now let the creeds speak for themselves. We
have here singled out a few, among the large number of

professions of belief that have come down to us. It will

be observed that all retain the peculiar characteristic

model of our Lord's Baptismal formula (S. Matt, xxviii.

19) and of the Apostles' Creed. If the reader desires

fuller information, he will find it in " The Creeds of

Christendom," by the late Prof. Philip Schaff, D.D.,

LL.D., from which the following forms were taken : in

the collection of Mr. Heurtley, in Mr. Swainson's " Nicene

and Apostles' Creeds," and in a very excellent little work
" On the Apostles' Creed in Relation to Primitive Chris-

tianity," by Rev. Dr. Swete, of Cambridge University,

England.

THE ORIGIN OF THE CREED.

" Jesus came to them and spake unto them, saying,

All authority hath been given unto Me in Heaven and

on earth. Go ye, therefore, and make disciples of all

nations, baptizing them into the Name of the Father and

of the Son and of the Holy Ghost : teaching them to

observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you :

and lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the

world."—S. Matt, xxviii. 18, 19, 20. {Revised Version.)

This cJiarge of the Risen Jesus to His Apostles, and this

haptismal formulafrom His own lijjs, is the nucleus, first,

of the haptismal creed, and then, of the larger form of that

creed adopted by the Catholic Church.

References in the New Testament to Some Early

AND Apostolic Forms of a Creed.

S. PAUL.

" Thanks be to God that whereas, ye were servants of

sin, ye became obedient from the heart to that form (pat-
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tern) of teaching whereimto ye luere delivered,'"—Kom. vi.

17.

—

Revised Version.

Having then gifts, differing according to the grace that

is given to ns, Avhether prophecy, let us prophesy ac-

cording to the proportion of faith (or according to the

analogy of the faith Kara ttjv avaXoylav ttj^ Trlo-retog),—
Kom. xii. 6.

" O Timothy, guard that which is committed unto thee

(the deposit, rr^v irapa^rjKrjv or TrapaKaraS^ijKTjv), tiu'ning

away from the profane babblings and oppositions of the

knowledge which is falsely so called ; which some pro-

fessing have erred concerning the Faith."—1 Tim. vi. 20,

21. Revised Version.

"Hold fast the form of sound loords'' (or, E. V., "hold

the pattern of sound words," viroTvircoaLv vytaLVovrcov

Xoycov) " which thou hast heard of me in faith and love

which is in Christ Jesus."—2 Tim. i. 13, 14.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBKEWS.

" For when, by reason of the time, ye ought to be

teachers, ye have need again that some one teach you

the rudiments of the first principles of the oracles of

God."—Heb. v. 12. Revised Version.

" Having a great High Priest over the House of God,

let us draw near with a true heart, in fulness (or full as-

surance) of faith, having our hearts sprinkled from an

evil conscience and our body washed with pure water

;

let us hold fast the confession of our hope that it waver

not."—Heb. X. 21, 22, 23. Revised Version.

ST. JOHN.

"Hereby know ye the Spirit of God. Every spirit

which confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is

of God, and every spirit which confesseth not Jesus is

not of God."^—1 John iv. 3. Revised Version.
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" If any one cometli unto you and bringetli not this

teaching {ravrrjv ttjv ScSa^yv) receive liim not unto your

house."—2 John x. Revised Version,

ST. JUDE.

" I was constrained to write unto you, exhorting you
to contend earnestly for the faith which was once for all

delivered imto the Saints.'"—Jude iii. Revised Version.

THE PEIMITB^ CHURCH.

" The Eimiich said : See, here is water ; what doth

hinder me to be baptized ? And Philip said, If thou be-

lievest with all thine heart thou mayest. And he an-

swered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son
of God."—Acts viii. 36, 37.

This verse has been omitted from the Kevised Version,

and rightly so, because it is not contained in the best

uncial MSS. ; and is given up by the best critics {e.g.,

Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford,

AYestcott and Hort, et al.), as an interpolation made to

suit the baptismal service of the Early Chui-ch. But as

it is found even in Irenaeus and Cyprian, it is quoted

here as showing not only the custom of the Church in

the century after the Apostles, but the prevalent belief,

at that early date, as to the apostolic origin of a baptis-

mal confession.

Ignatius of Antioch. A.D. 107.

epistola ad trallian08, cap. 9.

The following passage is no creed or part of a creed,

but it shows what facts of the Gospel history were most

prominent in the mind of the famous bishop and martyr

Ignatius of Antioch, and the Church of his age, in op-

position to the Gnostic heretics, who resolved the birth,
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death, and resiuTection of Christ into an unreal and de-

lusive show or phantom {BoKrjcriq, hence Docetse). The

parts in brackets are from the longer Greek Kecension.

Ka>(f)Oi)?ii]T€ ovv, orav v}uv X'^P'-^

'irjCTOv XpLCTTov XaXrj Tis>

[tov vluv TOV GfoGJ,

rov eK yevovs [yevoixevov] Aa/3io

TOV eK Mapias

6i tiXjySooy eyevvrj'^T]

[kui eK 36o{! Koi eK irap'^evov . . .

dX-q'icos dueXa^e crccfia 6 Aoyos

yap crap^ iyevero Koi eTroXiTeu-

aaro civev dpaprias . . .],

e(f>ay€U re Kal eniev [aXr^Sws],

aX?;3cos edtd^x'^r] «Vi IlovTiov IltXd-

TOV,

aXrj'^cos [de, koi ov doKfjaei] earav-

pd)?jT] Koi dne^avev

OS Ka\ dXrj'^cos rjyep'^T] ano veKpwv

[kuI dvearr] 8ui Tpia>v r}p.€pu>v],

eyeipovTos avTov Tov Yiarpbs av-

Toii

[xat TeaaapuKovTa rpxepas avvhia-

rpiyj/as tols 'ATrooToXots,

dp€XT](p?irj npos TOV Uarepa,

Kai cKaStcrev eK 5e|ia)i/ avTov,

nepipevoiv eoos civ reSoocrii/ ol e^'^pol

avTOV VTTO Tovs TTodas avTov],

Be deaf therefore when any

would speak to you apart

from (at variance with) Jesus

Christ.

[the Son of God],

who w^as descended from the

family of David.

born of Mary,

who truly was born

[both of God and of the Virgin

truly took a body; for the

Word became flesh and dwelt

among us without sin . . .],

ate and drank [tnily]

,

truly suffered persecution un-

der Pontius Pilate,

was truly [and not in appear-

ance] crucified and died . . .

who was also truly raised from

the dead [and rose after three

days],

His Father raising Him up . . .

[and after having spent forty

days with the Apostles,

was received up to the Father,

and sits on His right hand,

waiting till his enemies are put

under His Feet]

.

IREN.EUS. A.D. 180.

Iren.eus was a native of Asia Minor, a pupil of Poly^

carp of Smyrna (Adv. Ha3r., Lib. III., cap. 3, § 4 ; Euseb.

H. E., V. 20), and througli him a grand-pupil of St. John,

the Apostle. He was Bishop of the Church at Lyons
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(Lugdunum), in the south of France, in 177, wrote his

great work against the Gnostic heresies about 180, while

Eleutherus (d. 185) was Bishop of Eome (Adv. Hser., Lib.

III., cap. 3, § 3), and died about 202.

FlKST FOEM.

(Contra Hsereses, Lib. I., cap.

I., p.

'H fxiu yap eKKXrjcria, Kalircp ko^

6Xr]S Ttis o\KOVfJl.€L'T]S €U>S TTepaTcov

Trjs yr)s diecnTapp-eurj, Tvapa be

TUiv ^AnoaToXoiv koI tcov eKeivoiv

jxa^iTjTcov TrapaXa^ovaa rrjv \tv'l(j-

rLv\

ft? em Qeov, Harepa navTOKparopa,

Tov TTeiroirjKOTa tov ovpavbv^ Koi

TTjU yi]v,

Koi ras ?iaXa.a(Tas, Koi ndvTci to. iv

avTol^, tt'kjtiv

Ka\ €Ls eua XpicrTou ^It](tovv, tov

Ylbv TOV Qeov,

TOV aapKtii^evTa vnep Trjs f)iJ.€T€pas

acoTrjpias'

Koi els Jive Vpa ciyiov,

TO diet tSv 7rpo(f)r]Ta)V KeKr]pv)(6s

Tas oiKovopias Ka\ Tas eXevcreLS

\Tqv eXeva-iv, adventiwi],

KOL Trjv €K Uap'^evov yevvqa-iv,

Ka\ TO TraSof,

Ka\ TTjv eyepaiv eK vcKpwv,

Kal TTjv evcrapKov els tovs ovpavovs

dvaXrj'^iv tov rjymvqpLevov Hpiar-

Tov ^Irjaov, tov Kvpiov rjpccv,

Ka\ Triv eK. Ta>v ovpavoav ev tt} do^f]

Tov IlaTpos napovaiav avTov,

eVi TO dvaKe(f)aXaiuKraa^ai to. Trdv-

Ta,

10, ^1, Opera, ed. Stieren, Tom.

119.)

Tlie Church though scattered

through the whole world to

the ends of the earth, has re-

ceived from the Apostles and

their disciples the faith,

m ONE God, the Fathek Al-

mighty,

Who made the Heaven and the

earth,

and the seas and all that in

them is,

and IN ONE Chkist Jesus, the
Son of God,

Who became fleshfor our salva-

tion ;

and IN the holy ghost,

Who through the prophets

preached the dispensations

and the advents [advent]

and the birth from the Virgin,

and the passion,

and the resurrection from the

dead,

and the bodily assiimption into

Heaven of the Beloved Chkist

Jesus, our Loud,

and His appearingfrom Heaven,

in the glory of the Father,

to comprehend all things under

one head,
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Kai avaa-TTjcrai nacrav crapKa Traarjs

av^ptoiroTTjTos,

Iva "KpiCTTa 'irjaov, tco Kvpico f)p.cov,

Koi 6fa), Km 2(OTrjpL, /cat /SacrtXei,

Kara tt]V evdoKiau tov Uarpos tov

dopdrov, 77dv yfJi'i' Kdp.y\fr] (ttov-

pavlcov Koi eniyeicou Kai Karax^o-

VL(ov, KOL ndaa ykoicrcra c^ofMoXo-

yrjcrrjTai avrS, Kai Kpiaiv St/cuiai/

€V TOLs Tracri Troirja-ijrai, rd fxeu

TTvevpLaTiKa rj]S novrjpias, Ka\ dy-

yeXovs TrapajSelBTjKOTas, Kai (v

dnoaTaaia yeyouorasj Ka\ rovs

acre/Sets-, Ka\ ddiKovs Koi dvo/jiovs

Kai ffKaa(ljr]p.ovs tcov avSpcoTTcoi'

els TO ala)Viov irvp TTep.i^rj tols 8e

8iKaiois, Ka\ oaioLs, Kai rds ev-

ToXds avTov Terrjp-qKoa-i Kai iv rrj

dydnrj avTov dLafjLefxevTjKoat, rols

an dpxrjs, rols de (K p-CTavo'ias,

^corju ;^apio-d/Liei'o?, d(p'^apoiav

8copr](TT]Tai, Ka\ 86^av alcoviav

7r€pL7TOLr]aij.

and to raise up all fiesh of all

mankind,

that according to the good

pleasure of the Father in-

visible, every knee of those

that are in Heaven and on

the earth and under the earth

should bow before Cheist Je-

sus, our LoED and God, and

Saviour and King, and that

every tongue should confess

to Him, and that He may ex-

ecute righteous judgement over

all ; sending into eternal fire

the spiritual powers of wick-

edness, and the angels who
transgressed and apostatized,

and the godless and unright-

eous and lawless and blas-

IDhemous among men, and

granting life and immortality

and eternal glory to the right-

eous and holy, who have both

kept the commandments and

continued in His love, some

from the beginning, some

after their conversion.

Tertullian. A.D. 200.

FiEST Form.

(De Virginibus Velandis, cap. I.)

Eegula quidem fidei una omni-

no est, sola, immobilis, et ir-

reformabilis credendi scilicet.

In Untctoi Deum Omnipotentem,

mundi conditorem
;

et FiLiuM EJUS, Jesum Chris-

tum,

The Eule of Faith is altogether

one, sole, immovable, and ir-

reformable—namely, to be-

lieve.

In one God Almighty

the Maker of the tvorld ;

and His Son Jesus Christ,
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Datum ex Virgin e Maria,

crucifixum sub Pontic Pilato,

tertia die resuscitatum a mor-

tuis,

receptum in coelis,

sedentem nunc ad dexteram

Patris,

venturum judicare vivos et mor-

tuos

per carnis etiam resurrectionem

born of the Virgin Mary,

crucified under Pontius Pilate

on the third day raised again

from the dead,

received in the Heavens

sitting now at the right hand of
the Father,

coming to judge the qxdclc and the

dead,

also through the resurrection of

the flesh.

The Peivate Creed of Aeius.^ A.D. 328.

nttrrevo/iey eis em Gfoi/,

narspa navTOKpaTopa •

Km els Kvpiov 'irjcroiiv Xpicrrov,

TOP viov avToVf

Tov €^ avTov npo ndvTcov tq)P alco-

voiv yeyevvrjevov^

Seoy \6yov,

di ov TO. iravra iyevero, ra re iv

Tois ovpavois Koi ra eVi r^j y?/?,

TOV KareXSoi/ra /cat capKUi^evTa,

Koi TraSoVrn,

Koi avacTTCLvra,

Koi aviK'^ovTa els roiis ovpavovs

Koi TToXiv ipxoiievov KpluaL ^oouTas

Koi veKpovs.

Koi els TO ayiov rrvevfia.

Koi els a-apKOs dvdcTTao-tv,

Koi els ^(of)V TOV p^XXovTos alwvos,

Koi els ^aaiXeiav ovpavav,

KOL els piav Ka?ioXiKfjv eKKXrjaiav

TOV ?Seov, TTjv dno nepciTcov ecos

nepuTcov.

We believe in one God,
the Father Almighty

;

And in the Loed Jesus Cheist,

His Son,

Who was begotten of Him be-

fore all ages,

the Divine Logos,

through Whom all things were

made, both those in the heav-

ens and those on the earth

;

Who came down and was made
flesh

;

and suffered

;

and rose again

;

and ascended to the heavens

;

and shall come again to judge

the quick and the dead.

And in the Holy Ghost
;

and in the resurrection of the

flesh;

and in the life of the world to

come;
and in a Kingdom of Heaven

;

and in one Catholic Church of

God which extends to the

ends of the earth.

^ Who was condemned at Nice, A.D. 325.

33
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The Old Eoman and Afeican Form of the Apostles'

Creed.

FOKMA EOMANA VeTUS.

(Before A.D. 341.)

Credo in Deu:m Patkem omnipo-

tentem.

Et in Jesum Chkistum, Filium

ejus unicnm, Dominum nos-

trum ;

qui natus est de Spiritu Sancto

et Maria virgine
;

sub Pontio Pilato crucifixus, et

sepultus ;

tertia die resurrexit a mortuis ;

ascendit in coelum, sedet ad

dexteram Pateis,

inde venturus judicare vivos et

mortuos

Et in Spikitum Sanctum ;

Sanctam Ecclesiam
;

remissionem peccatorum

;

carnis resurrectionem.

Stmbolum Augustini (354-430)

Hrppo Eegius, Afbica.

(Circ. 400.)

Credo in Deibi Pateem omnipo-

teutem.

Et in Jesum Cheistum, Filium

ejus unigenitum (unicum)

Dominum nostrum
;

qui natus est per Spiritum

Sanctum ex virgine Maria
;

sub Pontio Pilato crucifixus

est, et sepultus

;

tertia die resurrexit a mortuis
;

ascendit in caelum, sedet ad

dexteram Pateis,

inde venturus est judicaturus

(ad judicandos) vivos et mor-

tuos.

Credo et in Spieitum Sanctum
;

sanctam ecclesiam
;

remissionem peccatorum
;

carnis resurrectionem (? in vi-

tam eternam)

.

The Apostles' Creed According to Kueinus and For-

TUNATUS. A.D. 390-570.

EccLESiA Aquilejensis.

(Circ. A.D. 390.)

Credo in Deo Patee omnijio-

tente [invisibili et impassi-

bili]

Et in Jesu Christo, unico Filio

ejus. Domino nostro
;

qui natus est de Spiritu Sanctu

ex Maria Virgine

;

Venantius Fortunatus.

(Circ. A.D. 570.)

Credo in Deum Pateem omnipo-

tentem

Et in Jesum Christum, unicum

Filium

;

qui natus est de Spiritu Sancto

ex Maria virgine

;
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criicifixus sub Pontic Pilato, et

sepultus

;

[descendit in inferna
;]

tertia die resurrexit a mortuis

ascendit in coelos ;

sedet ad dexteram Patris
;

iudeventurus est Judicare vivos

et mortnos
;

Et in Spikitu Sancto
;

sanctam ecclesiam ;

remissionem peccatorum

;

[hujus] carnis resurrectionem.

crucifixus sub Pontio Pilato
;

descendit ad infernum
;

tertia die resurrexit

;

ascendit in coelum
;

sedet ad dexteram Patris

Judicaturus vivos et mortuos

Credo in Sancto Spieitu
;

sanctam ecclesiam
;

remissionem peccatorum

;

resurrectionem carnis.

SyMBOLUM NlC^NO-CONSTANTINOPOLITANUM.i

TH^ NIC^NO-CONSTANTINOPOLITAN CREED. A.D. 381.

The Keceiv^ed Text of the

Geeek Chukch.

ULarevoiiev et? em GEON HATE-

PA navTOKpaTopa, TTon]Tr]v ovpa-

vov Kal yrjs, opaTcou re rravToov

KOL dopdrcov

Kal els eva Kvpiov 'IH20YN XPI2-

TON, Tov vlov Tov 3eoO tov fiovo-

yfvrj, TOV eK TOV naTpos yevvq-

'^evTa Trpo navTav tcov aloiutjou,

(})a)S eK (pcoTos, 3e6i/ oXi]?it.v6v

eK ?ieov dXrj'^ivov, yevvrf^ema, ov

TTOirf^evTu ofJLOovaiov t(2 Trarpi • 8i

ov TO. TTavTa eyeveTO • tov dl T]p.ds

Tovs av'^pcoTTOVs Kal Sta ttjv rjfxe-

Te'pav (ToiTT^piav KareX'^ovra eK tcov

ovpavwv Kal crapKco'^iVTa eK nvev-

1 This Creed was set forth by the Universal Church in her First Gen-

eral Council, 225 years after the death of St. John, 825 A.D.; amended

by the Universal Church at a following General Council, to its present

form in 381 A.D. , and has ever since been received by the Church

semper, ithique, ah omnibus. It is the Creed of the Greek. Roman, An-

glican, Oriental, and Scandinavian Churches, and also of all the Evan-

gelical Denominations of Protestantism.

The Eeceh^d Text of the

KoMAN Catholic Church.

Credo in unum Deum Pateem
omnipotentem ; facto rem
coeli et terrae, visibilium om-
nium et invisibilium.

Et in unum Dominum Jestjm

Christum, Filium Dei, uni-

genitum, et ex Patre natum

ante omnia ssecula [Deum de

Deo], Lumen de Lumiue

Deum verum de Deo vero,

genitum, non factum, con-

substantialem P a t r i
,

per

quem omnia facta sunt
;
qui

propter nos homines et prop-

ter nostram salutem descendit
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fxaros ay'iov Koi Mapias rrji nap-

?ievov Koi €vav?ipa)Trr]aavTa^ (TTav-

pcoSevra re vnep r^puZv ctti Tlov-

TLov niXdrov, Koi na^iovra koi

racpevTa, kol dvaaravTa tt) rp'iTT]

rjp^fpa Kara rds ypa(pds, kcu dve\-

Soira els tovs ovpavovs, kiu /caSe-

^ofxevov e'/c de^LcouToii rraTpos, koi

TraXti^ epxdp.evov p-era 86^t]s Kpl-

vai ^coj/ray Ka\ vcKpovs ov ttjs

^aaikcias ovk eaTai. reXos.

Km (Is HNEYMA TO "AFION, to

KvpLOVj (koi) to ^(COnOlOV, TO eK

Tov TTorpos eK7Topev6p.euov, to avv

narpl Koi via avv 7vposKvvovp.evov

K.a\ avvdo^a^opevov, to Xa.\i]aau

did T(ov 7rpo(f)rjTap • els p.lav,

dylav, KO.'^okiKrjv Kai dnoaToXiKi^v

iKKkrjdLav • 6p.oXoyovp.ev ev (^utt-

Tiapa els dcpeatv dp.apTia>v •

7rpo(j8oKiouLev dvdaTacriv veKpcov,

Koi ^corjv TOV pieXXovTOs ala>vos.

^Aprjv.

de ccelis, et incarnatus est de
Spiritii Sancto ex Maria vir-

gine, et homo factiis est

;

crucifixus etiam pro nobis,

sub Pontio Pilato, passus et

sepnltus est ; et resurrexit

tertia die, secundum Scrip-

turus ; et ascendit in coelum

sedet ad dexteram Patris ; et

iterum venturus est, cum
gloria, judicare vivos et mor-

tuos; cujus regni non erit

finis.

Et in Spikitum Sanctum, Domi-
num et vivificantem, qui ex

Patre [Filioque] procedit

;

qui cum Patre et Filio simul

adoratur et conglorificatur
;

qui locutus est i^er Proj^he-

tas. Et unam, sanctam, catho-

licam et apostolicam eccle-

siam. Confiteor unum bap-

tisma in remissionem pecca-

torum ; et expecto resurrec-

tionem mortuorum, et vitam

venturi seculi. Amen.

The Constantinopolitan Creed,

eeceived text of the protestant churches.

I BELIEVE in one GOD the Father Almighty ; Maker of Heaven
and earth, and of all things visible and invisible.

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of GOD,
begotten of the Father before all worlds [GOD of GOD], Light

of Light, very GOD of very GOD, begotten, not made, being of

one substance [essence] with the Father ; by Whom all things

were made ; Who for us men and for our salvation, came down
from Heaven, and was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin

Mary, and was made man ; and was crucified also for us under

^ From the AngHcan Book of Common Prayer, with which the text

in other Protestant liturgies agrees, with slight variations. . • .
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Pontius Pilate ; He suffered and was buried ; and the third day

He rose again, according to the Scri^Dtures; and ascended into

Heaven, and sitteth on the Eight Hand of the Father ; and He
shall come again, with glory, to judge both the quick and the

dead ; Whose kingdom shall have no end.

And [I believe] in the Holy Ghost, the Lokd and Giver of Life

;

Who proceedeth from the Father [and the Son] ; Who with the

Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorilied ; Who
spake by the Prophets. And [I believe] in one Holy Catholic and

Apostolic Church. I acknowledge one Bajotism for the remission

of sins ; and I look for the resurrection of the dead, and the life

of the world to come. Amen.

Comparison between the Eoman Creed and the

Apostles' Creed.

The Roman Creed.

Credo in Deum Patrem omnipo-

tentem

Et in Christum lesum unicum

Filium eius, dominum nos-

trum,

qui natus est de Spiritu Sancto

ex Maria uirgine,

crucifixus sub Pontio Pilato et

sepultus,

tertia die resurrexit a mortuis,

ascendit in cselos, sedet ad dex-

teram Patris,

inde uenturus est iudicare

uiuos et mortuos

Et in Spiritum Sanctum, sanc-

tam ecclesiam, remissionem

peccatorum,

carnis resurrectionem.

The Apostles' Creed.

Credo in Deum Patrem omnipo-

tentem

c7'eatorem cceli et ierroe.

Et in lesum Christum Filium

eius unicum, dominum nos-

trum,

qui conceptus est de Si)iritu

Sancto natus ex Maria uir-

gine,

passus sub Pontio Pilato, cruci-

fixus, mortuus et sepultus,

descendit ad inferna,

tertia die resurrexit a mortuis,

ascendit ad csgIos, sedet ad dex-

teram Dei Patris omnipo-

tentis ;

inde uenturus est iudicare

uiuos et mortuos

Credo in Spiritum Sanctum,

sanctam ecclesiam cntholicmn,

sanctorum communionem , re-

missionem peccatorum,

carnis rosurrectionem,

uitam ceternam.
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WESTCOTT's social aspects of CHRISTIANITY (pp. 138-150)

We turn then to the problems of our own age and

country, and ask how we can meet them with the help

which we may draw from this teaching of earlier expe-

rience. In seeking for an answer, it is something that

there is a general agreement as to the source of our char-

acteristic dangers. We are suffering on all sides, and

-we know that we are suffering, from a tyrannical individ-

ualism. This reveals itself in social life by the pursuit

of personal pleasure ; in commercial life by the admis-

sion of the principle of unlimited competition ; in our

theories of life by the acceptance of material standards

of prosperity and progress. Nor is it difficult to see

why this should be so. The silent revolution which has

taken place within this century in the methods of pro-

duction and distribution, has terribly intensified the evils

which belong to all late forms of civilization. The
" great industries " have cheapened luxuries and stim-

ulated the passion for them. They have destroyed the

human fellowship of craftsman and chief. They have

degraded trade, in a large degree, into speculation.

They have deprived labour of its thoughtful freedom and

turned men into " hands." They have given capital a

power of dominion and growth perilous above all to its

possessor.

So it has come to pass that in our fierce conflicts, we
are in peril of guiding our conduct by a theory of rights,
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and not by a confession of duties ; of losing life in the

search for the means of living ; of emptying it, mean-
while, of everything which gives dignity to manhood,
though stripped of the accidents of outward dress, and
hope to sorrow, though it must be borne in loneliness

even to the end. We need, therefore, in order that we
may hold our faith erect in our day of trial, to deepen in

ourselves the sense of responsibility. We need to show
to the w^orld the reahty of spiritual power. We need to

gain and to exhibit an idea which satisfies the thoughts,

the aspirations, the aims of men straining towards the

light.

The sense of responsibility, the energy of spiritual

force, the power of a divine ideal : how can we gain

them ? To this question, which is for us the question of

all questions, the past returns no uncertain answer. Each
new revelation of Christ among men has hitherto found

expression in some social movement, in some form of

disciplined life which has embodied and interpreted it.

And Christ is reveahng Himself through the very needs

which trouble us. We can see now, as men could not

see in earlier times, how there has been a law in the

growth of the race ; how man was taken from himself by

the ancient organizations of the state ; how he was

taken from the world by the dominant religious com-

munities of the Middle Ages ; how he has been taken

from society by the isolating narrowness of many forms

of popular Protestantism ; and, seeing this, we can see

also, when we let the Incarnation give its perfect mes-

sage, that he is given back to himself, to the world, to

society, in the Kisen Christ. This, then, is the revela-

tion which we have to embody ; to embody in the eyes

of all by some fellowship which shall strike the imagi-

nation ; which shall teach by manifold experience the

power of social relationships and social obligations in
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commerce, in j)olitics, in religion ; which shall claim for

the family and the nation their proper parts in preparing

the Kingdom of God on earth, in bringing to redeemed

humanity the fulness of its life in Christ.

I do not venture to suggest the rules of the fellowship

which I foresee, but I cannot be mistaken as to its main

characteristics. The fellowship must be natural. It

must not depend for its formation or its permanence on

any appeals to morbid or fantastic sentiment. It must

accept the facts of life, as seen in the relations of the

family, for the ground of its constitution. . . . The

fellowship must be comprehensive. It must deal not

with opinion, or feeling, or action only, but with the

whole sum of life. It must proclaim that God is not to

be found more easily in " the wilderness and the solitary

place " than in the study, or in the market, or in the

workshop, or by the fireside. It must banish the strange

delusion by which we suppose that things temporal and

spiritual can be separated in human action, or that we

can render rightly to Caesar that which is not, in the

very rendering, rendered also to God.

The fellowship must be social. Every member must

hold himself pledged to regard his endowments of char-

acter, of power, of place, of wealth, as a trust to be ad-

ministered with resolute and conscious purpose for the

good of men
;
pledged to spread and deepen the sense of

one life, one interest, one hope, one end for all, in the

household, in the factory, in the warehouse, in the coun-

cil-room
;
pledged to strive as he has the opportunity, to

bring all things that are great and pure and beautiful

within the reach of every fellow-worker ;
pledged to la-

bour so that to the full extent of his example and his in-

fluence toil may be universally honoured as service to

the state, literature may be ennobled as the spring and

not the substitute of thought, art (too often the minister
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of luxury) may be hallowed as the interpreter of the out-

ward signs of God's working.

The fellowship must be open. The uniform of the

soldier is at once a symbol and a safeguard. It reminds

others of his obligations, and suj)ports him in the en-

deavour to fulfil them. It makes some grave faults prac-

tically impossible. So too a measured and unostentatious

simplicity, a simplicity in dress, in life, in establishment,

widely ado2:>ted by choice and not of necessity, will be

an impressive outward witness to the Christian ideal,

and it will help tow^ard the attainment of it.

The fellowship must be rational. It must be welcome

light from every quarter, as found by those who know
that every luminous ray, reflected or refracted a hundred

times, comes finally from one source. It must make it

clear to Christians, as Christians strive not for victory

but for truth, that they, of all men, are least willing to

satisfy the soul by mutilating its capacities, or deadening

its sensibility.

The fellowship, above all, must be spiritual. It must

rest avowedly on the belief that the voice of God is not

silent among us, and the vision of God not withdrawn

from His people. It must labour in the assurance that

the difference of our age from the first age is not the dif-

ference of the dull, dim twilight from the noon, but that

of common earth, flooded with sunshine, from the soli-

tary mountain-top kindled to a lamp of dawn. It must

find occasion for continual praise and thanksgiving in

victories of faith, from that of the first martyr, St. Ste-

phen, to that of the last boy in U-Ganda, who knew at

least how to die for his Saviour. It must not weary of

proclaiming that we—we poor, frail, erring creatures

—

live, and move, and have our being in God, and that we
are surrounded by sacraments of His Presence and of

His grace. It must summon its followers, not in the
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name of well-being and happiness, but in the name of

duty and love, made known to us in their scope and in

their efficacy by the Birth and the Passion of Christ. It

must bring home to each noblest and each meanest, that

he—he, in his great estate, he, in his utter desolation—is

a temple, a priest, a sacrifice to a living God.

Such a fellowship of " brethren and sisters of the com-

mon hoj)e " may seem to some to be visionary ; to others,

I think, it will be only the expression of their own deep

longings. It is at least, as far as I can judge, nothing

more than the translation of our Creed into action ac-

cording to the conditions of the time. The way to the

new and fuller life must still be, as it always has been,

through heaven.

And if it seem visionary, I can only say that I have

suggested nothing which has not been realized on a large

scale, under harder circumstances and with scantier

knowledge than our own, by Franciscans, by Moravians,

by Quakers. Those societies were not disciplined by

that discernment of the laws of national and human

growth which has been given to our later years. They

were not supported by that catholic sympathy with every

energy of man, which has been quickened among us by a

large interpretation of nature and history. We have

learnt what they could not know. The counsel of God

for humanity has been made clear to us, not only in its

general character, but also in the mode of its fulfilment.

We can estimate fairly the resources of the race. No
dark continents, no untried peoples, fill the dim back-

ground of our picture of the world with incalculable pos-

sibilities. The whole field lies before us. We look

upon all the provinces of the Kingdom of God. We can

communicate to others the noblest which we have, and

save them from the long pains of our discipline. All

things are ready.


















